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This book contains quite a good archaeolo–
gical information and details on Vaidik and
Pauranik quotations of Da�a-Avatar. The
part 2 of the Book covers all the Avadhoot of
Da�a lineage. Shirdi Saibaba has also been
presented.
by
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The Omkarananda Ashram Switzerland is
thinking to translate this book in German,
too. Hopefully, it will work out by next year.
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Introduction
I

n 2006 we had an installaSatyamitrananda Girĳi Mation ceremony for Shirdi
haraj, Shri Krishna Shankar
Saibaba in Omkarananda
Shastrĳi, Mathoor KrishnaAshram, Switzerland. At the
murti from Bharatiya Vidya
same time, Lord Da�atreya's
Bhawan and so also high
Moorti was supposed to be
rank Government oﬃcers as
installed. Somehow, in transwell as renowned businessport, the Moorti arrived dammen.
aged, and besides this, its apRecently, the Indian Conpearance was also not to our
sul in Switzerland, His Exsatisfaction. We thought that
cellency Mr. Ilango, a�ended
Lord Da�atreya didn't want
the Pratishta-ceremony of
to stay with us in this shape
Shirdi Sai Baba with his wife.
and form.
Shortly a�er that, she reDa�atreya-Moorti in our Ashram-Temple
We requested Mr. Satish
quested the Pothi of Saibaba
Oza, whom we have known
for Parayan, which we were
for over three decades as
able to obtain easily.
a Da�a-Bhakta, to select
At the same time Mr. Oza
a Moorti according to his
proposed the need for more
choice. With untiring eﬀorts,
Da�atreya literature in the
he obtained from Jaipur a
Ashram and le� several
very impressive Moorti of
books of Shri Rangavadhootji
Lord Da�atreya according
Maharaj with us, printed in
to Shrimad Vasudevananda
English. However, parallel
Saraswati Swami Maharaj's
to this, we felt the need to
description based on a meanobtain Da�atreya literature
ingful Shloka. This Sanskrit
on a scholarly level to study
Shloka on Lord Da�atreya
the development of Da�aas presented in above form, was prepared by Sampradaya on a historical basis which in turn
an Ashram devotee. In our Ashram, all are only could be useful to inspire European devotees in
European Devotees.
the University and on an academic level.
As per the advice of Shri Prem Avadhutji MaOnce on vacation during her stay in Germaharaj, we have gladly installed this Darshaniya ny, Mrs. Sadhana Oza did Shri Guruleelamrut
Da�a Moorti.
Parayan and Swamĳi asked us to record it. ObSimilarly, in 1976, as per Swami Omkaranda’s viously, this recording is not enough and does
wish, Mr. Oza went to Benaras and selected a beau- not serve the need of seekers in the European
tiful Shiva-Lingam with Shiva-Parivar and organ- community.
ized to bring them along with Ashram-Sannyasis to
Swami Omkarananda was very particular
Winterthur, Switzerland. Twice, he invited his fa- to obtain all the important books of the Vedas,
ther, who stayed in our Ashram each time for about Yagnas and various scriptures. We have a valua month. He did Pranapratishtha of Shiva-Parivar able collection in our library. Swamĳi has also
and performed a series of rituals and denied to ac- helped various people to publish religious and
cept any reward or Dakshina.
philosophical books on missing religious subFrom time to time a number of well-known jects to inspire the spiritual needs of seekers at
dignitaries visited the Ashram, such as Swami their choice.
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So, Mr. Oza helped us in obtaining this thesis
"Origin and Development of Da�atreya-Worship in India" from Dr. Dhirubhai (Hariprasad) Joshi, the managing trustee of Nareshwar
Ashram, and received his permission to publish it.
With proper typing we prepared the thesis
on today’s standard (state of art) publication.
Meanwhile, Dr. Dhirubhai Joshi approached
us and mentioned that Nareshwar Ashram also
has the facility to print English literature. They
would acknowledge our initial eﬀorts and
asked us to send a copy of the completed work.
At his request we sent him the ready-to-print
computer-se�ing (CD) and hard-copy.
In this way both Nareshwar Ashram and
Omkarananda Ashram have collaborated to
bring this Da�a Thesis to the wider European
and English-speaking audience.
We express our gratitude to Dr. Dhirubhai
Joshi.

Dr. Joshi is happy to spread his work to fulﬁl
the wish of the European circle as mentioned
above and gave us the permission to put it on
our web site (www.omkarananda.ch).
According to the advice of Mr. S. Oza, the
Ashram is working also on the German-translation of this thesis: "Origin and Development
of Da�atreya-Worship in India".
Moreover we intend to spread such information to the devotees of Da�a-Sampradaya on
their own websites as well. In addition to that
our contacts in Russia have also welcomed this
proposal with warm heart.
We also ﬁnd it appealing to present appropriate pictures of Lord Da�atreya and the Saints of
this lineage in the above mentioned book.
27th April 2009
– Swami Vivekananda

(General Secretary of Omkarananda Ashram)

Some of the Saints mentioned in this Book
and
Ekmukhi Datta

Shri Pada Vallabha

Shri Narasimha Saraswati

Shri Manik Prabhu Maharaj

Shri Vasudevananda Saraswati

Shri G!nd! Maharaj

Shri Rangavadhoot

Shri Swami Samarth

Shri Shirdi Saibaba

Shri Rukm!mb!

(Shri Rangavadhoot Maharaj’s Mother)

– Compiled by Omkarananda Ashram Switzerland, 41 Anton Graff-Strasse, CH-8400 Winterthur –
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PREFACE
The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda has started a series of publications, “M. S.
University of Baroda Research Series”. In this series will be published selected researchworks of high quality of the teachers, and the theses of the research students of this University.
The thesis “Datt!treya Worship in India” by Dr. H. S. Joshi, formerly of the Ramayana Department, Oriental Institute, is published as the ninth volume of this series.
We acknowledge with thanks the financial help received from the University Grants
Commission, which gave us a grant of half the cost of this publication.
Baroda
Dated 1st February, 1965

B. K. ZUTSHI
Registrar
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PREFACE
Datt!treya is primarily considered as an incarnation for the enhancement of right
knowledge. Vidy!ra[ya refers to him as a promulgator of right knowledge in the Tret!
age. Ziva Pur![a also glorifies him in the same way. Moreover, he is connected with Yoga also. In
the Bhag. P. he is considered as Yogan!tha. His teachings are based mainly on knowledge and
Yoga.
Yet in Indian literature the personality of Datt!treya is somewhat unique in the sense
that much has gathered round his name. Various opinions are held as regards his heads and
hands. The same is the case with his connection with other sects. Moreover, his school not being
a stereotyped one, is still developing and many saints have contributed a lot towards its progress. Hence, I have divided my thesis into two parts. In the first part, I have discussed the
question of Indian Trinity from all its aspects as is seen that the idea of trinity developed
fully into the form of Datt!treya. Moreover, Datt!treya, in the present form is worshipped
as an incarnation, of all the three principal gods of Hindu pantheon, viz. Brahm!, Vi;[u and
Rudra. His triple nature is shown either by three heads or six hands. The second part of
the thesis deals with the activities of the promulgators of the School, the relation of different
Sects, both internal and external and the synthetic outlook behind all the things connected
with the god.
It is natural that the god who is worshipped even to-day attracts the devotees to
write the literature which exposes their devotional heart. In the same way, a system of his
worship may arise in due course. Even Sahasrarjuna, we are told1, was performing Datt!treyaYaga, a sacrifice attached to his name. But the School of Datt!treya, as I have already remarked, is not stereotyped. Hence I have not touched this problem in detail though there is
a vast literature about him in the form of manuscripts. So the list of manuscripts lying in the
different libraries of India is given in the appendix, and the history of the sacred places,
where Datt!treya is worshipped even to-day is narrated.
While pursuing the problem of my thesis, I found that inspite of many historical as well
as literary facts, this school has always stressed the idea of equilibrium – the idea of synthesising
the two opposites very effectively and positively. It has got a message for the present world of
worries and wars – physical, mental and spiritual. I have tried to stress this point when I found
it working in transitional periods in the history of this School. The need of the times becomes, as it were, the main problem before the School and their promulgators though the
spiritual side is never forgotten.
I cannot help expressing a deep sense of gratitude and indebtedness to my revered Guru,
Prof. G. H. Bhatt, M.A. who so kindly guided me in the minute details, and who evinced keen
interest not only in the pursuit of knowledge of the subject in hand, but also in inculcation of
many good habits in me regarding scholarship and character. But for this paternal care and
erudite versatility I would not have been able to cope with the tremendous task that I voluntarily undertook. I therefore crave his indulgent blessings before I proceed further.
I am also thankful to Dr. B. J. Sandesara, Director, Oriental Institute for the keen interest that he took in prompt publication of this thesis.
I am equally grateful to Dr. U. P. Shah, Deputy-Director, Oriental Institute for his very
useful suggestions that I used to get from time to time during my work.

1

Mar P. 19. 30
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I express my sense of gratitude also to Shri Ramanbhai J. Patel, Manager of M. S. University of Baroda Press for executing the printing etc. of this volume in an excellent and
prompt manner.
The cost towards the publication of this book is equally borne by M. S. University of
Baroda and the University Grants Commission. I am very grateful to them for this fine gesture of generosity.
The authorities of the Mah!r!j! Say!j#r!o University of Baroda, Baroda, have greatly
obliged me by rendering financial help for study-tour to various places, sacred to Datt!treya.
Lastly, I should never forget to thank all those scholars including the members of the staff of
Oriental Institute, friends and relatives, together with my wife, Indu, G.A.B.T., Shri R. K. Joshi,
Shri G. N. Pandya, Shri K. N. Kavi Saheb, Shri A. N. Modi of N!rezvar and Shri A. D. Thakar,
M.A., who have helped me in some way or the other in accomplishing this work. I owe them
much more than what I can express.
I cannot forget to mention the name of my friend Shri Pramod Patel, an artist from
Broach who lent me the block of Bhagawan Datt!treya.
In the end I Submit my most humble respects to His Holiness Shri Ra'ga Avadh%ta of
N!rezvar who is one of the foremost living protagonists of the school at present. I had the
proud privilege and pleasure of discussing threadbare theme of my thesis with him and do
not find adequate words to express to him my deep gratitude for His very valuable suggestions and timely help in acquiring requisite materials.
Vallabh Vidyanagar,
Shri Datta-Jayanti,
18-12-1964

H. S. JOSHI
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CHAPTER I

Trinity – Its Antiquity
(i) *gveda
As regards the term and concept of trinity, James Hastings makes the following observation:—2
"The term trinity (from Lat. trinitas) appears to have been first used by Tertullian,
while the corresponding Greek term 'Triad' appears to have been first used by Theophilus, the Christian apologist, an older contemporary of Tertullian. In Tertullian, as in the
subsequent usage, the term designates the Christian doctrine of God-Father, Son and
Spirit." In Indian Religion it denotes the trinitarian group of Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva;
and in Egyptian religion a group of Osiris, Isis and Horus. It is said3 that Brahm! of the
Hindu theology is supposed to be analogue of Saturn of the West while Jupiter represents both Vi;[u and Ziva. The Trim%rti is known in the Peninsula as mum%rti (Mur,
Tam., three). We shall now examine the further details about the Indian Trinity, as
found in literature and in various views regarding the antiquity of the concept as well
as its philosophical meaning.
Examining the *V, the oldest written document of the world, we get many references which might have inspired the later writers to develop the idea of trinity. The
fondness of *gvedic bards for the triad is expressed in many ways. It is seen in forming
various triads of gods, goddesses and even of the world. The gods are divided into
three classes of the terrestrial Vasus, the aerial Rudras, and the celestial @dityas. The
most significant group is the representative triad of Fire, Wind and Sun.4 The *V as well
as the AV states the gods to be thirty-three in number—(RV. III. 6.95; AV X. 7.7) this being several times expressed as "thrice eleven" (VII. 35. 3).6 In one passage (i. 139. II)7
eleven of the gods are addressed as being in heaven, eleven on earth and eleven in waters (: air). The AV (X.9.12) similarly divides the gods into dwellers in heaven, air and
earth, but without specifying any number. Sometimes this threefold division is implied
when gods are connected with heaven, earth and waters (VII. 35. 118; X. 49. 2, 65. 99). We
often find in the Br!hma[as the idea that there are in reality only three gods, Agni,
V!yu and S%rya. (TS. vi.6.8.2; ZB. iv. 5.4 ; T@. i. 21.1; B&haddevat! in Indi, Stud. i.II 3)
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that is to say, a divinity for the earth, fire; another for atmosphere, the wind; and the
third for heavens, the sun.
Following the triple classification of *V. (I. 139.II),10 Y!ska (Nir. VII. 5; 8-11)11 divides the different deities or forms of the same deity enumerated in the fifth chapter of
Naigha[quka into the three orders of terrestrial (P&thiv#-sth!na), aerial or intermediate
(Antarik;asth!na or Madhyasth!na) and celestial (Dyusth!na). He further remarks that
in the opinion of his predecessors, who expounded the Veda (Nairuktas) there are only
three deities, Agni on earth, V!yu or Indra in air and S%rya in heaven.12 Indra and V!yu
are closely allied (cf. TS. 6.6.8 iii). In Mai. S. (4.2.12) it is said that Agni, V!yu and S%rya
are sons of Praj!pati. As regards the opinion of Y!ska’s predecessors Macdonell thinks
that it may be based on such passages as *V. X. 158.1: "May S%rya protect us from
heaven, V!ta from air and Agni from the earthly regions."13
Though the group of Agni, V!yu (or Indra) and S%rya is fixed as the time went on,
the groups of triads sometimes vary. Thus we get a group of Dyaus, Agni and P&thiv#
(*V. VI. 51.5 )14 or of Dyaus, Indra and Agni (*V. I. 131.1)15 or of Mitra, Varu[a and
Aryaman (*V. II. 27.1, VII. 60.1)16. Further references regarding the idea of associating
the gods in groups of three will be found in *V. I. 23.717; 24.41; VII. 62.3;18 VIII. 18.919; x.
124.4, 12620 and 185. Thus it can be concluded that in the Br!hma[ic literature, these
three groups of terrestrial, atmospheric and celestial deities were remodelled and renamed as Vasus, Rudras and @dityas and from these three, one from each got prominence as time went on and in the Pur![as, we get Vi;[u from @dityas, Ziva from
Rudras and Brahm!–Praj!pati from Vasus making the group of the popular triad.21
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Among individual gods, Agni is the only one who is regarded as having triple
character. This is because of his diverse births. Agni's births are three or three-fold (I.
95.3; IV. 1.7).22 The gods made him threefold (X. 88.10).23
He is threefold light (III. 26.7). He has three heads (I. 146.1)24 three tongues, three
bodies, three stations (III. 20.2)25. The last epithet having three stations (Tri;adhastha) is
predominantly connected with Agni. Thus he is Agni, on the earth either in sacrificial
fire or in forest or in the houses of the people, Vidyut or lightning in the air and S%rya
in heaven. One S%tra-passage (@PS. 5.16.4) distinguishes a terrestrial Agni in animals,
aerial one in waters and a celestial one in the sun. "This threefold nature of Agni", remarks26 Macdonell, "so clearly recognised in *V was probably the prototype not only of
the posterior triad of sun, wind and fire (VIII. 18.19) which is spoken of as distributed in
the three worlds (*V. X. 158.127; AV.IV. 39.3) and is implied in another verse28 (I. 164.44)
but also of the triad of sun, Indra and fire, which though not *gvedic is still ancient.
Hopkins, it seems, has the same thing in mind when he says that the first triad is of
fires,29 Macdonell further remarks that the triad of Agni's may have suggested and
would explain the division of sacrificial fire into the three sacrificial fires, which may go
back to the time of *V., possibly even to an anterior period.30 Moreover, *V. II. 1.3 describes Agni as Indra, Vi;[u and Brahm!.31
As regards the triad of Goddesses, Sarasvat# is several times associated in the
eighth and ninth verses of @pr# hymns and @pra with the sacrificial goddesses If! and
Bh!rat# (with whom she form as triad) and sometimes also with Mah# and Hotr!.32
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In the same way the universe is divided into three domains of the earth, air or atmosphere and heaven. This triad of heaven, air and earth form a favourite triad of
*gvedic poets, and is constantly spoken of explicitly or implicitly (VIII. 10.6; 90.6 )33 and
that too to such an extent that we get further sub-divisions of each and sometimes six
worlds are spoken of taking into account the two halves of the universe.
There is a reference, though not about a deity, but about D!sa, who is three-faced
and six-eyed in *V. X. 99.6.34 His name is Vizvar%pa and is slain by Indra with the help
of Trita-@ptya. Shri A. P. Karmarkar35 takes this reference as indicative of pre-vedic cult
and maintains that this three-headed Vizvar%pa may be the god of the direct enemies of
*gvedic-bards.36 Moreover, he puts a suggestion37 about the possibility of notion of
*gvedic Trita, introduced by the *gvedic bards mainly because of the absence of a
three-faced god in their own pantheon. But judging all the references to Trita in
*gvedia collected by Macdonell38 in the light of this suggestion, we are unable to find
that Trita represents any kind of trinity-idea except that he is third member as the etymology of the word clearly shows. Macdonell39 points to the same quoting Br!hma[a
passages where Trita is spoken of as one of the three deities the other two being Ekata
and Dvita, sons of Agni and born from waters. (ZB. I.2.3; TB. 2.3.8.).
(ii) Upani;ads
Coming to the Ups, we get a reference to the three functions viz. of creation, preservation and destruction by the one and the only Absolute in T. Up. (3.1.1.).40 There it is
said that from where the creatures are born, by whom the living beings are protected
(lit. lives) and at the end into whom they enter is nothing but Brahman. This Brahman
though one is considered by men as three. (Eka Eva Tridh! Sm&ta>. GK. I. 1-5). In the
Maitr. Up. (4.5)41 Brahm!, Rudra and Vi;nu appear as forms (Tanava>) of the Absolute
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which itself is incorporeal and again they are declared to correspond in respect with
Rajas, Tamas and Sattva aspects respectively of the Absolute. The same Up. (V.3)42 states
that the Brahman has two forms; one corporeal (M%rta) and the other incorporeal
(Am%rta), the former being unreal and the latter only real and that is lustre (Jyoti>) or
@ditya.
This @ditya is represented by Om, which has manifested itself in three-fold ways.
MM. Dr. P. V. Kane has advocated43 that the remaining part of the first chapter of the
C.Up. may be said, on the whole to advocate a doctrine of Triune Unity, which we shall
reproduce here in his own words: ʺBut the point of greatest importance in the remaining part of this chapter is the almost synthetic unity which it tries to bring about between two opposite premises of thought, which are supposed to be annulled and reconciled into a higher unity. The perishable and imperishable, the manifest and unmanifest
(i.8), the knowing and unknowing, the powerful and powerless, the enjoyer and enjoyed (i.9) and ignorance and knowledge (v. 1) are all synthesised into the higher unity
of $za (i.8) and of the single godhead (i.10) while, i.12 proclaims the Triune Unity of the
enjoyer, the enjoyed and the mover. Reality according to this verse is three-fold, almost
of the nature of a "Tripod" whose three different constituents are as essential to the
whole as the whole is essential to the parts. This is verily the Trinitarian Monism of the
qualified monistic school".44
Here it can be pointed out the Ved!ntic trinity, Mother, Father and Teacher as considered in the passage45 "M!t& Devo Bhava, Pit& Devo Bhava, and @c!rya Devo Bhava."
All these points to the same thing, namely, the conception of the triune combination of
three persons, or gods or elements into one god-head is ancient or to quote Dr. Radhakrishnan, Creation, Preservation and Destruction are the three fundamental functions
of the creative evolution.46
(iii) Epics
As regards references in the Epics, there are divergent views among the scholars,
Hopkins47 takes an extreme view that the union of the three highest gods into a trinity
forms no part of epic belief. He further states that the trinitarian doctrine is recognised
only in one late epic passage and that the Mbh. in general has no doctrine in trim%rti.
This is, however, found in Vana Parvan 272.48.48 In this passage it is stated that
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Praj!pati creates the world in the form of Brahm!, sustains it in the form of the great
Puru;a and annihilates it in the form of Rudra. We again come across another reference
in the same epic. Anuz!sana 14 indicates49 the three different functions assigned to the
Indian Trinity, Brahm!, Vi;[u and Maheza. It states that the Absolute created Brahm!
from his right side of the body to create creatures, while from his left side Vi;[u to protect the people and when the end of Yuga approached he created Rudra.
Fausboll agrees50 with Hopkins, while D. R. Patil51 remarks that the HV seems to
have known the doctrine of trinity.
N. K. Sidhanta after comparing the Vedic triad with the later triad of gods notes52
that these gods (Brahm!, Vi;[u and Maheza) are regarded as supreme in the didactic
and avowedly unheroic parts of the epic and the most elaborate passages about them
come mainly in the 12th and the 13th books of the epic.
But one thing is certain that either Brahm!, Vi;[u or Ziva is spoken of as having one
of the three functions. It is not always the case that Brahm! is regarded as creator, Vi;[u
as preserver and Ziva or Mahezvara as the destroyer. Brahm! sometimes appears as
preserver or destroyer and Vi;[u as creator or destroyer while various passages would
regard Ziva as creator.53 Thus, in the Epics, the three functions are recognised but the
particular god is not fixed. Later on in Pur![as, the main function of each god is seen
fixed, though he is seen doing the other two functions besides his own proving thereby
his Almightiness.
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(iv) Pur![as
In the Pur![ic age, the three principal gods of Indian Trinity viz. Brahm!, Vi;[u
and Maheza were already popular and they had already replaced the Vedic gods
namely Agni, V!yu (Indra) and S%rya. They are referred to separately as well as jointly
as the great gods who can do whatever they wished to do. Not only this, but we also
find that all the three are so helpful to one another that fascinating stories of each having gone to others have been recorded. Thus we see Mah!deva drinking poison when
requested by gods headed by Brahm! and Vi;[u, or Vi;[u saving gods from demons
grown powerful with boons from Mah!deva, or Brahm! advising gods, who go to him
first when any calamity occurs. In short they join hands when a common calamity arises
either in heaven or on earth forgetting how the calamity arose. This intermixing is so
uppermost in the minds of devotees that we get descriptions in the form of prayers.
Thus, for instance, in the VYP, it is stated54 that "They exist through each other and uphold each other; they are twin parts of one another, they subsist through one another,
they are not for a moment separated; they never abandon one another. /$zvara
Mah!deva is the supreme god and Vi;[u is superior to Mahat, (the principle of intelligence); while Brahm!, filled with Rajas, engages in creation." In the same Pur![a and in
the same chapter Brahm! is called both N!r!ya[a and Mahezvara (cf. 5.38-42); while in
another passage (I.204) N!r!ya[a creates the universe and pervades it, though he himself is created by Mahezvara. In another passage (24. 72-3) Vi;[u tells Brahm!: "Formerly (Ziva) inserted the Linga and your seed in me (i.e. the yoni) which in course of
time developed into the golden egg." In the same way, in a prayer to Ziva the god is also
addressed as Vi;[u and Brahm! (cf. 54.68, 76; 54.98). Moreover, it is said in the Zr!ddha
chapters that the Brahmin worshipers of Vi;[u, Ziva and Brahm! should be invited on
that occasion (cf. 82.57-9). This kind of mutual relation between three gods is further
referred to in VP. I.22.39 ff55; Vh. P. 70.13-1556; Br. P. 1.22 and 2457; Lg.P. (P%rva) 41. 151758.
54

Ch. V. 18-21 as quoted by Natesh Aiyar, ASI. Vol. XIII p. 276:
ु
ु ते े ोमपजीिवनः॥
र् े धारयि पररम।् अोिमथना
े वत
“पररण
ु ु महतः परः॥
े िव
े ं न जि पररम।् ईरो िह परो दवो
क्षण ं िवयोगो न षा
र् े ”
ॄा त ु रजसोििः सग यहे ूवतत।

55

56

र्
एवमवे जगा जगाता तथ ैव च। जगक्षियता च ैष सम जनादनः॥
ु
ु ं महत॥्
र्
र् े गणूवृ
े ु िऽधवै ं सूवतत।
ं
सगिकालष
ा परम ं पदं ता गण

र् ं जगत।् उ ं सवदा
र् यिँीन ं भवित सामरम॥्
यो यज्ञ ैिरत े दवे ो याविमद

र्
र्
े सवपो
नारायणः परो दवो
जनादनः॥
१४॥

ु
ु
ु १५॥
े
िऽधाान ं स भगवासज र् परमरः।
रजमोा ं योऽभिजः
सािधकं ूभः॥
57

नमो िहरण्यगभायर् हरय े शराय च।

ु े ताराय सगि
र्
र् े २२॥
वासदवाय
कमण॥
र्
सगिितिवनाशाय
जगतो योऽजरामरः।

ू ू नम ै िवव े परमान॥
े २४॥
मलभतो

58

वैराग्य ं ॄणो व े तमोभतू ं समासतः।

ु ् १५॥
नारायणोऽिप भगवािधाः कृ ाननम॥
ससज र् सकलं तााादवे चराचरम।्
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It is perhaps due to this reason that Appe. J. A. Dubois thought59 that in the books
of Hind%s there was a mere tissue of contradiction relating to the Trim%rti and the absurd details which were related in connection with each other are even more inconsistant. However, after explaining the word Trim%rti he states that this union of persons is
the allegorical symbol of the existence of things created, which can neither be produced
nor preserved without agreement and sanction of these three divinities. In the same
manner J. N. Farquhar opines60 after examining the origin of Trim%rti both in its theological and philosophical aspects based on Maitr. Up. (iv. 5. 6; v. 2), that since each sect
identified its own god with the Supreme Brahman, the Trim%rti has a distinct form in
each.
The MP. contains a phrase "Ek! M%rtis Trayo Dev!>", (quoted by J. N. Farquhar)
which also suggests the same thing. In short, it seems that at the time of the Pur![as the
idea of Trinity was firmly established in the minds of people and the need of the times
invented stories, of course, based on traditions, so that each one feels sure about the
power of his god. The idea behind it was to express the synthetic mind which developed right from the Rgvedic times. The various functional contradiction that are found
here and there, prove only the Almighty nature of each god. Later on the idea was
firmly established with the story of Dattatreya in the M!r. P. and in other Pur![as.
(v) Classical Literature
Classical literature contains the triad in the words of its most prominent masters.
K!lid!sa in Kum!rasa<bhava (II. 4-1561; VII. 4462; X. 20-2263) and in Raghuva<za (X. 16)
refers to it. It is interesting to note that Kum!rasa<bhava (II. 4) is stated in connection
with Brahm!, VII. 44 refers to Ziva, while Raghuva<za (X. 16)64 is. a prayer to Vi;[u.
The commentator Mallin!tha in Kum!rasa<bhavam II. 4 quotes one more verse with

ततो ॄाणमसृजा िं िपतामहः॥१६॥
मनु े कारे िो हिर  ॄाणमीरम।्

ततो ॄाणमसृजनु े कारे हिरः॥१७॥
59

Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, p. 542.

60

An outline of Religious literature of India, p. 148.

61

ु ं ूाः
ू र् े त
े
े
ृ े कवलान।
नमिमतय
ु ऽयिवभागाय पादमपयष॥
े ु े ु े
गण

62

ू र् र् े े िऽधा सा सामामषा
े ं ूथमावरम।्
एकै व मितिबभद

ु
र्
े
िवोहर
हिरः कदािचधायोाविप
धातराौ॥
63

र्
र्
िनध े तमकायर् स पजोऽवषित।

े
े
ततोऽभािन ूजानािस
जगतः िपता॥

ू
ं तािन ो भवि च।
अरोऽिस भताना

ू
ततो जीिवतभतं
जगतः ूाणदोऽिस च॥
ु
े
जगतः सकला मकोऽपकारकृ
त।्
े
कायपपादन े तऽ ोऽः कः ूगत॥

64

नमो िवसृज े पवू  िव ं तदन ु िबॅत।े

ु ं ऽधा
े ितान॥
े
ं  त
अथ िव सहऽ
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words Ukta< Ca (it is said) in support of the reference to the Trim%rti.65 Similarly,
B![a's K!dambar# also invokes it.66 Moreover, he definitely mentions Vi;[u's trinity
with Var!ha and N&si<ha faces on both sides as Vizvar%pa Vi;[u with N&si<haVar!ha heads.67 Later on the three verses, the two of K!lid!sa68 and the one of B![a,69
were combined in a Ms. heading it to be a hymn to Trim%rti.70
The M&cchakaqika of Z%draka at the end of the sixth act refers to the same.71 According to A. W. Ryder,72 this verse refers to Trim%rti as he translates it as under: "May Ziva,
Vi;[u, Brahm!, three in one, protect thee, and the moon and the blessed sun; slay all thy
foes, as mighty P!rvat# slew Zumbha and Nizumbha fearfully." It is doubtful whether
we should regard this as referring to Trim%rti worship, as, besides the three principal
gods, we have here, S%rya, Candra and even Dev#. However, it is worth consideration
that all the prominent gods are invoked at a time in such an early period of Z%draka.
K. P. Parab collects four verses on Trim%rti. First of these is from Kum!rasa<bhava
II. 4, second is from Raghuva<za X. 16 and the third from K!dambar#, while the fourth
is from some unknown source. In this last verse besides distinct colour, abodes, goddesses, weapons and number of eyes of each god, functions and distinct vehicles are
also referred to clearly and in the most restrained and poetic manner.73 All these point
to one thing that individual gods are nothing but several replicas of the same God and
this must have gone a long way to check the jarring tendencies of the followers of different sects of later period. Thus, we get even at a late date, prayers to Parabrahma,74
Ziva,75 Vi;[u,76 describing them as performing the three functions of Creation, Preserva65

नमो रजो जषु े सृौ ितौ समयाय च।
ु े
ं े िऽपाय यव॥
तमोपाय सहार

66

रजो जषु े जिन सवृय।े ितौ ूजाना ं ूलय े तमः ृश।े
ु
र्
े े ऽयोमयाय िऽगणाय
ं
अजाय सगिितनाशहतव।
सनितः॥

67

Cf. Cat. of Brahmanical Images in Mathur! Art, Preface.

68

Kum!rasa<bhava. II. 4; Raghuva<za. X. 16.

69

B![a's K!dambar#.

70

ASI. 1913-14, P. 277.

71

ु र् रिव च।
अभय ं तव ददात ु हरो िवॄा
ु ं शिनशौ
ु
ु यथा दवी॥
े
हा शऽपक्ष

72
73

HOS. P. 177.

ु
े
े
ँयामताणाा
जलधरिणधरोपहा।

ु े रथचरणिपनाकोमारशाः॥
मोमासािवपता

ु े
े िनऽा
े जगदवनसमदनोिदक्षाः।
दवा

र् ं
ूीता वः पा ु िन ं हिरहरिवधयागोहसपऽाः॥
74

े
लोकऽयिितलयोदयकिलकारः

े
 यो हिरहरििहणमित।
कायण
ु

े स िवजनवानसाितवृदवः

शिः िशव ं िदशत ु शदनरं वः॥

75

जगिसृक्षाूलयिबयािवधी

्
ु े
े
ूयमषिनमषिवॅमम।

े
ं
वदि यक्षणलोलपणा

े े नमः॥
पराय त ै परमिन
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tion and Destruction. This synthetic outlook has its highest peak in the popular verse77
where all kinds of knowledge and sects are attributed to one source.78
(vi) Trinity: Philosophical Interpretation
We shall now examine the various views regarding the antiquity of the concept of
trinity expressed by different scholars. Keith is of the opinion that the concept is a very
old one in India and equally old in Mesopotemia79; yet there are opinions that the concept of the union of three highest gods forms no part of epic belief80 and it was not in
vogue until the advent of the Pur![ic period81 or 'perhaps long after the establishment
of idolatry in India'.82 There are some who think that the conception is as ancient as
*gveda83 or even Pre-*gvedic with84 or without85 its philosophical meaning and this
Vedic literature, which contained the germs of the idea,86 developed later from the idea
of uniting the gods, seen right from the time of the Harappa Culture,87 to that of the Vedas,88 Upani;adas,89 epics,90 Hariva<za,91 Pur![as92 and finally in the time of K!lid!sa it
was firmly established.93
It will be seen from the above-mentioned opinions that the scholars differ only
about concept of the word Trinity. Trinity does not mean the group of three principal
gods namely Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva only; it connotes widely and one is free to interprete the Vedic hymns as well as other important literary passages for the concept of
Trim%rti, and its philosophical meaning. We shall see, later on, how such attempts were
made by scholars. At present it may be noted that the antiquity of the concept of Trinity
worship is accepted by almost all scholars though the triad may form different groups
76

ु
े े
ं
नमिभवनोििितसहारहतव।

े
े े
ं
िववऽपारससारपारोरणसतव॥
77

ु
े िशव इित ॄित
े वदािनो
े
य ं शैवाः समपासत

 न ैयाियकाः।
बौा बु इित ूमाणपटवः कतित

र्
 मीमासकाः
ं
अहिथ
ज ैनशासनरताः कमित

सोऽय ं नो िवदधात ु वाितफलं ऽैलोनाथो हिरः॥

78

All these are quoted from SRB.

79

Keith quoted by J. Marshall, Mohenjo-Daro and Indus Valley Civilization, p. 53.

80

Epic. Myth. P. 231.

81

Natesh Aiyar, ASI. 1913-14. P. 277.

82

Abbe. J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, p. 543.

83

Bhattacharya, as quoted in RI. Kar. Vol. I., p. 66.

84

RI. Kar., p. 39.

85

J. Marshall, Mahenjo-Daro & Indus Valley Civilisation, p. 53.

86

D. R. Patil, Cultural History from VYP., p. 190.

87

A. P. Karmarkar, BK. P.I., p. 323 & Marshall, p. 53.

88

Vedic Myth. p. 5.

89

Furquhar J. N. An outline of Religious Literature of India., p. 148 also cf. HDS. Part II.

90

C. V. Vaidya, Epic India.

91

D. R. Patil, Cultural History from VYP. p. 190.

92

Bhattasali. Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculpture in Dacca Museum, p. 74.

93

Cultural History from VYP. p. 66.
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according to them. Surely, 'an image is the product of a definite religious need and remains to posterity the best visible symbol of the religious convictions and outlook of its
worshippers.'94 This kind of definite religious need regarding the image, anticipates its
concept. We shall see later on that such sculptures of Trim%rti are found all over India
in the remote past.
Now as regards the question of idolatry Shri Khare95 opines that it was current
about 200-150 B.C. with certainty; for in the Mbh. Vana Parvan 82-84 there are references to the idols of Mah!k!la, Dh%m!vat#, Triz%lap![i and such others. Moreover, we
know from the Mah!bh!;ya of Pata]jali that temples dedicated to Kezava, Balar!ma
and Dhanapati Kubera came into existence in the 2nd century B.C.96 Macdonell97 further
adds that 'most probably it must have been also known to P![ini, a century earlier than
Pata]jali; while "it is certain", says D. B. Diskalkar98, that images on stone began to be
made on a large scale in the Kushan period, specially, in Mathura district and in the
Gandhar country round about Peshavar."
Different views are propounded by scholars regarding the question of the first trinity of its kind. Sir John Marshall put forth the following hypothesis.99 In historic times
the type of Ziva's trinity (i.e. Ziva without Brahm! and Vi;[u) was not a common one
and it may have been produced under the influence of Trimukha images representing
the triad. "It is more likely" in the words of Marshall, "that in the first instance the god
was provided with a plularity of faces in token of his all-seeing nature, that these images afterwards suggested the trim%rtis of Ziva, Brahm! and Vi;[u, and that the latter
in their turn subsequently inspired such images as those referred to above." (i.e. of Ziva
without Brahm! and Vi;[u)
A. P. Karmarkar, writing on the Pur![ic cosmogony, maintains100 that as Ziva's trinity is found on some seals of Mohenjo-Daro, "there is every possibility of the above representations indicating the exact nature of the three cosmogonic functions of the god – a
fact which is conveyed by the later idea of the Hindu Trinity consisting of Brahm!,
Vi;[u and Ziva." He supports his view by quoting the illustrations of Kushano-Sasanian
coins on which Ziva is found standing by the side of Nandi101. Similarly J. N. Banerjee
thinks102 that at an early date there must have been a feeling of jealousy and rivalry between the sectarians and this inspired many combinations of gods giving prominence,
of course, to their own god, and later on gave rise to later representations of Brahmanical triad Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva. Thus, we see a definite effort towards repproachement in the icons such as of Hari-Hara-Pit!maha, Hari-Hara and so on, after having
experienced the bitterness expressed by icons of Ekap!da, where prominence is given
94

Dr. V. S. Agrawala, Cat. of Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art Museum, Preface.

95

M%rti Vij]!na p. 17.

96

े
–् II.2.34
ूासाद े धनपित-राम-कशवानाम

97

JRAS, Jan. 1916. p. 125.

98

Journal of the United Provinces Historical Society, Jan. 1932 Vol. V. Part I, p. 19

99

Mohenjo-Daro and Indus Valley Civilisation, p. 55.

100

BK. Part I. p. 324.

101

For details cf. RI. Kar., Vol. I, pp. 66 ff.

102

DHI, p. 231.
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to their own god by sectarians. Karmarkar notes103 that the sectarian feelings during the
period of the Mbh. had become rampant, and so besides Ziva, the two deities Vi;[u and
Brahm! attained a unique prominence. Edward Moor (quoted by P. Thomas: Epics,
Myths and Legends of India, p. 9) noted this and wrote that 'in the obvious arrangement of the three grand powers of the eternal one, Creation and Preservation precede
Destruction; this is the relative and philosophical rank of the Triad, but not always theological or sectarian station for Zaivas exalt Ziva and Vai;[avas Vi;[u". A. Barth takes104
this idea of trinity as 'a solution midway between the ancient orthodoxy in its final form
and the new religions'. He further adds that, it is, at the same time, a most considerable
attempt which has been made to reconcile these religions to one another. It is interesting
to note that this tendency of reconciling is shown by our great poet K!lid!sa. We see
that the exploits of the family of Raghu in which those of R!ma (Vi;[u) are the most
important, open an invocation of Ziva, while the Kum!rasa<bhava, which is a story of
Ziva, contains an elaborate prayer to Brahm!.105 In fact, K!lid!sa seems to have the idea
that individual gods are nothing but several aspects of the same god. The same is suggested by Pandit Benode Bihari Vidyavinode of the Indian Museum (quoted by B. C.
Bhattacharya, Indian Images Part I. p. 4) that this blending of the principal gods of
Hindu Pantheon is a sort of compromise of the sectarian beliefs of the people.
It has again been suggested that the so-called Trim%rti images, perhaps, represent
the Sun as the one representative of the three gods.106 The Brahm!, Vi;[u, (S%ryaN!r!ya[a) and Ziva being all directly or indirectly recognised to be identical with the
Sun, there is every possibility of the Trim%rti figures representing the Sun-God. Rao
Bahadur Hiralal in his article on Trim%rtis in Bundelkhand agrees107 with Krishna Shastri in this point and illustrates the Sun icons having three faces. However, Krishna Shastri sees another possibility of taking Trinities, especially from Tiruvorriyur and Tiruvanaikkal, as to symbolise the expanded significance of the Ziva Li'ga. As regards the motive, he remarks that according to Ziva Rahasya all gods at the end of creation find their
resting place in the Li'ga, Brahm! being absorbed in its right, Jan!rdana in its left and
G!yatr# in its heart.
Hopkins taking the threefold fire,108 seen in Agni. Vidyut and S%rya, con- cludes
that the first triad is that of fires; and Dr. Saletore has tried109 to take the Mohenjo-Daro
seal as representing Agni. Probably, keeping this in mind, Cyclopaedia of India (Vol.
VII, p. 935) refers to the symbols of the trinity as Time, Water and Fire of Brahm!, Vi;[u
and Ziva respectively. Thus S%rya represents time, Vidyut, the water and Agni, the fire.
But here the equation will become like one applied to later gods. Brahm!: S%rya, Vi;[u:
Vidyut and Ziva: Agni. Here it may be noted B. C. Bhattacharya's similar equation Agni:
103

RI. Kar. p. 65.

104

RI. Bar, p. 179.

105

India in K!lid!sa by B. S. Upadhyaya, p. 315.

106

ASI. 1913-14, p. 278.

107

IA. Vol. 47, p. 126.
He even quotes from the Epic that Agni is a maker, sustainer and
destroyer (ं कता र् चा एव च ं धारयिस लोकाँिन).् Epic. Myth. p. 231.

108

109

New Review, 55. X. 1939.
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Brahm!, V!yu: Ziva and S%rya: Vi;[u. Bhattacharya's reasons are as follows: Agni and
Brahm! are described as being of red colour and holding Kama[falu; V!yu is young in
appearance and so Rudra is to be represented as of 16 years of age. Moreover, the deer
is the symbol of both. S%rya is Vi;[u as a form of @ditya. Coomaraswamy, however,
takes Ziva: Agni, which seems probable.
In this way we find many reflections on the plausible philosophical meaning underlying the idea of trinity. This body of ours is a temple of the Divine. If the image is
looked upon as only a symbol or manifestation of the Divine, which is worshipped
through the image, it becomes the worship of the right type that lifts the worshippers to
the height of the Divine. The great soul, the cause of the universe, has three forms, the
highest that is immoveable, the second that brings this universe into being and the third
that is seated within the heart of man.110 This is, perhaps, the reason why it is said111 that
in the case of an Indian, Trim%rti and such other uncommon figures have their importance as religious objects, which intensify the adoration and devotion by the very fact of
limbs and weapons.
Mr. Havell112 interpretes the allegory regarding the meaning of Trim%rti as the "apparent movement of the Sun round the earth of which the Cosmic Cross was the symbol
of the ancient Aryan world. The four points of the cross indicated the position of the
Sun at mid-night, sunrise, noon and sunset respectively". But B. C. Bhattacharya opines
that this is all confusing in the extreme.113 Moreover, the triad lost its meaning and
rather conveyed the four movements.
Here it is worth noting that similar attempts are made by many to connect the
movement of the Sun, with regard to the three steps of Vi;[u. Some scholars like
Aur[an!bha and many European scholars of the modern times take it as course of the
Sun-rising, culminating and setting; while others like Zakap%[i, Bergaigne, Macdonell
and others with a support from younger Vedas, Br!hma[as and post-vedic literature
take the three steps of Vi;[u as representing the course of the solar deity through the
three divisions of the universe.114
Abbe J. A. Dubois after examining the view of modern writers regarding these
three principal gods of Indian trinity summarises their views as follows: They have asserted that these gods are nothing else but three principal deities of the Greeks and the
Romans under different names. The equation according to them is as follows: Brahm!Jupiter, Vi;[u-Neptune and Ziva-Plato. No doubt, Jupiter is the creator of all things,
Neptune is connected with water and Ziva and his devotees with Za'kha and Plato, the
glooming god of hell, the Lord of Shades and Lights; but all these are not convincing for
even the essential features are not common to both the triads. So even Dubois (p. 545) is
not drawing any conclusion regarding the question as to who borrows from whom and
tries to solve the origin of trinity-concept in somewhat novel way. It is through earth,
the common mother of all beings, that everything subsists in nature. She is, therefore,
110

Mbh. Udyoga Parvan. Ch. IV.

111

IHQ. Vol, XVI. p. 524 ff.

112

Ideals of Indian Art, P. 68.

113

Indian Images, Part I, P. 6.

114

Vedic Myth. P. 37 ff.
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regarded as the divine creator, Brahm!. But what could the earth do without water? It is
water which gives life, preserves and causes growth of everthing that has life or vegetables. It was, therefore, regarded as divine preserver i.e. Vi;[u. Fire, in penetrating the
other two elements, communicates to them a portion of its energy, develops their properties, and brings everything in nature to that state of growth, maturity and perfection
which would never be arrived at without it. When it is in its free and visible state, this
active agent of reproduction destroys all by its irresistible power and it is to this formidable power that it owed its title of god destroyer, that is to say, Ziva. The combination
and harmony of all these three was indispensable to the production and reproduction of
all secondary bodies. 'This worship of three elements (viz. Earth, Water and Fire)' says
Dubois, 'is not my own theory, but if we look to the chapter about Sandhy!, we can find
the direct worship of these elements while the two others, air and ether, are almost forgotten.'
In this way we get many reflections on the possible meaning of the idea of Trinity.
To start with, Barth115 sums up the idea behind Trim%rti thus: "The Brahman, the Absolute manifests himself in three persons, Brahm!, the creator, Vi;[u, the preserver and
Ziva, the destroyer. It is in them that he becomes capable of actions and that he partakes
of the three 'qualities' of goodness, passion and darkness the subtle principles that pervade everything and in which the S!<khya philosophy sums up the energies of Nature.
Each of these persons is represented by one of the three letters a, u, m, the combination
of which forms the sacrosanct syllable OM, the symbol of the Absolute116". While B. C.
Bhattacharya117 raises a point that the allegorical meaning of the Trim%rti has been, in
many cases only touched but not clearly worked out. In fact, the three gods represent
one M%rti taking three forms in the act of creating, preserving and destroying.118 He
suggests another possibility also of these forms referring to the three stages of life,
childhood, youth and old age. "The idea of the Trim%rti sculpture", he says, "must have
been drawn from the main periods of the Aryan life, viz., those of the Brahmac!r#,
G&hastha and Sa<ny!s# or Yati. Brahm! is surely a god having features of a Brahmac!r#. He holds a Kama[falu, puts on K!;!ya cloth, carries Vedas, all of which are
requisites of a young Brahmac!r#. Vi;[u with his dress, ornaments, attendants, represents a householder, enjoying, working and flourishing. The image of Ziva in the like
manner, with his tiger's skin, Jaq! and trident, represents the life of a Sa<ny!s#. This is
the psychological basis behind the idea of Trim%rti, while metaphysically it represents
the three great principles viz. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. The physical explanation may be
applied to the three time-divisions of a day viz. morning, day and evening while mythologically they represent creative, preservative and destructive aspect of the Absolute.
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Dr. Radhakrishnan119 construes the meaning in a somewhat different way. He says
that the qualified body of the Absolute (Sagu[a Svar%pa) is the triple confluence of
knowledge (J]!na), love (Prema) and right conduct (Sad!c!ra). This is the reason why
he becomes the creator, uplifter and the judge of the universe. Vi;[u, being the love incarnate upholds the world while Ziva being Almighty gives judgment and these three
viz. Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva are not different personalities, but are the different phases
of one and the only Absolute, viewed according to their different activities.
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CHAPTER II

Trim%rti in Sculpture
Thus the idea of trinity has been very old in India and elsewhere.120 This idea is represented in sculpture also, of course, in many different ways. Hindu iconography has its
own peculiarities. We get Dhy!na Mantras regarding the deities, in the books on Hindu
iconography. But the question about the relation between the Dhy!na Mantras and
icons is very difficult to solve. We have referred to the view of Dr. Agrawala that the
image was the product of a definite religious need of the people. But the question of
Dhy!na Mantra is a different one, in the sense that it is supposed to put Dhy!nas in a
stereotyped way. We get many icons that do not follow the respective Dhy!na Mantras
either wholly or partly. At times we get such icons that partly follows the Dhy!na Mantra of the deity in question or follow other Dhy!na Mantras in other respects. In this
way, there is always a difference regarding either heads or hands or symbols. This,
however, does not make a great difference. God has in a way no form, but from another
point of view He can take any form. He assumes shape according to the attitude of
devotees. Moreover, it is possible that with the march of time some icons might have
been buried under the earth or lost for ever. Perhaps, such icons, if found, would have
thrown more light on the subject. The same principle may be applied to books on iconography. Till then we have to remain content with the available material.
The idea of trinity is represented in sculpture by icons of three-headed figures in
many different ways according to the beliefs and religious needs of society. Thus right
from the third century upto the 17th century leaving aside the seal found at the Mohenjo-dero, we see the trinity icons represented in several ways. They are as follows:
Firstly, actual trinity sculptures, i.e. the three principal gods of the Hindu pantheon
viz. Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva blended into one either separately on different niches or
having one nich or the figure having three heads showing the triple nature through
their characteristic marks. Secondly, we see the actual temples, having three shrines
dedicated to the principal gods. Sometimes such shrines become unique pieces of sculpture in architecture. In such cases the temple itself becomes the trinity. Thirdly, we
come across icons giving prominence to one of the principal deities, e.g. Ziva is given a
prominent place in many icons from the South. In the same way Vi;[u and Brahm! are
given due honour the devotees of different times according to their religious ideas.
Many times Brahm! is substituted by the Sun-god. Moreover, there are some cases
where triple nature of the Sun-god has taken shape at the hands of artists, thus proving
the sun-worship of the Sauras. Lastly, it is seen in the icons of Datt!treya who is considered an incarnation of the trinity in general and of Vi;[u in particular. The last mentioned icons are met with under another name of Hari-Hara-Pit!maha. It is interesting
to note here that even the three principal goddesses viz. P!rvat#, Lak;m# and Sarasvat#,
the consorts of Ziva, Vi;[u and Brahm! respectively, are also represented in sculpture
in a triple form. In all these ways, in whatever form the triple nature of the divine is
120
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formed, one taing is common that it represents the creative, preservative and destructive aspects of the god concerned. In short, it is the triple aspect of the Absolute oat is
aimed at. The principle behind it seems to be that all the aspects are from one single
source and it is the work of the Absolute. Men may give that Absolute any name and
represent Him in any form.121 In India it is common that a devotee regards his god as
the highest deity and the same has happened in this case.
Now the question that naturally arises from all these forms is that which pertains
the primitive type of trinity. The problem is rather difficult and requires critical examination that will be taken up at a later stage. For the present we shall examine the abovementioned groups of trinity and their icons.
Let us first take up the case of Trim%rti temples. Such a temple is met with at the
foot of Anaimalai Hills in the Koimbatur Dt. in South India. The place is called Trim%rti
Kovil or temple. It is in the Udumalkotta taluka in the district of Koimbatur. "Here the
Trim%rti itself was a temple and a remarkable object", says M. J. Walhouse.122 It has all
the look of extreme antiquity and was regarded by natives with awe. The figure indistinctly grown Tipon the great boulder overlooking the Koimbatur circle indicated three
figures – it is doubtful whether it was united or not. About this figure Walhouse remarks that the group certainly bears some resemblance to the ordinary presentation of
Buddha seated between two attendants. But such Buddha figures are never worshipped, while in the case of the Trim%rti Kovil the case is just the reverse.
In the same way, comparable to the Trim%rti Kovil, we learn about a remarkable
hypoethral temple in the hill tracts of Orissa. It exhibits an open circular temple or enclosure of plain cut stone externally, while the interior of the wall is occupied by niches.
In the centre, in front of the single doorway is a shrine or Ma[fapa covering a slab, on
which is carved in relief a sitting figure, with the right foot on an elephant and the left
on a bullock. The figure appears to have three faces, the left hand having a lotus and the
right hand a sceptre (?). Other details are not available.
There appears to be a considerable resemblance between the two abovementioned
temples. The Orissa temple is evidently much larger and more important, but the other
one, so much further to the south, is situated in a locality of old and equally wild, and
even now sequestered and remote. The circle of images with faces turned inwards corresponds with the open circular temple or enclosure of the plain cut stone in Orissa.
The third temple is situated at Parbadi, in Saurastra of the Gujarat State. It is an interesting old triple shrined temple. Above the doorways we meet with Ga[eza indicating Zaiva worship. The hall was common to all three shrines as was usual in the three
shrined temples. They were dedicated to Ziva, Vi;[u and S%rya or Brahm! respectively.
Moreover, around the main temple were four smaller shrines, thus forming with main a
Pa]c!yatana, a group. It is worth noting that the shrine had the same pattern as that of
Navalakha at Sejakpur and those at Anandpur and Chaubari.
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Another Trim%rti temple is referred to in Mandagappattu Inscription of VichitraChitta.123 On a small hill near Mandagapattu in South India is cut out a shrine on the
facade of which is engraved an inscription. The shrine has at its back end three niches,
which are dedicated to the gods Brahm!, $zvara and Vi;[u respectively. A photograph
of the front view of the shrine appears in Pallava Antiquities Vol. I. PI. XXXIII by Mons.
G. Jowvean Dubrenil.
Lastly, there exists a Trim%rti cave at Mahabalipuram, in South India. The so-called
Trim%rti Ma[fapa is a cave temple near the "Gopi's churn". It contains three cells. The
central one has a relief carved on the back wall representing Ziva standing with fourarms. In one of the right hands he holds a hatchet (broken) and in one of the left hands
rosary (standing up). The two other hands are broken. There are four attendants two
crouching at his feet and the other two ga[as flying. In the cell to the proper left is
Vi;[u, four-armed. In his upper right hand he holds a wheel, in the upper left a conch
(broken) while the other two hands are empty. We again notice four attendants. About
the proper right cell there are two opinions among scholars. Dr. Vogel124 in his Iconographic Notes on the seven Pagodas identifies the figure with Brahm!, The figure is
standing four-armed holding a flower in his upper right hand and a ring in his upper
left while the remaining two are empty. Shri T. A. G. Rao comments while writing a
foreword note to the inscription of Vicitracitta125 that the cell which is supposed to have
been dedicated to Brahm! is occupied by a figure which has only one face. The figure of
Brahm!, according to @gamas, ought to be always shaped with four faces, and in practice also we find that three faces are always shown in sculpture, the fourth being supposed to be at the back of the figure. Prof. Jouvean Dubreni thinks that the cell contains
the figure of Subrahma[ya. He argues that the figure has only one head and not four
and the god Subrahma[ya in his Brahma-Z!st! aspect is superior to Brahm! whose
pride he put down by exposing his (Brahm!'s) ignorance of the Vedas. The people of
Mahabalipuram must have thought it more preferable to put Brahma-Z!st! than to put
Brahm!. Moreover, he points to the fact that the trinity of Ziva, Vi;[u and Subrahma[ya
is still existing. Lastly he quotes Shri T. A. G. Rao (Vol. II, Part II, p. 439) regarding
Dhy!na Mantra of Brahma-Z!st!. But our figure, which has given rise to a controversy,
has a ring and a flower while Brahma-Z!st! must have a Kama[falu and Ak;am!l!
while the other hands must have Abhaya and Varada poses. Moreover, a double chaplet of Rudr!k;a beads is on the chest of the figure and not in the hands. It thus presents
some difficulty for identification. H. Krishna Shastri takes the figure as that of BrahmaZ!st! on the ground that behind the rock bearing the Trim%rti shrine are executed the
figures of a peacock, an elephant and a monkey carved in half relief. A peacock is the
characteristic vehicle (V!hana) of Subrama[ya and an elephant is connected with the
temples of Brahma-Z!st!. But he further shows another possibility of taking BrahmaZ!st! figure representing Sun-god on the analogy of the temples of Traipur%;adeva
which are dedicated to Sun, Ziva and Vi;[u. Any way, here, there is a depiction of trinity. All the three figures have one of their left hands resting on the hip and right hand
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raised. Three figures are reproduced by Dr. Vogel on pl. XXX of ASI. 1910-11 with a
note that on the plate Vi;[u is placed in the centre, whereas in reality the central cell is
occupied by Ziva.
Regarding its date Dr. Vogel remarks that though the temples of this group are the
prototype of the elaborate edifices of the 16th and 17th centuries, the debased images
which decorate these later buildings are derived from the single forms of the 7th century as exemplified on the Pallava Temples of Madras coast.
There are epigraphic records which refer to the temples dedicated to
Traipuru;adeva in the Mysore district.126 The evidence thus clears the idea regarding
the trinity worship in many parts of India and had been sponsored and even financially
supported by royal dynasties of the time.
We now come to Trim%rti icons which either happen to be the main god at one time
in a temple or some such as carved in the centre of it. One of such figures is found in a
village named Mafhi! (about 35 miles northeast of Damoh and about 80 miles from
Khajurah!) in the old Panna State. This is a figure of Vi;[u wearing shoes, and happens
to be a Trim%rti carved in the centre of the door of a ruined temple. The figure is sixhanded. It holds in its left hands, a Trizula (trident) in one hand and a lotus in the second hand, the third being open, with the thumb bent towards the centre of the palm.
The right hands hold a lotus in one, a M&g!'ka (deer symbol) in the second, the third
being broken. These symbols show what deities are combined in the Trim%rti, the
Trizula and M&g!'ka being symbols of Ziva, the Lotus of Vi;[u and the open hand with
thumb bent of Brahm!. In the left corner is carved the figure of a bull and in the right
that of Garufa, but the Ha<sa (Swan) the vehicle of Brahm! is not found represented
there. This piece of sculpture has other things of interest also. Trim%rti is the central
panel on each of which there is one separated by figures of gods and gcdesses. In the
right panel are caved Ziva and P!rvat# and in the left Vi;[u and Lak;m#. The intervening figures between the panels consist of two rows of gods and godesses – the first row
representing eight godesses (A;q! M!tara>) five being depicted on the right and three
on the left with a figure of Ga[eza at the end, and the second row contains eight figures
of Vi;[u, four on each side of the central panel. Below this there is a second row of panels with Vi;[u and Lak;m# placed in the centre. The right side of panel has the figures
of Brahm! and Brahm![#, and the left one those of Ziva and P!rvat#. The intervening
place between the central and the side panels is occupied by nine planets four being
represented on the right side and five on the left. Rai Bahadur Hiralal127 takes the period
of Khajurah! temple of Vi;[u’s trinity i.e. 10th century A.D.
Fergusson and Burgess notice some Trim%rti icons mostly seen on the back wall of
the temples. The famous Kail!sa at Elura, on the back wall of the shrine, in a very low
relief, contains a grotesque Trim%rti. This may be either Trim%rti or the bust of Ziva
with three faces representative of the three phases of his supposed character as Brahm!,
Vi;[u and Rudra.128 In the same way the same source informs us that on the back aisle
of the cave are a series of pretty large sculptures in which the fourth one depicts
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Trim%rti. This Trim%rti is represented by three figures. In the centre Ziva, four armed,
with trident and cobra, bull on his left and an attendant on right; to the left of Ziva, is
Vi;[u and to the right a three faced Brahm!.
Both the above-mentioned authorities further take note of smaller shrines at Elura,
about a quarter mile farther north of Milkmaid cave, and on the sides of the stream.
These smaller shrines have Trim%rtis on the back walls, with round (instead of square)
Z!lu'kh!s for the Li'gas, a pretty sure sign of their later date. Moreover, Ankai-Tankai
Brahmanical caves (four or five miles south from the Railway station of Chandwar near
hill called Ankai) which are three in number, contain a Trim%rti on the back of the wall
of the first shrine, somewhat of the style of those in the small caves at Elura. Regarding
the date Burgess and Furgussion are of the opinion129 that it is a very late cave probably
of the 10th or 11th century.
Similarly, Karuz! caves, near Karuz! village, 43 miles east of Dh!rasinwa, in the
South-West of the old Nizam territory, has a Trim%rti in the shrine on the back wall,
Ziva in middle, Vi;[u right and Brahm! left. In the same way we have in another shrine
a triad though indistinguishable due to its decayed condition.
Shri M. B. Garbe draws130 our attention to an ancient temple in Gadhi (Padhavli)
where panels of sculptures adorn the interior part of it, where Ziva, S%rya, the three
principal gods of Hindu Trinity, and K!l# respectively make the Southern, Western,
Northern and Eastern friezes. Here it is interesting to note that Ziva and Trim%rti are
taken representing different directions. As temple has lost god and door-frame we cannot decide as to which it was dedicated, but it seems to belong to the 10th century A.D.
It is with the help of this and such other icons that Dr. J. N. Banerjee proved131 that
the Elephanta Bust of the so-called Trim%rti must be representing the Aghora, Saumya
and Um! faces of Ziva. Padhavli sculptures has one of the faces faminine face.
In support of such hypothesis we get another icon132 from Kanauj. The central figure is Ziva with the jaq! and the third eye. He wears an ek!val# and N!ga-Key%ra. The
jaq! is tied with a fillet in front of which is C%f!ma[i ornament reminiscent of similar
crest ornaments of the Kuz!na age. In his left hand, near the chest, he probably carries a
Vi[!, now partly mutilated. The face on the right is terrific with rolling big eye-balls, a
wide open mouth and the third eye. The crescent on the top of the jaq! was probably
meant for this head, which should represent Ziva in his terrific aspect (Rudra or Aghora). The symbol in the raised right hand near this face is indistinct. On the corresponding left side is the third head of this figure. It shows a beautiful round face, a
pleasing countenance and probably represents a female face. The symbol held in the
hand quite near this face is also indistinct. It is worth noting that an image from Kanauj
has a Vi[!, which is neither seen in the Elephanta image nor in the Padhavli one.
The same Bulletin reveals another beautiful three-faced bust from Limbodar!, old
Rajpipla State (now Broach District, Gujarat State). This bust is now transferred to the
Baroda Museum (Fig. 12). It is carved from redish stone and though defaced, is one of
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the finest examples of sculptures of this type. The modelling of the faces with elongated
eyes, broad forehead, wide cheeks etc. is typical of the early sculptures of the Western
School and the specimen dates from C. latter half of the 7th century A. D. The left face is
partly defaced which makes it impossible to decide whether one of the faces was a female.
There is a three-headed bust, lying on the banks of Narmad! river near Moq#koral
(the last station on Miyagama-Koral Railway, in Gujarat State), which, it seems, has not
attracted special attention of the scholars. The icon has three heads with Jaq! on all the
three, while there are only two ears, common to all the three, showing thereby the unity
of all the three. They wear a roundshaped earrings. The image is slightly damaged.
Traditionally it is known as either M!t! or Bali! Deva or Vaher!sura, and still it is an
object of worship, though the bust lies exposed in the sands of the river.133
In the same way, a Trim%rti, 20" x 18" in size lies in K!z#vizvan!th Mah!deva Temple at Karvan (Gujarat). It is also a bust just like of Moq#koral Trim%rti, having jaq! on all
the three heads slightly damaged. But we cannot come to any conclusion out of such
images except that even in the Gujarat region the conception about the triple nature of
the Absolute had long since been in vogue.
Shri T. A. G. Rao discusses the question of the Ziva trinity according to the
Zaiv!gamas. This trinity has two types; one consists of Mahezam%rti, which, according
to the Zaiv!gamas, is the fully manifested supreme Ziva and is the cause of creation,
protection and destruction, while the other type is that of Trim%rti (Ekap!da or Ekanetra or Ekarudra). According to A<zumadbhed!gama these three names are synonyms
and their description of the Ekap!da Trim%rti and the other forms of Trim%rti is found
in the Uttara K!ra[!gama while the figure of Mahezam%rti is described at some length
in the Suprabhed!gama. It is stated therein that Maheza should have five heads, out of
which four alone should be visible, each of these faces should possess three eyes besides
a mouth, a nose and a pair of ears and should have two legs and ten arms. Two of his
hands are to be held in the Varada and Abhaya poses while the remaining four ones
should keep the Z%la, Parazu, Vajra and Khafga. The remaining left ones should have
the Kheqakas, A'kuza, P!za and Gha[qa.134
The complexion of this aspect of Ziva should be crystal clear having the lustre of the
Sun but as cool as the dew or the moon. Maheza must be clothed in white garments and
should wear a white Yaj]opav#ta (sacred thread) and should be adorned with all ornaments. By his side should be the figure of Zakti also. It should have three eyes and four
arms. On the head there should be Kara[fa Mukuta and on the person all ornaments
appropriate to women. The waist should be slender, pelvis broad and the breasts high.
In the two hands there should be N#lotpala and Ak;am!l! while the remaining two
should be in Varada and Abhaya poses. She should be depicted standing on the same
seat and under the same Prabh!vali as Maheza on his left.
Ekap!da Trim%rtis are represented in four different ways. According to Uttara
K!ra[!gama one way is that it should be standing erect with one leg upon Padma P#qha
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having three eyes and four hands, two of which should be in Varada and Abhaya poses
while the other two in Ta'ka and Z%la or M&ga. On the head should be Jaq! Mukuqa.
From this figure of Ziva, Vi;[u from the left side and Brahm! from the right should
emerge having A]jali pose of their two hands; while the other two hands of Brahm!
must have Sruk and Kama[falu, and those of Vi;[u, Za'kha and Cakra. There should
be a single Prabh!vali for the three and Vi;[u with Kir#qa Mukuqa. The Uttara
K!ra[!gama states further that Brahm! and Vi;[u should be sculptured according to
proportions (T!lam!na) prescribed for female deities.
Another way in which Trim%rti may be represented is that of Brahm! and Vi;[u issuing from either side of a large Li'ga. Thirdly, all the three with their peculiar characteristics are standing side by side on three separate Padma P#qhas. Fourthly, there can be
three shrines in a temple the middle one containing the Li'ga, the right Brahm! and the
left Vi;[u. Lastly, in a temple consisting of three contiguous shrines (triforium ) they
may be set up as they were in the previous case. The central figure may also be N&tta or
some other form of Ziva.
The illustrations of both the types of trinity viz, that of Maheza and Ekap!da are
met with in many varieties. Before going into the details, it may be noted that though
Mahezam%rti represents the creative, protective and destructive aspects of Ziva, it has
five heads, one of which should remain invisible according to the text of Zaiv!gamas
while one more is actually dropped again as usual in a four-headed icons (fourth supposed to be at the back side). Thus ultimately it has three heads. Moreover, it should
have ten arms and the Zakti by his side. In both the types of trinity, Ziva has been given
a prominent role.
The most discussed among these is the icon of Maheza in the Elephanta cave near
Bombay, the so-called Trim%rti, which has been depicted in the new postal stamps of
the Government of India. Before going into the details of the bust, it is interesting to
reproduce here the comparison made between the Elephanta bust and those of Elora,
near Daulatabad, by Lt. Col. Sykes.135 “In 1818 in the banks of a rivulet which falls over
the face of Dumar Lena temple, dedicated to Li'ga, I met with numerous, small square
excavations, in each of which was a Li'ga standing in the centre of the floor, and to my
surprise and gratification, on the wall pointing the entrance, I found sculptured in altorelief a bust with three faces, similar on all their numerous details of attire and ornament, to those now remaining of the Elephanta bust; and as many of these busts were
quite perfect, there was a most legitimate inference, that the defective parts of the Elephanta bust had a similar correspondence. There was no room for future doubt or hesitation whether or not the bust was that of the Triad: the bust was not the bust of
Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva, but the bust of that popular divinity Ziva himself. The central
face with its youthful placid air, the third eye in the forehead, the moon traced up in the
cap of the right side, and a human skull in a similar manner on the left side all attributes
of Ziva here probably represent him as the generator. On his left is a youthful face,
which cannot be mistaken from its feminine traits to be other than that of a female, did
not the bracelets on the arms, the looking-glass in the hand and the pencil for applying
antimony to the eyelids, eyelashes, eyebrows, place it beyond doubt. Her head-dress is
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made up of the coils of the terrible N!ga or Cobra de Capella (Cobular N!g), which is
sacred to Ziva and the head of the reptile forms the top-knot. Here we have the Zakti or
female energy of the god Ziva. In some of the busts it is doubtful whether the death's
head belongs to the headdress of the centre figure or to the female. In case it belongs to
the female, combined with N!g it would identify her with Durg!. The face of the figure
on the right is strongly furrowed and lined with traits of violence and passion ; but
there is still the symbol of Ziva in the N!g held up before the face, and the headattire
corresponds with that of the central face. In one hand is held a dish, into which the
mouth appears to be blowing or breathing. If the rosary and cocoanut in the hands of
the central figure be indicative of preparations for sacrifice to the mystic union of li'ga
and yoni placed on the altar before the bust, the proliphic source of all nature, then it
may be that this face of Ziva, in his fabled character of breathing fire as the destructor, is
supplying this requisite for the sacrifice. Whatever may be thought of these explanations it is at least shown that the bust of Elephanta and those of Ellora are not representations of the Hindu triad of gods – Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva.”
Shri J. N. Banerjee read a paper at Ahmedabad,136 in which he discussed this point
of Elephanta icon and in a letter dated 11-2-1955 he expressed his view that the icon was
neither a Trim%rti (Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva) nor a Mahezam%rti as suggested by T. A.
G. Rao. Its left face is that of a female while the central and the right faces placid and
frightful respectively. He takes the first face as that of Um! and other two as representation of Saumya and Aghora aspects of Ziva. Dr. U. P. Shah, while discussing a sculpture
from Kanauj, reads137 the possibility of the conception behind it as under. Ziva as supreme being has two aspects of Prak&ti and Puru;a. His one half is male and the other
half is female, However, he has raised and noted the difficulty in tracing the Sa<khya
conception in the district (viz. Kanauj) where the P!zupata school predominated.
Shri T. A. G. Rao gives138 the following reasons for taking this icon as Mahezam%rti.
Firstly, there are no texts to be found in the whole of the @gamic or Paur![ic literature
which agree with this piece of sculpture. Secondly, all the three heads bear Jaq!mukuqas
which under no circumstances can represent Ziva who happens to be one of the members of Trim%rti, for his proper head-dress is kiriqa-mukuqa. Thirdly, Brahm! has always four faces and never one. So the supposition that one of the heads is that of
Brahm! is also clearly untenable. Fourthly, descriptions of Trim%rti and the icons found
thereon, are quite different from this piece of sculpture. Lastly, the icon is found among
many icons representing L#l!m%rtis of Ziva such as Ardha-N!r#zvara, Ga'g!dhara and
so on. Moreover, he thinks that icon has six arms because it has only three visible heads.
Over and above these, there are different kinds of ear ornaments, which, he says, are
sufficient proof against the sculpture being that of Trim%rti. The face on the left side has
a mere serious look, curling moustaches and a beard, a human skull ornament in
Jaq!mukuqa and a Sarpaku[fala as an ear ornament. The central face has in the ears
Makara-Ku[fala. Rao takes this face as representing Sadyoj!ta while the former as Aghora. The remaining face has Za'khapatra as its ear ornament. The hands keep cobra
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Abhaya Mudra pose or Ak;am!l!, badly broken and M!tulu'ga while for other hands
nothing can be said definitely.
Shri Natesh Ayyar compares139 the Elephanta image with those from Anadra, from
Baro in central India, from Barolli in Udaipur State and from Adbhuta temple at Chitorgarh. The first and the last, he says, bear almost the same attribute and the central
figures in both are very much alike making due allowance for the difference in date.
The Anadra representation in particular also possesses a striking resemblance to the
Elephanta specimen in respect of the face to the proper left. From almost feminine technique of this face Mr. Havell argues140 that it is meant to portray P!rvat#. To Shri Ayyar
it is Vi;[u in the role of the mother creation.
Shri T. A. G. Rao illustrates other icons which represent Mahezam%rti besides the
Elephanta bust. The first is beautiful figure of stone lying in a field opposite a ruined
Ziva temple at Milcheri near Kaverippakkam in the north Arcot District. Though damaged, it has four faces, three of which are seen in the photo. On the crown of the left face
could be distinctly seen a big human skull and just below it is the hood of a cobra,
whereas the middle head has a beautifully tied up Jaq!mukuqa ornamented with jewelled discs, flower garlands and inevitable crescent moon; at the base of this mukuqa
may be noticed a row of five or six spherical objects which appear to be the skulls composing a garland. The third eye is very clearly marked on the forehead of the central
face. There are as usual H!ras, Udarabandha and Yaj]opav#ta. Close to the neck is also
a H!ra composed of a snake. In the hands emblems are inferred such as Famaru,
sword, Khaqv!'ga, Abhaya pose, P!za, Kheqaka, Kap!la, something like fruit, and
Triz%la or Paraz%. The icon had ten arms while it has the right and left faces pacific and
middle terrific. The image is seen seated, having two legs in a comparatively rare posture. It belongs to the later Pallava period, perhaps, to the reign of Nandivarman, son of
Dantivarman (about 8th century A.D.).
The next illustration is from Chitorgarh in the old Udaipur State and ( now Rajasthan state). Not a very fine sculpture of art, but with three faces left and the central one
being of pacific and that on the right of a terrific type. The third eye is clearly seen in the
centre of the forehead of all the three faces, and the figure bear Jaq!mukuq! on heads,
right head having snakes and also a skull. Right face is that of Aghora as eyes are
oblique and starring and mouth gaping, right hands carry one Sarpa Mudr! pose, another something like book and the third Ak;am!l! while left hands carry M!tulu'ga, a
Kap!la and a Sarpa.
In the same way Mahezam%rti is found near Gokak Falls in the Belgaum district. It
is seated in Yog!sana posture and has four faces (three visible) and six arms. The front
face is of the terrific aspect and the two side ones are pacific. The hands carry the Zula,
Ak;am!l!, Famaru, fruit and some other objects not clear from the photo. Burgess
notes141 that on the door of a shrine there is an image of Lakul#za and beside it there is
an image of S%rya with three-headed icon in question. This temple faces east and is of
an earlier date than the big temple on the south.
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We get one Li'godbhavam%rti, one of the twenty-five L#l!m%rtis of Maheza from
Haranath, Sikar, Rajputana belonging to Central Rajputana Museum, Ajmer (27037;
7508 E). It is of a limestone and belongs to the second half of the tenth century A. D. It
gives a picturesque view as it were of the following story. In the universal night a Fiery
Pillar appeared above the waters. Other than the pillar there was nothing; it had no beginning, no end. Brahm! flew into the Emprean and failed to reach its top; Vi;[u dived
into the depth of the sea and failed to find its bottom. The two great gods thereupon
submit to its greatness and become the acolytes of the Fiery Pillar. The Fiery Pillar is
Ziva, he reveals in its splender.
Trim%rti images represented under different names such as Ekap!da, Ekanetra,
Ekarudra are illustrated142 by Shri T. A. G. Rao. One such Ekap!da Trim%rti is from
Jambukezvaram.143 The place is popularly known as Tiruvanakiwal and is two miles
away from north of Trichinapolli. Ziva stands in the middle with Brahm! and Vi;[u to
the right and left respectively, with their V!hanas – Swan, Bull and Garufa. Moreover,
a yog# with Da[fa and Jaq!mukuqa is seen nearby praising the Trim%rti. It is said that,
at one time, the deity was so powerful that devotees who were not pure in mind and
body met with some kind of mishap and that to mitigate the fury of the deity Shri
Za'kar!c!rya placed a T!qa'ka or Todu (ear-ring) with a disc (Cakra ) in her ears.
There is one such figure at Tiruvorriyur. Both the figures have Brahm! and Vi;[u at
the proper right and left sides of Ziva respectively. The difference between the two is
that Jambukezvaram figure has one-legged Ziva in the middle and Brahm!-Vi;[ufigures have two legs, one of them in each figure is as if issuing from the legs of Ziva;
while Tiruvorriyur figure has three legs one of each deity.
In opposition to this Zaiva view and with an equally strong Paur![ic authority on
their side the Vai;[avas have similarly represented the Supreme God as Vi;[u with
Brahm! and Ziva emanating from Him. It comes from Nagalapuram.144 But here Vi;[u,
the principal deity, unlike Ziva the principal deity of Ekap!da triad, is not one-legged
but has two legs, though the features of the two other deities being issued out of it is
common to both. The other difference is that Brahm! is on the left side of the principal
deity, while at Jambukezvaram He was on the right.
Trim%rti having three separate Padmap#qha for each put together is also met with.145
Lastly we get separate shrines of each deity of a triad. We may cite at such temples
found in the old Travancore State ( now Kerala State) especially Valiyachaliai temple at
Trivendrum and temple at Tiruvallam. Rao notices that the triforium temples are common features of Chaukya Hoysala style of architecture (eg. Dak;ina-Ked!rezvara at
Ba_ig!mi, Soman!thapur temple and Ked!rezvara temple at Haleb#du). In all these
temples we get two Li'gas in two shrines while in the third Vi;[u image, the two
Li'gas representing those of Brahm! and Ziva. For the photograph of Ked!rezvara temple please see EC. Vo. V of Hassan District.
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Furgusson and Burgess146 notice three Trim%rti icons, most probably all the three
representing Ziva in his triple form on the back wall of the shrines. One is at Monidabad
or Jogai Amb! in the old Hyderabad territory; the other two at N#laka[qha and MilkMaid cave at Elora. The last icon147 has many features common to Elephanta bust, thus
speaking of the production of the same age.
Henry Coussens notices one temple which is linked with the temple at KontGufi148 having an inscription of 1169 A.D. In each of the three central bases of the ceiling before the shrine, is a finally carved image slab. That in the centre bears a representation of Ziva, that on the north of the centre has Vi;[u upon Ze;a and the southern bay
is Brahm!. The image of these three deities occur in the panels of the ceilings of several
of the oldest temples here. It is interesting to note that the figure presiding upon the
door lintel is Garufa.
Shri Natesh Ayyar149 refers to a triple headed-figure in cave No. 17a at Ellora, which
holds in one of its hands a fruit, in another a gourd and in the remaining two a mirror
and some other article, perhaps of toilet. Similar figures are met with in several other
caves at Ellora to which the reference has been made earlier.
The oldest and the most interesting figure is the Trim%rti image in the Peshavar
Museum.150 It comes from a small village mound Akhun Fher#, situated about 12 miles
north of Ch!rsadda, the ancient Penkelaotis or Pu;akal!vat#. The ancient city of
Pu;kal!vat# is probably identified with the site known as M#r Ziy!rat or Bal! Hi;!r at
the junction of the Sv!t and K!bul rivers in the Peshavar valley. It is of G!ndh!ra style
but not very distinctively so. It is unique as only example yet discovered in the part of
the country. The probable date of the figure is about the beginning of the third century
A.D., in other words, the reign of V!sudeva Kuz!na. Khare and Coomarswami take this
figure as that of Maheza and not of Trim%rti, while Shri Natesh Ayyar considers151 it as
Trim%rti of Brahm! (left), Vi;[u (right) and Ziva (middle). It has six arms and a bull behind it. Three of the attributes in hands are distinct, upper right holding Triz%la, upper
left Famaru and lower left Kama[falu. The god wears earrings, necklace, bracelets,
sacred-thread (Yaj]opav#ta), Dhot# and a scarf covering only left shoulder. Traces of
frontal eye of Ziva and of a devotee are seen.
This type of figure is very close to that of V!sudeva’s coin.152 Its date is 185-220 A.D.
It is made of gold and is collected by Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (No. 35. 469). On the
reverse side Ziva, standing, three-faced, fourarmed, wearing Dhot# and Yaj]opav#ta.
Lower right hand in Abhayahasta, upper right hand with Paza, upper left hand with
Triz%la, lower left hand with Kama[falu. Obverse has a king standing at the alter.
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One of the panels of fresco found at Dandan Uiliq (Chinese Turkastan) bears on one
side a representation of three-headed Maheza or Sad!ziva, seated on a pair of bulls.153
Shri Coomarswami thinks that this form may have had a Buddhist significance in this
environment probably Lokezvara. The figure belongs to the period before 8th century
A.D.
Dr. Natesh Ayyar draws154 attention to the triple headed figure in circular medallions in the Zikharas of some of the temples of Bajaura in the Kulu District of the Punjab,
about which Dr. Vogel takes the following note: The temple is dedicated to Mah!deva
under the name Baheshar (i.e. Sanskrit Vizvezvara, meaning the lord of the Universe).
The object of worship is a large stone li'ga occupying most of the space in the sanctum.
This cella is enclosed within heavy walls from which project four ornamental porches,
that to the east containing doorway and the other three each a large niche or chapel
which enshrines a well-carved image slab. Each porch is surmounted by an elaborately
decorated pediment showing three miniature Zikhara shrines in relief and over the central one a sunk circular medallian containing three faces the one in the middle being
shown full and those at the sides half. “This medallion, though a very common device
in the temples of the Punjab hills,” says Dr. Vogel, “I am unable to explain. It may be
either a reproduction of Trim%rti – Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva – or of the last mentioned
deity in his triple forms.”155
Avantipur sculptures in the Pratapsingh Museum has in two pieces of Ziva trinity.
One is a fragment of three-headed Ziva.156 It seems that the figure had four arms but
except the left hand which holds what looks like a bamboo rod –judging from the knots
– of the trident or the stalk of a lotus, others are broken. The attire consists of a Dhot#
and a wrapper which leave the right shoulder free. The garland of flowers is fragmentary but it must have been some such as found in other Avantipur triad images and as
that in some Bodhisattva figures.
The other represents157 heads of three-headed Ziva in altorelievo. The hairs are here
gathered in an ornamental coiled knot on the top. In both the pieces of sculptures the
central and the only pair of ears does duty for all the three heads.
Now we come to the most doubtful, yet the most discussed and at the same time
most remote, three-headed icon of a god belonging to Harappa culture. Some seals are
found having three-headed god on it from the excavations at Mohenjo-Daro. Sir John
Marshall makes158 the following observation: – Side by side with this earth or Mother
goddess there appears at Mohenjo-Daro a male god, who is recognised at once as a prototype of the historic Ziva. He is strikingly portrayed on roughly carved seal, which has
been recently brought to light by Mackay. The god, who is three-faced, seated on a low
Indian throne in a typical altitude of yoga, with legs bent double beneath him, heel to
heel, and toes turned downwards. His arms are outstretched, his hands with thumbs to
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front, resting on his knees. From wrist to shoulder the arms are covered with bangles
eight smaller and three larger; over his breast is a triangular pectoral or, perhaps, a series of necklaces or torques like those on the later class of goddess figurines from Baluchistan; and round his waist a double band. The lower limbs are bare and the phallus
(^rdhva mefhra) seemingly exposed, but it is possible that what appears to be phallus
is in reality the end of the waist band. Crowning his head is a pair of horns meeting in a
tall headdress. To either side of the god are four animals, an elephant and a tiger on his
proper right, a rhinoceros and a buffalo on his left. Beneath the throne are two deer
standing with horns turned to the centre. At the top of the seal is an inscription of seven
letters the last of which, for lack of room at the right-hand top-corner, has been placed
between the elephant and the tiger. Sir John Marshall takes this figure as a prototype of
historic Ziva while Dr. Saletore considers it as Agni figure for some obvious reasons159
which are again answered by Dr. Moraes160 agreeing only on one point that it is threehorned. Shri A. Aiyyappan is of the opinion161 that though the Mohenjo-Daro deity does
not possess many of the attributes of the Ziva of modern Hinduism, it indicates his most
fundamental qualities in a suggestive way. He concludes that the figure is nearer Ziva
than Agni or even Rudra. Shri K. A. N#laka[qha Z!str#162 while discussing the question
of Zaivism being pre-vedic and non-Aryan in origin criticises Marshall’s interpretation
vehemently and refutes his points in his (Marshall’s) own words and concludes that on
the evidence of one roughly carved seal his conclusions regarding the seal having a god,
proto-type of Ziva, are rather forced and certainly not so convincing as the rest of the
chapter and, therefore, are open to doubt. Shri A. P. Karmarkar, while using the name
@n-Ziva, as designated by Father Heras, agrees with Marshall and considers it a prototype of historic Mahezm%rti. Moreover, he goes ahead of Marshall in declaring that
there is every possibility of the above representations indicating the exact nature of the
three cosmogonic functions of God – a fact which is conveyed by the later idea of the
Hindu Trinity of Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva and that the early Mohenjo Darians had a
clear-cut notion regarding a monotheistic god who could act at once as the creator, preserver and destroyer of the Universe.163 Sir John Marshall, however, recognising the
idea of trinity being old one in India as well as in Mesopotemia doubts that the philosophical idea of the triad associated with the doctrine of the absolute had taken shape at
the period of Harappa culture and remarks that the cult of the particular god – call him
Ziva or by whatever name – had been amalgamated with other cults and that the fact
was signified by giving him three faces instead of one.
As regards the Vai;[ava trinity i. e. either Vi;[u in his triple form or he himself being the principal god in the middle of Brahm! and Ziva images, we get a temple dedicated to Trim%rti in Khajur!h! itself in Bundelkhand. It bears an inscription dated 95354 A.D. The side heads of this Trim%rti are those of lionine and porcine. It is named
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Vaiku[qha in the inscription which contains an invocation explaining the form of the
subsidiary heads which the image bears. The invocation runs like this:

ु
े ं यः िकिरपषिसहो
ं भयजषु ं
दधानानका

्
ु ु ु
े ं तनमसरमानजवरात।
तदाकारोा

ु
जघान ऽीनमागित
किपलादीनवत ु वः

े ु
स वैकु ण्ठः कण्ठिनचिकतिनःशषभवनः॥

“May that Vaiku[qha protect you, who, frightening whole world with his roaring,
as boar and as man-lion, slew the three chief Asuras, Kapila and the rest, (who were)
terrible in the world, (and who ) possessed one body which by the boon of Brahm!, enjoyed freedom from fear (and) could be destroyed (only) by Vaiku[qha having assumed
these forms.164
This Trim%rti is four-handed and is, therefore, popularly known as Caturbhuja
which in the abstract is correct as it was intended to represent Vi;[u as the predominant
deity, which is apparent from the invocatory salutation recorded at the beginning and
the end of the inscription referred to above, running as it does “Namo Bhagavate
V!sudev!ya” (Adoration to Holy V!sudeva). It is worth noting that though the inscription contains another invocation “Nama> Savitre”, (adoration to the Sun) after the
above-mentioned adoration to V!sudeva, the figure of Vi;[u wears no boots, a feature
which is seen invariably with the images of the Sun, especially with the Trim%rti images
found at Bundelkhand, of which we shall see later on in details.
Dr. V. S. Agrawala notices165 three such figures of Mathura Art. The last of these
figures (D. 21. Ht. 3' 9") is peculiar. It is a figure of Vi;[u standing on lotus. The head
and the four arms with attributes are broken. On each side of the main figure are three
attendants. Over the last mentioned figure we notice the decorative device of the
leograph on the elephant, originally meant as a bracket supporting the projecting ends
on the back of the throne. The leograph is supported by Makara heads over which are
figures of Brahm! to the proper right and Ziva to the left each accompanied by a female
attendant. The first two of the above-mentioned three figures are exhaustively described by Shri D. B. Diskalkar.166 One of them is D. 28 of Dr. Vogel’s catalogue (height
11½" breadth 4½") and is reproduced on plate 5 of the Journal. It has three heads the
central one being that of a man and the right and left being as usual, those of the boar
and the lion respectively, the representatives of the Var!ha and N!rasi<ha incarnations
which are most popular Avat!ras of Vi;[u. Two of the usual four arms are broken but
the remaining two hold a conch and a wheel respectively, placed on the heads of two
standing attendants who may, therefore, be taken as Za'kha and Cakra Puru;as or personifications of attributes. The Vanam!l! is hanging from the shoulders and reaching
down knees. Similarly, Yaj]opav#ta is hanging from the left shoulder so below as to
reach the knees. The figure is dressed in a Dhot# with its ample folds hanging down be-
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tween the legs as in the Bodhisattva figure and in some standing figures of the Kuz!n
period. There is a halo behind the three heads. Except for the three heads this figure
resembles two more fragmentary Vi;[u figures.167
The other figure, which is a bust and which was found in 1915 from a well at the
village of Gosn! (Mathura Museum No. 771. ht. 7½") is another bigger Vi;[u figure of
the same kind. The peculiar feature of this figure is the presence of Var!ha head on the
right side of the human head and N!rasi<ha on the left. Dr. Agrawala remarks about
such images that they may be understood to represent the Vizvar%pa form of Vi;[u
which must have four faces; and the facing head should be that of a man, the head facing south, of N!rasi<ha (man-lion); other two being those of a woman and Var!ha.168
But in all such images only three heads are visible one of a woman facing west being
conveniently dropped out. Shri D. B. Diskalkar seems to be of the view that such threeheaded figures are the natural outcome of the period viz. Gupta, when the worship of
Narasinha and Var!ha incarnations of Vi;[u became very popular. Both these scholars
assign them to the Gupta period. It is noteworthy that Avantipur image of Vi;[u has a
demon’s face carved in low relief at the back the image which we are going to discuss
presently.
Similarly, another sculpture is reproduced169 which is not in the collection of the
Shrinagar Museum but is very similar to the Avantipur Trim%rti described as similar to
that one of Mathura Museum. Vi;[u is crowned with elaborately jewelled three-peaked
tiara. His hair is arranged in very neatly frizzled curly braids which fall regularly upon
his shoulders. He wears a diamond necklace and armlets. The long loose garland of
Mand!ra flowers falls down nearly up to his ankles. The Tilaka (Brahm!nical caste
mark) on his forehead is reminiscent of the Budddist Ur[!. The auspicious symbol,
Zr#vatsal!]chana, adorns his breast. The sacred thread which runs over the left shoulder
and under the right arm is worn according to the orthodox Brahmin fashion. The upper
two hands hold a full-blown lotus and a conch, and the lower two are placed upon the
heads of two chaurie-bearers, the right hand one of whom is a female and that on the
left, a male. The god is clad in Dhot# which is fastened round the waist with a girdle
ornamented with a jewelled clasp. From the girdle a dagger is seen hanging. A scarf is
thrown across the hips. In between the feet of Vi;[u springs the bust of the Earthgoddess, whose upturned face is rapt in adoration of her Lord and Master. The whole
group is carved out of a single block of marble and inserted with a tenon into the pedestal which is also of marble, though of an inferior quality.
The last statuette which was purchased from a silversmith and its provenance being unknown, is very similar to the preceding sculptures.170 The difference is only in a
few details e.g. the greater elaborateness of the necklace, the armlet and the girdle, and
the absence of the dagger; the left hand of the female attendant, which in the preceding
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examples leaves her breasts free, here conceals one of them; the male attendant instead
of carrying a chaurie, has substituted a fan for it.
Shri M. B. Garbe notices171 a temple dedicated either to Vi;[u or Trim%rti the remains of which have been unearthed in recent excavations. The date of these ruins
seems to be 8th or 9th century A.D. judging from the carving or the door-frames of
these temples which has survived.
Two Vi;[u images, one from S!ho in Charnb! State and the other in Lahul, both belonging to pre-Muhammadan period resemble in many respects the Avantipur image
though the former images are somewhat later than the latter. Of these one from S!ho is
reproduced on Pl. XXXIX of Dr. Yogel’s Antiquities of Chamb! State p. 248, while the
other from Lahul, is yet unpublished. (Referred to by Day! R!m Sahni in ASI. 1913-14,
p. 45). The god has three faces, the side ones being those of a lion and a boar. The halo is
besmeared with Ganges-sand (Ga'goqh#). The deity is standing with two of his four
hands resting on the heads of a pair of miniature chowrie-carriers. Of the two remaining hands the right one holds a lotus-flower and the left one is broken. The bust of a
female figurine issues from the base between his feet. About this female figurine Dr.
Vogel was informed that it was Lak;m# but it is more probably Bh%mi Dev# as we have
seen above. Behind the chowrie-bearers a second pair of attendants is visible. The rest of
the slab is carved with miniature figures all of which are more or less defaced. The two
four-armed figurines seated on both sides of the head of Vi;[u appear to be Brahm!
and Ziva, thus indicating him as the principal person of the Hindu Triad. The remaining
figures are ten incarnations of Vi;[u according to Dr. Vogel and fish, tortoise, R!ma,
Kalki etc., are slightly distinguished while the other figures are too indistinct to be identified.
The last mentioned figure from S!ho is again similar to the inscribed brass statutte
of Vi;[u from Fatepur, Kangra district, now preserved in the Lahore Museum.172
The only Trim%rti having a figure of Brahm! in the middle as principal deity is
found173 in Muni Bh!v!’s temple, four miles from Th!n in the South in Saurashtra in the
Gujarat State. The temple faces east and has been dedicated to Ziva. The images that
occupied the three principal niches outside the shrine walls are particularly interesting,
for it happens to be the above-mentioned Trim%rti with Brahm! as principal deity (pls.
Liii, Lxvii) though Brahm!’s face has been split off. But the outline of the fracture seems
to show that it had a beard, which almost always adorns the chin of that deity. Moreover, he holds in one hand his M!l!, or rosary, and in the other (left) the waterpot,
which, though, like the face, broken away, can easily be made out by the outline of the
fracture. The face on his left is that of Rudra before which he holds up the hooded cobra, while the other face is probably that of Vi;[u, but the hand holding his symbol has
been damaged. The image is missing from the north niches, but that in the south one,
though much defaced, may be recognised as that of Ziva, from the bull beneath his left
knee. Henry Coussans is of the opinion that this is a much earlier temple than those of
Soman!th P!ta[ and others of that period.
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Many times the S%rya is substituted for Brahm! and we get Trim%rti of S%rya, Ziva
and Vi;[u. Traces have been found at Bajramath (south-west of Gyaraspur, Gwalior in
the Madhya Bharata State) though the three shrines dedicated formerly to Brahmanical
gods inferred from sculpture on the doorframe of the shrine and in the niches on the
basement are now occupied by Jaina idols. It was the temple in which three principal
gods of the Hindu Trinity were combined. The central shrine is sacred to S%rya, who is
often substituted for Brahm!, the southern to Vi;[u and the northern to Ziva. It is worth
noting that here we get in a row triple shrines for the three gods. The carving of the
doorway, is exceptionally fine and vigorous. The Zikhara of the temple is also as unusual as its plan.
Rai Bahadur Hiralal draws attention to such a figure in which the triple nature of
the sun is represented. This Trim%rti is from Bangaon in Bundelkhanda. It174 "actually
represents the sun with all his emblems and accomplishments ". In front of the standing
figure, there is the broken image of Ch!y!, (sun's wife) below which sits the S!rath# or
chariot-driver holding reins of the seven horses, of whom only three can be seen, the
rest being broken. There are three side figures the bull-faced Mah!deva in a sitting posture surmounted by Vi;[u standing with feminine grace and holding the Gad! (Mace)
in his hand, while on the opposite side stands the bearded Brahm!, all these three combining into the main figure of the Sun described before. At the top there are figures of
two females shooting with bow and arrow apparently the wives of the sun who along
with Ch!y! form the three Zaktis or counter parts of the Hindu Triad. Shri Hiralal bases
his arguments for taking this image as that of the Sun on the following lines. He quotes
Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar175 on the sect of Sauras. "Some worship the orb of the sun who has
just arisen as Brahm!deva, the creator, others the sun on the meridian as $zvara, the destroyer. He is also regarded as originator. Some regard the setting sun as Vi;[u, the protector, and considering him as the cause of the creation and destruction also and as the
highest entity worship him. There are some who resort to all the three suns as a triple
form." Moreover, as the minute scrutiny of the image has shown, the wearing of boots
in a Peshavar fashion and as such the images of the sun are met with, we should take
this image as that of the Sun. The figure has eight hands. But it is also possible that
Vi;[u being the most predominent deity of the triad in Bundelkhand (which Shri Hiralal also noted) it may in one form or another represent Vi;[u images, as described by
Var!hamihira. Var!hamihira describes a Vi;[u image as one of 8, 6, 4 or even two
hands and among the trim%rtis found in Bundelkhand, Khajur!h! trim%rti has four
hands, while Mafhi! and Bangaon have six and eight hands respectively.
Kshitish Chandra Sarkar discusses176 an image from Varendra which he takes as
representation of M!rta[fa Bhairava according to the Dhy!na given in Z!rad!tilaka,
though there are some variations in figure and the Dhy!na. The figure is different even
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from the Bundelkhand image in many details, specially in the bearded and fiercely
looking face of Bhairava. Varendra has three heads and ten arms while the Dhy!na of
Z!rad!tilaka mentions four heads and eight arms.
The image from Varendra177 is a sculpture in high relief on a stone slab measuring 3'
x 1' 6½" almost in a fair state of preservation with slight mutilations. The two forearms
which held the lotus stalk are knocked off. The face of the main figure and the crown
have undergone slight mutilations. The image being three-faced, three-eyed with
Jaq!mukuqa and having six existing arms with Prahara[as or distinctive emblems in
each hand is peculiar and becomes complex when it indicates from the broken stumps
that it had originally ten arms. In its left hands the image holds a serpent (N!gap!za ?) a
Famaru, drum or Kaumud# or N#lotpala and a full blown lotus, and again in the right
hands it holds Khaqv!'ga, a trident, a Zakti and a full blown lotus. The image has a
pointed nimbus with a k#rtimukha at the top and two flying Vidy!dharas on two sides
of it. At the back it shows three lines of frames tepering towards the top and some lines
of frames are also visible in the middle. It is richly bejewelled but does not wear any
breast plate armour (Ka]cuka) but a thin scarf is shown crossed over the chest. It wears
elaborate carved ornaments – Ka[qhah!ra, Kar[aku[fala, Zirobandha and Kaqibandha.
There is a Yaj]opav#ta (sacred thread) on its person. The pointed Tilaka is visible in the
main figures’ forehead. Each of the other two faces on the left of the main figure also
wears Jaq!mukuqa, has three eyes and one of the two is shown as bearded and the
whole range of teeth exposed. The main deity stands erect with a full blown lotus or
Padmap#qha. A small dagger passes through the girdle and is attached to the right of the
image but no sword on the left is clearly shown as noticed in other S%rya images, although something like the hilt of the sword appears to be represented. The top of the
boot is curled up.178 On either side of the image are two female figures in the archer
pose shooting arrows (perhaps to dispel darkness). These are Uz! and Pratyu;!. On the
two extreme right of the image is a bearded figure, who holds a pen and inkstand,
probably either noting the progress of the sun or recording good and bad deeds of people as Vidh!t! Puru;a. But he is commonly known as Pi'gala. On the left of the image
again stands a figure grasping the handle of a sword. There are again two female figures holding the fly whisks in their hands. These are probably two of the four consorts
of the Sun-god viz. R!j]#, Suvar[!, Suvarcas! and Ch!y!. On a Padmap#qha in front of
the main image stands Goddess Earth-P&thv# or according to the BVP Mah!zvet!. In
front of this, again, is represented the thighless (an-^ra) Aru[a with wings and raised
up locks of hair like those of his brother Garufa driving a hexagonal (:afasra) chariot
riding on a Makara-head (chariot of S%rya being Makaradhvaja). The pedestal is carved
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with seven horses which may symbolise the seven rays of the sun or the spectrum or
seven metres of the Vedas179.
Shri H. Krishna Shastri refers to a figure from Chidambaram (fig. 144 Shastri's
South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses) which represents a type of S%rya as composed of Brahm!, Mahezvara and Vi;[u but observes that the symbols held in the
hands do not clearly indicate the same.180
To these composite forms of S%rya we may add here one figure of a fourfaced
Li'gam of the Indian Museum. It has four faces representing Vi;[u, Brahm!, S%rya and
Ziva. Such figures indicate the fact that S%rya was also forming one of the predominant
parts in the composite forms of the principal gods of Hinduism.
A unique figure is preserved in a niche on the shrine of Limboji M!t! at Dilm!l.181
Dilm!l is about 16 miles S. S. W. from Patan and 10 miles W. N, W. from Mofher! in
North Gujarat. It is seated on Garufa with legs crossed in front, below which are shown
small figures of a Ha<sa and a lion or a tiger. The figure has three heads ( or the fourth
at the back ), the middle one has a crown similar to that of S%ryas from Siddhapur and
Dh!'k. The side heads have different headgears. It seems to have had eight hands four
of which are broken; of the extant hands, the lower right is in Varadamudr!, the left
holds a Kama[falu; and above these the broken hands held a lotus each, which are seen
even now; the back hands hold (right) triz%la, (left) a triple hooded serpent; on the chest
is perhaps a Kavaca. On the feet impressed boots can clearly be seen. Dr. Sankalia takes
this figure as combining Brahm!, Ziva and S%rya with a greater emphasis on S%rya.
Coussens and Burgess consider two possibilities here. It may either combine S%rya with
Vi;[u, Ziva and Brahm! or it may represent a Vai;[ava Trim%rti with S%rya N!r!ya[a
as the central figure seated on his vehicle Garufa. Taking these emblems into consideration they may say that the boots, Viya'ga or belt and two lotuses represent S%rya,
N!r!ya[a's hands are broken, but Garufa is his vehicle, the triz%la or trident and triplehooded serpent belong to Ziva; and the left hand holding Kama[falu or drinking
vessel, and right hand open, belong to Brahm! as does the vehicle the Ha<sa or Swan
just below the sculpture. It is, however, difficult to say whether the other animal is intended for the seven-headed horses of S%rya or the Nandi of Ziva. It may be seen that
the representation of V!hanas slightly resembles the Hari-Hara-Pit!maha, though each
figure is distinct there. Stylistically the sculpture appears to belong to about 1200 A.D.
Coming to the actual sculptures of Datt!treya, the Indian Trinity incarnate, we find
that there are three different ways in which the deity is represented.182 The first manner
of representation is to have Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva sculptured standing side by side.
The second manner in which Datt!treya is sculptured is Vi;[u in the Yoga posture, and
his triple nature is indicated by the L!]chanas, the characteristic emblems viz. the
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Swan, the Garufa and the Bull of the three gods Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva respectively,
carved on the pedestal, which is a Padm!sana. The third way which is evidently a more
modern way, in which Datt!treya is represented as a human being with three heads
and four arms and attended by four dogs of different colours, said to represent the four
Vedas, and also by a bull.
This view is not accepted by some scholars183 for in their view the three gods put
side by side do not mean Datt!treya. Our attention is drawn to one image from Bad!mi
representing Datt!treya in the second way,184 which has been described in detail even
by Rao.
Regarding the illustrations Shri T. A. G. Rao makes the following observation.185
The gods in the first manner in which Datt!treya is sculptured are very similar to their
ordinary images. It is Datt!treya sculptured on a wall of the Hoysa_ezvara temple at
Ha_eb#fu. Here the figure of Brahm! is seen to carry in its upper right hand the Sruk
and the Sruva, in the lower right hand the Ak;am!l!, the upper left hand the P!za and
the lower left hand Kama[falu. The figure of Ziva carries the Z%la and Famaru in the
two hands. The figure of Vi;[u bears in its four hands Padma, Gad!, Cakra and Za'kha.
The figures of Ziva and Vi;[u are each associated with a Dev# but Brahm! has no goddess by his side.
The first variety of the representation of Datt!treya is given a somewhat novel turn
where the three deities are each seated respectively on a Padm!sana supported on
Swan, Garufa and Bull forming their distinctive vehicles. Brahm! has Utkaqik!sana his
middle face has a beard and his two crossed legs are supported by Yogapaqqa, which is
a broad ribbon tightened round the body and the legs. The right upper hand is broken,
in other hands are seen Pustaka, Kama[falu and Ak;am!l!. Upper and lower right
hands of Vi;[u are broken, the left hand carries Cakra and Za'kha (the right hand,
probably, might have Gad! and Padma). Ziva's right hands are broken. It is evident that
the upper right hand held in it a Zula. Though damaged, this is a remarkable piece of
sculpture belonging to the Rajputana Museum at Ajmer. The sculptor has executed his
work in a very finished style and it is almost perfect in every detail.
In the second manner, the figure of Vi;[u may be seen to have a Jaq!mukuqa on the
head, and a few Jaq!s or ropes of matted hair also shown to be hanging down from it.
The Cakra and the Za'kha are in two hands, while his other two hands rest upon the
crossed legs in the Yogamudr! pose. On the Prabh!vali the ten Avat!ras of Vi;[u are
carved. It may also be noted that in the right ear Datt!treya wears Sarpaku[fala which
is characteristic of Ziva and in the left ear the Makaraku[fala which is characteristic of
Vi;[u. This piece of sculpture belongs to Bad!mi and may well be assigned to the later
C!lukya period. It is a remarkably well finished work of sculpture and is very pleasing
in its effect in exhibiting the peace and calmness which it is intended to convey. Shri G.
H. Khare opines that Datt!treya being the incarnation of Vi;[u, Garufa-figure should
be carved in the middle, but here it is carved first and a bull in the middle. But this, it
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seems, is perhaps due to sect of either the sculpture or the donee who gave prominence
to his own god.
There is another illustration of the same variety as the above, but here the image is
standing. It carries in its hands Z%la, Cakra, the Kama[falu and, perrhaps, Ak;am!l!. It
may be noticed that the Padma, the Garufa and the bull, the characteristic emblems of
Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva respectively are carved on the pedestal. On the either side
stand a few figures which appear to be some devotees.
It should be noted that the third variety shown by Rao which he takes to be modern
is said to have four hands but the usual pictures and idols show six hands to which reference has been made by Jan!rdana Sw!m#, Ekan!tha, Tuk!r!ma, V!sudev!nanda
Sarasvat# and other saints.
With these icons mentioned above, there are some Dhy!na zlokas in books mentioned by the writers on iconography. Shri T. A, G. Rao quotes the following two from
the Datt!treya Kalpa:

ू े मिणमण्डपित ं
मारमल

ु र् ैकिनबदीक्षम।्
सवणदान

े
ं नवनाथिसैायरीत

र्
े ैः॥
दािरदावानलकालमघ

ु ं करसरिसज े दिक्षण े सदधानो
ं
ाामिा

ु
जाना
वरकरसरोजातवामोता ं सः।

ु
र्
ानाधाराखपरवशादधमामीिलताक्षो

े भिसतधवलः पात ु नः किवासाः॥
ृ
दाऽयो

The second verse is also quoted in Zr#tattvanidhi p. 60. The Ag. P. (49. 27) gives the
following:

ू र् गः।
ृ शषे े दिक्षणः कमपृ
वामपादो धतः

े िबाः ाामोग
ं े िौया सह॥
दाऽयो
VDP (III. 45. 64-5) says that Datt!treya should be sculptured exactly like V!lm#ki

े
वाीिकप ं सकलं दाऽय
कारयते ।्

and V!lm#ki is described thus :

र्
र्
गौर ु काय वाीिकजटामण्डलदशः।

ृ न च पीवरः॥
तपािभरतः शाो न कशो

R%pa Ma[fana, Apar!jitap&cch! (p. 545) and Devat!m%rti Prakara[a (VI. 42ff) give
the Dhy!namantra of Hari Hara Pit!maha (i.e. Datt!treya) variants meaning the same as
follows:

्
े े
एकपीठसमाढमकदहिनवािसनम

ु र् ं सवलक्षणसयतम।
र्
ं ु ्
पजु ं च चतव
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ू ं च गदा ं च ैव त ु दिक्षण े
अक्षसऽू ं िऽशल

ु े तथा॥
कमण्डं च खां चबं वामभज

The Devat!m%rti Prakara[a has two varieties of Hari Hara Pit!maha. The first line
read as

े ? ऽय ) िनवािसनम।्
एकपीठसमाढतन ु ( क
The other characteristics, however, remain the same. Moreover, it takes note of the
combination of all the three principal deities with the Sun:

ु र्
ु किनवािसनम।्
चतवमबा
ं चतै

ु
ऋामखगतः
कायःर् पहो िदवाकरः॥
ु
ू
खािऽशलहो
िो दिक्षणतः शभः।

ू
े ाितामहः॥
कमण्डाक्षसऽमपर

ं
शचबधरो हिरः वाम े च ैव त ु सितः।

्
र् ं सवकामफलूदम॥
र्
एव ं िवधये (?) कत
The M!nabh!va sect follows the Dhy!na of Datt!treya according to the Za.Up.,
which runs as follows :

ु ्
दाऽये ं िशव ं शािमनीलिनभ ं ूभम।
ू ं िदगरम॥्
े
आमायारत ं दवमवधत
ु ्
र् ं जटाजटधर
ू ं िवभम।
भोिलतसवा
ू
्
ु र् ु
ु
े
ं ूफकमलक्षणम॥
चतबामदारा

While later on in the last century, with tradition on its side, we get a Dhy!namantra
from V!sudev!nanda Sarasvat#, which became a source of all the modern pictures and
idols, though there may be found a change in symbols here and there. It runs as follows:

ु े
मालाकमण्डरधः करपयग्म

ु े डमिऽशल।
ू े
मपािणयगल

ु
र्
े
य  ऊकरयोः
शभशचब

्
ु
ु
व े तमिऽवरदं भजषयम॥

Where as Ra'g!vadh%ta invokes as:

े ं
काषायवाससमज ं कमलाक्षमक

मालाकमण्डधरं रमणीयलीलम।्

े ं
गोानबीडनपरं िनगमाकिल

े
ं सतत ं नतोऽि॥
दवऽयाकमह

‘ र-दयम ,् p. 53.’
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While the Datt!treya Stotra from the NP describes186 him as under:

्
ू
ं कपािनिधम।
ृ
जटाधरं पाण्डर
ु ं शलह

र्
े
े
ं दवे ं दाऽयमह
ं भज॥
सवरोगहर

ु े दवः
े सदािशवः।
आदौ ॄा म े िवर

ू र्
े
मितऽयपाय
दाऽये नमोऽ ु त॥

ु
ू
े वनमालासकर।
शलहगदापाण
्
ू
े नमोऽ ु त॥
े
यज्ञसऽधर
ॄन दाऽय

N!rada says in SKP187:

ु
ं कौिपन ं भ योगप ं च धारयन।्
मण्डन

ु दण्डपाऽािजनासनम॥्
शैली ी तथा मिा

का टोप ं च धारी च िसो िह ॅमत े मही।

र् ु
े
कणकण्डलधारी
च कण्ठमाला च पाक॥

ु
ु
े े े मातिलधरः
अिऽज दवदवश
ूभः।

ु
र् भाग्यय
सवसौ
भानामीितूदः॥
The same source188 quotes one from Brm. P:

ु
े ं
िदगरं भसगलपन

जटाजटू ं दण्डकमण्डधरम।्

ू र् े ं
पासन ं च शिशसयनऽ

दाऽये ं ानमभीिसिदम॥्

There is, again, an image of Datt!treya in a cave close by the rock-cut-temples on
the sea side in the Tinnevelly District.189 These caves are near the temple of
Subrahma[yam at Tiruchchendur 18 miles to the south-east of Shrivaikuntam in Tinnevelly District (South India), The image is worshipped even today.
The attention of the scholars have not gone to a most interesting icon of Datt!treya
which is in a temple-cave just on the bank of Narmad! river, at Broach (Gujarat State).
The idol having three heads and six hands is peculiar and unique in the sense that one
of the hands is on the phallus. The hands on the left have Cakra, Za'kha and
Vy!khy!na Mudr! while the two right ones hold Kama[falu and phallus and the last
one has Varada pose. Cakra and Za'kha represent Vi;[u, Vy!khy!na Mudr! and
Kama[falu, the Brahm! and the rest signify Ziva. The sculptor, no doubt, has Trim%rti
in mind and probably Datt!treya because one of the Dhy!namantras of Datt!treya,
quoted above, contains a reference to Vy!khy!na Mudr! of Datt!treya. Moreover, we
186
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find an inscription190 dated M!rgazir;a Zukla the second of 1863 (Vikram Era) i.e. 1807
A.D. and it is written on the gate-wall surrounding the compound of the temple. In this
inscription the idol is stated to be that of Datt!treya, which was found in the ancient
cave in the temple of Datt!treya which was built in 1807 A.D. Thus, from the inscription
we can conclude that when the temple of Datt!treya was built, an old idol, i.e. the present idol of Datt!treya under consideration was found from the cave quite accidently
when the foundations of the temple were dug out. The idol looking from its style, stone
etc. can very well be assigned to the period during 12th or 13th century. It is an object of
worship consistent with the new idol of Datt!treya.
There is, again another idol, called Datt!treya having three heads and eight hands,
still worshipped in the temple of R!ma near Bhadra in P!qan near Siddhapur (North
Gujarat) in Gujarat State. The idol though a modern imitation of the old style and belongs to the late medieval period is peculiar in the sense that it has eight hands. The
characteristic emblems in all the eight hands are as under: The right hands hold
Famaru, Za'kha, Padma and Kama[falu while left ones, Cakra, Pustaka, Gad! and
K!madhenu. The last emblem is rather peculiar. We can very well construe Kama[falu.
and Pustaka as representing Brahm!, Famaru and K!madhenu Ziva and the rest signifying Vi;[u. As regards the question of mal-distribution of emblems, it can be said that
Datt!treya being an incarnation of Vi;[u, prominence might have been shown by giving him all his four hands. In the same way, K!madhenu which is also, liked by Ziva is
here a substitute for his usual Triz%la. The idol has its four hands resting on the four
small figures standing with folded hands called Veda-Puru;as. They are not the Vy%has
of Vi;[u as the hands resting on their heads contain the Kama[falu and Pustaka besides Padma and Cakra. They, thus, represent the four Vedas, usually represented in
the form of four dogs round the icon of Datt!treya. It is worth noting that though
prominence is given to Vi;[u by giving him all the four hands with characteristic emblems, the Ru[fa M!l! and the serpent in the neck, favour Ziva.
Both the above-mentioned icons prove the fact that though worship of Datt!treya is
found prominently in Mah!r!;qra, it is not exclusively confined to that region.
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The inscription in Gujarati language and script runs as under:
ु
गना

ु ंु
ं
ं
आ मिदरमाथी
एक परान
ु २ थय ं ु छ।े
ू र् छ।े ए मिदरन
ं
ं ु नव ं ु बाधकाम
ं
ं १् ८६३ ना मागसर सिद
ए भयरामा ं गु दाऽये महाराजनी मित
सवत
आ

ं
मिदर

महाराज

जानकीदास

वरदान

छ।े
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भयं

िनकईळु ं

छ।े

CHAPTER III

Datt!treya in the Upani;ads
The name Datt!treya is highly spoken of in the Upani;ads. Though we do not get
any reference in the principal ancient Ups like Ch!ndogya and B&had!ra[yaka etc. we
find his name with many Upani;adic personalities highly respected as Paramaha<sas
like Zvetaketu, *bhu, Jafabharata and @runi. We get four lists in this connection. The
JUp. refers to Sa<vartaka, @runi, Zvetaketu, Durv!sas, *bhu, Nid!gha, Jafabharata,
Datt!treya, Raivataka and such others (Prabh&taya>); while the NPUp. gives the list as
under: Zvetaketu, *bhu, Nid!gha, *;abha, Durv!sas, Sa<vartaka, Datt!treya,
Raivataka. The list in Y!j]avalkya Up. is akin to that of the JUp. except the omission of
the name Jafabharata after Nid!gha, of Raivataka after Datt!treya, and the addition of
the names of Zuka, V!madeva, H!ritaka and others after Datt!treya. The Bhik;uka Up.
supplies the fourth list. It omits like Y!j]avalkya Up. from the list of JUp., the names of
Durv!sas, *bhu and Nid!gha after Zvetaketu and Raivataka after Datt!treya while
adds, at the end, the names which are found in Y!j]avalkya.
In all the lists except that given in Bhik;uka Up., all are spoken of as Avyaktali'ga,
Avyakt!c!ra, B!lonmattapiz!cavat, Unmatta yet Anunmatta because they only behave
like Unmatta but really they are not so and they are spoken as having renounced all the
external signs of a Sany!sin. Moreover, in the dialogues the name of Datt!treya is further connected with N!r!ya[a, Brahm!, Atharv!, Y!j]avalkya, N!rada, S!<k&ti,
Z![filya, Atri and with many other *;is beginning with Saunaka (Saunak!daya>).
Thus, in the DUp., Brahm! asks N!r!ya[a about the name which uplifts a worshipper,
and N!r!ya[a advised him to worship his abode which embodies Satya, @nanda and
Cit. Brahm!, who meditated on Datt!treya who is Vi;[u and who again is N!r!ya[a,
taught the Up. Thus Brahm! becomes the narrator of DUp. In the NPUp., N!rada asks
Brahm! about Sanyasin and his duties and thus we see again Brahm! as a narrator
though in the beginning the Up., appears in the form of a dialogue between N!rada and
Saunaka and others. In the JDUp. and Avadh%ta Up. we have Sa<k&ti as the disciple of
Datt!treya while, in JUp. Atri asks Y!j]avalkya about real Sanyasin's nature and distinction. Za. Up. contains a dialogue between Z![filya and Atharva where the former
asks the latter about Yoga in the first chapter, about @tm! in the second, and about the
forms of Brahman in the third.
Za. Up. in its third chapter gives an explanation of the term Datt!treya one of the
four epithets of the Absolute the other three being Param Brahma, @tm! and Mahezvara. It refers to the penance of Atri who was desirous of having a son and the Absolute
who was Jyotirmaya and lustrous was himself born as a son to Atri and Anas%y!.191
Moreover, while defining @tm!, it refers to the three actions of creating, protecting and
destroying all creatures.192 The position of Yoga in the first chapter and the @tmaj]!na
and Brahmaj]!na in the remaining two chapters and also the tendency to divide the
191
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functions of the Absolute as found in the definition of @tm! and the answer to a question of Z![filya to Atharv! regarding doubts that Brahm! being one he cannot perform
the three functions and the quotation of verses with various epithets of Datt!treya at the
end – all these suggest the probability of connection between the three functional aspects of the Absolute transferred to Datt!treya in a combined form who himself is spoken of as identical with the Absolute in the Up. Moreover, we find that the verses are
quoted with phrase "Here are some zlokas" (Atraite Zlok! Bhavanti) suggesting thereby
the antiquity of their origin.193 One who constantly worships Datt!treya, who is the god
of gods, ancient, auspicious, peaceful with a body like Indran#la stone, one with his own
M!y!, the lord of the world, Avadh%ta, naked, with ashes all over the body, with matted hair on head, all-pervading, having four hands and a beautiful body, with eyes like
a full-blown lotus, a storehouse of Yoga and knowledge, the preceptor of the world,
dearest to Yogins, merciful to devotees, witness to all and worshipped by Siddhas, becomes free from all sins and attains ultimate liberation. It is this Dhy!na194 which is followed by the Mah!nubh!va sect where Datt!treya is worshipped as Mah!vi;[u having
one head and four hands though in the Dhy!na itself he is never referred to as Vi;[u. In
the same way JD.Up. begins with the Dhy!na of Datt!treya where he is said to have
four hands and is spoken of as Mah!vi;[u.195 It is interesting to note that the Dhyana of
Za. Up. has twenty-four epithets in all which may remind us of his 24 Gurus and the
tendency of the later writers to give 24 names based either on the 24 names of Vi;[u in
Sandy! chapter bearing his four hands in mind or on some such other sacred number.
Za. Up. gives Mahezvara and Datt!treya as synonyms of Brahman. Moreover,
Zivam is the first epithet closely associated with Datt!treya. Datt!treya is connected
with Yoga, J]!na and Guru. All this point to the probability of Datt!treya worship as
the development of Ziva worship rather than of Vi;[u worship.
Avadh%topani;ad deals with the definition of Avadh%ta. We have referred to one
verse (Ch. IV, Part I) while the other describes Avadh%ta as one beyond all Var[a and
@zrama, a yogin deeply centred in the self.196 Moreover, each and every action of the
193
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One may be induced to take these of considerable antiquity as far as the metre of the third zloka is
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Avadh%ta is strange (i.e. unexplained) and he has a great vow not to change the
Svairavih!ra.197 Though he is self-satisfied and beyond all attachments, he may act according to the rules laid down by Z!stras with a desire to do good to the people. In doing so and in acting unlike Avadh%ta, who is beyond the rules of Var[a and @zrama, he
has here nothing to lose as he is not attached to them for his own sake. He does so for
the sake of the benefit of others thus preserving his non-attached nature.198
One Up. is after the name of Datt!treya. It is one of the 108 Ups. referred to in the
Muktikopani;ad (1.39). We have already shown how Brahm! becomes its narrator (p.
51). The first part deals with the different kinds of Mantras beginning with Ek!k;ara199,
:afak;ara200, A;q!k;ara201, Dv!daz!k;ara202, Zofaz!k;ara203. Moreover, we have
Anu;qubh about Datt!treya,204 describing him as an ocean of knowledge, a naked saint
acting small child or Piz!ca, a bestower of joy and Unmatta. The second part gives the
M!l!mantra where we find his connection with J!ra[a, M!ra[a etc. which we have already referred to (p. 52). The third part gives the usual Phalazruti.
The Dhy!namantra in the beginning of the Up.205 refers to him as one having the
form of N!r!ya[a, with three forms. It is again stated in the Up. that the whole world is
contained in him just as a banian tree is hidden in the seed206. The tradition gives us a
Mantra of 20 letters.207
Thus, in the Upani;ads, where the name of Datt!treya occurs, lies a germ, an idea, a
seed which later on took the form of trinity worship under the name of Datt!treya that
symbolises the idea of unity in diversity connects the people of different creeds and
synthesises various differences found in society.
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CHAPTER IV

Datt!treya: His Life and Works
Pur![as and Tantras
It is only in the Pur![as that we come across for the first time the full-fledged story
about the origin of Datt!treya. Leaving aside all references found in Upani;ads and the
iconographical evidence traced from third century and onwards, we find that in most of
the Paur![ic period he was raised to the status of an avat!ra of Vi;[u. No doubt, in
some of them, he is not referred to as an Avat!ra, but in almost all of them except LgP
and KP he is considered great saint and a Yog# and a giver of desired objects right from
K!rtav#rya, a Haihaya king to Yadu, the ancestor of the Y!dava race. Even the Mbh
makes a reference208 to him. The BhaP speaks of him as the sixth incarnation of Vi;[u.209
BrP considers210 him as the fifth in a passage while takes him as fourth Pr!durbh!va in
another passage.211 In the BrmP. he is the first among M!nu;asambh%tis and fourth
among all incarnations,212 the other three being celestial ones viz. Vainya, Narasi<ha
and V!mana. GP213 like BhaP considers him as the sixth incarnation in a passage while
in another214 he is the tenth in the list of 24. In the third list supplied by the same
Pur![a,215 he is not counted at all.
Datt!treya is again considered as a Pr!durbh!va in the HV216 and the Dev# BhaP217.
In classical literature, Harsa218 and Magha219 include him in the list of the ten incarnations. Ahirbudhnya Sa<hit!220 a Pa]car!tra work, assigns him a place among 39 Vibhavas. Thus, we find that in some places he is considered as an Avat!ra while in others he
is either referred to as a Pr!durbh!va or a Vibhava. Moreover, in some lists he is among
the chief ten Avat!ras while in others he is among the 24 or 39.
It will not be out of place here to discuss the question of what these words, viz.
Avat!ra, Pr!durbh!va and Vibhava connote. Miss Mri[al Dasgupta distinguishes between Pr!durbh!vas and Avat!ras as under: "The term Pr!durbh!va probably implies
that God continues to exist in his true unmanifest presence, although he manifests himself at the same time in definite forms for particular purposes presumably through his
yogic powers. But the idea involved in the term Avat!ra seems to be that either the
208
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whole (P%r[a) or the part (A<za) of the divine essence is imagined to descend from
heaven taking a particular form (M%rti) or birth (Janma)221." According to Hopkins,222 in
the Avat!ra, God descends expressly to save the world while in other descents the motive may be personal. According to the first view-point Datt!treya is rather an Avat!ra
than a Pr!durbh!va while according to the latter conception he should both be an
Avat!ra and Pr!durbh!va because, according to the HV and the BrP he was born for a
special purpose. The popular version states that He took birth mainly to satisfy the desire of Atri and Anas%y! who wanted a son of his calibre and stature.
According to the HV223 and also in the BrP224 his purpose of the Avat!ra is as under:
"When all the Vedic knowledge with its branches and the sacrifices were lost, when the
caste system was upset, when the religion was lowered down in position, when untruth
gained the superiority over truth and when all the the people and religion became restless, Datt!treya put everything to its right position". Thus his Avat!ra is mainly meant
for the promulgation of right type of knowledge and not for killing any demon as is the
case with other incarnations.
The MarP narrates225 the story of his birth in detail clearing the motive for his human form. It is in a dialogue form between a father and a son where the son narrates to
his father how Datt!treya taught Yoga to Anarka (probably another name of Alarka,
fourth son of Mad!las!). When the latter (father) asked the son about Datt!treya his
parentage and about Anarka who happened to ask him about Yoga, the son narrated
the story as follows:
In ancient times there was a Brahmin named Kauzika who went astray monopolising all vices. But luckily he had a chaste and pious wife who was devoted to him. Her
name was Z![fil# and inspite of her husband's bad character, she, like a true and devoted Indian woman, considered her husband as her Lord, as a deity. She always was
anxious to make him happy. Kauzika who had such a chaste wife in his house was,
however, attached to a harlot in the town and spent most of his time in her company
without caring for Z![fil#. A day came when Kauzika had no money and so naturally
he was pushed out of the house by the harlot. Kauzika returned home with a broken
heart and maimed and worn out body. Z![fil# received him warmly and felt very
happy. Days passed in the service of her husband and inspite of insults and the lessons
from the past behaviour of the harlot Kauzika requested his wife to lead him to her, as
he was unable to forget her beauty. Z![fil#, like a faithful and obedient wife carried her
221
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ornaments on one hand, Kauzika who was maimed on the other shoulder and started
for the house of the harlot one dark night. On the way it so happened that a sage
M![favya who was hanged without any offence by the soldiers of the ruling king was
lying there alive on account of his Yogic powers. This sage was hurt by the body of
Kauzika who was on the shoulder of Z![fil# who walked in the darkness of the night.
The sage cursed the person that he would leave the world at Sun-rise. On hearing this,
Z![fil# was shocked. She sent a touching appeal to the Sun, not to rise at all so that her
husband could not die. The sun complied with the wish of this chaste woman and the
activities of the world were consequently stopped. The gods in heaven could not get
their share (Havi>) as sacrifices were not performed by the people. Thus the entire cycle
of sacrifices, rain, grain and such other mundane routines came to a standstil and there
was great chaos all over the universe.
The gods then went to Vi;[u who directed them to propitiate Anas%y!, who was a
chaste woman and who was performing a great penance with her husband Atri the
mind-born son of Brahm!. "Oh gods", he said, "only light can be a match for light and
penance for penance226 and you should worship Anas%y!, the great Sat#, who alone will
be able to regain the position which is lost due to the curse of a Sat#.
Accordingly, all gods with Brahm!, Vi;[u and Za'kara as their heads, went to the
hermitage of Atri and Anas%y! and requested Anas%y! to help them. The kind-hearted
Anas%y! showed her readiness to accompany them though she was quite aware of the
powers of gods to do anything they desired.
Anas%y! sees Z![fil# and free and pleasant conversation between the two great
Sat#s starts and centres round the theme of a wife's devotion to her husband. She finally
won over the heart of Z![fil# and told her the mission of her coming over there explaining how for her sake alone the entire universe was in trouble. Z![fil# agreed to consider
the problem favourably but was worried for her life without her husband. Anas%y!
promised her that she would see to it that her husband would get a new life. Z![fil#
cheered the world with the light of the sun while Anas%y! preserved the life of the husband of Z![fil# by her power of chastity.
The gods who appreciated Anas%y!'s services asked her to ask for a boon of her
choice. After great hesitation she asked that the three principal gods – Brahm!, Vi;[u
and Maheza should be born as sons to her and that she and her husband should be exempted from the cycle of birth and death. The gods granted the boon and departed.
As time went by one day Atri received Anas%y! who just finished the period of
four days of her menstruation and who came to pay respects by falling at the feet of her
husband and there at the moment arose a light from the eyes of Atri which served as
seed for the three mind-born sons who were Soma, Datta and Durv!s!. Soma was a partial incarnation of Brahm!, Datta of Vi;[u and Durv!s! of Za'kara who was born, it is
said, only after seven days as he had to meet with great trouble from the Haihayas.
Thus the three divinities took their births and fulfilled the promise given to Anas%y!.
Afterwards Soma went to heaven and Durv!s! moved all over the world.
Datt!treya wishing to be without attachment dived down in a lake. Yet the youths
226
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around him did not leave the bank of that lake even after 100 celestial years. Knowing
this Datt!treya came out with a beautiful lady who put on the best type of clothes. The
youths even at this curious sight, were not set a back. They thought that the sage was
without attachment (Asa'g#). Datt!treya again, tried to put them to test and drank wine
(Sur!) with her. Even then the youths were not disturbed thinking that the wind was
always pure even though it went over many impure places. Datt!treya finally gave
them their desired object, viz. the knowledge of the Absolute.
The BhaP gives227 the origin of the name of Datt!treya. As the sage Atri was desirous of a son he gave himself to him. Thus he is given away to Atri and hence
Datt!treya.
The SKP gives228 the story of Atri-Anas%y! as above and later on narrates
Kauzik!khy!na.229 In the SVP,230 Atri is described as performing penance for getting a
son, worshipping only one highest god; but three gods came together to give the boon.
This showed the unity of all the three. As a result of this boon there were births of Candra, Datta and Durv!s! who were incarnations of Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva respectively.
The BVP treats the matter with a slight change. The three gods with inspiration
from their respective wives who were jealous of Anas%y!'s ever-increasing fame, go to
test her chastity and ask her to serve them quite naked. P. Thomas231 gives the above
story of the BVP with a slight change. Here Atri is present when gods came to test her.
Anas%y! sprinkles over gods the water that washed the feet of Atri and thus turns the
gods into babies. Again, the same process is repeated when the wives of the respective
gods come there quite free from jealousy and beseech her for their husbands. It is because of this story, it seems, that Abbe, J. A. Dubois232 formed the opinion that the story
proved that inspite of the great power, they (i.e. gods) became quite hostile to virtuous
persons and tried to reduce their penance. He, however, adds that the scandalous adventure of the mighty divinities of the Trim%rti is one of the least indecent episodes of
the kind related in the Hindu books.
Shr# Gurucaritra233 of Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhara written in Marathi which is highly respected by the worshippers of Datt!treya traces the origin of Datt!treya in a Pauranic
form. But there is no reference to the jealousy of the wives of the three gods. Here it is
said that the gods, with Indra as their head went to the three principal gods and requested them to put a check to the powerful penance which was gaining in strength
due to chastity and faithfulness of Anas%y! for they themselves were afraid of her
curse.
Shr# Datta Prabodha, another Marathi book about the life of Datt!treya, takes234 Atri
outside the hermitage when the three gods came there but provides Anas%y! with his
227
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Cara[odaka (water left after washing the feet), which was kept there by Atri himself for
the purpose of avoiding the trouble, if any, during his absence. Moreover, the plan to
humiliate the three goddesses which was communicated to Anas%y! by N!rada235, and
which was thought of by the sage N!rada and Anas%y!,236 is rather strange, though
their motive is said to be pure. Shri Gurul#l!m&ta, a book in Marathi about the life of
Sw!m# of Akkalakoq gives a story about the incident of sprinkling water which turns
the gods into babes and again of the same process turning babes into gods.237 But before
doing this Anas%y! gives a delightful discourse on the sin of misconduct towards wives
of others.
Shri Datta M!h!tmya238 another book in Sanskrit about the life of the deity represents Atri as observing penance without food devoid of dualities and standing on a single foot. He asked boon from the three gods who appeared before him wishing to be
born as his sons. This story is in a form of a dialogue between Maitreya and Vidura.
V!sudev!nanda Sarasvat# interprets story of birth in somewhat peculiar sense.239 It is
said that Atri due to his first penance had a vision of a god and due to his second penance of three gods. Moreover,240 he refers to the story of Kauzika and the three sons who
were born to Anas%y! according to the boon given at that time. Shri Ra'ga Avadh%ta241
combines all the stories about the origin of the Datt!treya and narrates it fully to such
an extent that there are descriptions of the joy of motherhood experienced by Anas%y!
right from the cradle song to various activities, done for the sake of the child. He also
introduces N!rada but the plan here is between Vi;[u and N!rada and not between
Anas%y! and N!rada as seen in the Datta Prabodha. N!rada excites jealousy of the
principal goddesses who believed themselves as the most chaste women in-the universe. Here he has two purposes in mind. The first is to show the importance of a chaste
woman and the second is to show the bad result of jealousy. He intends to impress
upon the goddesses that it is better to look into the self rather than be jealous of others
and that they should not hurt others out of jealousy.
But the most attractive and rational version of the story is found in his lecture on
the worship of Datt!treya at Nav!pur, in Khandesh.242 He refers to a very ancient tale of
a time when the Lord of the Universe created the world. He created all the types of
pleasures which are so believed by the people of this world, such as delicious dishes,
beautiful ornaments, gold and rubies, birds and beasts, carts and carriages and many
other such things and proclaimed that the stores of all those things were open free for
all and, whosoever, wants them in whatsoever quantity might take them away. It
would be needless to add that all the stores were soon emptied. Nothing remained in
the stores and, therefore, the doorkeepers were just preparing to close the doors of the
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stores when an old man with a frail body came there. His frail fame was made so on
account of severe penance. He was told by the doorkeepers that there was nothing left
behind for him. The old man in a quiet tone requested the doorkeepers to inform the
Lord of the Universe of his arrival and to ask if anything was reserved for him. The
doorkeepers laughed yet the inspiring voice of the old man forced them in that direction and they got the order of the Lord that if anything had remained it should be given
away to the old man. The guards did not find anything and once again they were sent
back to the Lord by the old man. The Lord explained to them that the old man was right
in his faith and it was He himself who was left behind and was the creator of the things
which were taken away by the people so He would give away his life to the old man.
Lord Datt!treya thus gave away his own self to the old man Atri who chose not the
worldly pleasures but the creator of those pleasures. The story explains in a most poetic
way to the name of Datt!treya and reminds us of the phrase in the BhaP which explains
the word.243
We get another interpretation of the name of Datt!treya from Shr# Bhagavatsinhaj#.244 He splits the word into Datta : A : Traya and gives the meaning that where the
Tripuqis of Dra;q!, D&;ya and Darzana; Kart!, K!ra[a and K!rya and J]!t!, J]eya and
J]!na are extinct, there is a form of Dattatreya or to put in another way if a man wants
liberation he should give up all these Tripuqis. But here the word is taken Datt!treya
instead of Datt!treya where the ending syllable refers to his family name. (Datta :
@treya–Datta the son of Atri.)
Coming back to other references we find that in some Pur![as Datt!treya is an incarnation of Visnu but he is not included in the list of Avat!ras as supplied by some of
the Pur![as. SKP,245 SVP246 and MarP247 are the instances in point. AgP248 refers to the
mode of preparing an idol of Datt!treya. Thus we find that in time of AgP he was raised
to the status of a god to be worshipped by the people.
We have referred above (p. 58) to his connection with a group of young sages. In
the same way, he is connected with many personalities among whom Arjuna
K!rtav#rya is most prominent and is found connected with him in almost all the
Pur![as.249 Even in the Mbh, he is twice referred to as a boon bestower to K!rtav#rya.250
VYP and MarP narrate the story of Sahasr!rjuna in detail while the fact that he got four
boons from Datt!treya is referred to by many.251 About the matter contained in the four
boons the Pur![as agree with one another. The boons are as under :– (1) Getting 1000
arms. (2) Doing away with evil and injustice even though done by great men. (3) Sover243
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eignty all over the world through war and its protection by righteousness. (4) Death in
war and that too at the hands of superior. The Mbh. refers to a golden aeroplane
(K!]cana Vim!na) given to K!rtav#rya.252 According to Pargitar, the connection of
Datt!treya with Sahasr!rjuna is introduced in a natural, appropriate and simple manner
and so it is most trustworthy.253
The story runs as follows: K!rtav#rya was the son of K&tav#rya, and when he came
to the throne he refused to rule the kingdom as the sins, he thought, committed by the
subjects were to be shared by the ruling king. On hearing this the preceptor Garg!c!rya
advised him to propitiate Datt!treya who was on the earth to uplift the world. He even
narrated an incident in glorification of Datt!treya and told how Indra and other gods
got favour and through his grace achieved victory over the demon Jambha. Arjuna
went there and after serving for many years got four boons. Since that day he protected
the world with righteousness and became a sovereign ruler. Even gods were afraid of
him. One day Sun-god in the disguise of a Brahmin asked from him all the earthgrowing plants and trees in alms which Arjuna as a Brahminworshipper gave the honoured
guest. The Sun-god assuming the form of fire, burnt all including trees in the hermitage
of Vazi;wa who cursed Arjuna that the son of Jamadagni would kill such an arrogant
king. As time went by Parazur!ma the youngest son of Jamadagni and an incarnation of
Vi;[u killed him in connection with an incident of the cow, useful for the sacrificial
purposes (Homa-Dhenu or K!ma- Dhenu) who was taken away by force by the king.
There is the addition of one more point in the story in Shr# Gurul#l!m&ta254 Gujarati
work by Shr# Ra'ga Avadh%ta. Arjuna is shown to have been disgusted with the world
after the enjoyment of sovereign rule and the pleasure the world. He approached
Datt!treya once again and served him faithfully and conscientiously for many a year.
He was put through many severe tests by the god but ultimately he was blessed with
the highest type of knowledge and returned home with a desire to rule without any attachment whatever.
MarP255 informs us that the day when Arjuna got the boons from Datt!treya was
celebrated every year with the performance of Datt!treya sacrifice (Datt!treyasya
Y!gam). VP256 refers to his connection with R!va[a whom he tied like a beast.
Next to K!rtav#rya he is frequently connected with Alarka or Anarka. BrP257,
BhaP258, MarP259 and GP260 refer to Datt!treya as a teacher expounding either A;q!'ga
Yoga or @nv#k;ik# and Sutarka-Vidy! to Alarka. MarP narrates the story in detail.
Alarka was the fourth and the last son of Mad!las! and *tudhvaja. Mad!las! herself
was a great Yogin# and had the knowledge of self which was imparted to the three elder
252
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sons from their very childhood. The fourth Alarka was spared as the king *tudhvaja
unluckily intervened in the matter and expressed his opinion that somebody must be
spared for the kingdom and for the sake of Pi[fa-D!na (offering of oblations after
death). Alarka thus got the worldly kingdom after the departure of his parents in the
forest. After some years one of his brothers came to fight with him and to release him
from worldly attachment. In this fight Alarka was defeated with the help of the king of
Banaras and with the Yogic powers which he possessed. Disgusted at the defeat, the
broken hearted Alarka went to the forest where he remembered a note given by his
mother with instruction to read the same when any calamity befell him. The note stated
that one should avoid attachment (Sa'ga) as far as possible and if it was not possible
one should live in company of saints. Thus he went to the hermitage of Datt!treya
which happened to be very near and Iearnt A;q!'ga Yoga from him.261
In the same way, the name of Prahl!da, the son of Hira[yakazipu and the famous
devotee for whose sake Vi;[u incarnated himself as a Man-Lion is mentioned along
with Alarka as getting knowledge of Yoga from Datt!treya.262 The BhaP263 narrates the
whole dialogue between the two on the duties of a Yati.
The next personality with whom Datt!treya is connected is @yu, a king without a
son, who along with his wife Indumat# performed many rites in order to have a son. It
was all in vain. At last he went to Datt!treya and worshipped him for 100 years. It is
interesting to note that during these years Datt!treya did not speak a single word with
him. Pleased with the services he asked why he had come though he knew he had
passed through the usual tests which were put to him as described above in connection
with the young sages. Moreover, he was asked to bring wine and that too in a human
skull. Having carried out the instructions he got favours from Datt!treya.264
VhP265 speaks of one king named Suprat#ka, in K&ta age who had two wives named
Vidyutaprabh! and K!ntimat#. He had no son and so he went to Citrak%qa to propitiate
the son of Atri. After pleasing him he got a son. Here as is seen, he is connected with
Citrak%qa mountain, which reminds us of a reference in the R!m!ya[a, when R!ma
with S#t! and Lak;ma[a visited the hermitage of Atri and Anas%y!.266
The SkP267 narrates the story of a Brahmin named Dur!c!ra who, owing to bad
company lost his Brahminhood and was overpowered by Vet!la. He wandered all over
the earth and came to the holy place of Dhanu;koqi. There he was released from the
clutches of Vet!la. So he inquired about the sanctity of the place, from the sage
Datt!treya who lived there and who was the best among Yogis. Datt!treya narrated to
him the importance (M!h!tmya) of the place and the beliefs connected with it. The
Brahmin was pleased at the account and went home to pass his life in the way shown
by Datt!treya.
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The most famous dialogue between Avadh%ta and Yadu about twenty-four Gurus
is found in the BhaP.268 Yadu was the eldest son of Yay!ti, king and ancestor of the
Y!dava clan to which Shr# K&;[a belonged. Yadu was the eldest among the five sons of
Yay!ti. The youngest, Puru, was placed on the throne in consideration of his regard for
his father in exchanging the father's age with his youthfulness when his father got a
curse from Zukr!c!rya. Yadu took this as an insult and retired to the forest with a disgust for the world. Here he saw Datt!treya, who was found to be happy and selfsatisfied even in the absence of any material possession. When asked, Datt!treya
showed him the way and the secret of happiness which he had acquired by minute observation of Nature and with constant reflection.
Shr# Datta Pur![a269 and Shr# Gurul#l!m&ta270 describe the story of Parazur!ma connecting with Datt!treya. VYP271 narrates the story of K!rtav#rya's fight with Parazur!ma, the destruction of the former by the latter while here the story is further developed that after the extermination of the K;atriyas twenty one times Parazur!ma was
restless and went to the hermitage of Datt!treya with his mother Re[uk!. who became a
Sat# after her husband. Parazur!ma performed the Zr!ddha ceremony with Datt!treya
as the priest. Here Datt!treya gave him the highest knowledge which, according to the
tradition is contained in the J]!na K![fa of Tripur! Rahasya.
The foregoing narration about the life and work of Datt!treya from various sources
will show how he happened to be elevated to god-head and was considered as an incarnation of Trinity in general and of Vi;[u in particular. Here it will not be out of place
to go into details about the idea of incarnation in the Epics and the Pur![as.
The doctrine of incarnation was still developing in Epics.272 It was neither stereotyped into usual ten nor extended to ten. What is true of the Epics is applicable even to
the Pur![as except the extension of the number of incarnations from ten to either 24 or
39. Dr. R. C. Hazra also concludes that the views of the people regarding the names and
number of the principal incarnations varied disappointedly before 800 A.D...and that
the group of the ten principal Avat!ras had no general acceptance before 800 A.D. Besides this, much has been written on the theory of Avat!ras and many fables and stories
showing the purpose of the Avat!ras have been found in the Pur![as,273 and in the later
literature.274 But all agree to one cardinal fact that God descends on earth for special reasons and in special circumstances. The G#t!275 has aptly expressed the mission of incarnation: Whenever there is heavy burden of sins on earth and when righteousness disappears, god descends to the world to establish law and order exterminating the
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wicked. Many times it serves the purpose of the best example to the people of the service and proper action. Dr. Bhagwandas,276 the famous theosophist scholar, states that
theory is according to the relation with the three main functions of life and mind, viz.
knowing, desiring and acting. Any disorder in the right knowledge, right desire and
right action will cause God to descend in the three main forms. Firstly, when false
teachers and false teachings prevail, secondly, when wrong emotion and lower passions
begin to grow and thirdly, when wrong knowledge and wrong desire and selfishness
prevail, then the epoch-making Avat!ras proper appear. Shr# *gved#277 refers to the
view of the evolutionist Hindus, who consider Avat!ra from the evolution point of
view. Thus, from Matsya gradually arose Var!ha, Narasinha half beast and half human
and then V!mana, imperfect, after whom came Parazur!ma full of vengeance and jealousy. Rama of good qualities arose after whom K&;[a who saw pleasure as well as pain
with the same eye, and finally came Buddha who wanted to uplift the whole world on
the strength of self-knowledge. But this theory is not sound as we find that many lists
start not with Matsya but with Ha<sa (Swan) and K%rma (tortoise)278 and that the
number varies as regards their names and places. Anyway, the whole idea of incarnation shows belief of several generations that behind all human efforts and achievements
there is one Absolute Power working and protecting all and He often sets everything
right by descending on the earth when human beings are unable to set them right.
There is another interesting thing that we find in the accounts of Datt!treya. It is in
his connection with wine and woman.279 But curiously enough, at the same time we find
that the so-called guilty himself says that he is so. Thus when @yu280 went to ask a boon
or when gods281, headed by Indra asked his help for the destruction of a demon or when
Parazur!ma with his mother approached him, Datt!treya himself is said to have said
that he was the drinker of wine and was attached to a woman. Thus, it is tutile to ask a
boon or help from such a man who is without any character (An!c!r#) and who has no
knowledge of Dharma and Adharma. The second thing which we find is that it is with
the clear intention282 of avoiding unnecessary crowds and any kind of attachment that
he behaves in such a strange manner. He is of the definite opinion that if a Yogi is to
perform Yoga practices he should avoid the company of all types.283 Moreover, we find
that he is not found in the company of women at all times and even his fondness for
wine is seen only when he wants to test a devotee. Otherwise he is ever amongst the
Yogins.284 MarP285 tries to give a philosophical explanation for these two. The gods in
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reply to Datt!treya's reference to his attachment to wine and woman say: "Oh Lord of
earth! thou art sinless (Anagha) and pure-hearted; so thou art not bound or fettered and
the mother of all the world with thee is also sinless and pure like the rays of the sun falling equally upon both the Brahmin and the outcaste." The same Pur![a also gives illustration of wind which remains pure for ever.286
The question of this connection with wine and woman is also found in one Sanskrit
book called Shr# Datt!treya M!h!tmya. The author is unknown as the colophon tries to
connect it with BrmP. It is in the form of dialogue between D#paka and his Guru Vedadharm!. D#paka on hearing so many stories about Datt!treya, asks287 his Guru a
question with an humble request to remove the doubt which occurred to him. "Why has
a saint," D#paka asks, "who had all the characteristics of a holy seer acted in such an impious way (An!c!ram!-zrita>)?" Moreover, he further asks the same thing quoting the
famous saying that whatever is done by the great is imitated by the masses, and lastly,
he asks his Guru anticipating a particular reply why Datt!treya incarnated himself as a
Brahmin if a person like him has nothing to do with the question of purity and impurity
with regard to his self-satisfied nature and the state of living in ecstacy for ever. Vedadharm! removing the doubts said, "Just as the behaviour of gods and men is different
and just as the same is the case with beasts and birds, in the same way men who follow
the holy path have their actions different from the duties of all the castes (Var[a) and
stages (@zrama). If others follow them blindly without understanding the purpose behind them they perish like men who drink poison in imitation of Lord Ziva.
V!sudev!nanda288 touches the same question in the words of Sahasr!rjuna who says
that in the eyes of the world he (Datt!treya) might be considered reproachable yet, in
fact, he is not so as the soul is without attachment and ever free. In another place,289
V!sudev!nanda quotes even scripture (Zruti) and explains the real sense lying behind
the literal sense. In short, all these attempts to justify the peculiar behaviour of
Datt!treya show that Datt!treya used these two as his weapons. With the help of these
two, he, at times, tested devotees and many times avoided worldly attachment.
As regards inner meaning of the objectionable behaviour, it is worth noting that the
followers of V!ma M!rga are seen practising such activities based on five Ma-K!ras.
The V!ma M!rga is one of the three branches of Tantras. But before the degradation of
this system took place the real meaning behind them all was generally understood by
the followers. Day!za'kara Kav#290 tries to throw light on it with the help of Bh!skara's
commentary on Lalit! Sahasra N!ma and T!r!nanda T#rtha's Tattvaprak!za. The wine
referred to is not the ordinary wine but is nectar in the form of feelings which are the
outcome of knowledge of Brahman. In the same way the union with woman is not to be
understood in the popular sense but it is the union of a Yog# with his Su;um[! N!d#.291
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Hazariprasad Dvivedi informs us that in V!m!c!ra, @tm! is to be imagined as V!ma
(Zakti) while practising the Up!san!.292 In this way, all the Ma-K!ras are used by the
V!ma M!rgis not in their literal sense (V!cy!rtha) but have altogether a technical meaning.293 The reason for doing so seems to enable the laymen to understand the unfamiliar
doctrine through something known. It is to show them that the pleasure they get in ordinary life is rather trifle and nothing in comparison with what the followers of Kaula
M!rga or V!ma M!rga get from their technical five Ma-K!ras.
It is for this reason, it seems, that Tantras dealing with different kinds of wines to
be used in worship and the ways of making and drinking them used to write verses in
disordered letters (Vy!kulit!k;ara>) to keep the content secret. For example Tantrar!ja
Tantra294 states that the Siddha should never drink wine unless it has first been offered
as Arghya to Dev# who is worshipped. Wine should be drunk till the mind is wholly
absorbed in the Dev#. To drink more than that is a sin. He who drinks without offering
and for the satisfaction of his desire is a sinner, a worshipper of ignorance and should
be punished by the king.295
Such practice is seen from ancient times. It gives an idea of the highest pleasure
through an analogy which ordinary people can easily understand. Thus Mithuna has
always remained one of the recurrent themes of Indian sculpture. The Mithuna is the
state which is "like a man and a woman in close embrace." The earliest of this Mithuna
sculpture is from Sanchi (c. 2nd century B.C.).296 The Buddhist idea of Mithuna is the
union of Buddha and Praj]!. The B&had!ra[yaka Up. declares297 that just as a man
closely embraced by a woman knows nothing more of the outer or the inner world as
also does the self embraced by the higher spirit knows nothing more of without or
ॄानसरोजपाऽलिसता ॄाण्डतृिूदा।
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within. This is his true form in which his desire is satisfied. He has also no desire any
more, nor any pain. This symbol of Mithuna, as a symbol of Mok;a, or reunion of the
two principles, the essence (Puru;a) and the nature (Prak&ti) is enjoined to be carved in
the B&hatsa<hit! (Lv) Hayaz#r;a Pa]car!tra, AgP (civ-30), Samar!'ga[a S%tradh!ra
(XL. 30-34).298 In the same way, we find in the Yogav!zi;wa299 the idea of Gaur# being
half Ziva, embracing Ziva just as M!dhav# creeper clasps the young @mra tree. We may
also remember our great K!lid!sa,300 who glorified the couple united like word and
sense. Later on both the people as well as the followers of the system forgot the real significance of these symbols and stuck to the outward form. Moreover, the common man
saw all these things with awe and respect towards a great man. He honestly believed
that the actions of the great should not be challenged because great men are above
worldly ties. It is worth remembering that these two – wine and woman – have always
remained as symbols and the followers of this school have never taken the liberty of
using them in their literal sense. Not even a single incident is found in this connection.
In this respect it differs from the V!ma Marga, which later on deviated from its original
track. The woman is, in fact, the symbol of self-experience and wine the symbol of
pleasure arising out of it. Thus Datt!treya's connection with them is definitely quite in
keeping with his status as an Avadh%ta. Moreover, there are three categories of devotees, namely Pazu, V#ra and Deva. One is pushed forward according to the state in
which an individual is seen. God does not enjoy food but devotion of the devotee in
offering food. This food will vary according to the status of the devotee who offers the
best objects of his choice to his god. It has already been shown that Datt!treya utilised a
woman as a means either to avoid people or to test devotees. The offerings of wine and
flesh are found in connection with his K;atriya devotees like Sahasr!rjuna and @yu
who liked these things and possibly used them as their daily food. Such devotees were
given instructions in the knowledge of reality through a gradual process and in their
lowest gradation. He accepted even their usual food. A new element of Bhakti was
added and they gradually changed their ways and later on offered their anger
(Krodha), passion (Kama) and such other offerings and became immortal enjoying the
status of Devas. Thus Datt!treya is worshipped by the people of all castes and creeds
and he leads them on to the proper path according to their temperaments. This type of
guide for getting gradual liberation is adhered to by the great followers of this school
which we will examine in the following pages.
Datt!treya: His connection with Tantras
We, thus, see that Datt!treya was connected with wine and woman not in their literal sense but in an altogether different manner. He is, in fact, a Yog# in the true sense of
the term. Moreover, he is always seen in the company of Siddhas seeking his guidance
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in Yoga practices. In one Dhy!nazloka he is connected with Nava N!thas who worshipped him, standing around him.301
In another verse he is called "worthy to be worshipped by Yog#s".302 Moreover, we
find in manuscripts of works on Datt!treya worship that he is discussing the Yogaproblems with S!<k&ti and others who are desirous of knowing Yoga. No sane person
would go to one who follows sensual practices. The later development which connects
him with Tantras which simply profess to give J!ra[a, M!ra[a, Ucc!qana, Vaz#kara[a
and such other low practices while using his worthy name is the result of wrong interpretation. The relation of Datt!treya with Tantras is, no doubt, very close, but we have
to discriminate between the right and the wrong. We do see even in the present times
the practice of using the names of great persons to get profit for personal aim and the
case of certain Tantras is on the same lines though the Z!kta system as such is highly
strengthened by Datt!treya through certain valuable works about it.
We find his connection with all the three kinds of Z!kta @gama viz. Tantra, Y!mala
and F!mara. Gopinath Kaviraj is of the opinion that one who wants to go through all
kinds of philosophical thoughts in India must examine the contents of Tripur! Rahasya
one of the chief books on the Z!kta system. But uptill now nobody had critically examined it for want of sufficient materials. Datt!treya was closely connected with the goddess Tripur! and he had written a treatise on her worship, though the line of Tripur! is
represented by several other teachers like Parazur!ma, Durv!s!, Agastya and
Lop!mudr!. We know Datt!treya's connection with Tripur! from Tripur! Rahasya,
"which embodies", according to Gopinath Kaviraj, "the teachings of H!rit!yana to
N!rada representing the old traditional lore of secret science originally revealed by
Sa<varta and subsequently expounded by Datt!treya to Parazur!ma.303 As regards
Y!mala reference, Datt!treya Vajra Kavaca, one of the sacred books in the Datt!treya
school is said to have been taken from Rudray!mal. In the same way we get a reference
of Datt!treya in F!marezvara Tantra. In Tripur! Rahasya we have higher philosophical
thought and high regard for women in general which would clearly show the true relation of Datt!treya with the Tantras. But there are other Tantras like the Datt!treya Tantra. There are the Datt!treya Paqala, Datt!treya Kalpa and many other books of Tantra
and Mantra types which connect him nominally. The ideas of these works are far from
the pure mind of Datt!treya. The very definition of an Avadh%ta304 or Kaula who is the
highest type of a Z!kta follower will make it clear that Datt!treya cannot be the author
of such verses which describes the V!j#kara[a and such other Prayogas.
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Moreover, the Avadh%ta G#t! of Datt!treya in its 8th chapter, emphatically declares
that if Yoga is to be practised by a man he shall have no connection, whatsoever, with
wine and woman. Thus it is proved beyond doubt that his name is wrongly used with
such Tantras where either $zvara-P!rvat# or Datt!treya S!<k&ti's pair is the common
narrator of their so-called Tantric knowledge.
The Works of Datt!treya
There are many works connected with the name of Datt!treya. They fall into two
main categories. First, there are certain works such as Avadh%ta G#t! directly spoken by
Datt!treya, while some are supposed to be spoken by him and someone else. The Tantra Granthas are instances in point.
Avadh%ta G#t!
This passes under many titles, such a Datta G#t!,305 Avadh%ta G#t!, Datta-G#t!Yoga-Z!stra,306 Ved!nta-S!ra.307 The work is on Ved!nta and consists of 8 chapters. The
8th chapter is against attachment to women and that too in a very exaggerated language. It is considered by some as a late interpellation. Yet curiously enough the definition of an Avadh%ta (one stanza on each syllable) is given there (Ch. 8.6-9). The whole
chapter has a peculiar tone. It always speaks of the harm done by women on the path of
liberation and the highest spiritual happiness. Those who wish to tread the path of liberation and want to enjoy perfect bliss should at once abandon the company of women
(8.15). It never gives a hint that a woman herself is bad. On the contrary it advises us to
be away from anything that hinders the path of the highest bliss (8.27). For these reasons the chapter which is found almost in all the manuscripts cannot be put aside as an
interpollation.
The first chapter deals with the position of the soul. Everywhere the omniscient,
omnipresent, formless and endless soul exists. There is no birth, no death, no bondage,
no liberation, no mind, no religion and lastly neither form nor name (1.17). Everything
is Brahman (1.13) and one should see the self not different from him (1.18). This highest
knowledge is supported by the Upani;ads with passages like Tattvamasi (Thou art
That). When the pot is broken, the Ghaq!k!za disappears in the air. In this way when
the mind is one with the soul it becomes the Soul (1.31) and when a Yogin attains this
position he is one with the Soul. Then he remains all alone, one with the bliss and
moves naked (free from V!san!), free from pride (1.73). He then knows no preceptor,
does not believe in any preaching (1.54) as he knows the state of the soul which is above
Dvaita – duality and Advaita – non-duality (1.36). Thus the perfection of the soul and
its real nature, its oneness with the highest Brahman is the central topic of the first chapter.
The second chapter deals with the proofs of the above-mentioned knowledge. Just
as there is sweetness in Gur, softness in soft things, coolness in water and bitterness in
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bitter objects, so is Puru;a and Prak&ti, one with each other. Though for the time being
there may arise different kinds of feelings from the heart like the bubbles in water, yet
that is short-lived (2.7) because the outward knowledge is false and the only inner
knowledge like the knowledge of the water inside cocoanut is true. For this inner
knowledge the Guru leads his disciples to the right path. The Guru is a guide. People
should take whatever is good from him and should not think of anything else. The
Guru is quite helpless if the disciple does not act according to his teachings. Like a man
takes away a jewel from the heap of impure things (2.1) a man should act according to
the teachings of the Guru. Otherwise, going along that path mere instruction will not
serve any purpose, especially when we know that knowledge which we want to attain
is above all speech and thought. Thus, he should always surrender himself to the highest God the self which ever exists. If this is done there is no need of having the head
shaved etc. and of Yogic practices. He is above all things and does not return to this
world again.
Chapters third and fourth treat the inner nature of the Soul in a poetical manner.
The third chapter repeats the line ज्ञानामृत ं समरस ं गगनोपमोऽहम।् in each stanza while the
् The soul is neither Sth%la nor
र्
fourth one repeats the meaning of पिनवाणमनोमयोऽहम।
S%k;ma; he never takes birth nor dies; he is without beginning, middle and end; he is
neither the highest (Para) nor the lowest. He is a reality in the true sense of the term and
is Knowledge, Nectar, Blissful and detached and Omnipresent like the sky (3.6).
Worldly pleasures, attachment, ignorance never touch the Soul; he is free from all the
states viz. waking, dreaming and sleeping and above all the phases of time viz. past,
present and future. How can he then have the fourth state and the directions? (3.20). He
performs the best action for he is actionless; he enjoys the best as he is without attachment and is above all bodily pleasures (3.26). This is the reason why a man should not
grieve and should be free from any kind of desire (3.38). This kind of freedom of the
soul always exists. His nature is free and innocent. It is not to be attained from outside
(4. 2-3). There is nothing that can be shown as different from him, there is no secret that
is not known to him (4.13). Thus these chapters serve the purpose of Sth![ukhanana
Ny!ya and finally fix the nature of the soul.
The fifth chapter then gives a series of reasons for avoiding lamentations as the soul
is the same everywhere. It is the sum and substance of all. There is no difference in self
and knowing this men should not be attached to the pleasures of the body (5.30).
The sixth chapter rejects every kind of activity, in view of the Blissful nature of the
soul. If everything is blissful at all times how can there be, it is asked, pleasures of
senses, nay, the very senses, mind and intellect different from it? (6.8). Knowing this
Blissful nature pervading all there cannot be any distinction between man and man. The
same is the case with caste and family. There is neither a Guru nor a disciple nor the
teaching and so there is no question of bowing down to any one. (6.22-23). Everywhere
the self – the pure and immutable soul is seen pervading as Reality.
In the seventh chapter the state of an Avadh%ta is described. An Avadh%ta is one
with perfect bliss, quite pure and without any attachment. He is clad in rags gathered
from the street. He never argues with anybody knowing that the self which is pure and
in itself a destination is without any destination. He is above all hopes and despairs. He
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moves in the world in perfect pleasure. He is a Yog# though he is without Yoga and Viyoga; he is an enjoyer though he is without enjoyment and non-enjoyment. In short, he
is above all dualities. Even contradictory actions are performed by him at the same
time. He is free from all desires. The definition of an Avadh%ta as based on each syllable
is given in the 8th chapter which sums up all the characteristics of an Avadh%ta.308 The
syllable 'A' points to the state of Avadh%ta, who is free from the clutches of hope (@z!),
who is pure in the beginning (@di), in the middle and in the end and who is always joyful (@nanda). The syllable 'va' points to his freedom from desires (V!san!). His speech
(Vaktavya) is innocent and he always acts in the present (Vartam!na). The syllable 'dh%'
points to his body, mixed with dirt (Dh%li) – i.e. his carelessness regarding external
pomp, and his mind is steady. He is above the state of meditation (Dhy!na). Lastly the
syllable 'ta' shows that he has meditated on the Tattvamasi-problem and is free from
ignorance (Tama) and pride.
The 8th chapter prescribes avoidance of company of ladies in a hyperbolic language
so that one who wishes to go along the path of perfect bliss might observe a vow of
celibacy which is the primary requirement.
Considering all the points and taking into account the book as a whole we find the
following striking points about the form of the work. Almost all the chapters except the
2nd and the 7th speak of the indescribable nature of God and his state, "whom and how
should one bow down as everything is one with the highest and the formless"? Moreover, this kind of verse forms the beginning (Ma'gala Zloka) of each chapter. In the
same way at the end of almost all the chapters except the 2nd, 3rd and 8th there is a
repetition of the same verse.309
These two points show the exclusive authorship and uniformity of the work.
The colophon at the end of each chapter informs us that it is written by Datt!treya
and each chapter is called either @tmasa<vityupadeza or Sv!tmasa<vityupadeza.310
Ch. IV-VIII add Sv!mik!rtika Sa<v!da, while Ch. IV-VI again give additional names to
the chapters viz. Svar%panir[aya, Samad&;qikathana and Mok;anir[aya respectively.
J#vanmukta G#t!
In the same way there is a G#t!, named J#vanmukta G#t!, named after Datt!treya. It
consists 23 verses and reveals characteristics of a J#vanmukta. It has a striking similarity
with the characteristics of an Avadh%ta given in the Avadh%ta G#t!. The only difference
is that this work is in the Anu;qup metre while the Avadh%ta G#t! is in a different me308

्
र्ु आिदमािनमलः।
र्
ं त लक्षणम॥् ६॥
आशापाशिविनम
आन े वततर् े िनम अकार
र् यने व ं च िनरामयम।् वतमानष
र् े ु वतत वकारं त लक्षणम॥् ७॥
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ू
ू ू
ू
र्ु धकार
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धतिचो
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tre. Self is everything – the Soul, the Teacher and the World. Like the sky he is without
attachment. The soul is like the sun shining everywhere and is behind all creatures. Like
the moon in water He is revealed as one in many. In short, the work describes the highest state of realisation.
There is a versified translation of the work in Gujarati by Shr# S!gar M!har!j in his
Diw!ne S!gar.
The next work traditionally attributed to Datt!treya is Tripur! Rahasya. The peculiarity of this work is that it is said to have been directly spoken by Datt!treya to Parazur!ma. It has three parts: (i) M!h!tmya Kha[fa, (ii) J]!na Kha[fa, (iii) Cary! Kha[fa.
The last one is not available at present while the first two are published. It is also named
as H!rit!yana Sa<hit!. H!rit!yana is another name of Sumedh! who was a disciple of
Parazur!ma. Parazur!ma in his reply to a question put to him by Sumedh! said that
previously his preceptor Datt!treya showed him the way to permanent happiness. The
whole work discusses the problem in the form of a dialogue between Parazur!ma and
Datt!treya. In the 2nd chapter the work, however, claims its origin from the greatest
god Za'kara who told the same to Vi;[u and Vi;[u again gave it to Brahm!. In this
world Datt!treya the incarnation of Vi;[u instructed Parazur!ma and the latter taught
it to H!rit!yana who with the permission of his Guru went to H!l!sya village but forgot
the teachings owing to his dull memory. Learning the news from Brahm!, N!rada came
to hear the Tripur! M!h!tmya and after knowing the matter he asked Brahm!, his father, how Sumedh! got the power of telling Tripur! Rahasya. Brahm! narrated the previous life of Sumedh! and informed N!rada that in his childhood owing to utterance of
ु ऐं
ऐ without the dot, Tripur! was pleased with the boy but as he did not utter the िबय
he forgot the teachings of his Guru; but added that with his blessings he would then
recollect the same. Saying so Brahm! went away and Sumedh! told N!rada the Tripur!
Rahasya as it was narrated to him by his Guru Parazur!ma who again had learnt it from
Datt!treya.
The M!h!tmya Kha[fa has 80 chapters containing 6687 verses. Starting with the
story of Parazur!ma it describes many legends connected with Tripur! and her principal forms under different names, such as Kum!r#, Trir%p!, Gaur#, Ram!, Bh!rat#, K!l#,
Ca[fik!, Durg!, Bhagavat#, K!ty!yan# and Lalit!. It ends with the name of Phalazruti.
The J]!na Kha[fa is edited by Gopinath Kaviraj in the Princess of Wales Sarasvati
Bhavan Texts (No. 15) with an introduction in the last and the fourth part. It has a
commentary in Sanskrit called T!tparyad#pik! from the pen of a Dravida Shr#niv!sa son
of Vaidyan!tha D#k;ita, resident of the village of Mah!pu;kara in the Dravida country.
The commentary was written in 1831 A.D. J]!na Kha[fa has 22 chapters and contains
2163 verses. It deals with the philosophy and Up!san! Paddhati of the goddess Tripur!
as the name suggests. Though it is in a dialogue form between Datt!treya and Parazur!ma 'a story within a story' method is adopted so as to enable the reader to understand the highest knowledge with ease. Thus many stories are told about subjects such
as Satsa'ga Mahim!, Zraddh! and such other topics. Moreover, a few chapters are
given in a dialogue form between a husband and his wife, Hemac%fa and Hemalekh!,
and here knowledge is imparted not by the husband to the wife as is seen in Upani;ads
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(e.g. Y!j]avalkya to Maitrey#) but by the wife to her husband. It ends with the usual
Phalazruti. Both the M!h!tmya and the J]!na Kha[fa end with the phrase, 'Tripuraiva
Hr#m', the Mantra of the Dev#. Moreover, the colophon of the J]!na Kha[fa gives the
phrase at the end (i.e. in 22nd chapter) "Dv!daza S!hasry!m". Thus the book, it appears,
might have 12000 verses in all and so it seems the Cary! Kha[fa which is lost must
have 3150 verses.
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CHAPTER V

Inscriptions
Though the name of Datt!treya as such appears late in inscriptions we do get records which show that the three highest gods viz. Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva were jointly
worshipped in temples. The first of such records is of the first half of the 7th century
A.D. It consists of four lines in Grantha characters and is a Sanskrit verse in G#t# metre.
The inscription states311 that the shrine was caused to be made by the king Vicitracitta
for the accommodation of the three deities Brahm!, $zvara and Vi;[u, without using
bricks, timber, metal or mortar in its construction. The shrine is on a small hill near
Ma[fagappaqqu which is a small village situated in the Villupuram Taluka of the South
Arcot District (Madras State) and is about five miles south-west of Peranai – a station on
the main line of South Indian Railway. The shrine has at its back end three niches which
are dedicated to the three gods.
T. A. G. Rao takes312 this temple to be dedicated to Hari-Hara-Pit!maha or
Datt!treya.
An inscription is also found in a very old temple in the village of Lakhamundul in
the Sirmor District on the right bank of the river Jumna and only a few miles from the
spot where that river leaves the Him!laya mountains. It was composed by the king of
Ayodhy!, V!sudeva, son of Skanda, son of K;emaziva. The inscription has a benedictory stanza in honour of the three gods jointly. The temple was constructed in memory
of the deceased husband of $zvar! – wife of Candragupta who was the son of an unknown R!j! of J!landhara and who dies while riding an elephant. It reads as under:
्
ु
र्
र्
े
सगिितलयहतोिव
ॄिविाणाम।
ू र् ं ूदधत े ससारिभद
े नमो िवभव॥
े
ं
मितऽय
Regarding its probable date Fitz-Edward Hall writes, "No reference touching the
length of time by which it antedates the eighth or the ninth century can safely be drawn
from its palaeography; and upon future research depends any accession of information
bearing on the persons whom it enumerates."313
We here find that even in the vicinity of the Jumna river the trinity or the triad of
the gods was worshipped in a temple in a group.
There is also another inscription found at Kurda in the Deccan dated 973 A.D.
which invokes the triad with their respective wives where the gods are compared to the
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celestial tree (Kalpataru) while their wives to creepers, encircling them.314 This is No. 1
of Mr. Wathen's Ancient Inscriptions.315
The inscription mentions Dantidurga as the first R!j!, in the dynasty. From this Wathen remarks as follows: "Allowing twenty years for the reign of each prince we have a
period of 280 years antecedent to Zaka 894 (973 A.D.) or 14 princes reigning from Zaka
564 (i.e. A.D. 693) and the invocation of the Hindu Triad proving that this triad was
worshipped in former times."316
Here the introduction of three goddesses shows the developed stage of the worship. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the goddess Sarasvat# the counterpart of the
god Brahm! is placed in the middle while Vi;[u is assigned the first place, judged from
the place of Laxm#.
There is one copper-plate inscription found in the district of Gorakhpur near the
river called the litten Gandhac. It is undated but there the god Ziva, Brahm! and Vi;[u
are invoked317 in the first three verses. Here it is noteworthy that Brahm! not only occupies the middle position but is also associated with the three functions of creation, preservation and destruction. Curiously enough, we find a reference to P!rvat# in the form
of Bhav!n# in the 4th stanza318 and the Ga[eza in the beginning.
The inscriptions from Belur Taluq belonging to 1270 A.D. and 1261 A.D.319 respectively state the following story: – ʺFrom the lotus navel of Vi;[u was born Brahm!.
From the mind of Brahm! were born nine sons among whom was Atri, whose fame was
greater than that of Pit!maha (Brahm!) in the three worlds. That son of Sarasijasambhava's (Brahm!'s) mind once worshipped Ka]j!sana (Brahm!), Vi;[u and Rudra (Ziva),
those three having been pleased appeared before him; on this occasion he besought
them to become his sons and those resplendent ones famed in the highest throughout
the three worlds were born accordingly. Hari (Vi;[u) as Datt!treya, Agaj!vara (Ziva) as
Durvas and Abja (Brahm!) as Candra were born from his mind, body and eyes as sons
to Atri". The remaining portion deals with the Lunar race and the geoneology of the
donee.
What is worth noting here is that Atri is among the nine and not seven mind-born
sons of Brahm!. Moreover, here the gods are found together and are either born from
Atri's mind or body or eyes – and Datt!treya is the mind-born son of Atri.
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The moon being the eye-born son of Atri is also referred to elsewhere in inscriptions dated 914 A.D.320 and 1122 A.D.321 and even after these dates.322 Students of Vedic
literature will note the change where the moon is the mind-born of the Primeval Man
referred to in Puru;as%kta.323
An inscription from Shimoga324 refers to Dattatreya with the names of Gaufap!d!c!rya and Govind!c!rya. It is dated 1235 A.D. and is a Seal. Its obverse contains
the impression of a boar and the reverse contains that of Shr# Vidy!za'kara. The inscription mentions the names thus :
ु
ु े
र्
े
ं भवनापनसूदायान
ं
“…ौीगौीगदवनारायणगौडगोिव
-दाऽयदशनानर
…”
There are slightly interesting though roughly composed four inscriptions on copper
plate belonging to the Phalah!ra Muwa on the B!b! Bufan mountains. The dates of all
the four are 1698, 1702, 1707 and 1717 A. D. respectively. The first three are addressed
by the Ud!na Swam# of the V#rabhikshavati-mawa of Zr#zaila or Zr#parvata to the great
Swam# of the Phalah!ra-Mawa of the Gh!lipujeparvata stating that as the two mawas
are united certain sects residing in specified directions (namely, South, West and North
of the Hirehole or old river, the Krishna) should be considered as adherents of the latter
and renouncing in its favour throughout the Z!liv!hana country their tithes (of Rs. 2½)
and offerings. The fourth is a grant by representatives of the 56 countries of certain
mirasi or dues to the Phalah!ra Mawa. It also refers to the grant by the Ud!na Swam# to
the Swam# of the Ghalipuje throne various insignia of his office such as the palanquin
with silver mounting, a pearl necklace, a golden umbrella and such other things ending
with the five kinds of drums.
The latter Sw!m# is said to be seated on the throne of the four @c!ryas; the Swami
of the original throne of Guru Datt!treya's Phalah!ra-Mawa which is also called the
Mawa of Channav#radeva the disciple of the ancient Phalah!radeva.
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CHAPTER I

The Development of Datt!treya Worship
Zr#p!dazr#vallabha-N&sinhasarasvat# (?-1458 A.D.)
We have already seen how the worship of Datt!treya originated and how with the
progress of time it developed until the advent of Mah!nubh!va Panth. During all this
time the name of Datt!treya hoavered over the pages of history getting honour from
prominent personalities right from Paur![ic kings like Sahasr!rjuna, @yu, Alarka, Yadu
and Paur![ic personalities like Parazur!ma, Pi'gala, Prahl!da and even from the historical personalities like Gorakhan!th and others. But just as the K&;[a worship though
old was introduced and vigorously developed by Bh!gavatas like J]!nadeva and others
in the South, Vallabh!c!rya and his followers in the west, Caitanya in the east and
S%rad!sa in the North in the same way R!ma worship became more prominent after the
powerful activities of Tuls#d!sa and many others in India. Similarly Datt!treya worship
is also prominently seen after the rise of the powerful personality of N&sinhasarasvat#
who, even after five centuries,325 is still worshipped as an incarnation of Datt!treya. In
the following pages we shall see how this and other personalities worked to uplift the
people and the world by their foresight and intuition by their graceful and benevolent
sermons and by their penance and powerful actions.
About 1300 A.D. there was a Brahmin couple in P#qh!pur a small village near
R!jmahendr#. The Brahmin named @pa_ar!ja who belonged to @pastamba branch of the
Vedas had a very devoted and chaste wife named Sumati. Both were very pious and
god-fearing. They always welcomed guests and so Datt!treya once in his usual way
accidently happened to be their guest. On that day they had a Zr!ddha ceremony in
their house and none was more worthy than Datt!treya who though in a disguised
form had lustre on his face capable of restoring eternal peace to their ancestors.
Datt!treya was served even without waiting for the invited Brahmins and the result
was that he had to come to Sumati to address her as his mother in the name of
Zr#p!davallabha.
As Zr#p!da grew up he attracted many by his inborn qualities and many extraordinary features. At the age of seven he was invested with the sacred-thread and when
there was an offer of marriage at the age of sixteen he at once told his parents that his
marriage had already been settled with renunciation and now he was not going to be
attached to anyone else. Thus renouncing all the pleasures of the world he started his
life-work travelling all over India. His main work was to guide and to initiate the saints
in the Him!layas. Moreover, he prepared the background for the future when much
more was to be done for the guidance of the people along with the path of righteousness. He travelled and stayed for sometime at Banaras, Badarin!th and Gokar[a. Finally
he came to Kuravapur (modern Kurumgaff!, 18 miles from Krishna on the Central
Railway line), on the banks of the river Krishna. The people who were wasting their
time were taught lessons of work through the example of the son of Ambik!. Both the
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mother and the son were on the point of committing suicide. Zr#p!da asked them the
reason of committing suicide and was told that the son being foolish and unable to do
anything had nothing to maintain them. They were asked to observe the vow of Zaniprado;a and Zivap%j! and as the result of that the foolish boy changed into a learned
man who could live a purposeful life.
Attachment to pleasures of the world is always tempting and if it once enslaves the
mind of a person, it is very difficult to remove it. This is true even in the case of big personalities, much less about a washerman. A certain washerman used to bow down to
Zr#p!davallabha when the latter went to a river for bath. The two never talked to each
other. Once the washerman saw a king full of pleasure and for the moment thought his
tedious life was worthless. At that very time the Guru came there to take bath and
learnt the whole matter from him, who was standing there with folded hands. Saint as
he was Zr#p!davallabha bestowed equal attention on all his devotees without distinction. He had already promised Ambik! that in her next life she would have a son like
himself. Now he again gave a boon to the washerman that he would be a king in a Mahomedan family in the next birth and also meet him under another name viz.
N&sinhasarasvat#. Desires always come in the way of liberation and saints always point
out ways to be free from them. If desires are not overcome, saints show the process of
removing them slowly. In the case of the washerman he followed the second way and
thus Zr#p!da gave him instructions about the nature of desire. For the time being he
stopped his work.
As regards the dates of these two personalities who are considered as identical
scholars suggest two probable dates. GC describes326 the time of N&sinhasarasvat#'s disappearance which gives two probable years (i) 1380 Zaka era i.e. 1458 A.D., (ii) 1440
Zaka era i.e. 1518 A.D. Shri L. R. Pangarkar327 is of the opinion that the former is more
probable than the latter for various reasons. The geneology of Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhar, the
author of GC is as under: –S!yandeva-N!gan!tha-Devar!va, Ga'g!dhar and Sarasvat#.
The first two viz. Sayan-deva and N!gan!tha were the contemporaries of
N&sinhasarasvat#. If we bridge the gap of 25 years between two generations we get 1450
Zaka era (i.e. 1528 A.D.) as the probable date to fix up the birth date of Sarasvat#. This
date is likely to be true as GC was formerly informed N!madh!raka by Siddha one of
the seven principal disciples328 of N&sinhasarasvat#. This was enlarged by Sarasvat#.329
The second thing which agrees with the historical as well as GC's description is the fact
the King Allauddin (Ilnd) Bahmani ruled in Bedar for 23 years from 1434 A.D. to 1457
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GC. 51
े
ृ
ं
“ ‘ कागत ’ बहतीसी।
‘ बधा ’ नाम सवरसी।

ू र् चाले ‘ उर-िदगतं े ’ सी। सबाित
े
ं ं ‘ कभ
ं ु ’ पिरयसा॥
सय
३६॥

‘ िशिशर ’ ऋत,ु ‘ माघ ’ मास। ‘ अिसत ’ पक्ष, ‘ ूितपद े ’ सी।

ु
ु िदनश। ौीगु ब ैसले िनजानद
ं ”॥३७॥
‘ शबवार
’ पण्य
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A.D, Both GC and Feristan330 refer to his ailment of leucoderma which could not be
cured by famous physicians of the time. GC further connects this fact with the story of
the washerman described above, and adds that with the grace of the Guru the disease
was cured. Moreover, the Guru's final disappearance is described within a short time
after this incident. Lastly, he was the king of a territory whose capital was Bedar.331
"Aprabuddha", however, takes332 1380 (Zaka) as the birth-date of N&sinhasarasvat#
while 1440 (Zaka) as the date of final disappearance. He is of the opinion that as the
Kumbhar!zi is mentioned in GC it agrees with the name of Z!_igr!ma which was the
original name of N&sinhasarasvat#. Moreover, GC's manuscript from Kolagaon
(S!vantav!f#) from Vaidyabh%;a[a S!tava_ekar has 1504 (Zaka) and that too is at the
end of the 50th chapter which is significant. In view of the fact that GC has definitely
mentioned Nij!nandak!l! at the end and not the Janmak!la and the loss of the original
manuscript of GC written by Sarasvat# himself and also the facts proved by historical
evidence, it is possible to show that the year 1380 (Zaka) is the probable date of
N&sinhasarasvat#'s final disappearance. Chitrav Shastri333 and Shri Gadre334 hold the
same view.335
It will be interesting to examine the contemporary condition of the country in general and Maharashtra in particular. The rule of the Mohamedans was not generally
popular. The rulers tried to attract people towards them and many were drawn for
various reasons. By this policy people not only got protection but they got also rank and
money. Evidently, people had only two alternatives before them – either to change religion or to bear insults from the rulers.336 Some learned people, enjoying the protection
of the ruling party by changing their ways of living, tried to insult the illiterate who had
not left their group. GC337 gives us a fair idea of the pathetic condition of Brahmins by
narrating an incident of two arrogant Brahmins, who after insulting many poor Brahmins had come to Trivikramabh!rat# a disciple of N&sinhasarasvat#. At this time in the
interest of humanity there was a pressing need of a powerful personality who would
not only check this element but would at the same time change it and put on the right
track. N&sinhasarasvat# was such a personality of the time. With his Yogic powers and
penance he represented himself as one who had come for mankind to save it from the
cliltches of narrow mindedness, ignorance and shameless behaviour of persons who
took body as god and eating as prayer. He uplifted the people by guiding them along
proper actions and by punishing the wrong either by giving them the way of severe
Pr!yazcitta or by allowing them to experience the fruits of their wickedness at the hands
of the wicked. Thus stress was laid on Karmak![fa, Vratas and many such things as
330
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that was the need of the hour. People simply carried on tall talks of highest philosophical doctrines and simultaneously began to fight amongst themselves for nothing or
changed their religion and became slaves for the sake of belly. For both the types of the
people emphasis on action was the only means of uplifting them. Moreover, there was a
feeling of inferiority or superiority prevalent among the Muslims of the Deccan who
had changed their religion and the Deccani Brahmins who had not changed their religion.338 Here the grace of a Yogin intervened between the two. The grace of
N&sinhasarasvat# was equally showered on both the parties who became free from their
difficulties and got earthly pleasures. Behind each and every miracle (Camatk!ra) associated with his name one thing is always stressed by the author of GC that these pains
and pleasures are of no value and that the real value lies in something else – the ultimate goal of life in the form of final emancipation. The Self alone is real and all actions
are meant only for purifying the mind. Gradually the time came when people broadened their views and the differences between different sections of the people were
bridged over. By such a miracle he influenced not only the Hindus in not changing their
ways of life but also the Mahomadans in having good behaviour towards the Hindus.
He even attracted the Mahomadan Kings – a fact which is the most important and inspiring.339
But before N&sinhasarasvat# this was not the only problem. Being rulers the Mahomadans were hard to deal with and the people were both ignorant and misguided.
The former did not at all understand what to do and the latter wrongly understood the
philosophy of life. In the succeeding pages we shall see how N&sinhasarasvat# showed
them the path of right action.
N&sinhasarasvat# was born in a Brahmin family at Kara]janagar in the Varad district. His father's name was M!dhav who belonged to the V!jasaney# branch of the Vedas, and his mother's name was Amb!, a lady who got a boon from Zr#p!davallabha in
her previous birth. Till the time of his thread-ceremony he was uttering only OM and
nothing else. At the time of the thread-ceremony he further surprised the people by uttering the sacred hymns of all the Vedas. Promising his parents to return after twenty
years he went out to fulfil his life-mission. He came to Banaras and practised penance
and Yoga. Considering his qualities and his firm determination of renouncing the unreal even in young age, K&;[asarasvat# an aged Sany!s# belonging to a venerable order340 of Sanyasins gave him D#k;! which he accepted in the interest of the people.341
After Za'kar!c!rya the fourth @zrama of Hinduism had no attraction owing to its rigidity and in the absence of a personality as great and gigantic as that of Za'kar!c!rya.
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Consequently the people had no respect for the Sanyasins.342 N&sinhasarasvat# even
guided Sanyasins and won his respect for them for the people. He initiated many and
the seven chief disciples developed the order under his guidance.
Moreover, being a Sanyasin, he used to wander in villages and never stayed for
more than three or four days except in monsoon when he stayed somewhere for four
months. This helped him to fulfil his mission. Wherever he went he guided and uplifted
those who were in the need of spiritual help, gave boons to many and explained to
them the real meaning behind the external practices laid down in the scriptures. Thus
he encouraged sacrifices to such an extent that there was ultimately a big storage of
ashes collected near G![!g!pur. The Bhasma and the Rudr!k;a were also highly recommended. GC narrates the story of a C![f!la who defeated two arrogant and learned
Brahmins and of a Sat# whose deceased husband brought to life with the grace of the
Guru343 who gave Rudr!k;a to her in another form.344 Both these instances viz. of
Bhasma and Rudr!k;a-Mahim!, have evoked much criticism. Shri Gadre345 the author of
Maharashtra Mahodaya is of the view that in the C![f!la story both Var[a and J!ti are
associated with a person from the time of his birth and could never be changed afterwards. Shri Phadke agrees with this346 and further construes these instances in the light
of Bhasma and Rudr!k;-Mahim!, and the faith of the Sat#. Both these instances depict
the contemporary society and show how the people were taught their @c!radharma
with solid result and with proof of scriptures as well as with actual incidents of the
time. Thus Bhasmamahim! was told in connection with the C![f!la and it showed how
the removal of Bhasma cleared the position. In the same way after giving Rudr!k;a he
even restored the life of the Sat#'s husband and proved beyond doubt that no good action was worthless. The grace of God is always there for the good and it does not discriminiate between the rich and the poor. This is proved by narrat-ing the most insignificant incident in his life. Thus we see that during his time he not only tried to stop
the change of religion by the people but also tried to guide them in the proper way –
those who went wrongly along the same path. To an individual devotee he was a god in
the form of a man347 and to the society he was a leader for checking the wrong.348 That is
the reason why, it seems, historians have stressed his social aspect of the mission only.
No doubt, he did his social duties in a very successful and awe-inspiring way but his
real service is in the spiritual field which is decidedly much better. Like Za'kar!c!rya
he placed the Sany!sam!rga on a solid foundation. He inspired many in this direction
and he still dwells in the hearts of all. He always took care to see the real purpose of
action and the correct way for its performance. Like a foolish Brahmin who cut his
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tongue,349 mere torturing of the body and its limbs is of no avail nor mere literary
knowledge devoid of practice will be of any use in life. We must try to understand the
correct spirit and behave accordingly. In the same way he is always merciful to those
who are miserable and degraded. He gives them chance to lead a life of higher purpose.
Thus the Brahmac!r#350 is seen telling the transient nature of world and is always seen
stressing the need of seeing life as it is. Pleasures and pains are but different phases of
life. Faith in the same values of life is seen even today at different sacred places attached
to Datt!treya as well as to him and the real credit for that goes to N&sinhasarasvat# who
started the way of life – a line of thought which was strengthened by his followers in
the country. He is a pioneer in advocating the line of thought put forward by Datt!treya
and through his honoured personality and qualities the worship of Datt!treya in this
Kali age like that of R!ma-worship by Tuls#d!sa, sprung with great force like a great
river that fertilised many lands and inspired personalities about whom we shall learn in
the following chapters.
The worship of Datt!treya developed considerably after this century and in one
way or other inspired many saints in Maharashtra. Later on it dwindled into mere worship of a Guru. Even at the time of N&sinhasarasvat# the features of this line of thought
viz. a Guru is all in all, were marked in stories such as Tantuka,351 Narakesar# Kavi of
Kallezvar352 and others; but when GC was written they were firmly established and we
see a whole chapter being devoted to the importance of a Guru, with quotation from the
ancient lore353 and the whole story of D#paka,354 a disciple of Vedadharm!, is narrated
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mainly to stress the point as well as to show the way how to serve the feet of one's master. In the same way the Guru himself narrates355 the story of Dhaumya *;i and his
three disciples and concludes that he who denounces his own Guru cannot hope to win
the other world. If he pleases a Guru, what thing will he not attain?356 Thus GC speaks
volumes for the glorification of a Guru and has a Guru-G#ta as a part of the same. Thus
gradually the prefix Shri Gurudeva was automatically fixed in the minds of the devotees before they thought of Shri Datta. This process is so natural and so quick that we
cannot imagine how it evolved. Shri S. B. Joshi tries to trace the origin of the Yatim!rga
which later got the synonymous name of Gurum!rga having compared it with the
Vaidikam!rga. Originally, the Vedic people, the worshippers of fire broadened their
meaning of sacrifice as seen in the G#t! and gradually faith began where reason
ended.357 But it is not always the case that faith is invariably the cause of absence of reason. Many a time faith itself forms a part of reasoning. Any way, the importance of a
Guru is traced everywhere. Besides @ch!ryadevo Bhava,358 we find in the Upani;ads
that though a student like Zvetaketu was well-versed in all the scriptures he lacked
spiritual knowledge and that unless a student approaches a Guru with humility in the
quest of higher knowledge he would not have it. Thus the importance of Guru is really
very great. It is said that the Guru, Ved!nta and $zvara should be served for the whole
life.359 They should be served for the sake of knowledge in the beginning, while after
achieving the same they should be respected for the obligation. Shri Phadke,360 while
comparing the life of the Guru (N&sinhasarasvat#) with that of Datt!treya maintains that
God is trinity and Trinity is Guru. In other words, he says God's incarnation in Datta
and Shri Guru is one and the same. Shri S. B. Joshi, in the same way, agrees that the
modern form of Datt!treya is nothing but representation of Guru Mahim!.361 Shri
Ra'g!vadh%ta362 further elevates the point while explaining the famous zloka363 that a
Guru is Brahm! for he creates (manifests) the real form of disciple by removing his individual personality (J#va Bh!va). He is Vi;[u as he protects his disciples from ignorance and he is Ziva so far as he destroys worldly ties; and that is why he is the highest
reality for the disciple. Moreover, it is well-known that Datt!treya himself believed in
taking any good from any source – this eclecticism is well demonstrated in the story of
his 24 Gurus.364 He learnt lessons even from trifling things. Persons like
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N&sinhasarasvat#, Ekan!tha, D!sopanta, V!sudev!nanda, J!lava'kar, Kefg!oker and
many others in the line were saints of a high order and were worthy to be Gurus in the
line of Datt!treya.
J]!nezvar holds saints in high esteem. "The holy place Banaras is, no doubt, very
liberal in granting liberation. But it is necessary to die there. The Ganges, no doubt, removes sin and heat of pain but it is necessary to plunge into it. On the other hand, although saints are ocean of compassion and holiness and their depth is unfathomable
the devotees have neither to die nor to drown. Their depth is unfathomable, still devotees do not drown but get liberation immediately without dying." Even Ekan!tha365
stresses the same when he writes that saints are Purusottama incarnate – talking and
walking Parabrahma, and living image of God. He further declares that saints and Sadgurus are one and the same366 and sounds a note of warning that we should discriminate between the real and the unreal types. This warning is really very significant. It
shows that though a Guru is all in all people should always take care before choosing
him. Before putting faith in him they should think twice whether the person is really
competent to remove their bondage. Once you put your faith you see that it is absolute.
GC, no doubt, stresses the need of such absolute faith; while Ekan!tha, while demanding it, saw the need of striking a note of warning to prevent the doctrine from abuse.
This stream of faith which was eventually strengthened by many saints and gigantic
personalities is widely prevalent even today. Datt!treya is the Guru Avat!ra and in
some way or other enlightens the hearts of the people by disseminating right knowledge. In the world darkness in the form of ignorance will always be there and there will
always be the need of Guru Datt!treya to remove it,367 for there will be no liberation
without knowledge which, in turn, is not possible without the Guru, as said by
V!sudev!nandasarasvat#.368
In the light of the above discussion it is worth noting that even the Sw!m# of Akkalakoq used to recite some verses369 in his prayer which were often heard by his attendant disciples. In India this kind of eternal relation between the Guru and his disciple is
stressed from very ancient times. G#t! declares: "Oh Arjuna! many cycles of birth have
gone and the same thing you have been told by me, which I know and you do not."
Even Pur![as declare the Zi;yatva of Brahm! from Vi;[u as regards the knowledge of
Vedas and in the Tantras Za'kara is said to be the @di Guru. As time went on there
arose the need to define the term Guru in clear terms. Etymologically the Guru is one
365

ू
े ी। सतं सचतन
े माझ्या मत॥
ूितमा माझ्या अचतन

ु
सतं ूक्ष पषोम।
चालत े बोलत े परॄ॥
366

As quoted by N. R. Pathak, एकनाथ वाय आिण कायर्, p. 166.

367

GC. P. 693.

368

DP. 1.3.47.

369

ु ू र् र् पजामल
ु पदम।् ममल
ु र् ं मोक्षमल
ु कृ पा॥
ू ं गरोमितः
ू ं गरोवा
ू ं गरोः
ू ू ं गरोः
ानमल
् त े वै सािसनः
ु े
ु
े
ृ न व े कवल
े ं गसवनम।
ं
ौितती
ूोा इतरे वषधािरणः॥

ु
गा पाप ं शशी ताप ं दै ं कतथा। पाप ं ताप ं च दै ं च सः साधसमागमः॥
Quoted by Shri N. H. Bhagvat Cf. ौीअलकोटामीचिरऽ, p. 1-2
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who preaches religion (from root G&. to know or sprinkle) or who destroys the ignorance (from root G&. ( गृ ) to swallow) or who is praised by gods (from root G&. ( गृ ) to
praise)370. The KP enumerates the persons coming under the word Guru371 while the
Kul!r[ava Tantra372 refers to the various types of Gurus. The same source tries to give
the etymology and declares that a Guru is so called because of his power to remove ignorance.373 But this and such other attempts described in GC,374 where each letter expresses some function, show the nature of the function of a Guru much more than what
the etymology of the term shows. Any way, we see in these attempts a necessity to discriminate between the right and the wrong. No doubt, a person may have many relations and elderly persons in the house but it is generally believed that the Guru of
whom we are talking here is one who initiates a person in the path of the Absolute Reality. Za'kar!c!rya has accepted the very same meaning of the word.375 But Ekan!tha has
seen the possibility of Gurus who wear cloaks of saints only to fill their bellies. The Tantras also show the same thing when they say that there are many Gurus who get money
from their disciples but do not mitigate their suffering.376 There may be a lamp in every
house but not the Sun, the powerful source of light, enlight-ening the heart of a disciple.377 That is why a Guru should be such a person whose eyes are fixed without any
base and whose very Pr![a is controlled with-out any attempt to do so.378 Ekan!tha tells
the very same thing in a different way when he says379 that the characteristic of a real
370

ु – Quoted by Shri T. B. Khare,
ू े दवािदिभः
ृ
े
गणाित
उपिदशित धम, िगरित ( नाशयित ) अज्ञान ं या गीयतर् े यत
इित गः
मशा आिण मशायोग, p. 196.

371

ु ताः॥
ु सर
ु ैव मातामहिपतामहौ॥ वणः
र् े िपतृ सव त े गरवः
े ॅाता महीपितः। मातलः
ृ
उपाायः िपता माता ो

372

ु ताः॥
ु
ू
र्
े
ृ
ूरकः
सचक
ैव वाचको दशकाथा।
िशक्षको बोधक ैव षडते े गरवः
उास २३ as quoted in 2nd पिरिश, परशराम
कसऽू, p. 363

373

ु
गशकारः
ािशिरोधकः।
ु
े
अकारिनरोधािरिभधीयत॥
ु

374

ु णज े िसजाण etc. (cf. p. 91).
गकार

375

े ्
अिवादयमिबमोक्षो यतो भवत।
ु
र्ु
े योिगनः॥
तमवे गिरागशन

As quoted in मशा आिण मशियोग p. 196.
376

ु बहवः सि िशिवापहारकः।
गरवो

ु  िशःखापहारकः॥
र्
ं गदिव
लभोऽय
377

ु बहवः सि दीपव गहृ े गह।
ृ े
गरवो

ु  सयव
ू र् वदीपकः॥
र्
र्
ं गदिव
लभोऽय
378

र्
ं िवना।
ँय ं िवना िरा िमनालन

ु िूय॥
ु र् ा गः
े
िवनायास ं िरो वायय
379

शज्ञान पारत। जो ॄान े सदा डत।
ु

ू र्
िश ूबोधन समथ।र् तो मितम
प माझ॥
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Guru is eternal peace which he has attained and is prominently seen in his very face.
Moreover, he should be proficient both in Zabda-J]!na and Brahma-J]!na and must be
well versed in the art of making his disciples enjoy the benefits. It is really essential that
the disciple should experience the thing which the Guru teaches. No one could be satisfied with mere talks about a beautiful dish unless he tastes it. This is the reason why
V!sudev!nandasarasvat# with the authority of the Zruti380 declares that a man equipped
with all the means such as the power of discrimination between the right and the wrong
and with clear determination should surrender oneself to a Sadguru who is both a
scholar and one who is fixed in Brahman (Zrotriya and Brahmani;qha).381 It is only such
a Guru through whose grace we experience highest joy and become free from bondage
owing to clearance of all doubts.382 His very favour and grace make our thinking easy
and proper. Such a state is hardly attained by mere scholarship. Thus it shows the very
essence383 of it. Scriptures refuse to consider such a Guru as a mere human being.384
Such a Guru and not others385 is alone equal to all holy places and religious practices386.
We shall close this discussion after quoting a Sanskrit Stotra which expresses in a nutshell the motive behind the worship of a Guru. "Really, the grace of a Guru is the only
cause of Zi;ya's highest kind of happiness. The strength of body, the possession of
worldly things like a house, wealth and all other things and even control of the mind
are of no value and of no purpose without the Guru-worship. The Sadguru is the highest Brahman, manifested in the world in a human form and the man who propitiates
him gets supreme bliss. Nothing is impossible for the Guru. He is Brahm! though he
एकनाथी भागवत, Ch. II.32.
ू र् हिच
े साच
ं पण
“ अग
लक्षण।
ं िनज शाित
ु

ु भषण
ू ह िच ” ॥
म
380

ु े
े
े
‘ तिज्ञानाथ स गमवािभगिमािणः
ौोिऽय ं ॄिनं ’ ‘ अनूोगितरऽ
नाि ’ इािद DP. Tik! IV.I.39.

381

ु जातिनयः।
र्
ं
सवसाधनसपः
पषो

े ्
ौोिऽय ं ॄिनं त ं सु ं शरण ं ोजत॥
382

ु
ु े ौीसरोः
Cf: तथाित
एवानर
ु कृ पाम।्

ु न ैव भाित म॥
े DP. 4.3.34.
परान े िनम िऽपटी

383

्
ु र् ु
ु
े िवचारः सलभो
ृ
गवनमहमाऽण
नणाम।
े परं तं यमवे ूकाँयत॥
े DP. 4.1.16.
िवचारण

384

्
ु मनबि
ु ु ं च म े चाक्षरबिकम।
ु
गरौ

ु ं कवाणो
ु र् नरकं ोजत॥
े ्
ूितमास ु िशलाबि

ु पापकमणा॥
ु
ू .
र्
नरवद ् ँयत े लोके ौीगः
as quoted in परशरामकसऽ
385

्
ु
े सिदानं हरिदियज
े
ं सखम।
यो वा

ु िशैर े ााः ूतारकाः॥
े
े गरवः
सा

386

र् ैमहा
र् ास ैः िक ोत ैः कायशोषण ैः।
िक तीथा

ु
र् े दविश
े े भियषा
 ं िनज े गरौ॥
िनाजसवा
Ibid.
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has only one face (and not four); he is Vi;[u, without four hands and the excellent
dancer Za'kara, Oh Ra'ga ! though he hasn't the three eyes"387.
Thus the grace of a Sadguru is the primary necessity of life. It is in the same light
that the GC, the sacred book by Sarasvat# the son of Ga'g!dhara was written and now
it has become a fountain source for the devotees of Datt!treya so that the "Water" of the
grace of the Guru is constantly available through its repeatated readings. Many read it
daily and many finish it within the period of 7 days which is called Sapt!ha P!r!ya[a as
is the case with the BhaP or within 3 or even one day. The geneology of the author
Sarasvat# is given by the author himself in the first chapter from which we come to
know that S!yandeva who was under the direct grace of the Guru, (N&sinhasarasvat#) –
a Brahmin of @pastamba branch and of Kau[finya Gotra was one of his ancestors. After N!gan!tha the son of S!yandeva was Devar!va, whose son was Ga'g!dhara the
father of Sarasvat#388 Now the whole book of GC is written in a dialogue form between
N!madh!raka and Siddha one of the 4 disciples389 who were present at the time of the
final disappearance of the Guru and who was one of the same blessed four devotees
who got the Pras!da-Pu;pa from the Guru. Now regarding this N!madh!raka, it is
clearly seen, as Shri K!mat has already proved,390 that it is the synonymous name of
Sarasvat# while Shri Pangarkar's opinion391 that Siddha told this Kath! to N!madh!raka
and Sarasvat# enlarged it is already referred to. (P. 160). Shri K!mat's points are as under: Firstly the author himself has said categorically that Ga'g!dhara was his father
and S!yandeva one of his ancestors and later on N!madh!raka is seen asking Siddha
the way in which his ancestors got the grace of the Guru.392 The reply of Siddha makes
S!yandeva an ancestor of N!madh!raka.393 Secondly, at some other place it is stated
that Siddha told this Kath! in detail and Sarasvat# narrated it in Marathi.394 Moreover,
Siddha showed even a book in which the life of a Guru was described with its usual

387

रदयम, ् p. 67; the idea in the last stanza:
ु
ु र्
े
Cf. अिऽनऽिशवः
साक्षादचतबारतः।

ु किथतः िूय॥
ु र् ॄा ौीगः
े
अचतवदनो

388

ु
र् त ( प. क. )
कलाणव

ं े पासाव॥४१॥
आपबं शाखस। गोऽ कौिण्ड महाऋिष। साखरे नाम ातीी। सायदवा

ु
ु सदा ौीगचरणान।
ू नागनाथ। दवराव
े
ं
ापासनी
तयाचा सत।
गगाधर
जनक माझा॥४२॥

GC. Ch. I.
389

S!yandeva, Nand#, Naiahar# and Siddha of 51. 58-59.

390

ु
ु
र्त-गगीता
ौीगचिरऽाग
P.18ff.

391

ं २, P. 116.
म. वा. इ. खड

392

ु
ु पवज
ू र् कवण रीत। सवा
े कली
े ौीगची।
आमा
GC. 41.4.

393

ु
ु े पिरयसा॥
ू कथानक सािगतल।
ू र् तमच
े ज े का ं ौीगसी
े े वासरमाम होत े भल।े पवज
े
ं
पव
भटल।
७॥

ु ू
ू े ौीगमतचा॥
ू भिभाव। ावर ूीित अित ह।
े पजा
े आमच
ं े कली
तयाच े नाम सायदव।
८॥ GC. 41. 7-8.
394

र् अपवू र् ऐका। िस साग
े सरती गगाधर॥
ं े नामधारका। महाराभाष किन टीका। सागतस
ं
ं
पढु  वतल
GC. 11.107.

ु
ु
ं े िस िवारोन। महाराभाष कन। साग
ं े सरती गदास॥
Or पढील
कथा पावन। साग
GC. 28.95.
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Phalazruti395 and about which Siddha experienced a lot and which was his very food as
it were. It is quite natural that Sarasvat# being new in the field of Marathi literature and
being very modest and not praising his own self might have deviced such a dialogue
under the name of N!madh!raka. It is also possible that the book which Siddha showed
might be in a dialogue form between N!madh!raka and Siddha either in Marathi or in
any other language which, in essence, remained the same in Marathi language with its
narrator and hearer. This is the reason why N!madh!raka is referred to as some Brahmin with a desire to have the Darzana of the Guru and having heard the fame of
G![ag!pur he is told to have come there where, at first, he was not favoured at all.396
This N!madh!raka, later on, as the story goes becomes one with Sarasvat# who is favoured by the Guru from his ancestral times and is even directed to write GC.397 Anyway, it is a question which we cannot answer categorically except noting the fact that
there was some such book like GC which was even as sacred as the present one and the
whole story has a solid traditional398 basis and even personal399 proof.400
This GC later on became not only just like Vedas among devotees of Datt!treya but
sometimes more than Veda401 also. It also attracted scholars to appreciate it. Aprabud395

ु
ौीगचिरऽ
मिहमान। त िच आा ं अमृतपान।

ु । णौिन पक
ु
े
सदा सिवत
यािच गण
दािवल ॥८॥

ु -मि
ु परमाथ।र् ज ज वािछ
ं मन आत।र्
भि

ु
ं गचिरऽ
ं ९॥ etc. GC. 3. 8-12
िरत होय सात।
ऐकता॥
396

Ch. I. 74 ff. Ch. 2. 2. ff.

397

ु े वशी।
ू र् आमच
र्
ं
पवापार
गु ूस अहिनश।

े मात पिरयस।
े चिरऽ आपलु िवार॥५२॥
िनरोप दत
ं कथन करी। अमृतघट ीकार।
ण े मथ

ु े वशी
ु
र् ५३॥
ं पारपर।
ं
तझ
लाधती चारी पषाथ॥
ु
ु ु
े ु मन नाह अनमान।
गवा
मज कामधन।

ं
िसि पाविवणार आपण।ु निृ सहसरती॥
५४॥

ु
े ५६॥ GC. Ch. I
आता अस े ौीगची।
णौिन वाच बोलतस॥
398

Ch. 3. 8 ff.

399

Ch. I. 62 ff.

400

It is worth noting in this connection the names of the narrator as well as of the hearer in Gujarati form
of GC written only after a call from Guru have many similarities with the circumstances under which
Sarasvat# wrote GC. Instead of Siddha we have here Alakha and the place of N!madh!raka is filled up
by Nira]jana. Even the place is also shifted from G![ag!pur to Girnar. Thus it proves that either we
cannot peep deep into such mystic matters or they do not pare for such matters which are trifles in
their eyes as they think of their inspirer only. Cf. Zr# Gurul#l!m&ta, Part I. i. 93 ff., II. 105.71-73.

401

ु
ु
र् -गगीता
Shri Kamat reproduces the following story (cf. ौी. गचिरऽागत
p. 20 ff). Once a learned Dazagranth# Brahmin, who had lucoderma all over body came to Narasob!w!d# after trying all the known
remedies to cure. He started to read *V during the day time to please God Datt!treya. But after sometime Datt!treya in the form of a small boy gave him a call telling him that instead of Veda he should
read GC. The Brahmin, at first, did not understand the call and continued to read the Vedas but as his
throat was choked up and as the priest of that place explained the call he resolved to start reading GC
from next morning if his throat would be alright. The same thing happened and the Brahmin was
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dha402 opines that Zr# J]!nezvar#, GC and Zr# D!sabodha – three in a combined way uplifted Maharashtra in the field of religion. Moreover, praising the absence of a single
word of the rulers’ language (Y!van#) of the time he gives great credit to GC about its
work in creating an atmosphere of courage and sacrifice by showing proper conduct to
the people who had missed their way, by following the path of Bhakti alone. Pangarkar403 has admired the author's respect for women and their proper place in life as
well as in society and the views regarding a person's own duties in the society. Thus
this book has not only played an important part in life and literature of Maharashtra but
also carried the society in general along the true path. Aprabuddha rightly says:404 "GC
neither speaks of disinterested Ved!nta nor the actionless Bhakti nor the illusioned mission considering mortal life quite worthless. It teaches us the way which is confined to
ु
र्
ू र्
actions with a devotion arising from the right knowledge. (ज्ञानपवकभियकमिवचारणा
).
One must follow Vedic preachings and gradually move towards liberation while enjoying life in a restrained way as prescribed in the Scriptures (Zastras). In short the double
purpose of life viz. Bhakti and Mukti or Ihasukha and Par!gati is the unique feature of
the book GC." This is the reason why it has commanded great respect from the people
and has induced V!sudev!nanda405 to translate it into Sanskrit for the betterment of the
people other than Marathi-knowing persons. We have also its Gujarati version from
Ra'ga Avadh%ta in the second part of Zr# Gurul#l!m&ta. All these prove the significance
of the term Guru Samprad!ya. It is started by the Guru and developed by the disciples.406
Regarding the number of Adhy!yas and contents of some chapters, there are different opinions (from the very ancient time of their origin) though they have never affected the path of devotion. The oldest edition has 1504 (Zaka) era as its date and the
date is found after the 50th chapter. Zr# A[[! S!heb Patwardhan is of the view that
originally there was a chapter on Mantraz!stra which was dropped according to the
direction (@deza) of the Guru by Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhara himself; and that the chapters
41 and 42, which narrate K!z#y!tr! were combined into a single chapter though the oldest edition already referred to has got them as separate. The chapter of Avatara[ik!
which gives the whole GC in a nut-shell chapter by chapter is definitely by another

cured from his fatal disease after the Sapt!ha P!r!ya[a of GC.
402

GC. Puraskara, p. 681.

403

ं . २ p. 125
म. वा. इ. खड

404

GC. Puraskara, p. 689.

405

ु ं
गसिहताः
उपोातः 5. 6.

चिरत ं यहाराभाषया रिचत ं िहतम।्
े वि तवभाषया॥
े
सरािवूण
५॥

र्
महाराीयभाषा त ु न सविवषयोिचता।

ु
े
े ं तत े िमत ं ( मया ) ॥६॥
अतः सगमया
दववाण्यद
406

्
ु
ु
ं
मढहाटी संृित - p. 151; cf. also सूदायः
गपरराऽऽचारानसरणम।
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hand and added later on as is seen from its Ov#s (GC.'s metre) which are different. In
the same way Guru-G#t! and Guru-Sam!dhi chapters are also the production of a later
date if not of another hand. Aprabuddha sums up all the points in the following way:
"Originally, there must be 51 chapters to which Avatara[ik! was added and this position remained unchanged for sometime as we see in the attempts of the devotees to
ु
have GC in 52 zlokas. (५२ ोकी ग.च.).
But the chapters on Mantraz!stra were dropped and
the chapters on K!z#y!tr! were separated. So again it came to fifty-two. But after sometime people thought that nothing should be dropped; so they either took Guru G#t!
which was a separate work by the author or Guru Sam!dhi chapter according to their
desire and joined the chapters on K!z#y!tr! making it again fifty-two. But that too was
changed by some and taking the chapters on K!z#y!tr! separately, brought the number
to fifty-three. Thus the different editions have different numbers of chapters, beginning
from 49 to 53." But he rightly adds that these are all arguments after all and we cannot
express the final word regarding the same. Shri K!mat also regrets for not having the
original edition written by Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhara himself. Moreover, the Ov#s in the
beginning as well as in the end of the Guru G#t! clearly shows the hand of Sarasvat#
Ga'g!dhara and the whole book is written after many years have passed when
N&sinhasarasvat# finally disappeared. It is not proper to say that Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhara
did not write the chapter on Guru Sam!dh#. Arguments of this type may be advanced at
all times. We should like to accept the view of Shri K!mat who has taken great labour
and care in critically editing the GC in which he has accepted 51 chapters including that
on the Guru G#t!; adding Avatara[ik! after it and making it of 52 while the chapters on
K!z#y!tr! are taken jointly. The total Ov#s come to 7386 + 105 = 7491.
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CHAPTER II

Jan!rdanasw!m# and Ekan!tha
(i) Jan!rdanasw!m# (1504 A. D. – 1575 A. D.)
Just at the time of Sarasvat# the author of GC and soon after the disapp- earance of
N&sinhasarasvat# another powerful personality arose who, with his great influence over
the ruling Mohamadan king, not only enhanced the spiritual tradition, but also gave a
novel touch to it that is seen in his life and also in the life of his most famous disciple
Ekan!tha. He, with other saints in this line, worked when the political field was controlled by the Mahomadans. So ill-feelings between the two parties were very much
reduced and were removed by their personal influence. But that is only one side of their
work. The Sun rises in the east and yet its effect is seen in many places; it is felt on lotuses, animals and birds, and even on human beings. In the same way Saints also work
in many spheres for the benefit of the people. They influence society in general and individuals in particular. Pangarkar rightly remarks407 that a saint and a god are equal
and their work is beyond our understanding and description. We should always remember that whatever may be their external ways their actions in general inspire and
guide persons who are in need of their guidance on their way to final emancipation.
Bearing this in mind we shall be able to fathom the internal mission for which they
lived and died. Jan!rdanasw!m# was one of such powerful lamps who "with his brave,
firm influencial and bright personality"408 successfully carried out his mission of life and
even lighted a more powerful lamp in the life and literature of Maharashtra. It is needless to say that he was Ekan!tha, besides the other four in Ekan!tha-Pa]c!yatana.409
Jan!rdanasw!m# was born in 1504 A.D. in the village of Chalisgaon in Khandesh
district. He was a Dezastha Brahmin of @zval!yana branch and followed the School of
Za'kara.410 He was a minister in charge of the fort at Daulatabad and had so influenced
the ruling party that Thursday being a day sacred to Datt!treya, his personal deity, was
observed as a holiday. He used to sit in a lonely place in the fort upto noon worshipping and meditating Datt!treya. After this he did the routine work.411 Datt!treya gave
him Darzana whenever needed.412 About his early life it is said that it was immoral like
that of Tulsid!sa.413 Ekar atha has described the first Darzana of Datt!treya to Jan!rdana
which may be quoted in the words of Prof. Ranade: " The divine discontent of
Jan!rdana made him senseless. Datt!treya, who expects only sincere faith from his
devotees approached him and placed his hand on the head of Jan!rdana. Miraculous
was the touch and its effect as light came to Jan!rdana. Datt!treya taught him that faith
407
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which preaches inaction through actions. Jan!rdana now understood the secret of living
free though embodied.414"
It is this preaching of inaction through action, the M!y!mukta and M!y!yukta
forms of Datt!treya which add and enhance the tradition of this school. This school has
never kept its door shut or made them narrow so that the new order could not replace
the old. It is very liberal. Jan!rdana and many others not only lived a married life but
also worked in society for guiding it. Jan!rdana had to fight with foes even. About the
preaching of Datt!treya about @zrama life, Pangarkar rightly observes: "Though
Datt!treya himself free from the @zrama stage, gave just a contradictory call to remain
in @zrama, it is proper because of its difficulties if not impossibility, in this Kali age.415"
Jan!rdana fulfilled both the worldly (Prapa]ca) as well as the spiritual (Param!rtha)
mission of his life. His life clearly shows that a saint may be a minister but a minister
may or may not be a saint.416 The same kind of spiritual life is even more successfully
displayed by his direct disciple Ekan!tha.
Regarding the saint giving Guru-Upadeza at Ankalkhope on the banks of the K&;[a
under the Udumbara tree Shri Phadke gives some more details though he leaves some
points unsolved. Prof. Ranade417 and others418 identify N&sinhasarasvat# as the Guru of
Jan!rdana though Ekan!tha never mentioned the name even and it is believed that
Datt!treya directly gave Upadeza to him. Now from this fact arise two problems. One is
pointed out by Shri Phadke.419 If we consider the Abha'ga of Ekan!tha which describes
direct grace of Datt!treya (Datta-Anugraha), and if we allow the Deva-Darzana before
the Guru-Darzana, as is seen in the lives of saints like N!madeva and others, we fail to
understand why was Jan!rdana not directed by Deva to Guru afterwards and why did
not N&sinhasarasvat# give Darzana in his personal form? The second problem is rather
an answer to the first that is raised by Shri Pangarkar.420 Pangarkar considers the literature of Ekan!tha as genuine and trustworthy as regards the life of Jan!rdana while the
Abha'ga etc. attributed to him are considered doubtful as Jan!rdana, in his opinion,
has written nothing. No doubt, the Abha'ga etc. clearly show that he tried to propitiate
414
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N&sinhasarasvat# and even used to read some such text as GC421 but he was given Darzana in Datt!treya's usual form. But if we carefully consider the spiritual lineage422
given by Ekan!tha we find that Datt!treya's spiritual lineage in Satya-Yuga is continued
by Sahasr!rjuna and Yadu while Jan!rdana is the third in the Kali age. Now
N&sinhasarasvat# and Zr#p!davallabha before him were, no doubt, earlier than
Jan!rdana. Why is N&sinhasarasvat# (or Zr#p!davallabha) omitted from the account of
the spiritual lineage if N&sinhasarasvat# was his direct Guru? The reason seems to be
that N&sinhasarasvat# being an incarnation of Datt!treya is not at all considered in the
Zi;ya-Parampar! and consequently the real disciplehood in Kali age went to
Jan!rdana.423 This solves the points raised by Shri Phadke and also the question of
Jan!rdana's literature whether it was genuine.424
ु , उपदश
े , समािधूकरण,425
Many take him as a poet and ascribe to him षीकरण, ौीदित
योगगीता,426 and अभगs427 and @rti written by him on N&sinhasarasvat# is still sung at
G![ag!pur,428 a place sacred to N&sinhasarasvat# where his Nirgu[a-P!duk!s are still
worshipped with great respect and devotion. He completed his mission on ths sixth day
of Ph!lgu[a K&;[a in the year 1497 of Zaka era i.e. 1575 A.D. This day is still celebrated
under the name of N!tha-:a;qh# at Paithan.429 The Yog!'ka of Kaly![a informs us that
Jan!rdana disappeared through Yoga-M!rga. He passed away at Daulatabad (Devagafh) were his Sam!dhi is seen even today.
(ii) Ekan!tha (1533 A. D. – 1599 A. D.)
We now pass on to the age of Ekan!tha which is considered as an age of Synthetic
mysticism by Prof. Ranade. Politically as well as socially there was chaos at that time.
People were narrow-minded and selfish. Religion had lost its wide outlook and came
circumscribed to an individual. Its practical side was altogether forgotton and the phi421
422
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losophical idea behind it was out of reach. In short, the whole country was without any
vigour and strength and was completely degraded. Trambakrao has described the state
of the time and has separated the four Panthas viz. Var[a, Bheda (of Yavanas), Nirv![a
of degraded Bauddhas and Abheda of the degraded Zaktas. At this time it was but
natural that hypocrisy, untruth and ill-conduct reigned supreme.430 Ekan!tha appeared
at such a critical time and through his life and literature established a true and powerful
school which is called Deva-Pantha by Trambakrao.
The inclusion of Ekan!tha among the promulgators of Datt!treya-worship is not
improper, though his literature speaks mainly of K&;[a and R!ma Bhakti. Ekan!tha's
name is respectfully uttered among Datta-Bhaktas431 as well as among the writers of the
lives of the devotees of Datt!treya.432 His name is invariably associated with
Jan!rdana,433 his Guru – a devotee of Datt!treya. He himself referred to Datt!treya with
great respect and invoked him in his Bh!gavata434 and Bhik;u-G#t!.435 Moreover, the
@rti written by him is sung at noon time436 even today at Narasob! W!d#. In this @rti he
has said that his devotion to Datt!treya is so strong that his mind is mad after him and
the idea of mine and thine has gone away.437 He has written a short life-sketch of
Datt!treya. Moreover, he had a vision of Datt!treya owing to the grace of his Guru. We
may or may not accept the legend of D!zopanta who saw Datt!treya as a door-keeper in
the form of a Paqh!n.438 We are also told that Ekan!tha was directed by a divine voice to
go to Devagiri and to take initiation from Jan!rdana. This was heard at the age of
twelve, a fact which speaks a lot for his selection by the divine power for the spiritual
mission which was to be understood from the devotee of Datt!treya. Pangarker rightly
observes439 that Ekan!tha worshipped Datt!treya, Viqqhala and Jan!rdana with equal
respect and carried on Datt!treya worship which was the worship of his Guru, and
Viqqhal worship which was his family worship. In this sense he represented not only his
age of synthetic mysticism as described by Prof. Ranade but also the synthetic thought
underlying the worship of Datt!treya.
Opinions regarding the date of birth of Ekan!tha vary. Shri Bhave and Sahasrabuddhe take 1548 A.O. while Shri Pangarkar states the possibility of two dates viz.
430
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1528 A.D. and 1533 A.D. The last view is generally accepted.440 He was born at Paithan
and had a nice family tradition. His great grandfather Bh!nud!sa and his grandfather
Cakrap![i were devotees ot Viqqhal. His father S%ryan!raya[a and mother Rukmi[#
died when he was a small child. The name Ekan!tha suggests that he was the only child
left behind to carry on the line of family. His nature was calm and his heart god-loving
from the very childhood. So after his thread-ceremony which was performed by his
grand- father Cakrap![i at the age of six he became quite eager to have a Guru who can
guide him on the spiritual path. The desire of the child was strong and his intellect was
very sharp. He was, therefore, selected by the divine power at the age of twelve and
was directed by a divine call to go to Jan!rdana who was at Devagiri. A call was heard
outside his village near the temple of Ziva, called Pi<palezvara and the small child did
not even stop to take permission of his grand parents and went to Jan!rdana after three
days. Jan!rdana was much pleased to see the small boy of twelve with a keen spiritual
sense. Phadke has taken note with great respect for Ekan!tha's firm determination.441
Ekan!tha himself described his first meeting with Jan!rdana when a series of questions and answers took place between the two and finally Jan!rdana having satisfied
accepted Ekan!tha as his disciple and at the end of a poem composed by him he reveals
the joy of getting a Guru in a poetical way.442 This Abha'ga was one of his daily recitations. He served at the feet of the master for six years. His devotion to his Guru is seen
not only in his works but also reverently revealed in the writings of his biographers.443
Mahipati describes his daily time-table which starts from four early morning and which
includes many services for the Guru.444 Ekan!tha took less food so that there may not be
any disturbance due to sleep or laziness. "This kind of services for the Guru", says
Phadke,445 "might be considered either as exaggeration or slavery by some but that is
either due to ill-luck or perverted mind." It is the grace of the Guru that works miracles
and self-knowledge could never be attained merely from books and scriptures without
the Guru's blessings. Really speaking, during this time the Guru fathoms the qualities of
his disciple after coming in close contact with him and strikes at the proper point when
the iron is hot. Jan!rdana did the same thing. Once he gave him some checking work
and Ekan!tha did not find even one small mistake after a good deal of trial. But
Ekan!tha would not find the trouble of going through it again and again and that too
for the whole night which he passed unawares. Jan!rdana while congratulating him on
finding out a mistake said with a serene voice: "If you concentrate on God in the same
way, He will certainly come to you."446 These words prepared his heart to receive the
lustre of the Lord. His emotions for Guru are nicely depicted in one of his Abha'gas.
He tells us that he first prepared a seat for his teacher in his purified mind then he burnt
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the incense of egoism at his feet, lighted the lamp of good emotions and offered him the
five Pr![as.447 The Guru thought it fit to introduce him to his personal deity Datt!treya
and instructed Ekan!tha that the god would come to him in any form. But Ekan!tha
like Vi;[udatta could not recognise him twice. At first Datt!treya appeared in the form
of a hunter dressed like a Yavana and Ekan!tha doubted whether such a person might
be Datt!treya. The god disappeared as soon as Ekan!tha doubted him, and Ekan!tha
having known his fault became much restless and repented. Again the same was the
case when the god appeared in the form of a Paqh!n. Finally, Ekan!tha with great determination caught the feet of the Lord who came in the form of a Mala'ga.448 Even at
this time it is said that he had postponed to eat the Pras!da given by the god and
Jan!rdana had to intervene and he was forced to eat the same and the god was requested by him to protect the disciple.449 The god showed his grace with the words that
that great Bh!gavata devotee would uplift and emancipate thousands of souls during
his life.450 Ekan!tha was overjoyed. He wrote about the incident giving all credit to his
Guru with the words that through the grace of the Sadguru he recognised Shri Datta
and got him fixed in his heart.451 After this he saw everywhere the lord of the universe
and experienced natural and eternal joy, being one with animate and inanimate
things.452 He acquired the power of muttering the name of Shri Datta by whose incantation highest joy is bound to arise.453
He was granted a mission of becoming a Mah!bh!gavata (great Bh!gavata) even by
Datt!treya and in view of his propensities and feelings through spiritual heritage from
his devotion to Viqqhal Jan!rdana gave him a call to that effect.454 Ekan!tha sat for reli447
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known for such type of external absurdity at first sight. His famous devotee Vi;[udatta similarly experienced the unusual tests and after passing through them like Ekan!tha got his Darzana in the usual
form.
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Shri Phadke raises a point for considering this matter of giving another Up!san! to Ekan!tha. (द. म.ु p.
240). Yet he himself has noted the fact that Jan# Jan!rdana another disciple of Jan!rdana had Ga[eza-
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gious austerities and meditation for about six years in a beautiful place on a hill called
Z%labhanjana alias Sulabha which was a part of Devagiri. This place was the place of
penance for M!rka[feya. Moreover, the services rendered to the Guru, the direct guidance that was available every now and then, the keen interest and hard labour bore fruit
and Ekan!tha got a vision of Zr#k&;[a.
Once Jan!rdana was meditating and all of a sudden the enemies attacked the fort of
Daulatabad. Ekan!tha thought for a moment of the situation and at once prepared himself in the disguise of his Guru, fought bravely and defeated the foes. Afterwards he put
aside the robes of the Guru and began his work. The Guru came to know the whole incident after sometime and his joy knew no bounds. Besides the whole-hearted services
of the preceptor he had even given up his fame and career in the name of the Guru. The
Guru knew thoroughly well that the disciple had understood the way of inaction
through action. Now there was nobody who would defeat him along the path of inaction without being bound by actions done for the sake of duty towards society.
Ekan!tha got blessings and leave to go to his place and was directed to live married life.
Before he married Girj!b!i he travelled for about two and half years all over India.
This gave him additional knowledge and prepared him for the life of an ideal householder. His wife co-operated wholeheartedly in his daily routine work which was full of
various religious, social and ideal activities. Shri Chitrav Shastri after referring to many
incidents that happened in his life conludes that Ekan!tha was a visible personification
of the qualities like calmness, pity and sense of equality.455 Prof. Ranade agreeing with
him further adds regarding these qualities of Ekan!tha that they were beyond description. He further remarks that his life was a model for one who would realise god.456
Pangarkar goes further than this and pays him a high tribute by saying that modern as
well as ancient leaders who went to change the society or to uplitt the villages as whole
must learn some kind of lesson from the life of Ekan!tha.457
As regards the literary career, he edited J]!nezvar#, and his Bh!gavata got place
among the Prasth!na-Tray# of the V!rakar# school. Besides these, the Bhav!rtha
R!m!ya[a and Rukmi[#-Svayamvara are the most popular. But his esoteric doctrine is
seen in the Abha'gas and Bh!rufas. Chitrav Shastri has enlisted his works which are
about twenty-five.458 On the whole the personality of Ekan!tha was much above the
ordinary level and he lived a spiritual life doing Bhakti, giving alms and followed the
philosophy of Sa'kar!c!rya. 459 He passed away at Paithan in 1599 A. D.460 leaving behind him a son named Haripa[fit and two daughters God%b!# and Ga'g!ba#. God%b!#
Up!san!. Moreover, it is not unnatural in the Datt!treya-school which synthecises the differences that
the Up!san! of the favourite god might be given to an aspirant (S!dhaka). Again, in the life of
Ekan!tha we see that he considered all Up!san!s as equal as is seen in his equation noted above ( p.
105. Note 7 ).
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was the mother of the famous Muktezara461 who became a great poet through the grace
of Ekan!tha though he in his childhood was dumb. He was initiated by Ekan!tha and
was drawn towards Datta worship. The Sam!dhi of Ekan!tha at Paithan is seen even
today and the ceremony started by him on Ph!lgun K&;[a 6 after his Guru is now celebrated under the name N!tha-:a;qh# by the Bh!gavata devotees.
Thus Ekan!tha throughout his life remained under the grace of Datt!treya indirectly. Jan!rdana his Guru remained as a chain between the two. Ekan!tha's devotion to
his Guru was really extraordinary or exceptional and the Guru was also kind enough to
reciprocate his feelings. Ekan!tha carried out Jan!rdana’s directions thoroughly and
successfully among which his life-mission of being actionless amidst actions which was
given to him by Datt!treya himself was with equal-even more-credit carried out by
Ekan!tha. His ideal householdship, his accuracy in all matters gave him a high place
among saints. Moreover, with his personality and behaviour he became a veritable link
between the V!rakar# and the Datta school. The two sects never thought of their differences and if some untoward incident took place as is seen in the anecdotes regarding
D!sopanta they never quarrelled. It is this synthetic outlook which is the result of the
work of Ekan!tha and which is entitled to admiration by the devotees of Datt!treya;
and it is this indebtedness that has given him a high place in the hearts of all. Saints are
respected everywhere by all but their contribution to the special branch gives them
some special kind of credit. Ekan!tha though a follower of the V!rakar#-school would
command great respect even from Datta-worshippers.
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He worshipped Datt!treya in the form of Siva, under different names such as Vizvambhara,
L#l!vizvambhara and Muktezvara. He has described the Pa]c!yatana as well as the Trim%rti form of
L#l!vizvambhara. e.g. In @diparva of his Mah!bh!rata he writes in the beginning:
ं कमळासन।
ं ु मकटात
ं ं रमारमण।ु
“ का ं नािभपादात
ु ”
ं वसतो िऽलोचन।ु अगऽयी
धा
जो एक॥
ं
ं वाय व जीवन – p. 134. cf. also:
Cf. महाराीय सतः
े लीला िवभ।
ं
िवश
दाऽये जग।
ु
ु
े
े आिद॰२६-१२२.
तसाद म।
िनरोपी त पिरसाव॥
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CHAPTER III

D!sopanta
(1551 A. D. – 1615 A. D.)
Ekan!tha established a relation between the V!rakar# and the Datta schools. In the
same way D!sopanta's name will also be remembered for examining the relation between the N!tha and the Datta schools. He was a devotee of Datt!treya but his initiation was after the type of the N!tha School and D!sopanta is also considered as N!th
follower.462 These types of relations of the devotees of Datt!treya with other sects reveal
the liberal view taken by the devotees of Datt!treya. Moreover, the people of the time
did not consider that kind of relation unnatural as the contemporary period was influenced by the eclectic life of Datt!treya as well as by those of the followers of the feet.
D!sopanta was the contemporary of Ekan!tha, Jan# Jan!rdana and Sarasvat#
Ga'g!dhara. He wrote much and it is said that he spent two pice daily for ink. But he is
not popular as Ekan!tha is. As far as his literature is concerned he is considered one of
the prominent personalities in the Marathi literature. Shri Pohnekar463 sees two factors
lurking behind the obscurity of D!sopanta – the self- satisfied nature of D!sopanta and
his dislike for popularity. Shri Phadke gives464 some other reasons such as profuse writing, lack of lucidity (Durbodhat!) and the curse due to his envy towards Ekan!tha,
whose popularity was increasing. But this is rather extreme; for D!sopanta is referred to
by Mahipati with respect. Jayar!masuta in Santa-M!lik! and Giridhara in SamarthaPrat!p take note of his G#t!r[ava. In the same way the Ekan!tha Caritra of Keshava
Kavi and Tattva-Vil!sa in 9th Paqala describe his episode with Ekan!tha and his volumous writings respectively.465 Moreover, popularity is not the real measurement to assess the work of a man. Bhavabh%ti depended on eternal time and the vast world for
the appreciation of the real worth of his works. The patience of D!sopanta in this respect exceeds that of Bhavabh%ti for D!sopanta went on writing continuously and produced vast literature.466
But this is only one side of his mission. Apart from the literary side there are rather
more important aspects of his life which are visible in his intent devotion467 and
N!mav!da.468 He had the firm belief that devotion to the god must be firm and absolute.
He himself was a great devotee of the god and throughout his life he has sung the name
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म. च. कोश. p. 453.

ं
Intro. to दासोपताची
पासोडी.
द. म.ु p. 291.

ं
Quoted from Intro. to दासोपताची
पासोडी.
ं जयाच े लक्षावधी मथ।
ं
ध ध दासोपत।
ु
ू न भिवित॥
भि-ज्ञान-वैराग्यय। न भतो

र् न य े उपमा।
णौनी सची
मिहमा। त े जया
ु
र् े
े
णौनी सवदिश
आा। एकदिश
िूय॥
ु नाम हात टाळी। दास नाचती गोधळी र।े
मख
ु
े
ं ू कना र॥
त ौीद णार।े सव र् साडनी
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of the god in one way or the other. Over and above this, he laid stress on selfexperience. Unless and until a man sees or understands a thing, it is no use simply believing it blindly. 'बाबावा ं ूमाण'ं was never encouraged by him. He always preached that
knowledge must always be put to practice otherwise it is of no use. This can be done by
conquering the mind which can be attained by self-satisfaction and good company.
Even after attaining liberation he discriminated between the right and wrong. He used
to hold that after all a foot is a foot and a brow a brow469 ! The high place of the one cannot be replaced by the other. This was to be strictly observed while maintaining relation
with the Guru. After reaching the top-most height of the absolute and eternal Brahman
the place of a Guru, in the eyes of D!sopanta is reserved at least ten fingers higher than
that of the disciple, says Shri Pohnekar470. D!sopanta's reasoned brain gives an explanation for this that even though all are equal after final emancipation a harlot cannot be
addressed as mother.471 This short of independent thinking, self satisfaction and carefree life mainly dependent on the strength of the self and faith in god along with other
saintly virtues gave him a worthy place in society and Shri M. A. Karandikar still
stresses the point put forward by Shri Bhave that D!sopanta might have a member of
one of the parties which tried for national uplift.472
D!sopanta was born at N!r!ya[apeqh in Hyderabad though the actual place is not
still finally located or fixed. His father Digambarapanta was Despande of N!r!yanapeqh
in the territory of Bedar and the name of his mother was P!rvat#ba#.473 His birth date
falls on Bh!drapada K&;[a 8, 1473 (S'aka era). He was intelligent from his very childhood and his complexion was beautiful. His father being learned, god-fearing and
wealthy, got him married in his young age. In this way D!sopanta had no reason to renounce the world from the worldly point of view. But the inner call for the emancipation of self and for the betterment of the world at large, grew so strong that one day,
like Gautama Buddha, he, at the age of sixteen, went to M!t!pur on the Sahy!dri hills,
which are famous being the sleeping place of Datt!treya and practised severe penance
for twelve to fifteen years. Here he got a vision of Jagadamb! and a call from Datt!treya
that he should go to R!k;asabhuvan a village on the bank of the river God!var# and
should take the foot-prints (P!duk!) which lay under the sands of the river and worship them. Here he stayed for twelve years worshipping the P!duk!s sacred to
Datt!treya and he got the vision of his god Datt!treya, and was initiated in the N!thaschool. D!sopanta has composed an Abha'ga on his ravishing experiences after the vision of Datt!treya. "He had no sense regarding things to do. He could not understand
whether he should stand or sit down. He did not even like to eat. Even the rosary stood
469
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कपाळ त कपाळ आिण पाय त पाय च.
ं ची पासोडी – p. 35
दासोपता

े त े ने जननी।
सवऽर् ऐ णौनी। वँया
े नणाची
े
वहारी ी भिगनी। यकी
या॥

महाराीय सतं, वाय व जीवन – p. 143.

Once due to drain, it is said that Digambarapanta did not collect, out of mercy the taxes from the people and the king being angry, Datt!treya in the guise of Mah!ra paid the money to the king on the appointed day.
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still! Whom will he meditate with eyes shut ? and what will he see with eyes open ?
Such had been his condition after the knowledge of self says Digambara474 (alias
D!sopanta)."475 After this he started writing to reconstruct the Hindu religion and settled at @mbe Jog!i for the remaining period of his life.
He always worshipped the P!duk!-form of Datt!treya and never an idol. Moreover, he has not described any type of image of Datt!treya in his writings. But at the
end of P!sof# in which Pa]c#kara[a is written, the icon of Datt!treya476 with different
weapons is inferred as having one head and six hands.477 The icon at @mbe Jog!i as is
seen now has a peculiar history though it was not what D!sopanta worshipped as some
believed. At the time of D!sopanta's death people asked him for his remembrance.
D!sopanta prepared the icon of Datt!treya in the present form seen at @mbe Jog!i. It
was made of clay of the river. D!sopanta after placing it under corn told all the people,
"At the end of subsequent month it will change its metal. Thus first it will become of
brass, then of copper, then of silver, after that of gold and finally of diamond. Have
faith and take it out after five months." After saying so D!sopanta took Sam!dhi and
after two months one of the devotees, without informing anybody, tried to test what
D!sopanta had said. He found the icon being changed into copper but he put it as it
was. The other devotees after five months could not see it changed into diamond as one
had already violated the conditions put forth. Any way he had one-headed and sixhanded Datt!treya before his mind; and this is even proved by another fact that he gave
such icon to his devotee of F!ku_ag# named K&;[!j#panta Kulkar[#. This icon still exists.
He worshipped both Ziva and Datta.
In the school of Datt!treya, Ziva and Vi;[u worships have joined and the
Avadh%ta-M!rga never binds a man to a particular form. Even in this school there are
three doors to enter. One is Avadh%ta-M!rga, the second is the Guru-M!rga and the
third is the @nanda-M!rga. The god worshipped is one in all the three but the mode is
some what different that too only in a name. This can be seen from their way of expressु े
ु े
ू ं
’ while Guru-Up!sakas, ‘ौीगदवद
’ ‘and the
ing joy. Avadh%tas cry out ‘अवधतिवतनौीगदवद
े े ’. D!sopanta belongs to the third type and
followers of @nanda-M!rga, आनदं दाऽये दवदव
his followers at @mbe Jog!# as well as others follow the same. Moreover, he believed in
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D!sopanta writes under different pseudonyms like Digambara, Digambar!nucara. The significance of
the name Digambar!nucara seems to be the humble servant (Anucara) or follower of Datt!treyaDigambara while Digambara might be the short form of it though accidently it happens to be the
name of his father. In the literary field he is known as D!sodigambara.
उभा ना ब ैठा ठाय ठायाच भानची नाह।
े कै स े काई ? िदगबरा
ं ! वृि िवलय॥
जवाव
हाती रािहली रण चाळाव े कै स े मणी ?
ं ु कवणा ाव ?
डोळे उघडनी
ु काय पाहाव े ? डोळे झाकिन
े
ं आा जीव जािणल असता बरव॥
िदगब
ं
दासोपताची
पासोडी p. 127.

The emblems in the hands are rosary (M!l!), water-pot ( Kama[falu), drum (Famaru), trident
(Triz%la), Conch (Za'kha) and disc (Cakra).
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16 incarnations of Datt!treya and he has composed a Stotra in which all the sixteen incarnations are briefly described.478
His Padas, one and a quarter of a lakh in number, are of great value. Many of them
are mystical in sense.479 Over and above the same, there are about fifty books480 written
by him among which G#t!r[ava, having about one and a quarter of a lakh of Ov#s and
Pa]c#karana, written on cloth, which was 24 hands in length and 2½ in breadth, are notable for their special peculiarity. His literature on Datt!treya is also vast. Datt!treyaM!h!tmya in Sanskrit, commentary on Avadh%ta G#t! and many Stotras regarding the
sacred names of Datt!treya are seen with other collections at @mbe Jog!# the place of
his Sam!dhi. He passed away on M!gha K&;[a 6 in 1537 (Zaka era) at the age of sixtyfour. His worth is fully recognised by V!sudev!nandasarasvat# a venerable name
among the devotees of Datt!treya. It is said481 that a man who went to have a Darzana of
V!sudev!nanda neglecting the yearly celebrations observed in memory of D!sopanta
could had no Darzana of his and was given the direction that as there was no difference
between the two personalities it was no use leaving the worship of D!sopanta.
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481

े
,् p. 139 ff.
दाऽयषोडशावतारजयीकम

ं
Some are published under the name दासोपताची
पद by K. V. Lele, Wai.
For the list Cf. म. क. चिरऽ – ? p. 21.

ु
As quoted by Shri Phadke: द. म.ु p.292 cf. also ौीगलीलामृ
तः ३-१४३-८७-८८
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CHAPTER IV

Bhairava Avadh%ta J]!nas!gara
(? – 1843 A.D.)
We have already referred to the liberal attitude maintained in the Datt!treya
School. India as a rule has always kept her door open for free thinking in the field of
philosophy and religion. In the same way, there are many saints and devotees in this
school who preach and practice, enjoying peace and achieving the final goal of their life.
Of course, all this is under the worthy name of Datt!treya. Their devotion to the god
and the Guru is incomparable while they lead the people with their spiritual life.
Bhairava Avadh%ta J]!nas!gara alias @pp!j#bov! is an instance in point. J]!nas!gara
was his pen-name while he was called @pp!j#bov! because of his birth in the lineage of
the sister of Ciddhanasw!m# who was the Guru of Uddhavaciddhana.482 His birth-date
is not known. His father's name was Jyotipanta and mother's name was Yamun!. He
was a Dezastha Brahmin of Vizv!mitra clan belonging to the @zval!yana branch. He
was born at Viqa in the district of Khanpur in Satara district.
About his capacity, it is said that the idol of Datt!treya which was at Paithan came
to Viqa owing to his deep devotion (@;!dha Zukla 7 of 1733-Zaka era). In the
J]!nas!gara he has treated some philosophical problems. Phadke has taken note of the
difference in his thinking and has quoted it483 in which Sagu[a, Nirgu[a, Sagu[aNirgu[a nature of Brahman is explained with the example of the moon. The moon is
Nirgu[a on the new-moon day while he is Sagu[a on the full-moon day and Sagu[aNirgu[a on the eighth day. Besides the book J]!nas!gara, his poems are about a thousand in number.
He used to preach to the devotees the Mah!-V!kya, सव र् ख इदं ॄ (Verily, this whole
world is Brahman). He took Sany!sa in 1762 (Zaka era) on K!rtika Zukla 11 and it is said
that soon after this his body became lustrous. Moreover, all kinds of birds and animals
came to him without fear playing with his body. The name of his Guru was ZivaChaitanya while the spiritual lineage of these Caitanyas is from Nirgu[a Ziva who became Sagu[a in form of Dak;i[!m%rti in the interest of humanity.
He passed away in 1765 (Zaka era) and his Sam!dhi is still at Viqa, where a temple
of Datt!treya is built and maintained from the yearly help of Rs. 150/– given by the
Pawar family of Dev!s.484 He had a son called Digambara who was very beautiful, an
incomparable orator and a songster.
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म. च. कोश, p. 591.
द. म.ु p. 330.

म. च. कोश. p. 591.
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CHAPTER V

Nira]jana Raghun!tha
(1782 A. D. – 1855 A. D.)
Saints generally avoid talking about themselves. They give their names or family
history only when the occasion arises and that too in a few words. Mostly, they give
their spiritual lineage and praise their Guru who gave them insight into the reality and
from this incidently we get an account of their life. They do not write for recording their
own history. They write it with the special purpose of guiding people when they hear a
special call from their Guru or favourite deity. It is the direction of the Guru or a call
from the favourite deity that works behind the pen of the saints and so their writings
are inspired. Nira]jana the disciple of Raghun!tha, used his pen for writing for the special reason of giving the Guru-Dak;i[! which was demanded in that form by his Guru
and thus we get the experiences of Nira]jana in ाूचीित and साक्षाार two works dealing
with his experiences and showing how he got the grace of god Datt!treya. Nira]jana is
one of the few saints from whom we get their life in detail. The following life-sketch is
mainly based on the writings of Nira]jana himself and other necessary details are taken
from the life-sketch given by Shri Kolhatkar in his introduction to the collected works of
Nira]jana published by him.485
Nira]jana was born at Ka_amba on K!rtika Zukla 8 of the Zaka era 1704. Ka_amba is
on the banks of the Va]jar! river near Balaghat and is four miles away from the eastern
side of Para_# Vaijan!th. It belongs to the district Dh!r%r of Nizam Hyderabad state. His
father Zr#dharapanta was a Dezastha Brahmin of Kauzika Gotra belonging to the
@zval!yana branch. His mother's name was Lak;m# and his original name Avadh%ta
was changed to Nira]jana by his Guru after initiation in 1733 (Zaka era).
His early life seems very simple. He was a manager (कारभारी) in the South away from
his native place. But when he went to his native place the relatives always demanded
something of him. This kind of selfish nature of the relatives he condemned very
strongly. In the meanwhile once he attended the K#rtana in the temple of Vi;[u recited
by Qh!kurd!sa who had been at the place of his service. Qh!kurd!sa proved the existence of God with the example of a wood. Just as there is fire in the wood but we cannot
see it in the same way, god is among all of us but not visible.486 Just as the log of wood
becomes one with fire after the fire is produced in the same way when a Guru gives
knowledge of the self we become one with the Lord. On hearing this he was greatly
moved. He went to Qh!kurd!sa and reported his intense desire of search for God.
Qh!kurd!sa gave him the blessings that he would be N!r!ya[a.487 After this incident he
travelled much and saw the world in its naked form.
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ु
ं रघनाथाच
ं े मथ
ं : सागली
ं
ौीिनरजन

र् ू ईर अस। असोिनया ूगट नरो।
सवाभत
ज काामाझी अि वस।े पिर न िदस े कवणासी॥ ाूचीित : १.१८.
त ूं होशील रे ! नारायण.
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At last he came to Deh% a place made sacred by its association with Tuk!r!m. Here
he became impatient to visualise God so much so that he thought of nothing except the
very idea of meeting God and became completely averse to worldly things (उदासीन). Discarding all his garments he sat for the whole night waking and praying. His devotion
was rewarded by God. He was given Kaup#n and Kaqis%tra in a divine way when he
went for a bath early morning. He took the garments as an act of grace (ूसादवs) and
putting them on took a vow: "I shall give up this body, if I shall not get the vision of
Datt!treya in his Sagu[a form within a year and seven days."488 The day on which he
took such a determined vow was the day of Bh!drapada K&;[a 8 of 1733 (Zaka era). He
was twenty-nine then.
Afterwards he travelled over many places and went further experiencing much
about the nature of the people in general. Some called him mad while some respected
him; but he was not at all disturbed. He thought: "Oh God ! when I hav’nt seen you
how can I show them the way?" And at such time he left the place without giving any
hint of his departure.
At last he came to A'kula at the house of Ca[fid!sa, a learned Brahmin of the
town. Here he heard the dialogue between Avadh%ta and Yadu from BhaP. He again
lost his ease and his eagerness to have vision intensified considerably. After four days
he saw while meditating in the morning the form of Datt!treya with one head and six
hands having rosary (M!l!) and waterpot (Kama[falu), drum (Famaru) and trident
(Triz%la) and conch (Za'kha) and disc (Cakra) displaying the unity of the three principal gods Brahm!, Vi;[u and Maheza. He even got the eight-syllable Mantra from him.489
All these happened in meditation so he went ahead to fulfil his vow. Through this he
got temporary solace. In this way on another occasion also Datt!treya suggested to him
that his grace was upon Nira]jana by directing that Nira]jana should accept clothes
which were offered to him by B!b!j# Bh!gvat a man at whose place he stayed at
Depur.490 Going further he reached N!zika where he met Raghun!tha who initiated him
on the day of K!rtika K&;[a 14 of 1733 (Zaka era).
After initiation he stayed there for about fifteen days as directed by the Guru as the
Datta-Jayant# was approaching. Even Datt!treya directed him in a dream to witness the
celebrations.491 Here he had many miraculous experiences and dreams and he marched
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Ibid. 4.24.
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on the way to self-knowledge. Later on, he had peculiar experiences during meditations. During mid-night hours a harlot came to him and rubbed her breasts against him.
Afterwards eight such harlots were seen sitting on the windows of eight houses who
beckoned him. He further saw a Brahmin with many ladies who were singing in praise
of Zr#guru. He sat on the bank of the Ganges hearing these prayers and soon his body
became full of lustre. Guru Raghun!tha then appeared on the scene and gave him a lotus with eight-petals. Keeping this in hand he saw eight doors where a miracle happened. When he happened to look at one door he would see all the eight doors simultaneously. He went further and he was transformed into a lady in the clothes of a lady
and his body was all besmeared with Turmeric powder (Haridr!). In the meanwhile
another lady came to him and told him that he should not leave Raghun!tha who was
an incarnation of the saint Bh&gu and disappeared. With the departure of that lady his
meditation also ended and he saw himself beside the image of Datt!treya. He bowed
down and all of a sudden heard the sound of different musical instruments from unknown source as there was nobody waking in the city and the night was passing silently.
Next morning interpretation of the dream came from Raghun!tha in response to an
appeal. The eight harlots were the eight Siddhis the natural and tempting result of
Yoga. The ladies around the Brahmin who was none other than Datt!treya were powers
of the *ddhis and Siddhis. The lustrous form was that of the self, the eight-petalled lotus-Nirgu[a-Brahm!, doors, Vedas and the sound of ten directions (Daza-N!da). The
form of a lady dressed in a bridal form ready for marriage was meant to explain that he
was now married to Raghun!tha his Guru and thus was instructed by Datt!treya in the
form of a lady not to leave her husband Raghun!tha. This is clearly seen in his devotion
to the Guru. A Guru is all in all. All credit is given by him to the Guru and he remained
in close contact with him through letter even on his way to Girnar.
ु
We find his high respect for Raghun!tha in ौीरघनाथचिरऽ
written by him. According to
Nira]jana, the experiences (ूचीित) regarding knowledge of Scriptures (शाs), Guru and
the self must be during one's own life.492 Raghun!tha was an incarnation of Bh&gu.
Datt!treya has recognised him as such493 and his worth was seen from his directions
given in a dream to Nira]jana. He had a brother named N!r!ya[a and a sister named
Ji%b!#. He ran away from home when there was a proposal for his marriage. His mother
felt much but the boy with many difficulties reached N!zik and impressed the people
there. A man named B!jir!o Balavant Phadke took him to his place and here
Raghun!tha learnt Dazagranthas and initiation from Mah!deva B!b! Yat#zvara was accepted. Even at this stage many miraculous things were seen by the people. In his
young age a young lady belonging to a rich class tried to attract him with all her wealth

492

493

ु
पहली पहावी शाूचीित। सरी ावी गूचीित।
े
ं िलहलीस॥
ितसरी त े आूचीित। उपर मथ
ाूचीितः ५.१२२.

ं
णाल भृग ु अस सबोधन।
तिर त े िमा न वद े जाण॥
े  यऊिन
े
े ॥
मज लाग ौीदाऽयन
किथयल
Ibid : ३.९४.
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and beauty and went away in disgust when Raghun!tha did not pay heed to her. He
used to have direct talk with the god Datt!treya and he could awake for all the twentyfour hours. Nira]jana in one of his Padas says that there is no object in the world which
can stand in comparison with the glory of the Guru. Even if we compare the Guru with
a precious stone that transforms iron into gold the comparison will apparently be inadequate for the Chint!ma[i cannot bestow his own form while the Guru is invariably
capable of doing so. If we call him a Kalpataru the celestial tree which fulfils all desires
there is the need of a desire of our own imagination while the Guru gives the thing beyond our comprehension.494
After receiving blessings from such a Guru Nira]jana went further towards Girnar
just to have the vision of Datt!treya. Raghun!tha gave him even the Dhy!na of
Datt!treya and with varied experiences at Dharampur, Surat, Baroda and even at
Girnar he reached his destination and there composed a poem. After circumambulation
of Girnar there remained only three days for the fulfilment of his vow. He lost much of
his consciousness in meditation. Moreover, there was a storm and heavy rain-fall on the
hill where the P!duk!s of Datt!treya were worshipped. Even in such a situation, he was
given food by some lady who came from an unknown place. At night he received garments of grace and during the next night in a dream he received the P!duk!s with a
golden line from Datt!treya.495 On the last day he injured himself by dashing his head
against a stone in despair as to why Datt!treya did not appear before him and came
only in a dream. But that happy moment was not far off. Datt!treya appeared in person
before him and asked him to keep with him P!duk!s and garments of grace (Pras!da
Vastras) and acquainted him with his omnipresent nature. No object could exist without his presence. Sometimes he manifests himself in different forms but in reality he is
without any fixed form or quality.496 Remembering this Nira]jana throughout his life
behaved as if he was a bodyless, though actually he possessed the body and performed
actions. In this respect he resembles Jan!rdana and Ekan!tha though he differs from
them when he acts like a mad man.
His literary career is equally great. Different opinions prevail about the exact number of his writings. His grand-son V!mana prepared a list as under: (1) Commentary on
J]!nezvari, (2) Commentary on Am&t!nubhava, (3) S!k;!tk!ra and Sv!tmaprac#ti with
some Padas, (4) Commentary on Bh!;ya of Za'kar!c!rya on G#ta, (5) Commentary on
Kenopanizad, (6) and on M![f%kya. Out of these the third and the fourth are in verse
while others are in prose. But to this list his younger brother Vizvan!tha adds the fol-

494

495
496

े तयाा जा नाह हो। पिरसाची उपमा दऊ
े ं जरी।
सचा
मिहमा वणू काई। उपमिस
ु
ु एसी परी॥१॥
े आपा
ं
तिर तो लोहा लागता ं सोन े करी। नकरव
ु
े े गु ठवा॥
े
कत उपम े लाग ावा। तिर तो कीलािस य े अनभवा।
अकित दतस
२॥
"These Paduk!s" says Shri Kolhatkar, "were seen by him but does not know their whereabouts now."

ु े दय बसन।
ू
भी सव र् ापकपण। अस े तझ
े
मज वगळा
िठकाण। नाह कोठे िरकाम॥७४॥
ु पिर अक्षयपण िनगण।
र्ु
े होत मी सगण।
क्षणक

माझ े सप जाण। िनराकार सव र् ही॥७५॥
साक्षाार : Ch. VI.
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lowing two: (1) Commentary on @tmabodha of Za'kar!c!rya in verse and (2) a prose
commentary on "Mah!v!kya" of Vidy!ra[ya though this is said to belong to Jagann!tha
(either his grandson or disciple) and corrected by Nira]jana. More works are added to
the list by the late Shri N!r!ya[a Kelkar who published a collection of poems of different poets on the subject of Bhakti and Param!rtha. Thus, (1) पिरोताान, (2) गधळी, (3)
े
कशवच
ैतकथात and (4) some stray Ov#s are ascribed to Nira]jana. Shri Kolhatkar has
ु
in the edition of his complete works. Among these works the
printed even ौीरघनाथचिरऽ
commentaries on J]!nezvar#, Za'kara-Bh!;ya on G#t! and M![f%kya are not available
as yet.
ु
About the origin of अमृतानभवपदबोिधनी
, J]!nadeva himself showed grace when re497
quested by Nira]jana. As could be seen from some Padas we see that all the works
had been lost (lit. burnt) and Datt!treya restored them as before.498 It is possible that the
works being lost or burnt, he might have dictated again as usual. Generally he dictated
them to his disciples when he received inspiration for writing. It is the usual practice of
devout authors to assign the authorship of their works either to their favourite gods or
Gurus. Nira]jana is not an exception to this rule though there are direct references to
miracles.499

Apart from his mystical utterances in ाूचीित and साक्षाार which are full of touches
of self-experience and the grace of the god we can also read his Abha'gas, Padas with
interest as they would appeal to our heart. Even his Hindi prayers show how he experienced joy due to his faith in God. He sometimes becomes critical when he complains
that there is chaos and injustice500 for a harlot (गिणका) lives happily while a chaste woman
like Draupad# suffers. The devotional touch is clearly seen with the complaint and in
this way all his whole literature is full of faith, devotion and knowledge.
His view of life is depicted in one of his Padas where he says that one must be faithful to self and to one's own duty (Sva-Dharma) and do actions without attachment. One
497

498

ु
र् ऐिकली असता ं ौीज्ञानर
े ातं यऊन
े आज्ञा किरत े झालज,े त ूं िनभयर् अनभवामृ
In the beginning he says “ ऐसी ूाथना
ता विर
ं होईल. ऐसा ूसाद झाला. ”
टीका करी, अथ  कन
ं साग
ु े आज्ञ े वनी बदल किवता। पद आिण मथा
ं कनीया॥
तझ
ु भरी॥
े झाले िव जळली किवता। रक्षा आली हाता ं मी
तथ
े रक्षा आता ं बाधानी
ं
तिच
पदर। सगावरी
आल ामी॥
ं
े ४॥
ं ण े धाऊनीया याव। मथ
ं ऊठवाव े जळाले त॥
िनरजन

ु
ं रघनाथाच
ं े मथ
ं : अभग
ं २५ pp. 30-31.
िनरजन

499

500

े े रािऽ ं  आले दाऽय॥
े
ं िदन सरोिनया ं गल।
ऐस े पाच
े
ं
ं अवलोकना ऊठ वग॥
णित िनरजना
खदे न करी मना। मथ
े पािहले। तव त े मथ
ं जाले पिहावाणी॥
जाग होवोिनया रक्षिस
ु प॥
े ४॥
ं ण े ध आजी झाल। आनदं पावल गकृ
िनरजन
ं : २८ : p. 31.
Ibid. अभग
े े दरबार बीचमो अदाधं
साहबक
ं दु ी भारी र।े
ु चढे ह सतन
े ृ
ं पर अफतारी र॥ध॥
जनर् तो ब ैकठ
गिणका दासी पास उतारी िौपदीको ःखदारी र।े
े
ाय नह इस दरबारोम हरजीकी अखारी र॥

Ibid. Pada. 38: p. 162.
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must catch hold of the feet of the master with full faith and with all determination of
achieving self-knowledge.501 The goal is final emancipation from where there is no return.502 In practical life one must remember God constantly and do one's duty sincerely
in the company of the good, leaving aside the bad. While doing so if wealth is acquired
it should be divided among all for happiness of all otherwise remain content with
whatever little is gained and enjoy a care-free life like that of an ascetic or a monk503. He
desires to lead such a care-free life504 and wishes no discrimination between pleasure
and pain. He has severely criticised the Sadhus, who cheat others in the name of religion.505 Yet his generosity is equally remarkable as he says that peaceful silence is the
only apt reply to critics and the wicked.506
He took Sany!sa in 1777 (Zaka era) and took Jala Sam!dhi in the same year on
Bh!drapada Zukla 11. His wife Bhagavat#b!# lived for many years after his death with
her four sons and perhaps even with grandsons.507

501
502
503
504

505
506

ु
ं रघनाथाच
ं े मथ
ं : Pada 24: p. 51.
Cf. िनरजन

े पलट नह आवजी
े : Ibid: p. 158.
Cf. एक बार िजस ग ैर गय े पर फर
ं , p. 163: Ibid: Pada 41.
Cf. िन. र. मथ

ू रोटी, फटी लगोटी
ं
सकी
, झाड़ाके तल बासा।
दौलत औरत क निह चािह सब ही झठू तमाशा॥
्
ं मन यही फकीरी सदा फफत िमल
िनरजन
रहना।
Ibid : p. 161 : Pada 35.
Cf. साक्षाार : Ch. II. 82 ff.

ं कराव े सााग
ं नमन।
अ ु बूकार च े जन। तयासी
ु घऊन।
ु वृि करावी॥
ु े आगी
े
आपल
श
ं अनभव

ाूचीित : Ch. I. 92.

and also regarding the critics he says:
ं ण े शाित
ं चा तो मऽ।
ं
िनरजन
े अपिवऽ आकळावा॥
तण

507

ु
ं रघनाथाच
ं े मथ
ं : P. 35
िनरजन

Geneology of Nira]jana is said to be as under:

ं m. भगवतीबाई
िनरजन

रामकृ 
वामन

िव ु

योिगराज

िवनाथ

दाऽय
ं
गगाधर

जगाथ

हिर

आाराम
m.
रमाबाई

काशीनाथ

ं
बाळभट

ं
गगा
m.

भागू
m.

तोरोिशराळकर

जोशी, िमरज कोापरु
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ं ू
रग
m.
िमरज

CHAPTER VI

N!r!ya[a Mah!r!ja J!lava[akar
(1807 A.D. – 1867 A.D.)
The mount Girnar has been a source of great solace to the devotees of Datt!treya.
Datt!treya is sure to meet them if a devotee goes there with full faith leaving off all the
worldly and bodily attachments. We have already seen in the life of Nira]jana
Raghun!tha how he got the vision of Datt!treya at Girnar. In the same way N!r!ya[a
Mah!r!ja of J!lava[a near Jhansi worshipped Datt!treya at the age of twenty and got
the vision. He was born on A;!xa K&;[a 5, Thursday, in 1729 (Zaka) i.e. 1807 A.D.508
His father who recited the Pur![as in the palace of the king had done 100 P!r!ya[as of
the BhaP and as a result of that N!r!ya[a was born to him to fulfil his father's desire to
have a son. His father was known as T!ty! Pur![i and was getting annuity of Rs. 800;
but N!r!ya[a from his very childhood, was not attached to worldly things. He used to
sit in a silent corner of the house and meditated with shut eyes. If asked about it he used
to say that he tried to see the God.509
He was married at the age of ten but he immediately ran away to Mathura. There
he stayed for four years with Govardhanab!b!, who was a very old Hawa-yog#.510 Here,
after sometime, a man from his village happened to come there on pilgrimage and seeing him told Govardhana all about his life and was taken to his house where he was
warmly received. A son was born to him within two years but both the mother and the
child died on the eighth day of the child's birth.511 Narayana then again went to
Mathura but was not quite satisfied with Hawa-yoga; so he was directed by Govardhana to go to Girnar and worship Datt!treya. He thus went to Girnar and fourteen days
passed without food or water meditating on Datt!treya for getting vision. Datt!treya
did not appear before him. He then decided to die and even climbed high hill to put an
end to his life. Datt!treya in the form of a Fakir appeared on the scene and caught his
hand and took him away in one of the caves where he gave him Darzana.512 Then he

508

Chitrav Shastri gives the period from 1806 A.D. to 1868 A.D. (i.e. 1728-1710 Zaka) while Shri Ketker
1793 A.D. to 1868. We have chosen 1807 A.D. to 1867 A.D. because he died at the age of sixty and
the day, Tithi, month and year happened to be the same as those at the time of birth. Moreover, it
ं , which is an authorative and organised
is confirmed by the biography published by सिूसारकमडल
unit of the followers of N!r!ya[a.

509

“ काय करतोस ? ” “ दवे पहातो ”

510

ं .
His age is shown to be of 350 years in the biography published by सिूसारकमडल

511

512

The marriage was, it is said, the result of his promise in his previous birth under the name
Hira[yagarbh!c!rya. Once Hira[yagarbh!c!rya, who was one of the four Siddhas staying at
Girnar, was wandering for his Bhik;! and a lady was attracted towards him. He refused to
marry in this life but promised to do so, when in the next birth, he would accept the householder's
life.

ु ! हे काय करतोस ? ” “ द भटत
ू दहाग
े नाह णन
े
The talk between the two is interesting: “ काय रे मला
किरतो.” “

ु ं कोठ दवे भटत
े
े
े द भटतो
े काय ? किलयगात
े असतात ? ” “ मग दहे ठवन
े ु तर उपयोग काय ? ” Cf. His सिक्षचिरऽ
ं
दहाग
कान
,
p. 2.
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was handed over to Nira]jana Yog#513 for his uplift and for four years he mastered many
things. Being free from ignorance he went out into the world to show light and path to
many who were in darkness and who had lost their way.
Like many great mystics he had also many miracles to his credit. The chief mystery
is that Datt!treya came to dine when he used to give him Naivedya and many heard his
foot-steps in the closed room where the dish was usually kept. Moreover, pieces of paper were changed into gold and the water pot into a pot filled with Ghee, and the wine
and flesh which were sent by the queen of Gwalior, B!yaj!b!# Sinde, to test him, were
also turned into milk and flowers respectively. These are some of the miraculous incidents of his life. He had also left behind him his powerful disciples many of whom were
of great vision and having the knowledge of Reality through his grace and guidance.
Moreover, he himself has written many books which guide and inspire persons desirous of liberation even at this date. They are as under: – (1) बोधसागर, (2) कै वसागर, (3)
ू र् र् and उराधर्, (8)
ज्ञानसागर, (4) िवज्ञानसागर, (5) आनसागर, (6) शािसागर, (7) कणासागर-पवाध
र् पचक
र्
े , (9) िचिमाला, (10) िनवाण
ं , (11) िसयोगाक, (12) परमाथदीिपका
ं
समािधतोपदश
, (13) अभगचािळशी
,
ु
ं योग. Over and above this list, there are collections of his पs, धावा
ं s, सिवचार
(14) अाग
s and
letters, many of which are published. Among his ससागरs, कणासागर is well-known for
its deep devotion expressed in a poetic way with great simplicity and grandeur.514 He
wrote this book in Banaras where daily he used to write twenty to thirty Ov#s in prayer
to the Lord. The total Ov#s thus formed are 17,672. In his letters his main stress is on
service to others, unity515 and self-satisfaction. He emulated the example of Yudhi;wir,
K&;[a and others whose lives taught us that we should always try to live the life as ordained by God and that we should ever remain contented.516 In Suvic!ram!l! the same
513

It is not known who this Nira]jana was. We have already gone through the life of Nira]jana
Raghun!tha who also met Datt!treya on Girnar. It is likely that Nira]jana might have stayed
at Girnar after his vision in 1734 (Zaka era). It is very likely if we take 1715 (Zaka) as birth
date given by Shri Ketkar that both meet in the same year and N!r!ya[a was given to Nira]jana
who was well-versed in the knowledge of Yoga before coming to Girnar. But this is only a conjecture. Any way the name of his Guru was Nira]jana a fact which is proved by his reference at the end
े
ं
ं मी॥ and in another भटे दईे नारायणा। ददवा
of his Abha'gas. e.g. ण नारायण ढ
दास णवीन सताचा
ु िनरजन।

ं
ं
ं
िनरगजना॥
– Quoted by पागारकर
, सतचिरऽमा
ला, p. 122.
514

Some examples:

ु े भरवशावरी।
ं
तझ
खरी खोटी बाजीिगरी।
ं
ं दयािनध॥
े
करोिन वागल ससार।
क्षमावता
पित असता ं िशरावरी। िभचार कम ूवत  नारी।
गभ र् रिहला जरी उदर। तरी आधार पित चा॥
To God who is not seen he says, supposing his idleness:
ु
े
े तजला
िक वा भा घर फार जिवला।
तण
आळस आला।

ु
ं िक वा नाश झाला। अनतं गणाचा।
साग
515

एकऽ रहा आिण परमाथ र् करा.

516

े
ठिवल
अनतं त ैसिच रहाव।े
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kind of courage and inspiration for higher life are stressed. He says that a man should
not be afraid of the opposites (Dvandvas) that are bound to come in the stream of
worldly life; and one should show one's own worth (Sattva) when a great cause arises
in the world.517
During his life-time he used to lecture on certain topics mainly religious, when
people attended in thousands as he was a good orator and his speech was fluent and
entertaining. Most of life he passed in tour all over India and he gave Diksa to many.
Once he stayed for twelve years in Dhaum!ra[ya for his own uplift completely aloof.
He had a disciple with him and it is said that he went on without food eating only the
juice of green leaves. He had a good many disciples in Bombay etc. He never classified
his devotees and imparted knowledge equally to all who were desirous of it, whether
they were male or female, rich or poor and Brahmin or non-Brahmin. Thus
N!r!ya[ab!b! of Ratnagiri and Sakh!r!mab!b! of Kaly![a in the Thana District attained the state of eternal peace. They also in turn directed their disciples to the blessed
path, which their Guru taught them, prominent among whom were Shri Tora[e, a military office-clerk in the secretariat of Bombay and Vi;[ubov! Brahmac!r#. N!n#yab!, the
wife of the Diwan of Dhar King and Raghun!tha, her second son, were in direct contact
with and enjoying the grace of N!r!ya[a who wrote them many letters.518 At present his
े
ं , जोगरी
literature is published by सिूसारकमडल
and his anniversary is celebrated at
Lashkar (Gwalior, Madhya Bharata) where his P!duk!s which were given to B!l!b!#,
one of his disciples are still preserved with great care, and at Bombay in the office of the
above-mentioned Ma[fal. The golden idol of Datt!treya519 which he used to keep with
him is installed at Banaras and the other idol is at Devas installed by Shri Jayar!ma one
of his disciples who got the same from his Guru. By the side of the idol the fork520 of the
Guru is seen carefully preserved.

िची असो ाव े समाधान।
517

ं
ससार
असता ं ूवाहपितत ािस ऽास ूं न को।
ू
ं महाूसग
ं पडता ं त ू स सोडू ं न को।
भलोकात
Like these we can quote further more as under:
जो कोणी भवःख सव र् िनरसी तो दवे सोडू ं न को।

कण  कठोर श पडती त ःख मान ूं न को।

ु ह न को।
कोणाच इितकृ  त ं न को, माझ तझ
ु कदा त धाम सोडू ं न को।
े मिन
जथे े जाउिन यतना

518
519

520

ं under a name महाराजाच
ं अल पऽ.
These letters are published by सिूसारकमडल
This idol, 50 Tolas in weight, was given with many other things by the King of Devas, who had
given him a great honour by practising P%j! and Abhi;eka of the golden coins (Mohars).
He used to put on many things over his body and kept िचमटा in his right hand while in his left hand he
ं
took a chain of different metals at different times. Cf. His सिक्षचिरऽ
p. 7.
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CHAPTER VII

Dattan!tha Ujjan#kar
(1713 A.D. – 1849 A.D.)
When the Mar!w! rule prevailed in northern India Maharashtrian Saints did the
work there and the name of Dattan!tha Ujjan#kar is one of the most prominent among
them. In Santa-M!lik!, B!lk&;[a R!j%rkar considers him as great devotee and an
Avadh%ta.521 His father had no child. So both N!r!ya[a and Lak;m#ba# his parents, took
a vow that if they would get a son they would hand him over to Anantan!tha who was
a saint of N!th-Cult at R!k;asabhuvan. Dattan!tha was eventually born in 1713 A.D.
The parents fulfilled the vow and after his thread-ceremony at the age of six he was
dedicated to Anantan!th. It is but natural that parents, who remain faithful to their
promises generally get children who do something for the good of the self as well as of
society. Dattan!tha, under the guidance of Anantan!th learnt not only Yoga in which he
became proficient but also astrology and other sciences. He practised celibacy upto the
age of 24; and afterwards he married according to the instructions of the Guru. He had
two brothers younger than he, who were also dedicated to Anantan!th by the parents
but were given back by the former to be reared as wards.
Dattan!tha narrates the spiritual lineage as under: –
ं -िनबराज
ं
दाऽये-गोपाळबाबा-नागनाथ-िचदबर
-नरहिर-जनादनर्-एकनाथ-दभाऊ522 while in foot-notes523 adds to
ु
ं
the list the names of सिदानदबाबा
-अतोबादादा
राक्षसभवनकर
and tells that he is the disciple of
ं
अंतोबादादा. So Dattabh!% is someone else quite different from Datta-N!r!ya[a as is clear
from the foot-note. Another lineage524 also written by himself adds the name of Giridhar
after Narahari and the name N!gan!tha is found in brackets against the name Vef! Jagann!tha. In the same way Saccid!nandab!b! is addressed as Kezava. The long list
throws light on many personalities among whom some were known as prominent wor521

ु परमभ।
ू सोरटी बवा
आिण दाऽये बाबा अबधत।

ु राहती सतं अनक
े उन॥
हे आिद करािन ूकट ग।

quoted in म. क. च. ६. p. 223.
522

नमािम दगोपालं गागनाथ ं िचदरम।्

्
े ्
िनराजिमित ात ं पात नरहिर
 रत॥
र् ्
एकनाथ ं महाूाज्ञ ं तथा पिरजनादनम।
ु र् ्
ौीदसु व े पररानवणनम॥

523

ु
ं े बध
ं ु सिदानदबाबा
ं
ं े पऽु अतोबादादा
दाऽये-गोपालबाबा-नागनाथ-िनराज-नरहिर-जनादनर्-एकनाथ-दभाउ, ाच
, ाच
राक्षसभवनकर
ं
े द नारायणास।
ा ं उपदश

524

ं अनत
दपरपरा
ं सोयरा। जोडील िनधारर् माय बाप॥ १

र् २
े जगाथ िनबराज
ं
वडा
नरहिर। ूा िगिरधारी जनादन॥
े एकनाथ िवनटला पाय। दभाऊ तो ही दवर ही॥ ३
तथ

ु
े
ं द मट राहत राक्षसभवन॥
भाऊ दनाथ कशव
अनत।
४

ु
े जाहा॥ ५
ं वदी दनारायण। दगचरण
परपरा
भटी
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shippers of Datt!treya. Besides the name of Jan!rdana and Ekan!tha, Cidambara and
Nimbar!ja are also referred to with respect. After the Sam!dhi of his Guru Anantan!tha
in 1768 A.D. he went on tour all over India and came to Ujjain where he came in touch
with Mah!dji Shinde who was a very brave Mar!w! soldier and the politician of the
time. Shinde is known for his battles and victories in the north and he did much for the
Mar!w! power. He was much influenced by the Dattan!tha and always used to ask
him for an auspicious day to start for battle, as Dattan!tha was very efficient in that science also. Once he even took him to battlefield. Dattan!tha had a commanding personality and no one dared to look at him. Shinde recognised his worth and even built for
him a Mawa at Ujjain as Dattan!tha grew old. After passing sometime in Ujjain Dattan!tha went on a pilgrimage reciting Padas composed by Marathi saints and poets and
often sung his own poems. Shinde and he met once more at Mathura where the former
had been for a fight. Mukt!b!#, the daughter of Dattan!tha, was married to R!macandra
Pant, the personal secretary to Shinde. Dattan!tha influenced Shinde to write Padas
even.525
At the fag-end of his life he stayed at Ujjain where he wrote many books on Yoga
which are still unpublished and are lying in a Mawa at Ujjain. He passed away on Azvin Zukla 9 in 1771 (Zaka) i.e. 1849 A.D. He is one of very few saints in the Datt!treya
Samprad!ya, who had a long life of more than hundred years. His Sam!dhi is seen near
the Mawa at Ujjain and he had four principal disciples among whom the names of
Narhari Mah#pati, @tm!r!ma Shastri and Shivadatta are well-known.

525

Here also he met Sahirob! Ambiye, a Mar!w! saint and poet who was also on tour like Dattan!tha.
Though Shinde not directly benefited, learnt much from the conversation of these two saints.
Both proceeded to Ujjain it seems, and stayed together though Sahirob! later on miraculously disappeared from Ujjain.
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CHAPTER VIII

M![ikaprabhu
(1817 A.D. – 1865 A.D.)
M![ikaprabhu had many contemporaries. The followers and the disciples of each
saint consider them as different Avat!rs of Datt!treya. Zr# Bakaprabhu526 was famous
among the Li'g!yatas while Zr# @lamprabhu was famous among Yavanas and who
completed his mission in about 1819 A.D.527 Both these saints were considered promulgators of this school and were respected as incarnations of Datt!treya. After these two,
M![ikaprabhu is the third name. Moreover, the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq, whose birth-date is
now known, lived and even met M![ikaprabhu when his penance shone in a lustrous
and luxurious way, while the former continued to live for some thirteen years after the
latter, burning the powerful lamp of the worship of Datt!treya. Both these saints are
also considered as incarnations of Datt!treya by their followers and given fourth rank.
In this position it is rather difficult to assign rank to saints like these! They never cared
for fame. No doubt, fame, inspite of their dislike for it, came to them and even after
their departure, has clung to their names! The saints who were contemporary always
considered the worth of one another and never talked of their own greatness. They
were born for a particular mission and they did their duty without any attachment. To
the needy, they gave things they desired while to others who had the mission to fulfil in
one way or the other, they gave their good wishes and even, respect; for they always
thought in terms of divine power that worked in their actions. Gandhij# and Rama[a
Maharshi of Aru[!chal are living examples of the same. In the same way Bakaprabhu,
@lamprabhu, M![ikaprabhu, Sw!m# of Akkalkoq, though a contemporary had some
work assigned to them and they did it without coming into conflict with anybody. We
have already observed, while examining the life and work of Shri-P!da-Vallabha and
N&sinhasarasvat# that they along with their other activities, tried to enhance the power
of great Yog#s, on the path of final emancipation and guide them, if necessary. The lives
of both M![ikaprabhu and the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq reveal at every step the truth of the
above-mentioned mission in the life of a saint about whom we shall see in the following
pages : –
M![ikaprabhu was born on M!rgaz#r;a Zukla 14 in 1739 (Zaka era) i.e. 1817 A.D. at
L!favant#.528 Before his birth his father, Manoharn!yaka Hara/kufe, a Vatsa-gotr#
Dezastha *gved#, well-versed in Yoga and other scriptures, had one son, who was nonattached from the very beginning of his life. Afterwards, his father left the high post of
the Nizam at Kaly![a and with his wife Bay!dev# started the P!r!ya[a of Guru Caritra
with rigid observance of the rules of worship for sixteen continuous years. Afterwards,
Datt!treya, in a dream gave him Darzana which showed three heads and six hands and

526

मािणिवजय : P. II P. 263 (44.22 ff) described his meeting with Bakaprabhu for certain purpose.

527

ु
ं े चिरऽ, सोलापरकर
दावतािरक मािणकूभ ु याच
P. 4

528

Shri Phadke gives 1743 (Zaka Era) as his birth year. Cf. द. म.ु P. 171. But here the above date is accepted
on the evidence of the publication of the institution at M![ikanagar.
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asked him to choose a boon. Both, like Atri and Anas%y!, preferred to have a son like
him to anything else. Thus the birth of M![ikaprabhu came into existence in the world.
His father left this world after ten years after getting birth to one more son after him.
The elder and the younger brothers of M![ikaprabhu are known as D!d!s!heb and
T!ty!s!heb respectively among his followers.529
From the very childhood he was known for his worth in Yoga and the result followed automatically. Thus Bay!dev# was enraptured like Yazod!, when on Thursdays,
people flocked together to have something from the child. It, thus gave birth to another
miracle that M![ikaprabhu learnt without any guidance, many languages like
Kanarese, Urdu, Persian, Sanskrit, Marathi and even wrote Padas and such other poems. He never went to a school nor was he instructed by any Guru. On the contrary, he
wandered here and there, for which his maternal uncle scolded him and he had to go
out for some time. He at times did just the contrary to the rules of society as for example
once he put all his clothes with his shoes on the head of Maruti. Such and many other
things are attributed to him both before and after his settlement at M![ikanagar, some
40 miles away from Gulbarga on the Central Railway mainline.
His settlement at M![ikanagar, has a history behind it. Once a certain Brahmin
started with his family for Darza[a of M![ikaprabhu. On his way, near Huma[!b!d,
there was a temple where they all sat to rest, without knowing that it was meeting place
of thieves. The party, when caught into the hands of the rouges, cried aloud for help
calling, M![ikaprabhu to their help.530 Soon a miracle happened and the thieves saw a
great Yog#, with all kinds of jewels on his body standing on the threshold of the temple
and thought it better to go to him than to have a little loot from the poor party. As soon
as they reached him − and some could not even reach − their bodies stopped working.
All realised their folly and came to their senses. M![ikaprabhu, thus stayed there and
the forest was turned into a town531 where people saw both renunciation and enjoyment
− renunciation on the part of M![ikaprabhu and enjoyment for them − at the same
place. He never ate rich food, prepared for the Bhaktas, who came there in thousands
on certain occasions but always lived on M!dhukar# food brought by his disciples, begging from house-to-house. Sometimes he himself went for begging in that way. Thus
the people could see the worthy example of a rich beggar with all his royal pomp and
humble personality. Even at first sight one would be full of respect for him as soon as
his white complexion, his hands reaching upto the knees and his bright serene face
were seen. We not only see in him perfect knowledge of saints but also luxurious
worldly life of a great monarch, giving away all his luxuries with free-hand without any
attachment and care.
529

These three are invoked as Brahm!, Vi;[u and Maheza −
ु
ू ु निसहो
र्
ं
ृ ं वाससशानमदमजः।
Cf. ॄाशतोऽभदनजो

ु रनाो दाशजात
र् मािणकयिवजय 6.56
े र्
ं भिम
ं
सवाथमा
तवावतीणः॥
530

Cf. One of his prayers:

र् ज ैसा।
सदा चबवाकासी मातण्ड
ं
उडी घािलतो सकट
ामी त ैसा॥

531

The Sth!na-M!h!tmya is published under the title Nitya-y!tr!-Vidhi with a Marathi translation of the
original Sanskrit verses, which speak of the auspiciousness of the various places near the vicinity.
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In the same way, his life gives us another contradictory example, and that is seen in
his unbroken celibacy even amidst women and wealth. He never associated with ladies
ं
in loneliness, yet a woman like का
reached the highest point and become
Mah!yogin# under his guidance. Many others worshipped him and were blessed. He
showed to the world that even ladies could, with proper directions, attain to the height
of the Absolute, if the director is careful about his own self.
Similarly, he could mix with the Mohamedans and with other non-Hindus for he
always took equal care of all. If some of them went on wrong lines, he had the power to
check them and he put all things right. Thus, like N&sinhasarasvat# he influenced both
the Hindus and the Mohmedans alike. Moreover, owing to his belief of similarity in all
ways towards God, he attracted many others towards him. Thus the founder of Shikhism, has considered him as the fourth incarnation of Datt!treya and Colonel Alkot,
founder of Theosophy prepared a life-sketch of M![ikaprabhu for his journal while
Basaveshvar, the founder of Lingayat sect foretold that he (M![ikaprabhu) would create M![ikanagar after being born in the world for the good of the people.532 His wisdom
and foresight in handling different kinds of people under one banner must really be
very great. This is seen in his instruction given at the time of his Sam!dhi. The whole
incident was kept a secret; even though he took Sam!dhi on M!rgaz#r;! zukla 11, it was
not announced, for four days! This served two purposes; namely, it avoided clash
among different kinds of disciples and it allowed the people to enjoy celebrations of
Datta Jayant# without marring the joy, which would have been upset at the news of his
passing away.
As has already been referred to above his mission included the task of enhancing
the power of Siddhas and others533 who were along the path of liberation.
े े
ृ , सदाचार, वदरी
Ha<sar!jasw!m#, the author of वावित
and many other books, was given
many sittings in private solitude. In the same way the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq also met him.
His connection with Siddhas dated from his very young age. When he was asleep a certain Siddha used to come daily at midnight with a hundred fresh lotuses and called
M![ika, in a slow and serene voice to wake up for the sake of the world, to uplift people in various ways. This Siddha with the unknown origin turned up daily, brought
with him fresh lotuses and called out even though the doors of the house were shut.534
His connection with @lamprabhu,535 his meeting with many Siddhas headed with by
Reva[asiddha, Basava, Sur!j! Sad!nanda, for whose sake he himself went out at midnight hours,536 and his mysterious disappearance for some days with a certain Siddha
when he had been to P!]c!lezvara537 are very well-known in his life. Often his meeting

532

As quoted by Shri Phadke द. म.ु p. 170.

533

ु
For details regarding his principal disciples please refer to ौीमािणकूभचिरऽ
, by Kulkarni pp. 253 ff.

534

मािणिवजय : 6.32 ff (p. 40-41)

535

मािणिवजयः-अ॰ 6.43 ff. (p. 41)

536

मािणिवजयः-अ॰ 10.12 ff. (p. 70) ff.

537

मािणिवजयः-अ॰ 18.39 ff. (p. 131) ff.
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with Siddhas lasted for days together in privacy and they never came out of the place
where they sat. During that time nobody knew what went on inside and what they did
and how they lived without food, water and other daily necessities of life and body.538
But inspite of all his great power of Yoga, he respected the great deserving leaders
of his time. The description of the grand reception accorded by him to Sa'kar!c!rya of
Z&'ger# and the various functions and celebrations arranged in his honour at that time
when the strings of his purse were kept wide open, certainly fills our hearts with awe
and admiration.539 It speaks volumes about the powers of Yoga; but besides that we also
realise the humble nature of the great saint who gave honour to the man who carried on
the work of the great Sa'kar!c!rya. It is said that he went on foot with closed hands
tied with handkerchief, to receive the honourable guest from some distance when the
latter was in a palanquin but when he knew that the @c!rya was out of it and was coming on foot he went on prostrating with all his eight limbs (S!;t!'ga). It was a rare combination of humility and grandeur. Even his Birud!vali540 was discontinued at that time.
In fact his whole life passed in such activity as of joining hands of the so-called opposites. His conception of honour to be given to all ways and means meant for reaching
the final goal (Sakalamatasthapana) and his attitude of seeing no difference between
activity (Prav&tti) and renunciation (Niv&tti) gave him the proper place even in the same
century, when both the ideas were deeply rooted in the hearts of the people.
He observed both these principles in his life successfully and taught them to his followers. He stressed the point that there should be no opposition to anybody during the
discharge of duty.541
After him his followers Manohara M![#kaprabhu, M!rt![fa M![#kaprabhu,
Za'kara M![#kaprabhu and @pp!s!heb carried on his work. The Up!san! became trifold: The idea, that 'Atman is independent' formed the @dhy!tmika Up!san! regarding
the highest Brahman. It is the @dhidaivika way of worshipping the fourth incarnation
of Datt!treya keeping in view the form of Datt!treya who is working with his Energy
(Zakti) not different from him. The last @dhibhautika way of worshipping the Guru in
the form of M![#kaprabhu while taking part in the celebrations is attached to the organisation at M![#kanagar. The goal is final liberation, coming in the most natural way
by means of high-thinking about the right type of knowledge.542
538

Once he himself had a Sam!dh# for one year in one cave, specially prepared and had a great function
at its end from his devotees.

539

ु
ं े चिरऽ By सोलापरकर
For detail cf. दावतािरक मािणकूभ ु याच

540

ु
र्
र्
His Birud!vali is as under : “ भकायकिम
ौीमिाजािवराज योिगराज महाराज िऽभवनान
अैत अभदे
ु गु सावभौम
र्ु िनरालब
ू र् सदोिदत सकलमतािपत ौीसु मािणकूभ ू महाराजकी जय ”
ं िनगण
ं पिरपण
िनरजन

It is astonishing that this Birud!vali does not refer to him as the fourth incarnation of Datt!treya, the
epithet that is always attached now.
541

ु
र् ु सकलमताच
ं े वदा।
ं
ौितधमरक्षिन

ु
र्  आा, न को कणाची
ं
सवातिर
िनदा॥

- Quoted by C. N. Joshi मराठी वाय p. 342.
542

Cf. मािणिवजयः, 44.23 ff. (p. 286)
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M![#kaprabhu has written a book called Kalpataru which contains the knowledge
ं े
given by him to his younger brother N&sinhar!o. Moreover, many Padas, Artis, सातवाराच
ु ं
भजन, हनमतज
, मारी माहा etc., are ascribed to him. The subject of Gopi-K&;[a is interwoven in many of his Padas with exquisite touch of sentiments and depth. He took
Sam!dhi in a special room at M![#kanagar in 1865 A.D. at the age of 48. The devotees,
still, experience his divine grace at that place and the same has become a place of pilgrimage, where people come for the fullfilment for their cherished desires.

े
मतमतवा
िम मािण महानः।

्
र् ु े दवाचनािदकम॥
े े र्
तमानसारण

ु र् र्
ं मािण ं मनसा रन।्
कयावमताभी

र्
न िविनात ं किाार ु सवतः॥

ु र् ूं ूीितपवकम।
ू र् ्
जया ं ूभवय
ु
र्
कायकममकवत
सनाग यथोिचतम॥्
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CHAPTER IX

Sw!m# of Akkalkoq
(? –1878 A.D.)
The three highest gods Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva are combined in the form of
Datt!treya. Naturally, their Zaktis, being highly chaste women follow their husbands
and shower their favour on their devotees. Thus the grace of the goddess Sarasvat#, as
regards knowledge is fully showered by her as soon as a call is heard from the Guru.
Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhara, D!sopanta, Nira]jana, V!sudev!nanda and others wrote many
inspiring works for aspirants who were desirous of liberation (Mumuk;u). In the same
way, the goddess of wealth always remained at hand whenever necessary, and we see
the inexhaustible mines of wealth thrown open for advancement of Bhaktas towards
their spiritual goal. The life of M![#kaprabhu is an instance to point. The same is the
case with Annap%r[! the highest manifestation of goddess P!rvat# in the role of mother
of universe (Um!), and thousands of devotees share the sacred food – the divine grace –
without knowing from where it comes and how it is managed. This kind of grace is
clearly seen in the lives of all great saints of this school. The prominence of the three
gods varies according to the need of time and place, yet all the three remain together.
Just like the grace of the goddesses of all the principal deities, we often see that the
characteristic features of one or the other of the three gods are more prominently observed in the life of these saints. D!sopanta went on writing without caring for anything. His life was otherwise self-satisfied and introspective and he spent his whole life
in service of the goddess of learning producing many literary works on various topics.
M![#kaprabhu was as if the Lord of the goddess Lak;m#, while the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq
like the lord Ziva, always enjoyed the pleasure of ecstacy, without caring for the other
two deities, though his knowledge and his power could do wonders in the world. In
N&sinhasarasvat#, the Paramaha<sa aspect of Datt!treya is manifested while in the
Sw!m# of Akkalkoq his child-like (B!la), and mad-like (Unmatta) aspects are visible.
We really experience such an eccentric behaviour from the very beginning. Much
ink has been poured to find some kind of meaning from his stray sentences uttered at
times at the time of questions put to him directly regarding his name, place and other
details about his origin. Three theories are evolved out of many biographies of the
Sw!m# regarding the origin. Shri Rao Saheb Mulekai543 has put forward the story of a
wood-cutter who destroyed one of the ant-hills injuring the Sw!m#'s thigh. Sw!m#-suta
Haribh!u takes his birth on Caitra Zukla544 at Chel#khef# near Hastinapur545 while according to the third view he was an incarnation of N&sinhasarasvat#, who appeared after 400 years of penance in Kardal#vana. The reasons for this view seem to be as follows.
Firstly, he uttered some time that his name was N&sinhabh!na and that he was born 450
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As quoted by Shri Phadke द. म.ु p. 189-90.

544

Even in this days this day is celebrated at Bombay.

545

र् ू झाला. ”
े
ृ ं
“ माझ े नावं निसहभान
आह.े आमचा ज साडचारश
वषापव
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years ago.546 Secondly, at some other time he uttered that from Kardal#vana (Him!laya)
he moved on to Calcutta and had the vision of goddess K!l# after which he went to the
bank of the Ganges, Haridv!r and Ked!rezvara. Afterwards he came to the bank of the
God!var# river and after seeing many places like Pa[xarpur, Ma'galvexe, Begampur, Mohala and Solapur, finally settled at Akkalkoq.547 Thirdly, at times he gave out his
caste as a Brahmin belonging to Yajurveda branch while his Gotra was Kazyapa. Moreover he gave out his name as N&sinhabh!na as before, besides giving his R!zi as M#na.548
Fourthly, once he described himself as an originator, having his bed on the leaf of banyan tree while his place at that time was known as Dattanagar.549 The first is said to
have been said to a certain P%j!r# of Ga[ag!pur,550 the second to a certain P!rs# gentleman, third to Shri Karve, a devotee and the fourth to a wine-merchant. The third and
fourth are combined by V!mana551 who has described the early life of the Sw!m# at
Kardal#vana and at other places which were visited by him afterwards. Shri Phadke has
noted this fact in the life of N&sinhasarasvat#. He considers both N&sinhabh!na and
N&sinhasarasvat# as the same personality and thus confirms the theory. M!dhava Shastri in his work, which is written in Sanskrit takes the same view, that N&sinhasarasvat#
after disappearing from G!'g!pur declaring his desire to go to Kardal#vana again appeared after hundreds of years leaving his penance for the sake of his devotees.44
Once while in the house of one of his early devotees Citopanta Tola, he instantaneously broke out loudly with a L!va'#, which belonged to old songs, Shri Tola asked him
whether he was a householder in his early life and if so, what was his caste and who
were his parents. The reply came with a laugh that he was an out-caste (C!mbh!r) and
his parents belonged to the caste Mah!r.552 Moreover, his talks led his devotees to infer
that he was distributing Ghee in the sacrifice performed at Gurlahosur by Cidambara
D#k;it.553 Owing to such conflicting accounts it is difficult to ascertain the origin of the
Sw!m#. But one thing is certain that after his appearance he travelled much, about
which our knowledge is next to nothing. Much information is available about his appearance at Ma'galvexe in 1838 A.D., his departure from it in 1850 A.D.554 and his final settlement at Akkalkoq in 1857 A.D.555 During this period he was known under dif-
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Cf. द. म.ु p. 188.

547

ु  ॄाण, आमच नावं निसहभान
ृ ं
आी यजवदी
, काँयपगोऽ, आमची मीन राशी.

548

ु वडाच झाड दनगर ”.
ू पष
“ मल

549

ु  , p. 6.
ौीामी समथ र् चिरऽ by राजा कलकर

550

ु
ु  ॄाण। आमच नाम निसहभान।
ृ ं
Cf. ौीगलीलामृ
त, Ch. viii: “ आी यजवदी

ु बटवृक्षान। दनगर िनवासी हो॥ ”
ू पष
मल
551

Cf. द. म.ु p. 191.
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ferent names as Ca]calabh!rat# at R!jp%r556, Digambarab!b! or Govindabuv! at
Ma'galvexe557 and was later on known either as Sw!m# of Akkalkoq or Shri Sw!m#
Samartha. The last is even now accepted by his devotees in view of his final stay at Akkalkoq and his ability to do anything like Shri Samartha R!mad!sa.558 It is worth noting
here that though he himself has mentioned his name as N&sinhabh!na, nobody called
him so either during his life time or after his Sam!dhi.
Just as his statements regarding his name and caste are varied and are made in the
state of ecstacy, his behaviour and daily actions often appeared to be strange transgressing the bounds of decency. But from his utterances as well as from his strange behaviour the devotee could get solution of his problems in life. He has never uttered any
word on any occasion from which we can clearly understand his mind.559 His statements were very vague often baffling his devotees. Nobody is reported to have said to
him that he behaved against the rules of society. Everybody respected him as a saint,
unfathomable in behaviour, though some critics at first called him mad and considered
him a S!dhu, enjoying fine dishes at the cost of public money. Later on these people
stopped criticism and respected him when they saw him eating chillies and showering
equal grace on all people.
Let us now describe some of the miracles ascribed to him. A reader of his biography, might find that the life of the Sw!m#, was full of miracles only and only those people who were desirous of worldly happiness gathered about him in thousands while
none went to him for spiritual progress. The up-to-date record of his life, after his appearance at Ma'galvexe, is preserved with care and devotion. No saint of this school
of thought has a more wonderful record of his deeds. Each utterance of the Sw!m# was
regarded as containing some secret meaning or a reference to certain incidents in future.560 Thus the devotees with full faith preserved his speeches and biography and got
their desires fulfilled. Sw!m# Shiv!nandji gives us an excellent idea of the Sw!m# of
Akkalkoq when he remarks that: "these sages were absolutely free from selfish desires,
that they simply witted at times to do good to humanity and everything came to pass
instantaneously".561 It is true that miracles ascribed to saints are never the products of
their studied efforts. The result follows the words automatically. In this sense a saint
differs from a juggler who performs magic with a selfish motive. Moreover, the action is
only an illusion created by him while in the case of a saint it is not so. Moreover, the
case of the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq is somewhat peculiar in the sense that he always ex-
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Cf. द. म.ु p. 190.
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ु
Cf. मयगीन
चिरऽकोश, p. 1.
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र्
ौीामीसमथचिरऽकोश
p. 2 ff. Shri Kurlekar, even compares the lives of both R!mad!sa and Sw!m#, who
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had the prefixed-title Shri Samarth.
It is said that one mad goldsmith woman understood to some extent his utterings and interpreted at
times as soon as the Sw!m# uttered them e.g. मूल पुरुष वटवृक्ष दत्तनगर was interpreted by her like this:
“ वटपऽशयनीं मूलपुरुष दत्ताऽेयरूपानें अवतरले आहे त.”
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Cf. His utterings and actions regarding the famous War of Independance in 1857 A. D. and similar
events.
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As quoted by Shri Kurlekar, p. 23 from "Meditation and Philosophy".
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pressed his grace indirectly and showed it with a peculiar action without context, its
meaning was understood long after the incident had happened.
This does not mean that Sw!m# showed grace to the wicked for their wickedness
and never discriminated between the right and the wrong. He might have behaved like
a mad man but his wisdom was never lost. He used to abuse the idle and the wicked.562
To a bogus S!dhu his anger was greater than that to others.563 Not only did he chide
such persons but also scolded hasty people and reminded them of the proverb – 'Haste
is Waste'. The absence of his grace to V!sudeva Balvant Phadke, one of the greatest
revolutionists of the time, to Malh!rar!v, the Gaekwar of Baroda, who tried to tempt
him with money and to many who approached him with bad motives is well-known in
his life. His life has, no doubt, inspired and led many disciples on the path of liberation,
including N&sinhabh!rati of @land#, Th!kord!sabuv!, @b!j#buv!, Sit!ram! Maharaj,
Sw!m# Suta, B!b! Sabnis, Saiyyada, B!lapp!, Col!ppa. His worth was recognised even
by M![ikaprabhu, who handed over B!b! Sabnis one of his disciples from Akkalkoq to
him with words: "This is your Guru from this moment".564 Even Shri Sabnis knew his
spiritual strength, when he informed him about his mother's illness whom he had left in
that condition at Akkalkoq. Thus the miracle ascribed to him appear to have some significant purpose. The Sw!m# always emphatically told persons coming to him for
worldly objects, that those who were interested in the pleasures of the world would ultimately find disatisfaction, defeat and disgrace. He used to say that it was that person
alone who forgot himself in serving the feet of the Master and performed with full faith
his worldly duties got the victory, fulfilment and grace of the saints. A man is thus led
along the path of liberation.
The above-mentioned view about the miracles ascribed to the Sw!m# is clearly observed in his prescriptions for various diseases which were often incurable. The very
nature of the prescription tested the faith of the devotee. To a patient of leprosy he prescribed a charcoal as in the case of Th!kurad!sabov! of Bombay; and to some others he
prescribed excretion. Thus medicines varied with the faith of the patients from the juice
of a lemon to the trifling action of putting a hand bitten by a scorpion inside a shoe.
The highly spiritual life of the Sw!m# was clearly observed in his daily routine. He
did each and every work only when he had a mind to do it. None could compel him to
do anything. This kind of free behaviour is peculiar to Datt!treya who is described to
have his fifth Azrama, different from the ordinary four Azramas. There the result follows even without the cause and Yadu found him healthy even in the absence of food.
The Sw!m# in the same way behaved care-free like Datt!treya without even being conscious of its effect though that produced the most lasting result. Such contradictory actions on his part, at times proved his connection with Datt!treya. Moreover, the devotees connected with the place sacred to Datt!treya, such as G![ag!pur, Narasob!-w!di
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etc., got the mysterious call from their deity to go to the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq for their
need and they were satisfied with what they experienced at Akkalkoq.565
Although he was an ardent devotee of Datt!treya he emphatically told his devotees
that all deities were equal in devotion. At times he is said to have given experience to
devotees of either Malh!r# or Viwob! as they wished him to be and in the manner they
worshipped them. In the same way the story of Jan!b!#, who was a staunch devotee of
Viwob! at Panxarpur stresses the point in a different way that Viwob! is not only
form of God who is present everywhere and one should worship him as the omnipresent and omnipotent God.566 Jan!b!# was a follower of the V!rakar# school, and visited
Panxarpur every year. Once it so happened that she was not sure of her visit owing to
heavy rains. She went to the Sw!m# for guidance and was told that Viwob! was everywhere. She was satisfied with the Sw!m#'s instructions and experienced the same kind
of joy at Akkalkoq which she used to experience at Panxarpur.
Again the Sw!m# very often declared that there was no difference between man
and woman. Once R!dh! a beautiful and proud harlot of that time was employed by
some to test the Sw!m# and was asked by him whether there was any difference between him and her. R!dh! replied that in her eyes the breasts of a woman manifested
the difference between woman from man. The Sw!m# retorted in his usual way that her
breasts should be given away to a Brahmin instead of showing them to him for test.567
After her departure R!dh! found that the breasts were absent from her body; and from
this she learnt a lesson and began to worship God. The Sw!m# changed the life along
with the change of sex.568 Many such instances are found in the life of the Sw!m#.
In short, the Sw!m# laid emphasis on the purity of mind. He loved all equally even
creatures like cow and dog. Shri Phadke refers to this equality and considers it a special
feature of the Sw!m#'s life. But the Sw!m# had his own peculiar way, which was beyond
the comprehension of ordinary people. The most prominent feature of the Sw!m#'s life
was his regard for his Guru. This is quite evident even from the prominence given by
him in verses praising his Guru in his daily prayer at night quoted elsewhere (Ch. 1)
and also from his instructions569 to B!lapp! who was ashamed of doing certain work of
the Sw!m#. Guru-worship which is considered the most important item in this school of
Datt!treya-worship is stressed here also; and that is practised even today.
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The most famous example is that of Th!kurad!sabov! of Bombay. He desired to worship Datt!treya
with musk and was in the meanwhile, directed to go to Akkalkoq. Forgetting to offer musk to his god
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he at once ran to Akkalkoq; and there the Sw!m# at once demanded musk with words " – हमारी करी
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Such a personality, most remarkable both from physical570 and spiritual points of
view, passed away on 30th April, 1878 A.D. (i.e. 1800 Zaka era Caitra K&;[a 12). The
devotees of Datt!treya even now go to worship the Sam!dhi built on the spot. Besides
this the Mawa of B!lapp!, whom the Sw!m#, gave many things over and above his
P!duk!s at the time of his departure is also a happy memorial of the Sw!m#. In Bombay
and Baroda there are places, sacred to the Sw!m#, though they are now limited in their
sphere and work. The Sw!m# himself has written nothing yet his whole life inspired
many works in this school at a time when people were led astray in the wrong direction. There was a serious lack of purity of mind in the character of the people. The
Sw!m# therefore stressed it very strongly. While residing both at Akkala (Buddhi) and
at Koq (@vara[a) as a mere witness of both he removed ignorance and showed a clear
vision of the reality beyond all things,571 and that is his great work indeed.
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Both V!mana and Bh!gvat have described his gigantic personality having lustrous light on the forehead and his hands reaching upto knees.
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cf. Shri Gurul#l!m&ta ch. XX 61-70. :
ु
ं साक्षी ामी।
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CHAPTER X

V!sudev!nandasarasvat# and Ga[fa Mah!r!j!
(1854 A.D. – 1914 A.D.)
(i) V!sudev!nandasarasvat#
"A man should remain satisfied with the performance of his own mission in life
through the worship of Sagu[a God without which there would be no realisation of
Brahman. Just as a king has great regard for his laws and coins, God has, in the same
way, high respect for his Sagu[a form and for the scriptures. It is true that the coins do
not mean a king but without them there will be practical difficulty for a king though it
is equally true that there will be no importance of coins without a king. A king is satisfied if his laws are respected. In the same way God is pleased if human beings obey the
rules of the scriptures. For this reason a man should worship the Sagu[a form of God
obeying the rules prescribed by the scriptures and should thus lead life towards higher
values of life572."
The above-mentioned quotation is from the pen of a saint who commands great respect from all sections of society. At the time of Shrip!davallabha and N&sinhasarasvat#
people attached great importance to ceremonials. But in course of time ceremonials lost
their significance. V!sudev!nandasarasvat# also saw that the people in general talked of
the highest knowledge without understanding the A. B. C. of it. In the same way, they
performed daily as well as ceremonial functions without knowing the motive behind
them. It is true that actions and ceremonies on the part of a man do purify the heart, but
it is very difficult to control the fickleness of mind in the midst of worldly pleasures.
Mind can be controlled only through devotion to God. V!sudev!nand saw this tendency of the people so he laid more emphasis on the devotional aspect, which was fully
practised in his own life. Even in his final sermon which he himself considered as the
essence of all his writings and sayings, he has stressed the worship of God, with some
practical instructions to be followed by ordinary man in his everyday life. There it is
said that worship remains steady only if the heart is pure which, again, depends on the
performance of one's own duties.
It is only after attainment of steadiness in Up!san! that one can achieve peace and
later on the knowledge which leads men to the final realisation.573 Taking this emphasis
(Up!san!) into consideration, the biography of V!sudev!nanda by Shri Ra'g!vadh%ta
is named Up!san!-K![fa which forms the third and the last part of his Shri Gurulil!m&ta.574
V!sudev!nanda was born at M![agaon a small village near S!vantv!f#. His father
Ga[eza never cared about worldly matters so Har#bhaqqa his grandfather took of him
and educated him. Before his birth his father used to go and stay for many years at
G![ag!pur in the services of Datt!treya. Once he was directed to go to his place from
G![ag!pur with instructions that he should stay there as there was then no need to
572

Shri Gurudeva Caritra. P. 116.
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Introduction: Up!san!-K![fa.
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come to G![ag!pur. Soon after this Ram!b!i, his wife, gave birth to V!sudeva on
Zr!va[a K&;[a 5, 1776 in (Zaka Era) i.e. 1854 A. D.
As regards his education he learnt for some time from Zambhu Shastri Sadhale who
was well-versed in astrology and scriptures. But V!sudeva surpassed his teacher within
the short time and had to leave his studies as his teacher could not tolerate him. Later
on he studied with Ni_a<bhaqqa P!dye, a famous astrologer of the times, but this time
domestic circumstances compelled him to leave off study within nine months. During
intervals for solution of his difficulties he went to S!vantav!f#, where he received help
from Vi;[ubhaqqa A_ava[#. Most of his knowledge came to him through his own intelligence. At the age of twelve he became a Dazagranth#.575
From his very childhood he was not only bright but also had devotion in his heart.
He used to observe even in his young age all the rules prescribed by the scriptures and
avoided shoes and umbrella. He possessed the power of Mantras from the beginning
and many incidents are quoted in this connection. People of the village had a high respect of the boy. He was married at the age of 21 with Annap%r[! and after his marriage his father died in 1877 A. D.
After miraculous arrangement for their departure to Narasob! W!f#, he had a short
stay there, where he realised his mission and was often directed on its way miraculously. He came in close contact with Govindsw!m# as well as Maun#sw!m# who were
much advanced along the path of self-realisation and lived for the betterment of the
people at large. V!sudeva, who slowly but steadily marched along the path of highest
knowledge, received explanation about the miraculous experiences, which he experienced on his way towards realisation. After the P!r!ya[a (reading according to rules
within 7 days) of the GC, he left W!f# and observed C!ndr!ya[a rite at home. He again
went to W!f# on the Datta-Jayant# day and stayed there for about four months. Here he
was initiated with a Mantra in a dream from Datt!treya and was directed to go to
M![agaon to work there. He came to M![agaon with the idol of Datt!treya576 which he
got with the grace of God at K!gal village on his way. Here he directed many persons to
the right path and incidents about the removing wordly as well as other sufferings of
the people are quoted. This stay of 7 years at M![agaon with definite and prearranged
programme with the solid support of God put him on a high level along the path of
Yoga577 and of devotional knowledge besides his practical leadership in the town where
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and Dharmad!sa. Later on this book became his guide in the matter of Yoga. He used to go to a cave
on a hill near his village which he left later on and then the temple of Datt!treya became his favourate
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he was usually addressed as 'Z!stribuv!' by respectful people. The temple of Datt!treya
at M![agaon stands as a memorial to this saint who even in his short stay could attract
and help many needy persons. It was at this place and in the very temple that he was
once granted a boon by God that he should give necessary directions in view of the
faith of men concerned and God would see to it that the desires of the devotees were
fulfilled.578 From this day V!sudeva did not move an inch without the call (@desa) from
the Lord.579 He left the place in 1889 A.D. and started uplifting people. First he came to
W!f# and later on moved from place to place. It was at this place that he gave highest
type of knowledge to his wife who cried after her dead son. Shri Phadke has taken note
of this rare incident in a dialogue between husband and wife, noting the fact that sons
like Kapila and Datt!treya were heard of as spiritual guides to their respective mothers
Devah%ti and Anas%y!; this is somewhat rare and peculiar. Then Annap%r[! passed
away580 and on the fourteenth day of her departure he took Sany!sa at the age of 36.
Though he took Sany!sa and got Mantropadeza in dream from Datt!treya with instruction to procure food through begging he had to go to Ujjain to receive his staff
(Da[fa) from N!r!ya[!nandasarasvat#. The spiritual lineage is as under:
Acyut!nandasarasvat# – Aniruddh!nandasarasvat# – N!r!ya[!nandasarasvat# –
V!sudev!nandasarasvat#581.
Before considering the development of his devotion let us study his intimate relation with god. We have already referred to his stress on devotion which is seen in every
activity of life. We see a close relation between god and his devotee. The idol with him
is not the representative of the Lord but is a living Lord in person. The idol, nay
Datt!treya in that form, talks and behaves as if a friend talks and behaves with his own
best friend. No doubt, V!sudev!nanda obeyed his directions yet the directions were not
like orders of a master to a servant. We see V!sudev!nanda playing tricks with God582
or even sometimes he did not pay any heed to them.583 In such cases he always remained ready to face the result. Time and again, he had to please the Lord with prayer
even though god would not be pleased until the very direction is carried out. This close
relation between the two becomes clearly manifest when they become angry with each
other. Thus Datt!treya would dive into the river Narmad!, when V!sudev!nanda
would not carry out his desire to have bath on a grand scale with scents and other rich

place for penance
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things and would only come out of water when promised to do so with a prayer.584 In
the same way, V!sudev!nanda scolded his Lord when the latter tried to take him to the
other world without the fulfilment of his desire to have a Sany!sa. He did nothing except following the instructions of Datt!treya quite faithfully. This short of intimacy between the Lord and his devotee is quite rare and seems miraculous. In the same way his
relations with Viqhob! of Pa[fharpur, the river goddesses K&;[! and Narmad!, Lord
Za'kara and even with the mysterious personality of Azvath!m! are said to have been
very intimate.
He inspired many saints as well as common people of the time. A powerful saint in
his time has always to guide the needy along the way of self-realisation and
V!sudev!nanda did this successfully. Among his direct disciples the names of
N&sinhasarasvat# otherwise known as D#k;ita Mah!r!ja, Yog!nandsarasvati alias G![f!
Mah!r!ja and S#t!r!ma who was his brother are quite well-known. Even the photo of all
the four in one is available. His relations with Brahm!nandasarasvat#,
L#l!nandasarasvat# and others are also intimate and inspiring. Among householders the
example of R!macandra Shastri of Sinor in Baroda State is worth emulation.
R!macandra was very proud and arrogant as is always the case with youngsters. Later
on, he changed his attitude knowing the worth of V!sudev!nanda and was directed
along the path of Yoga. His discourse on the importance of N!ma-Smara[a (muttering
the name of God) with R!macandra Kamat, the critical editor of the GC, is well known
and it has been published by Shri Kamat585. Even once he directed such continuous Bhajana-Sapt!has with Mantras of different gods in each Sapt!ha in order to remove epidemic calamity in the form of cholera at Brahm!varta.586
His love for the people was remarkable. He never discriminated between man and
man on the ground of caste. N&sinhasarasvat# has a washerman, an outcaste and even a
Mohamadan king as his devotees. Jan!rdana had great influence over Mohamedans.
M![ikaprabhu and the Sw!m# of Akkalakoq had shown in the same way favour to persons of all castes and creeds. V!sudev!nanda did not lag benind. Once he showered his
grace on a Parsi gentleman who came to Garufezwar587 with pain in his belly. During
his life time he got reconstructed many Masjids.588 An out-caste woman got a son at the
age of 45, through his grace.589 Thus the spirit of equality is seen in his life even though
he himself rigidly observed the rules laid down by the scriptures.
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His greatest contribution to the development of worship is seen in a negative way.
Shrip!dvallabh and N&sinhasarasvat# established worship with their penance and other
divine qualities at three places. They are W!d#, popularly known as Narsob!c# W!d#,
G![ag!pur and Kuravpur. These places had and still have definite programme before
them. But at the time of V!sudev!nanda there were some forms of irregularity and corruption in abeyance of the rules regarding the worship. V!sudev!nanda in his own way
of improving the people, changed the P%j!r#s of the respective places and reorganised
the organisations with formations of new rules and gave directions on right lines. This
way of checking the worship, which would have otherwise gone on wrong lines, is also
the great service done both for the people in general and for the places in particular.
Among his strict discipline, rules regarding Sany!sa are strictly observed though
others are not neglected. He had a staff (Da[fa) not only in the physical torm but also
in the spiritual sense, which refers to the control of speech, body and mind. He never
uttered a harsh word in his life to even persons of low status. His way of giving right
advice to persons was always indirect. Mostly he believed in practice rather than in precept.590 Many times even when he had a Sam!dh# people especially the worshippers of
W!d#, understood what he wanted to say for there was some sign during that time. His
control over the body is seen in his indifference to it. He always performed penance and
observed fasts from time to time and never took medicine when he fell ill. But inspite of
all these, he followed his daily time-table quite regularly and according to his principles. This very fact proves his mental power. He always travelled on foot and never by
rail, in a motor or even in a cart. He successfully practised the spirit of renunciation.
The observance of the rule to stay for not more than three days at one place except
in monsoon when the longer stay of at least four months is allowed, helped the development of the school in an indirect way for V!sudev!nanda happened to travel almost
all over India. His twenty three years591 after renunciation were spent in travel inspiring
people by his own conduct, by his talks on the G#t!, BhaP and other religious books and
by way of keeping a question time when people asked questions about their doubts and
difficulties. The perusal of his camp life during the four months of monsoon would give
us some idea of his long travel which was carried out on foot. In the same way a perusal
of his daily programme592 during these camps which started right from four o'clock
early morning till eleven at night with various kinds of activities will show what solid
work he did for the uplift of society in general. Pangarkar has rightly said of him that a
saint like V!sudev!nanda could create such an environment that no evil thought could
enter our mind. Such a great influence could not be created even by joint efforts of hundreds of writers. His renunciation, penance, purity of actions, study and realisation
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591
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े े मग सािगतल
े ”.
ं
Cf. His utterance “ आध कल
The places of C!turm!sa selected by him are as under: – Ujjain, Brahm!varta (four times), Haridw!r
(twice), Badarin!r!ya[a, Petl!d (near Indore City), Tilakv!f! (on the bank of Narmad!), Dw!rka,
Cikhald! (on the bank of Narmad!) (twice), Mahatpur, Narsi, Bafhav!i, Ta]j!var, Mukty!l!, Pavani
(on the bank of Venga'g!), H!van%r (on the bank of Tu'gabhadr!), Kuravpur (on the bank of
Krishna) and Garufezvar.
ु े
cf. ौीगदवचिरऽ
: pp. 33, 176, 217.
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with his worship of Datt!treya and divine Brahminhood – these are the qualities rarely
to be found in this modern age.593
But this does not mean that he was a strict orthodox Brahmin of his time.
Datt!treya-worship has always allowed independent thinking and has never been
bound down by narrow principles. Such leaders always relaxed the rules of caste and
@zrama if it served certain definite purpose. They carried out the principles in the right
spirit. They kept an open mind and never followed them blindly. Thus V!sudev!nand
even though a Sany!s#, never discarded the worship of the idol of Datt!treya. He always took cooked food only from a Deccani Brahmin family. He never returned to
M![agaon after leaving it according to the rules of renunciation but he followed the real
spirit of Sany!sa and maintained association with the mother and the motherland.594
These and other instances in his life clearly showed that he was an independent thinker.
He is said to have given his opinions on many other topics such as Mantra, Tantra, Evil
spirit (Piz!ca), the equality of Prakrit with Sanskrit, Atithi, Pr!rabdha and such other
topics which are referred to in his life-sketch published by a specially appointed committee of his followers.
We have already referred to the talks given by him during his stay at different
places. His mode of explaining the difficulty with simple examples from daily life, attracted many hearers. His calm and yet direct answers to questions asked by his spiritual followers gave him a high and respectful place in their hearts. His knowledge of
the Vedas was profound yet he could sustain interest of the public when he talked on
Marathi works like J]!nezvar#, D!sabodha and many such other works. Many a time he
himself composed certain @khy!nas to be recited in religious gatherings.
In the same way, his contributions to Marathi and Sanskrit literature is great and
valuable. He is the only person who has written much on the Datt!treya Worship. In
fact, he is a pioneer in collecting all the materials about the worship and put them in his
works. Ekan!tha laid stress on the Bh!gavata and being devoted chiefly to Viqhoba his
pen began to work in that direction. D!sopant, known for his quantity, has however
laid stress more on the G#t! and the Ved!nta than on anything else though, we get from
him many stotras on Datt!treya and valuable information regarding Datt!treya's work
in Datt!treya-M!h!tmya written in Sanskrit. Yet this is rather a modest beginning.
V!sudev!nanda started as if a big concern and wrote on the worship whenever he got
time and contributed a lot towards the enhancement of the worship with a permanent
record. He did work on this line which was so great and exhaustive that people believed him as the chosen person for this kind of work and Shri Kamat had to face in the
beginning severe attack on his work regarding critical edition of GC, the work which
was left undone by Shri V!sudev!nanda.595 The people argued that if the critical edition
of GC was needed, Datt!treya would have directed V!sudev!nanda towards that as he
had done in case of his Guru Sa<hit!, Dvis!hasr# etc. No doubt Shri Kamat faced this
attack successfully uniformly showing the same respect for V!sudev!nanda.
593

े
दवभचिरऽ
माला-५ : p. 93.
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ु े
Cf. ौीगदवचिरऽ
: p. 145.
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ु
र् , p. 27.
cf. गचिरऽागत
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Before examining his literary works, it is worth noting that he never wrote a single
work (same was the case with his action) without any direction from Datt!treya. Such
sort of humility is always shown by writers on religious topics and we have already
seen it in GC. But here the case, it seems, is somewhat different. Most of the works have
either an introduction in the beginning596 or a letter written to a devotee597 while sending a copy of the manuscript after finishing the work in which the author himself made
a reference to certain divine element in the work. Thus while writing about Shri Gurucaritam in Sanskrit he was unaware of the total number of verses written in it but at the
end of it the number was shown as two thousand. Hence its another name was
Dv#s!hasr#.598 Again this book has another miraculous event associated with it. Fifteen
years after its writing a commentary was written by the author without having a copy
of the original book.599 In the same way Guru Sa<hit!, a translation into Sanskrit from
Marathi GC, has also a divine history behind it.600 We cannot pass over such mystic
element which has direct proof of letters from the author himself who has always taken
care to see the truth without any desire for fame or worldly things by simply saying
that it shows the humility of the author. It is certainly more than that. Moreover, we
have just another reference wherein we see that the author is not able to proceed further
in writing an article which was demanded by the devotees for preserving their continuity of thought which was often disturbed. This article, the Sw!m# writes in one of his
letters,601 the Lord did not desire to be completed as there was a chance of its being used
for attacking their opponents. In this way, it is something more than the humility,
which can be seen and which yet remains unexplained and mysterious.
The committee, which was specially appointed to publish the complete works of
V!sudev!nanda on his 100th birth-day anniversary has published all his works in nine
volumes602, the last of which also contains a short biography of the author besides his
famous Vedanivedastotra on N&sinhasarasvat#, K&;[!lahar#, @khyanas, useful for
K#rtana and Pa]cap!kzika, a treatise an astrology. We have already referred to his Guru
Sa<hit! and Dvis!hasr# both of which are based on GC and are now used for Sapt!haP!r!ya[a purposes by Sanskrit knowing followers. The language of Guru-Sa<hit!, is so
lucid and simple that even a beginner in the study of Sanskrit language can grasp the
596

्
ु े
े
ौीदनोिदता
टीका वासदवसरतीम।

ु र्
ु चिरत गरोवरा॥
िनिमीकृ  िवभना
etc. in the beginning of DP. Q#k!.
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ु े
For letter regarding the origin of Shri Guru Sa<hit!, cf. ौीगदवचिरऽ
, P. 165.
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ु े
For the detail cf. ौीगदवचिरऽ
, P. 37-8.
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ु े
े
वासदवदाऽयलीलामृ
त, P.22 refers to the letter of this substance from the author. The letter is still in the
collection.
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ु े
Cf. ौीगदवचिरऽ
– p. 165.
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Cf. Ibid. pp. 229-30.
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Really these are twelve in number called Pu;pas, as the committee has taken into account the printing
of commentaries written by the author himself. Most of the works have a commentary from the author
in which we get an idea of his wide knowledge besides clarity of thought. Moreover, each Pu;pa has
an introduction from learned personalities discussing the work critically while there is whole hearted
support from many in translating the work into Marathi.
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meaning of the book and can enhance his knowledge both in language and literature.
There is yet another small book based on GC called Shri Gurucarita K!vyam, which is
otherwise called Trizat# having 309 verses in different metres. The way in which the author refers to the whole story of GC sometimes even in one stanza is wonderful with its
peculiarities of handling the metre, sound and sense and the formation of various
Bandhas at the end. The prowess of his pen on this line is more vividly seen in epitomizing the essence of each chapter in his Guru Sa<hit!.603
Besides the works based on GC we have a very useful work from him called DattaPur![am. It deals with the life and the work of Datt!treya in the Paur![ic fashion with
all the five requirements of a Pur![a. It has 64 chapters divided into 8 A;qakas, each of
the 8 chapters is on the lines of old Vedic division. It is considered as an encyclopedia of
Aryan civilisation by Shri Phadke.604 No doubt it is written with a soft pen and now the
absence of a Pur![a narrating the story of Datt!treya in detail is not felt. This Pur![a
has been given another shape in Marathi under the title Shr# Datta M!h!tmya. It is written in Ovi metre and those who do not know Sanskrit, can very well understand what,
he wanted to say in the Pur![a. Like Shri Datta Pur![a we have a short treatise, about
the life of Datt!treya a book called Shri Datta-Camp%>. Besides interesting narration
and clarification of thought we have many Ala'k!ras used in a natural way, which
throws light on his knowledge of the subject. Over and above these big works, we have
ु
े
some small pieces like ौीदाऽयषोडशावतारचिरतम
, ौीदभावसधारसोऽम
, ् ौीदलीलामृतािसार
ू , आनािवचार in two parts and िचसोधनक्षऽमाला are based on
while षटपािशका,
मानसपजा
्
the knowledge of Ved!nta among which the last two were in Marathi.
ु
ु
ृ
Besides these works कमारिशक्षा
, यविशक्षा
and विशक्षा
deal with the topics which their
very names suggest. In the same way ॐीिशक्षा in Marathi contains many valuable instructions to ladies.
His stotras both in Marathi and Sanskrit are interesting from the view point of their
friendly and devotional touch. His Karu[!tripad# – three Padas – sung for getting
mercy (Karu[!) of god, is still sung at Narsob!-W!di and his Abha'ga605 composed after the incident of the idol of Datt!treya having dived into the waters of the Narmad! as
quoted previously are instances in point. In the same way his Abha'ga on Santamahim!606 reminds us of his predecessors Ekan!tha and others. In all these small compositions we see his deep devotional heart and his deep store of knowledge in dealing with
the metre, Ala'k!ras, his mastery over vocabulary. Many a time he adds new words,
his fondness for mentioning the name of the metre of the verse, his Antarl!pik!s of
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ं P. 167.
These are printed even separately in ोऽािद समह
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द. म.ु P. 139.
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Cf. Note 4 on p. 146.
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े ाच
ं ं पाश जाव॥
ं े जवळी ब ैसाव॥ १
सदा सता
े त े न दती॥
े
उपदश
तरी ऐकाा ा गोी॥ २
े उपदश
े होती॥ ाही क न होती॥ ३
तिच
ु े ण े सत॥
ं सग
ं े किरती पसत॥
ं ४
वासदव
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many Mantras besides his name in a single stotra607 are astonishing, while his Stotras
praising almost all gods and goddesses whom he worshipped during his long travel on
foot show his broad outlook of devotion to the Almighty, who has manifested Himself
in various names and forms. This stress on devotion608, as we have already said, was
well thought of and was consistent with the need of his time. We shall here quote the
words of the then Za'kar!c!rya of Z&'ger# Maqha said about him which will show his
worth: "Oh pupils, you have not recognised the worth of this great Sany!s# who has
been here today and this makes me speak a few words about him. He is the very
Datt!treya in human form mainly due to pious deeds of his parents. He like
Za'kar!c!rya, the great, is carrying on the work of uplifting and enhancing Dharma. He
observes the rules of Var[a and @zrama strictly and has uplifted many people guiding
them along the path of action, devotion and knowledge ".609 Even Shri Pangarkat while
paying a tribute to his literary penance (V!'gmaya Tapa) in the sense described in the
G#t!, speaks of him as a saint rarely found in the present age.610
Such a personality finished his mission on earth on Jye;qha K&;[a 30 at half an hour
before midnight in 1836 (Zaka era) i.e. 1914 A.D.611 His Sam!dh# is at Garufezwar on the
bank of the river Narmad! where he stayed in the later years of his life. He has a large
number of followers and his 100th birth-day anniversary was celebrated in a grand way
at Garufezwar which has now become a place of pilgrimage for Datt!treyaworshippers. The occasion became all the more inspiring by the presence of Shri Ra'ga
Avadh%ta of N!rezvar in Gujarat whose life and work are discussed in one of the following chapters. We shall now close this chapter by quoting a verse from the Stotra612
written in dedication to the Sw!m# which describes his work and pays him a glowing
tribute.
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् ोऽािद समह
ं : P. 1.
Cf. िवनायकोऽम in
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Cf. His words to Sundara Shastri at Cidambark;etra :
े तर भि कधच उ होणार नाह,
“ शाज्ञाचा अिभमान असल

ु े
ु ही नाह. ” ौीगदवचिरऽ
े
आिण भि नाह तर दवाची
कृ पा नाह आिण मी
– p. 249.
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ु े
Cf. ौीगदवचिरऽ
, P. 254.
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Cf. दवभचिरऽमाला
-५, P. 92.
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His Samvatsara of birth and death was the same about which the following stanza is quoted which
refers also to his name and stage : “
े
ं यऊन
ं हो जाई।
आनद
आनद
ं रानी आनदं नाम॥ १
आनद
ु र्ु आनदं साठला।
ं
ऐसा चातगण

ु
णौनी तो झाला िऽगणातीत॥
२
ं
जरी त ूं इिसी भोगाया आनदा।
े सदा॥ ३
ं सव
तरी या आनदा

ु े
े
वासदवदाऽयलीलामृ
त, p. 36.
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Printed in dedication in *gveda Sa<hit! Part 2, published by Vaidic Sa<zodhana Ma[fala, Poona.
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ु र्ु
जीवाीमभवाणवर् े िनपिततानतकामः
सदा

ु
मान ैकिवधाधािवमलज्ञान
ैकपाथोिनधीन।्

र् े े िविहतधीयगािमाचलो
नानातीथिनषवण

ु े यितः॥
ू
ॅाजारतभिमभालितलकः
ौीवासदवो

(ii)

Yog!nandasarasvat# (G![f! Mah!r!j! )
1869 A. D. – 1938 A. D.

The life of Shri Yog!nandasarasvat# is a worthy example of a true disciple. It shows
how a man, however, ignorant, achieves his final emancipation from the clutches of his
spiritual enemies if he gets the grace of a Guru through his faithful devotion and service. He was born at Tela'gpur near Surat in 1869 A. D.613 His original name was
Kaly![a but from his very childhood he had a strange behaviour which earned for him
the name 'G![f!' (literally it means mad).
He belonged to a Brahmin caste of the An!vil community and first served in a
School-board and then in a private firm. He went out in search of a Guru having been
dissatisfied with his life, when he had a quarrel with his boss leaving his wife, whom he
married at the age of eight. At last in 1897 he met V!sudev!nandasarasvat# and acquired a place by his side. Under the guidance of his worthy Guru he achieved peace
and became immortal614 as one of the best disciples of V!sudev!nand.
G![f! Mah!r!ja worked mostly with Sw!m# Mah!r!ja and moved with him. He
was given instructions by his Guru at intervals and thus he practised Yoga first at
Nikor! and finally at Broach in Gujarat and guided people through his devoted actions
and selfless devotion. In the later years of V!sudev!nand, name of G![f! Mah!r!ja was
mentioned with respect paid to a Guru. If we look into the strict disciplined life of
V!sudev!nand we can judge how G![f! Mah!r!ja must have impressed his Guru and
the people by his behaviour and sincere devotion.
He had only a smattering knowledge of any language, yet he had written a big
book in Marathi language, dealing with the life of his Guru, viz, Shri Gur%m%rticaritra.
Moreover, he has written another short sketch of his Guru in ौीव चिरऽ. Both are in prose.
र्
His िधमिनपण
is also a worthy attempt, which deals with the duties of women as the
name signifies.
After the Sam!dh# of V!sudev!nand, he stayed for some time at Broach and then
went on tour where he guided the needy and finally settled at Gu]jgr!m on the banks
of the Godavari river. Here he passed away in 1938.615 He has a good number of followers near Gu]jgr!m where they have built a Sam!dh# while curionsly enough he is comparatively less heard of in his native place in Gujarat.
613

M!rgaz#r;a 15, 1925 (Vikrama era).
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Cf.

ु
ं सम गभ
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गाडा
ना दीटो बीजो ाय।

ु
जाउं वारी तामपर, वदन कं सदाय॥ ौीगलीलामृ
त III. 147.57
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Ph!lgu[a K&;[a 12, 1994 (Vikrama era.)
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CHAPTER XI

Zr#panta Mah!r!ja B!_ekundr#kar
(1855 A.D. – 1905 A.D.)
Generally it so happens that worship and penance practised in a family bear fruit in
due course long after the seed is sown in the soil. The case of Zr#panta Mah!r!ja is an
instance in point. His ancestors were the devotees of Datt!treya and GC was their
prayer-book. It is said that in a dream given to one of his ancestors N&sinhasarasvat#
had given a call that he would be born in his family after seven generations. The result
was the birth of Zr#panta.
The family name of Zr#panta Mah!r!ja was Datt!treya.616 His father R!mapp! was a
devotee of Datt!treya. His mother God!kk! alias S#t!b!i was also an ardent devotee of
Datt!treya quite in keeping with the tradition of her family. One of her ancestors had
read the Guru-Caritra-Sapt!ha standing on one foot. Thus the atmosphere in which
Zr#panta was born at B!_ekundri eight miles from Belgaon in the Sangali district was
very pious and inspiring. His birth date falls on Zr!va[a K&;[a 8 of 1777 (Zaka era) i.e.
3-9-1855 A.D.
His education was over in 1880 A.D. when he passed the Matriculation Examination. Before that he passed even the Public Service Examination which existed at the
time of Zr#panta Mah!r!ja. He then accepted the job of a teacher and carried on his
worldly duties as well as advance in spiritual progress. He was a successful teacher, an
ideal householder and an able spiritual leader. His life is a very fine example like that of
Ekan!tha of performing one's own duty besides going ahead towards the path of liberation.
When he was at Belgaon for his English education he happened to meet
B!l!vadh%ta, an Avadh%ta of a high order. B!l!vadh%ta alias B!lamukunda always
moved in ecstasy playing on Ekat!r# (lute with a single wire, used for devotional purposes). He became his spiritual preceptor. B!l!vadh%ta was also pleased to see the inborn spiritual quality of the disciple and chose him as his successor to carry on the work
of Avadh%ta-M!rga. His spiritual lineage was as under: Datt!treya-R!ma CaitanyaB!lapp! (-B!_ekundr#kar). B!lapp! went away after preparing the disciple saying that
he had the intention of going to Zr#zaila but never returned while leaving Zr#panta alone
to carry on his work. He assured him that he was always with him, giving strength617
and that he would be directed, if difficulties arose, by saints. This actually happened
when Zr#panta met Siddh!r%fhasw!m# at Hubli and K!lapp! at Belgaon. The latter,
though in the service of the forest department had high spiritual advancement and his
discourses in Kanada language, translated into Marathi by Zr#panta, are seen; in the
private collection of Zr#panta. Siddh!r%fhasw!m# guided him twice in his life and
Zr#panta stayed with him even for a longer period. In the same way a saint known as
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His name according to his horoscope was Zr#k&;[a but was called Datt!treya owing to worship of
Datt!treya in the family.
ु पाठीवर आहे ”.
े ं ही तझ्या
“ मी का
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Maun# Beng!li Sw!m# gave him much help in solving Zr#pant's difficulties in the spiritual field.
This spiritual progress which is steadily advanced towards perfection is seen in his
works written from time to time either to guide his disciples or on certain occasions to
give out his experiences. His poetical Padas are collected under the name of Zr#dattaPrema-Lahar#; while all his works are collected as Zr#datta-Prema-Lahar#-Pu;pam!l!,
having 8 volumes. His life, in fact, is divided into two parts, according to his spiritual
experiences seen in his works. The first part which he himself has called J]!na-yuga or
Vic!ra-yuga reveals his progress towards his perfection which he acquired by reading
the works like Yath!rthad#pik! of V!man, Bh!v!rthad#pik! and Am&t!nubhava of
J]!nezvar, Avadh%ta G#t!, Zr#madbhagavadg#t! and others; the other part of his life
called Anubhava-yuga or Avadh%ta-yuga by himself which narrates his experiences
after his attainment of perfect bliss. Thus his earlier works are based on devotion towards B!l!vadh%ta, his preceptor in one way or the other, while later on he is seen talking with the Lord on equal terms. Thus, Zr#b!lamukunda-Bodh!nanda-Guqik! (Kaly![a
Caritra), B!labhodh!m&tas!ra, Prema-Tara'ga, @tmajyoti and such other works sing
the praise of the Guru and the experiences in the state of a S!dhaka, while Bhakt!l!p
shows the devoted heart of a son with regard to his father who was looked upon as
God. His later works Param!tm!nubhavaprak!za, Anubhavavall# in two parts, G#t!s!ra
and other discourses to his disciples are the fruits of the perfect stage attained by him.
During all these activities about spiritual uplift his worldly duties were never neglected by him for he believed that the worldly affairs were means towards attaining
certain qualities required for advancement on that path. Even his Guru directed him
so618 in the same vein and thus he never gave way to any kind of weakness arising out
of worldly events like death of a father or a son or other relatives, financial trouble, and
opposition from his spiritual brethrens.
During his life time he carried on his mission by celebrating Datta-Jayant# and by
holding other religious festivals giving discourses on various topics in a fluent and
powerful speech and by following a regular programme of prayer-songs ( Bhajan) either in a pandal specially prepared for the purpose or at various places previously arranged. His sphere though limited was very import tant and inspired many with higher
values of life. He even gave D#k;! to many among whom R!m!nanda was prominent.
After his disappearance in 1905 A.D.619 his followers built his Sam!dh# at
B!_ekundr# and great care is taken to see that the followers who go to visit the place out
of respect get facilities. All his works are published again. His life was very simple yet
inspiring to many. His biography consisting of 52 chapters in the Ov# metre (about 7000
Ov#s in all) written by V!man, one of his disciples, is still awaiting publication along
with his other works based mainly on the unpublished collection of Zr#panta Mah!r!ja's
talks and anecdotes.
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ु पण
ु ूपच
ू र् होण्या किरता तला
े पािहज.े ”
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Cf. “ अनभव
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CHAPTER XII

S!#b!b!
(? – 1916 A. D.)
When we think of the life and work of S!#b!b! number of questions arise in our
mind right from his origin, birth, caste and even the line on which he worked to many
other things that are attached to his name not only in the popular mind but also in the
minds of the educated. He is a mysterious personality whom everybody interpetes in
his own way and no interpretation could give a complete picture of the saint. This is
perhaps the reason why he is R!ma, K&;[a, Hanum!n, Za'kara, Ga[apat#, Guru,
Datt!treya, Sw!m# of Akkalakoq – all rolled in one according to viewpoints of different
devotees620. S!#b!b! on the whole stressed not one particular worship but encouraged
the form of worship that appealed to his devotes. He tried to reconcile hostile elements
in his life and today we see that he has the followers of all caste and creed who closely
co-operate in worshipping the saint. Though he has been considered as incarnation of
various deities by different devotees his name is now more closely connected with the
name of Datt!treya rather than with that of any other deity.
His chief disciple Up!san# Mah!r!ja believed him as R!ma621 and it seems his view
is based on the fact of S!#b!b!'s desire of celebrating the R!ma-Navam#-day every
year622 – and this is practised even today. It is however surprising that we find a beautiful temple of Datt!treya at S!kor# the place where Up!san# Mah!r!ja stayed while nothing is found at Shirdi. Even the P!duk!s at Shirdi are those of S!#b!b!'s Guru and not of
Datt!treya. Yet many believe him as incarnation of Datt!treya carrying on the work of
the Sw!m# of Akkalakoq and hence of M![ikaprabhu who started the school of Sakalamata. Equality between all sects and confidence in the achievent of the highest goal
by those who hanker after the fundamental principles of that school. If we have to judge
his spiritual lineage from the work which S!#b!b! carried on it seems to be as under:
M![ikaprabhu, Akkalakoq-Sw!m# and S!#b!b!.623 These put him in this line of thought.
Moreover, his relations with D!saga[u who gets the credit of introducing S!#b!b! in his
proper form to the world at large, are worth noting. D!saga[u has always introduced
him as the trinity in a combined form624 interweaving all his various contradictory activities. Lastly many incidents are quoted to prove his oneness with the Swami of Akkalkoq and Datt!treya.625

620

Cf. साईबाबा, p. 14.

621

Cf. His words in one of his verses:

र् ्
े ं परॄ साक्षात।् य ं सभव
े
ं ं राममवावतीणम॥
अजामक

622

Cf. साईबाबा p. 81.

623

Even his connection with M![ikaprabhu is inferred and it is said that once he went to M![ikanagar
before he established at Shirdi Cf. साईबाबा, अवतार आिण कायर्, p. 21.

624

Cf. साईबाबा p. 13, 92-93 cf. also ौीसाईसिरऽ ch. 4.

625

Cf. साईबाबा, अवतार व कायर् p. 59 ff. Also cf. साईबाबा pp. 67-68, 70-72, 108.
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These ideas attracted people towards Datt!treya worship and we see people worshipping Datt!treya along with S!#b!b!. His birth date is unknown, yet he was at Shirdi
many years before his serious illness in 1885 A.D.626 When he was once asked about his
parenthood he said "the world is our village, Brahma, the father and M!y! the
mother."627 Here the Sw!m# of Akkalkoq's reply to the same question of parenthood is
worth comparing. The one gave out divine parenthood created in certain behaviour as
an illusion of being a Mohamadan while the other spoke of himself as the lowest type of
parenthood and was recognised as a Brahmin. Yet both unknown to the people in their
true colour recognised the equality of all castes creeds, and sexes and attracted all types
of devotees for their uplift.
He has practically written nothing though his thoughts are collected in different
books published by his devotees.628 He laid stress on constant faith (Ni;qh!) and patience (Sab%r#) as he always demanded these two ‘coins’ from his devotees. Performance of one's duty and the worship of one's own family-deity with pure heart seem to
be his essential preaching. He spoke without any reserve and gave rude shocks to orthodoxy. His programme of dining together is an instance in point. Yet he never encouraged anybody to change his old mode of worship. This way of handling the two
hostile and antagonistic groups is rather a special feature of these saints. He finished his
work in 1918 A.D. on the day of @zvin Zukla 10. His followers are found all over India
and they flock together at Shirdi where his Sam!dhi is seen even today with the Masjid
called Dw!rak!m!i where he used to stay. The sacred ashes called Ud#629 are even now
applied to the forehead with full faith. There are many institutions standing on his
name in all big cities and the followers have their Head Quarters at Madras.

626

627

Cf. साईबाबा p. 26.
Ibid, p. 10.

628

Cf. साईबाबा p. 344.

629

Ud# is described thus:
ृ
उार उत े चो इकारो गमन ं तः।

ु ै
ईकारोऽिप तथा ातः गगन ं चोमो बधः॥
उदय ं करोित भाग्य भाना ं साईसरोः।
ु
र्
इह च परम े लोके सोिदवोदीित कीितताः॥

Even a line is ascribed on S!#b!b!'s name which runs as under:
ं गोिनया ं लायोजी, साईबाबा, p. 285.
रमत े राम आयोजी, उिदयाकी
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CHAPTER XIII

Noor# Mah!r!ja
(1869 A.D. – 1923 A.D.)
We have already referred to two great names of @lama and Bakaprabhu when we
alluded to the life of M![ikaprabhu. Both were Mohamedans and they even influenced
the Hindus, but reliable sketches of both of them are not available. However the life of
Noor# Mah!r!ja a Mohamedan saint who was considered an incarnation of Datt!treya
by his followers and who had wide experiences630 has come into light and the following
information is based on it.
He was born at Ahmedabad in the year 1869 A. D. He was a descendent of the two
illustrious saints Ropan B!b! (Mohamed Raoof) and Tahch B!b! (Mohamed Taher) who
hailed from Asia Minor. According to some they came from Bagdad. They lived in the
time of the Shah of Lucknow and Oudh and graced his court. They received lands in
Raibareilly District as a mark of appreciation of their service (Uttar Pradesh). His father
moved to Ahmedabad owing to some unfavourable incidents and joined the British
Regiment as a sepoy. Here Noor# was born through the grace of Nizam Uddin Awalia,
in the old age of his father, who had all nine daughters but no male issue. The boy was
named after the Awalia as Nizam-Uddin Abdul Karim Noor#. Unfortunately he lost his
father after two years.
Having spent his childhood in difficulties he somehow finished his primary education. One day while returning from the school, he accidently met a pious Fakir631 who
was impressed with his personality and chose him as a fit person to receive spiritual
instructions and showed him the way to perfect bliss. He saw a strong "Effulgent light"
and from that time the young man was very happy even while facing miseries of the
world. He then studied many books on religion and philosophy and came in contact
with another great Fakir632 who initiated him in the Noor#-Panth which lays emphasis
on the ‘Light’ that is hidden in one's heart.
He has written a few poems in Hindi. But more interesting and appealing are his
lectures on various topics. His eloquence was highly impressive. He expressed the essence of all religions, especially of Hinduism and Mahomedanism. Thus he attracted
devotees from both the religions. He tried to establish a world religion and has framed
certain principles for that taking into consideration all the common points of the two
religious systems. He tried to destroy the narrow ideas of caste and class and attempted
to establish common brotherhood both by precept and practice.
He has many followers besides his three sons and two daughters, one of whom is
dead now. He travelled widely in the Western and Southern parts of India and finally
630

Once at Shahapur in the Thana district on 4th February 1913, Noor#b!b! was asked to pose for his
photograph. The photo was taken and when it was enlarged it showed Noor#b!b! not with his usual
one face but three faces. It is this incident which connects him with Datt!treya along with his mission
of life for synthesising differences in the world.

631

His name was Peer Ibrahim Abdul Oolai and belonged to Cawnpoor.

632

He was called Abdul Hoosein Noor# of Marehra. Marehra is in the Etwah District of Uttar Pradesha. It
was because of this Guru that he became famous as Shrinoorenoori.
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settled at Thana near Bombay. At present his Daragah is seen there and his devotees
still visit the place to fulfil their vows. He passed away on the 10th of December 1923 A.
D.
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CHAPTER XIV

Zr#datta Mah!r!ja of A;qe
(1894 A.D. – 1925 A.D.)
In the galaxy of stars that shine today through the grace of V!sudev!nandasarasvat#633 the name of Zr#datta Mah!r!ja of @;qe is notable both for his young age as
well as for his achievement. The severe penance and the strict discipline of
V!sudev!nanda are clearly reflected in him. In fact his life is much more influenced by
V!sudev!nanda than by anybody else and we see many points of similarity between
them for example the habit of travelling on foot with minimum requirements, that of
giving sermons through one's own actions and his disciplined life and the usual reading
of Paur![ic books in the evening.
His original name was Narahar#634 and he was the third son of V!sudevar!v, a
/*gvedi Dazastha Brahmin of Z!kal branch that belonged to Gautama family (Gotra). He
was born in 1816 (Zaka era) on @zvin Zukla 1 at Vaqh!r village in Kolhapur district. He
was eighth from Ekan!tha in his lineage. His mother Mukt!b!i had a daughter named
K!zi and three sons Sakh!r!ma (eldest), V!man and Narahar#. K!zi was married at
Shiral where later on the whole family shifted owing to the death of V!sudevar!v in
1827 (Zaka era).
He could not study further, left home at the age of thirteen and first went to Wadi
and then proceeded to G![ag!pur. Here he suffered from Cholera and during illness,
he got a vision of Datt!treya who gave him T#rtha (purified water) and directed him to
return home. After returning home he never stayed there but put up at the Datta
Mandir situated in the outskirts of the village and then proceeded on a pilgrimage on
foot. During his journey he used to read GC besides muttering God's name and reciting
prayer-songs.
Here he met Harihara Mah!r!ja so famous in Varad and who was the spiritual
brother (Guru-Bandhu) of V!sudev!nanda. Harihara Mah!r!ja was also called
V!sudev!nandasarasvat# later on after he turned a Sany!si. He gave him a Mantra and
took him along with him on a pilgrimage where, besides all India travel, Datta
Mah!r!ja happened to visit Girnar and got the vision of Datt!treya in visible form. After this his Guru directed him to go to V!sudev!nanda (Qembe) to learn practice of
Yoga. Qembesw!m# gave him necessary directions and asked him to stay at Paiqha[ for
practice (Abhy!sa) and to approach him whenever he found any difficulty. Thus at the
age of 18 he experienced the rapture of Sam!dh# and got guidance when necessary from
V!sudev!nanda.

633

His connection with Qembesw!m# of Garufezvar is due to a direction from his Guru, whose name was
also V!sudev!nandasarasvat#. His spiritual lineage is as under: Zr#p!dasw!m# – Saccid!nandasarasvat# – Vizvam%rtisarasvat# – Anantasarasvat# – Trivikramasarasvat# – V!sudev!nandasarasvat# (not Qembe Sw!m#) – Zr#datta Mah!r!ja.

634

His name Datta was due to his short sign written in letters and in other usage, after his arrival from
G![ag!pur. He was known as Datt!treyabuv!, Brahamac!r# from the very early time, when he stayed
in the temple of Datt!treya at Vaqh!r.
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Before he finally settled at A;qe in the Satara District he travelled on foot to many
places during which K&;[! Pradak;i[! (to go round the river K&;[!)635 pilgrimage to
R!mezvar and his long stay at Ta]j!var were notable incidents of his life. At Ta]j!var
he studied many unpublished books in the library there and the reading of the book
R!masoha_! of Merusw!m#636 gave him pleasure through its descriptions of
@tmas!k;!tk!r. Here he started celebrating the day of the departure (Pu[yatithi) of
V!sudev!nanda (Qembe) besides giving daily discourses in the evening on Zr#datta
Pur![a and Zr#datta M!h!tmya written by the latter. Here he performed
G!yatripurazcara[a and many other ceremonies on the spiritual line in which the installation of Datta-Yantra specially prepared for him under his supervision is worth noting.
At A;qe the place of his final settlement and Sam!dh# he had a continuous and
crowded programme from four in the morning till twelve at night. It included his routine rites including Sam!dh# for three hours, discourses about Datta M!h!tmya, readings of Guru G#t!, Avadh%ta G#t! and question hours both in the afternoon as well as at
night. He took his Bhik;! once through begging and did not take in his personal use
anything that was offered to him as a mark of respect. He did not allow anyone to touch
his body637 nor did he touch money. In short, he lived a life which gave lessons in strict
discipline regarding plain living638 and high thinking and of hard penance without dependence on external things.

635

Here he experienced many things, which added to his faith and knowledge and after their completion,
it is said, he got a vision of Datt!treya, with three heads and six hands having the usual emblems attached to them.

636

About this book Pangarkar says that it is rather an encyclopedia than a book on the topic. Merusw!m#
has written much in addition to this book. For detail please cf. म. वा. इ. ३, P. 762 ff.

637

People had to bow down from a distance and were never allowed to touch his body.

638

He used only two clothes during all seasons and slept on the skin of a black antelope (K&;[!jina).
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His meetings with D#k;itasw!m#639, Za'kar!c!rya640 of Karav#r P#qha and many such
others who desired the company of saints like himself are important events in his life at
A;qe in addition to his great performance, attended by thousands namely, the installation of Datt!treya's idol, that he kept with him.641 He even attracted the king of Phalaqa[a named N!n!s!heb and stressed with him the point that Karma M!rga was the
foundation of Up!san!. Thus it seems his emphasis is on Karma though it implies that
Karma should be such as would lead to Up!san!. Moreover, the whole of life was spent
in carrying out Up!san! in various ways and in trying to follow the same strictly according to rules laid down by his predecessors, especially by V!sudev!nand (Qembe ).
It is said that he had written a book containing impressions what he formed while
reading books in the library at Ta]j!var. But that is not available at present. His
thoughts on studentship (Zi;yatva) are such as would depend on the man and his capacity to follow his Guru. He once told that the stream of knowledge was open to all.
Nothing was kept secret from anybody. Whoever wanted to quench his thurst for
knowledge might do so according to his capacity. He took Sam!dhi on Ph!lgun Zukla 6
of 1847 (Zaka Era) i.e. in 1925 A.D. at the age of 31. His Sam!dhi is seen at A;qe where
his 'Day' is still observed. His birth-day is still celebrated at Isalampur, by his followers
who are found there in large numbers.

639

He showed many things used by Qembesw!m#. The most important of all the things was his short
notes on the Upani;ads.

640

He was known as Pizav#karsw!m#. Datta Mah!r!ja has mentioned some books in his library at Kolhapur.

641

The idol is 3 headed and 6 handed. The peculiarity is that it has the god Ziva in the middle. For photo
ं े चिरऽ, opp, page 158.
cf. दमहाराज याच
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CHAPTER XV

N!r!ya[a Mah!r!ja Kefgaokar
(1885 A.D. – 1945 A.D.)
M![ikprabhu was known for his divine power from his very childhood. So was
V!sudev!nanda. We have the third case in N!r!ya[a Mah!r!ja of Kefgaon who renounced the world at the age of seven and at the age of about fifteen was directed to go
to G![ag!pur through a divine call. He was born in 1885 A.D.642 His father Bh#mar!v
was a god-fearing man who served in Nizam State. His forefathers migrated to Bagalkot from Shindagi – a small village in the Bagalkot Taluka in the Bijapur District. At
Shindagi one of his forefathers Bh#m!za'kar643 by name, was both a poet and a saint,
whose Padas644 are even sung now, at G![ag!pur at the time when the Palanquin of the
deity on every Thursday is being taken round the temple singing prayer-songs by devotees. His mother Lak;m#b!# passed away when he was only five years old while his father died a little earlier when he was only two years old. After the death of the parents
he wandered for about 4 years from one relative to another and at the age of 9 he left
them for ever. Very little is known about the period of 7 years though a few stray references of his wanderings are traced out. All the anecdotes pointedly refer to one single
fact that is that he suffered and thereby learnt a lot and that gave a new turn to his life.
Among all his experiences his vow never to beg of anyone anything stands in bold relief. Even mcney put, later on, before his feet along with other things like cocoanut, bananas etc., was returned as a token of his grace (Pras!da). His bitter experiences of the
world were, however, mixed with good ones also. Tryambakrav of @rv#sa village who
originally belonged to Bopagaon village near Poona recognised his worth and thought
that if the boy was properly trained he might shine out. Having learnt about the willingness of N!r!ya[a he came to @rv#sa from Bopagaon where he had gone for some
work. Here, in @rv#sa, the wife of Tryambakrav whose name happened to be coincidently the same as that of his mother had a dream that she should receive the boy well
and consequently N!r!ya[a, as soon as he entered the house and saw Lak;m#b!# called
her 'Ai' (mother). This relation of mother and son remained for ever even till his final
settlement near Kefgaon, though at @rv#sa, he had been only for six months with them.
After that he was directed to go to G![ag!pur.
After going to G![ag!pur he stayed at Sa'gama three miles away from it. This was
the place where N&sinhasarasvat# stayed and developed the present worship. Here

642

Adhika Jye;qha 6, 1807 (Zaka era). T!mbe Shastri fixes the date at about 1891 A.D. but the former is
reliable as it is based on his horoscope found afterwards. Cf. ौीनारायणचिरऽ, p. 23.

643

644

His original name was Za'karapp! but it was given at the time of initiation by his Guru Appaya
Sw!mi in remembrance of his (Za'kar's) friend Bh#mapp! who could not come at that time as usual
together with Za'kara for Darzana of the Guru. The Guru had called Za'karapp! for initiation before
he took of his ultimate Sam!dh# but Za'karapp! went late because of his friend and in the meanwhile
the Guru took Sam!dh#. Having seen his faith, it is said, he was initiated by the Guru who descended
from the Sam!dh# which was complete and gave him Mantra and the above-mentioned name.
सगिु ु िवग े ना एन ु मािड॰ is the beginning of it.
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N!r!ya[a, with simplicity, hard penance, passed his time constantly muttering the
name of god under a nimb tree which was just opposite the P!duk!s of Datt!treya. He
did not leave the place even during monsoon. Once a certain Sany!s# gave him a Mantra with instructions to mutter it five times while standing before the house and begging Bhik;! (dinner). If the owner of the house gave him Bhik;! during that period he
should accept it otherwise he should leave the house and go further till the Mantra is
chanted five times. He carried out the instruction scrupulously and when the people
gradually came to know this after sometime, he experienced no difficulty afterwards.
One day he was tested by God and even from that test, he emerged successfully. After
this test he was directed to return to @rv#sa.
As is the case with all saints, miracles645 are also ascribed to him. One of them has
the backing of a person like Prof. Woodhouse, who was in the Deccan College. He published646 his own experience even in the 'Times of India'. He had been out hunting and
being thirsty came to N!r!ya[a who sat on a hill. There was no possibility of getting
water on that small hill and yet Prof. Woodhouse saw one small stream there which
soon disappeared after his thirst was quenched. The incident was given wide publicity
under his own signature and people were attracted to visit the place where they saw
that the grace of God descended on any man who remembered Him with purity of
mind and strong faith. His life is an example of simplicity both in his outlook as well as
in his way of worship. His faith in God and fulfilment of his own duty were the two
factors on which his daily programme and his activities at the institution647 largely depended.648 He influenced the lives of many drunkards who finally gave up the evil and
the example of A]jan#b!# who gave up all her previous activities connected with her
beautiful voice is well-known as the story of great influence exercised by the saint.
During his life-time two or three functions were celebrated on a large scale, among
which the installation of Datt!treya's idol649 in a temple in his institution was very important. In the same way the performance of Atirudra Sacrifice by 1331 learned Brahmins was equally impressive. At present the institution is well developed with facilities
645

T!mbe Shastii has noted from a different point of view the facts of his wonderful deeds which are
shown in changing the most unknown and lovely place into a famous grand and attractive land with
े
ं याच
ं े चिरऽ, p. 20.
its cleanliness without any municipality. Cf. नारायण महाराज कडगाव

646

ौीनारायणचिरऽ, Pp. 53-54

647

T!mbe Shastri in his biographical sketch describes the institution vividly and impressively. Cf. Chs. 17.

648

Another miraculous incident which gave him prominence was the incident of P!duk!s of Datt!treya
coming with fresh flowers on them out of a place under the Udumber tree where he used to sit for
र्
penance. It is said that he had a dream to that effect on the previous day. Cf. अवाचीन
चिरऽकोष, P. 142.

649

The idol is described thus:
ू
ं च। सरत चबमथाक्षमालाम॥्
कमण्डं शलमयोदर
ु
र् ं वरदं वरण्य।
े ं नमािम शॅािहगल
ं शरण्यम॥्
करैदधान

There is another golden idol of Datt!treya which is 200 Tolas in weight and which was presented to
him by one of his devotees. This idol is used at the, time of procession in a Palanquin on every Thursday. The former idol has three heads while emblems in the hands are somewhat different from the
usual ones seen in the pictures of Datt!treya.
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of many buildings and a temple where functions of different types that elevate the life
of a people are celebrated during the year while daily programme with its variations is
still going on for development of devotion to Datt!treya.
He has been connected with Zr# Vidy!nandasw!m# of Belapur in Ahmeda- nagar
District who was well-known for his penance and knowledge. The devotees of
Vidy!nanda got much relief from N!r!ya[a after the death of the former.
He has produced no literature, yet his astute devotion and action and his attitude
remain attractive even these days.
His worth was recognised even by the learned among whom Zr#k&;[a Shastri Uppanabeqqigiri and Za'kar!c!rya of Zivaga'g! Maqha are prominent. Za'kar!c!rya acknowledged his worth in his lecture when he came to N!r!ya[abeqa.650 In his lecture he
told that, whosoever, might be he – a San!tan# or Theosophist – wanted to understand
the theory of incarnation must visit the land where N!r!ya[asw!m# lived. The Sw!m#
finished his worldly mission on the twelfth day of the month of Zr!va[a (K&;[a) in the
year 1867 (Zaka era). He once went to Bangalore to attend a sacrifice performed by one
of his disciples and there he breathed his last.

650

Though the word 'Beqa' (meaning island) is used, it is not actually so. It is only the name of a place
near the boundaries of Bafh![a village about seven miles away from Kefgaon. This small place has a
little stream nearby and in monsoon the place looks like an island though the stream does not actually
encircle the same. T!mbe Shastri, figuratively compares the place with an island on the waters of unfathomable river of life where the people rest awhile and get peace from its miseries.
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CHAPTER XVI

Ra]ga-Avadh%ta
(1898 A.D. – 1867 A.D.)
Ra'g!vadh%ta's contribution towards the development of Datt!treya worship is
certainly quite substantial and well-considered even if judged from latest trends in this
direction. He pursues the work assigned to him in this line and he possesses many
magnificent marks of saints of very high order who were worthy to lead the society
along the right path. As he is dead against the idea of personal publicity he has never
allowed his disciples to publish anything about his personal life. Information about
him, has however, been collected in the following manner:
(i) A questionnaire was sent to his disciples who gave a fairly good response. (ii)
There is a good deal of literature written by his disciples some of whom were even in
possession of very valuable information about Ra'g!vadh%ta. (iii) Some had taken
notes according to their capacity of his random talks which they happened to hear accidently during their contact with him.
Apart from such biographical materials his literature published upto this date has
been critically studied with a view to get a complete idea of Shri Avadh%ta.
He was born at Godhra in the Panchamahal District (Gujarat State) on 21st November, 1898 A.D. (i.e. K!rtika Zukla 8-9 in 1955 of Vikram era). His father Viqwal was the
third among the four sons of B!lam Bhaqq alias Jayar!ma who was a Dazagranthi (wellversed in the scriptures) and was the inhabitant of Devale in the Ratn!giri District.
Viqwal was sent away to Godhra by his father with Sakh!r!ma Ananta of Sir Potdar
family when he was 18. He was well-versed in Vedic knowledge and had an impressive
personality. He had a high sense of self-respect and a desire to do good to others without any desire of reward. But he died early at the age of 40 leaving behind P![fura'ga
who was five years old and N!r!ya[a who was only two years old.
A few stray incidents of his early life are often quoted with a view to illustrate his
intrepidity, intelligence and inborn ability to achieve Truth. Like Gautama Buddha
when he once saw a dead body he asked his father about its nature and put him a series
of strange questions. The usual answer to the question as to where the dead person
went was that he went to the house of God. The young child further asked his father
whether a man could go to God without being dead and his father without fathoming
the mind of the boy said that it was possible to do so by muttering 'R!man!ma'. Thus it
was started and P![fura'ga was often seen, sitting in a corner whenever he got time
silently pondering over the universal truth and muttering R!man!ma. This habit of sitting in solitude after the daily routine work was observed even by his college companions. Thus, like N!r!ya[a Mah!r!ja of J!lava[a, he endeavoured to seek God even from
his very young age.
In his school-career he was always a bright, bold and topmost student in the school.
The same was the case when he was a college student at Baroda. His incisive ready-wit
and his impressive fluency of speech, his cogent arguments and his prodigious memory, his highly cultured and susceptible heart, his fondness for poetry and fine arts, his
love for the motherland and last but not the least his unflinching faith in God and his
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Guru that gave him self-confidence are the different and varied traits of his character
that gave him a prominent place in the student world. Inspite of all this he led a simple
life and he never tried to push himself in the lime-light. He always remained unassuming, observed things happening round him and did his duties. It was this spirit and
sense of duty that created in him a desire to serve his motherland and in response to a
call from Mahatma Gandhij# who started the national struggle for freedom, he left the
Baroda College, joined the Swar!ja @zram at Ahmedabad and there he became a graduate (Sn!taka).
After graduation he worked in Ahmedabad. He took active part in all social and
political activities and even wrote articles651 to uplift the society. He translated Tolstoy's
works652 and wrote stories based on the Upani;ads653. He even wrote a Sanskrit commentary on the collection of Bhart&hari's zlokas, published under the name of Sadbodhazataka.654 He wrote also 'G#rv![a Bh!;! Praveza' where he tried to introduce Sanskrit grammar for the beginners in a lucid manner. This grammar book was recognised
as a text-book for all the institutions affiliated to the Swar!ja @zram. But this was his
transitional state for he left off all these activities as soon as N!r!ya[a his younger
brother got a job after finishing his studies.
The worship of Datt!treya did not prevail in his paternal family. His grandfather
worshipped mother goddess while his father believed Ziva. Even he himself muttered
R!man!ma a sacred name and a royal road to reach god a road incidentally shown by
his father. But he was, it seems, chosen and picked up by God and was assigned a work
which we shall examine in the following pages:—
Before we examine the salient features of his spiritual development and his contribution to the Datt!treya-workship it is necessary to stress a point, which it seems, is the
backbone of all the events of his life. We have already referred to the fact that
Datt!treya worship did not come from his paternal side. His maternal uncle was fortunate enough to receive a copy of Shri-Guru-Caritra with the grace of Shri S!#b!b! of
Shirdi, who gave him the copy with his own hands and thus he even got a male child
while worshipping him. P![fura'ga who ardently longed for the vision of God continued muttering constantly R!man!ma and once he became so eager to visualise the Divine that his heart became full and tears flowed down his cheeks. He received inspiration from V!sudev!nandasarasvat# (Qembe) to go through the Poth#. At this time he
was about nine years old. So he could not understand what the word Poth# meant. But
he saw his maternal uncle worshipping the Poth# of GC and knowing it to be the Poth#
requested his uncle to give it to him promising due respect for and use of the sacred
book. His request was granted with great hesitation but we can see today that the pre-
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ं
ं े ”. In these articles
He used to write under the heading “ भागनो
लोटो ” under the pseudonyme “ गजरी
he criticised wrong actions, even of topmost personality.
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Cf. An Introduction to Sadbodhazataka. This commentary named is now published by Shri A. N.
Modi, the secretary of Avadh%ta-Niv!s, N!rezvar.
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sent Avadh%ta has been evolved out of repeated readings and ponderings of the same
book.
Just before this incident he was taken to Narsob!ch# W!d# after his thread ceremony by his maternal uncle and others. V!sudev!nandasarasvat# (Qembe) was there
when P![fura'ga was taken to him for his divine blessings. As soon as he saw
V!sudev!nanda he at once felt like running and sitting in the lap of the Sw!m# but was
not allowed to do so by his relatives as he had put on only ordinary clothes. While such
were P![fura'ga's feelings the Sw!m# told his relatives that P![fura'ga was his own
child655 and asked P![fura'ga whether he would stay on with him.
These two incidents clearly show that he was chosen for the Datt!treya school and
the following statements made by him in his works 'Shri Gurul#l!mrta' support this
view. The perusal of the first chapter of Shri Gurul#l!mrta clearly confirms his view that
he is only carrying out the orders of all-merciful god merely as His instrument. One
statement particularly is very significant where he quotes the divine words: " Take this
pitcher that contains nectar of my life and quench your own thirst and that of others
who are in need of something to quench their thirst."656 The same work in its third part,
at the end refers to an incident in V!sudev!nanda's life.657 The Sw!m# was to send the
idol of Datt!treya which was with him to W!f# when he was to depart from the world
at Garufezwar. God directed him not to do so as He desired to remain sportive there
only. Thus we see now that the Ganges of Datt!treya-worship that was fostered and
reared up by many a Maharastrian Saint on the soil of Maharashtra and which
quenched the religious thirst of people all round by its sacred waters was brought over
to the regions of Gujarat by Ra'g!vadh%ta who played the veritable part of Bhag#rath
of reputed memory.
The incident of his renunciation also strengthens the support about the mission
which god asked him to fulfil. He was severely ill and his relatives despaired of his life.
Once again his heart became more ardent and he loudly wished that the invisible
should give him a chance to visualise Him. He soon recovered composed his first devo655
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tional song and firmly determined to leave the unreal world for realisation of God. But
he was again directed to perform 108 P!r!ya[as of Shri Datta Pur![a of
V!sudev!nanda and, he accordingly chose N!rezvar658 the place where he now usually
stays and dropped the idea of going to the Himalaya – a peaceful abode for liberation. It
is this inexplicable yet undeniable divine wish which directs him to do every work
merely for betterment of society. This attitude of remaining an instrument of God rather
than be the actual doer of action is displayed from his very young age. He always did
his work with great zeal and sincerity even though in its usual course but never tried to
create any activity for its own sake considering himself the only fit person to execute the
same. The same spirit of detachment and distaste for unnecessary push and propaganda and for popularity is seen even today more frequently than before. His devotional songs preach the same thing in a variety of ways.659 He says very often that if we
take part in dancing our feet might experience pain but if we purchase an orchestra
ticket and witness the dance we shall have nothing but lasting pleasure. In the same
way if a man becomes a detached observer and removes the ego-feeling (Aham) from
action that he performs, there will be no pain. This mode of performing actions without
attachment reminds us of Jan!rdana, Ekan!tha and others who lived in this line.
In the same way according to him explicit faith in the Guru is absolutely necessary.
The need of a Guru is highly spoken of in scriptures and he has displayed the worthy
ideal of a disciple. Although he had no personal meeting with V!sudev!nanda, except
the one in his childhood described above, he considers him as his Guru and carries on
the work of V!sudev!nanda. He experiences his grace in all his actions and at times
gets directions from visions in dreams. Often during his random talks he refers to the
Sw!m# and says that it is that old man, his Guru that preserves his place in the society.660 He further says that the cow is strong enough to jump only on account of the
strength of her binding-post.661
This unflinching faith in God and Guru is the root-cause of his self-confidence often
displayed in his life. Many incidents of his student life as well as those of his life after
renunciation clearly show that the self-confidence has rather increased his firmness
with the result that now it has become a part and parcel of his life. We often see at pre658
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sent that fickle people who are found on the brink of spiritual and moral lapses are,
time and again, saved by him by restoring to them their failing self-confidence and
hope and by often affording them shelter and peace under his benign roof.662
But his self-confidence has never made him a man of stubborn nature. He is ever
vigilant to see to it that any kind of lethargy, rigidity or some such drawback which
might mar his aim does not appear even in thought. He has always stressed unvanquished power of mind which remains unconquered even by the great. This is the reason why we do not find in him any attachment to body and hypocrisy. Moreover, his
own achievement in controlling the mind and thereby keeping his head cool even under
most provoking circumstances created either by senseless arguments on the part of the
debator or in unexpected adverse circumstances or events reveal a true saint in him.
Such a peaceful way of dealing with problems is due to his spirit of toleration and merciful nature. The ever unhappy nature of human life gets consolation from him by having not only a hearer but a friend, philosopher and guide in Shri Ra'g!vadh%ta.663
The method of guiding people is, therefore, somewhat different. He seldom speaks,
yet creates an atmosphere, which itself would speak to the man who is really in need of
spiritual guidance and thus he encourages the man towards doing something to achieve
his goal. He says that one must go near the saints, sit beside them and their vibrations
would compel you to ask for the way towards liberation one day or the other. This
stress on silence and the power of invisible yet forceful energy of thoughts is akin to
what theosophists name as the powers of mind. We see its successful effect in a concrete
form.664 Consequently Datt!treya in the names of Zrip!davallabh, N&sinhasarasvati,
V!sudev!nanda and others is heard and remembered in Gujarat everyday. Formerly
the name of Datt!treya was heard only by Bh!gavata-hearers and was remembered by
Girnar visitors only.
But Shri Avadh%ta's Datt!treya is not circumscribed by any kind of rigid walls. His
deep insight into the matter has kept open the doors for necessary and new changes in
life. In all his religious activities he always takes care to see that the aim behind them is
fulfilled. He remains in touch with modern developments and has always carried out
his work in the same spirit. His open mind has evolved many new as well as old
thoughts. That is why he is the real representative of Avadh%ta even in the strict sense
of the term. Avadh%ta is 'naked' (Digambar) in the sense that he is not bound by any
kind of fetters and keeps himself always free to receive anything in any form. The
greatest service done by him in this line of thought is that Datt!treya-school has been
saved from becoming static.665 He always stressed the aim behind the means and that is
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why Datt!treya of his conception is equivalent to Parabrahma and is a symbol of the
synthetic unity working behind the world.666 This is amply and aptly revealed in his
literature and elsewhere and also in his talks at all times. Absence of rigidity and the
use of his own pure talents have attracted to him many literate and illiterate persons
and he leads them on with the high capacity of a leader synthesising the apparent contradictions. Even to the wicked and degraded, he gives a chance to go ahead by giving
them a push knowing that the person concerned was fit for it.667 Thus he has attained
complete and full control over human nature and that trait is the very core and essence
े भव’ (Invoke the Divine
of his life-teachings. This is revealed in an aphorism ‘पररदवो
unto one another) given by him to his disciples on his 59th birth anniversary. Men are
not wicked nor good by birth. It is the worth of a man that is counted and not the birth.
Such modern developments in his thoughts and inexplicable change in his behaviour
have engendered, at times, queer misgivings in the public mind. The fact is that his
open mind under the name of Avadh%ta, his carelessness towards external signs and
his communion with the greater cause are invariably working behind his actions and
directions.668
One of his many Avadh%tite ways is seen in his thoughts on propaganda.669 He says
that propaganda and that too about eternal truth is a contradictory statement. Truth
spreads itself like the rays of the sun. The sun does not know the number of lotuses that
bloom with his rising and close with his so-called setting. In the same way a saint with
his very presence and action creates an atmosphere that attracts the people like a magnet. This reminds us of words of his own Guru V!sudev!nanda that 'example is better
than precept.' 670
This Avadh%tite behaviour is clearly marked in his personal life. In spite of all his
activities for the development of Datta-worship in his own way he is found quite nonattached to any of them. The celebration of Datta-Jayant# festival every year has a
unique and wonderful history that gives a good account of his social leadership, workmanship and his tact in putting Sarvodaya thoughts into action. Yet the same was discontinued without any attachment when time came and now the festivals of both the
Datta-Jayant# and Ra'ga-Jayant# are celebrated every year at different places instead of
666
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at Narezvar.671 This has, in a way, placed the development of the Datta-worship into a
wider region than before. In the same way each devotee entertains the feeling that the
Avadh%ta is solely his own and that he has the best kind of feelings for him. Yet the
Avadh%ta is never heard of transgressing his own way as a result of excessive feeling
for his devotees. While expressing his sympathy with the afflictions of his devotees and
also while pouring out his ever-merciful heart to his unhappy followers he is seen as
soft, as even softer than butter, but he is ever as unmoved as a mountain and refuses to
budge an inch when he guides them or himself acts along the path of Reality.
This highest achievement is seen in the strict observance of the strict rule wherever
he goes. No one should offer him any kind of coin even rice.672 If respect is to be shown
one may offer cocoanut, fruits or flowers and garlands but he never touches and are
distributed among the people. In the same way no one is even asked to give anything in
the form of present. On the contrary such offers are repeatedly refused by the trustees
of the place. None of such things is utilised for the personal use of the Avadh%ta who
has few requirements of his own.673 Unlike most of us his non-attachment to Mammon
is observed in all his dealings. Even when he served in his early life before his renunciation he was equally indifferent about his monthly salary. This encouraged him to go
round the Narmad! river covering the distance in 108 days after he finished his 108
P!r!ya[as of Shri Datta Pur![a. It is customary to perform a ceremony including a dinner party inviting Brahmins and others at the end of the P!r!ya[a. The Avadh%ta being
reluctant to ask anybody decided to go round the river Narmad! on foot within 108
days carrying his 108 P!r!ya[as in mind and he finished the sacred tour acquiring a
vast store of spiritual and other kind of experiences.
After this he became known as a saint moving on the banks of the Narmad! (Narmad!-Taqa-Vih!r#). But the Avadh%ta was perhaps chosen for some greater mission and
he was forced to settle down at N!rezvar – a place of his penance – after the death of his
younger brother. He renounced the world for the sake of Reality with his mother's
671
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blessings and once again he came to serve his mother after he attained Reality. Now
N!rezvar became the centre of all his activities. This is a place attached to the names of
Lord Za'kara and his son Ga[eza and we see there the vast development of the
Datt!treya-school.
He has visited almost all the sacred places attached to this worship. Once he went
to south mostly on foot when he had the divine direction (@deza) to do so. This served
two purposes. He came in contact with his spiritual brother G![f! Mah!r!ja, foremost
disciple of V!sudev!nanda, in connection with his Gurum%rticaritra in Marathi and
knew many things about his own Guru. Moreover, that prepared a background for his
Shri Gurul#l!m&ta that was written some time after the tour and which contains spiritual vigour and divine depth with many literary beauties and which also describes the
life and mission of Datt!treya and his Vibhavas.
Once again he went to these places with his disciples, the detailed description of
ं सतीथ ”.
which is given in the book “ साहमाथी
Before we go through his works we should specially note that he has a strong desire to see saints either personally or through their works. He always pays respect to
S!dhus, ascetics and to those who try to uplift society in one way or the other, with his
personal penance and sacrifice. In the same way learned Brahmins, scholars and even
artists are encouraged by him and he gives them due respect. His humility is seen when
he greets some such saint. But he has equally strong aversion for those who pretend to
be S!dhus doing nothing or rather doing harm to society. In a way he has a great aversion for any kind of pretence and this is revealed in his poetry.674
He has written his works mainly in Gujarati and that too in verse though the number of Hindi and Marathi Bhajans are not less. Sanskrit is his second best vehicle for expressing his sentiments. His Ra'ga-H&dayam containing beautiful Stotras in Sanskrit
has been divided into two parts – Bhakti-H&dayam and J]!na- H&dayam. The very
names point out the types of Stotras that are contained in the two parts. His MantraGarbha Stotras have been addressed to different gods and goddesses like R!ma, K&;[a,
Ga[eza, Datta, Ziva, Dev#, Narmad! in one uniformly definite tone that they are but different names and forms of one Absolute Being.675 Many of his Hindi and Gujarati Bhajans contain such synthetic idea676 which is the essence of Datt!treya-worship, for the
deity himself has a combination of three gods and has taught us to mark beauty of the
supreme Lord even in the smallest thing in the world. Apart from the spiritual value of
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these Stotras it has developed a line of thought with repeated trails which represent the
worship of Datt!treya in its best form. N&sinhasarasvat# with his powerful spiritual
strength laid its foundation; V!sudev!nanda with his knowledge of scriptures and his
literary works tried to build a structure on it which got the final touch from the activities and works of Shri Ra'g!vadh%ta. The essential unity is pointed out in modern
garbs appealing to man's reason and touching his heart's feelings.677 Thus the Avadh%ta
has captured both the heart and the head of the people, having removed their doubts
and misunderstandings. @rtapr!rthan! and Dattapr!rthan!dw!dazakam678 give an expression of indescribable pain of separation from God, with a tone of friendship, rebuke
and reason; while Dattan!masmara[am679 has a good deal to contribute towards the
development of faith and understanding of the doings of God. Dattapra[ati>680 is a very
steady and serene yet powerful exposition of the Avadh%ta's thoughts with a charming
effect of sound and sense. His Dattazara[!;qakam681 reminds of the Bhaja Govindam
Stotra of Za'kar!c!rya. Among the pieces of J]!na-H&dayam, Bodham!lik!682 and
Ak;ara-G#t!683 are the most attractive and contain knowledge in the most aphoristic
way. His Antyapr!rthan!684 has a very effective tone for the phrase 'simple living and
high thinking' displaying a very bold fearless state of an Avadh%ta.685
While Ra'ga-H&dayam represents the Avadh%ta in the Sanskrit form, Shri Gurul#l!m&ta divided into three parts represents him in the Gujarati garb. All the three
deal with the history and anecdotes connected with Datt!treya (first part) and his incarnations in the forms of Zr#p!davallabha and N&sinhasarasvat# (second part) and
V!sudev!nanda (third part) containing many @khy!nas on the Paur![ic pattern. The
publication of the first part was very favourably received by the public and the press.
The Gujarati,686 a weekly from Bombay while reviewing its various sidelights states that
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name Ak;ara-G#t! and Avadh%t# Mast# (3 volumes).
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J]!na-H&dayam No. 6.
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े बाधता ं शीतममु ं
Cf. लत ु लत ु दहो

ु ं यथम।
े
े ्
वमत ु िधरमताम

ु
ं ूाणमि ॅमत ु िशर इदान ता

रचल इव न ु ािर  मोः ितोऽि॥

686

Gujarati, 7-9-1935.
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the reading of the book gives the reader an experience of getting something fresh and
new though the facts are the same. In the same way the Buddhiprak!za687 and the
Pustak!laya688 greeted it comparing it with Zrimadbh!gavat, J]!nezvar# and such other
works and predicted that it would receive recognition from the people like its predecessors. It is a fact that, now-a-days, Shri Gurul#l!m&ta has been getting the same kind of
respect and spiritual value which is given to GC of Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhar. The devotees
certainly attain their desired objects and even spiritual progress and peace through its
repeated readings (P!r!ya[a).
Apart from its spiritual value the book has a high literary merit. It is written
throughout in the Dohar! metre with run-on lines689 and rhymes690. The handling is so
natural that it seems as it were no effort is taken by the author to adjust the words acु
cording to the sense. Bhavabh%ti's line ‘वाचमथऽनधावित
’ is here illustrated in the best

form. Moreover, his R%pakas,691 sometimes full and sometimes partial, are scattered
here and there with the desired effect. The same is the case with other Ala'k!ras like
D&;q!nta692 used to clarify the ideas. Shri Sundaram,693 the well-known poet and critical
student of poetry has said that some of the Dohar!s are quite akin to the style of Dalapatar!m.694 His Svabh!voktis are also attractive and effective.695 It, thus, proves itself
one of the best attempts at creating an epic (Mah!-K!vya) in Gujarati literature.
The Avadh%t# @nand is a collection of his Gujarati and Hindi devotional songs.
Here the Avadh%ta is seen wearing a garb of many varied pieces of cloth as is customary for an Avadh%ta like him and thus represents the Avadh%ta with many traits of his
character over and above his Avadh%tite one. His Garab#s696 reveal the ways and means
of achieving the Reality and at times even the difficulties in its course. Moreover, each

687

ु
े अन े एकनाथना भागवतन पठे े ौीगलीलामृ
ं पण सारो लोकादर पामश े एवी अमन े ूतीित छ।े
ज्ञानरी
त मथ

688

े
ं ौीमागवत जटलोज
आ मथ
आदरपाऽ थई पडश े एम अम े मानीए छीए।
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I. 6. 55 ff.
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II. 63. 44-46.
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III. 129. 94 ff.
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उि कारण को, ॄदवे ज े जाण,

े छ,े िशव सहारक
ं
पालक िव ु तज
मान.
ं
िसहासनपर
भपू ज,े रणमा ं योो तहे ;
ं े .
िूयतम ए रणवासमां, एकज िनःसदह
ं
ॅाितथी
नाना िदस े, ज्ञानिथी एक;
े े
े .
दहादहातीत
ए, नाम प अलख
Or I. 9.26 ff: I. 41.69-70; I. 57.81 ff; III. 121.114 ff.
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र्
Cf. अवाचीन
कािवता, P. 515-16.
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e.g.

ं ना किद, िदवस कोईना जाय;
सव र् एक सम
र टमाळ सम मानवी दशायऽं पलटाय.
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I.54.104ff; II.70.97ff; III.130.25ff.
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Cf. Avadh%t# @nand. Nos. 101ff.
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one of them has been interwoven with alphabets of different languages or the different
names of months and such items. This is to my mind the very first successful attempt at
writing beginning with alphabets. Hindi poets tried this way yet they have not composed on all the letters of which Shri Parashurama Chaturvedi in his सतं का (p. 39. ff)
refers under the attempts at writing बावनीs. His morning prayers (Prabh!tiy!<)697 remind us of Narasinha, the well-known Gujarati poet of the past and are full of the joy
arising out of self-experience, reason and faith in reality achieved so far. His Bhajans
express his synthetic outlook behind the thing and many of them contain the same tone.
Inspite of all these carefree atmosphere of full bliss, pleasure is maintained698 that prescribes a way to eternal peace that one requires. These Bhajans are also printed in smallsized collections.699 His Patra-G#t! and @tmacintana are very useful guides to his followers on the path of liberation. Patra-G#t! is a novel attempt at versifying the wellknown Marathi Ov# metre in Gujarati language.
His most popular work is his Datta-B!van# composed in Gujarati for it has attained
the high spiritual importance like that of Hanum!n-c!lis! among Hanum!na-devotees,
with its fifty-two lines. Moreover, we have a free translation of the Gita. under the name
Sa'g#ta-G#t! and it can be easily sung as its name suggests.
The 'Shri V!sudeva-Saptazat#' is a fine biography of his Guru V!sudev!nanda in
Marathi and that too in a popular Ov# metre while Ra'ga-Tara'ga contains some of his
Marathi Abha'gas and such other compositions.
The 'Datta-Up!san!' is the only work written in prose for it was a lecture delivered
at Nav!pur and is a very intelligent exposition at giving a historical account of the worship of Datt!treya. In a way we can consider this as the head of the Avadh%ta while
Vandan!700 as his heart.
All these characteristics and his literary services attracted towards him many
ू
learned and talented people. This is seen when we read अवधतूशिः
and रूशिः – two
collections on glories of the Avadh%ta.701 Both are in Sanskrit and from well-known authors. In the same way Avadh%tadarzan is composed by a single poet in Gujarati in variety of meters. Besides these, his devotees have written many dissertations expressing
their varied and mysterious or miraculous experiences mostly in verse akin to current
ू
ू reveals a laudable attempt to glorify the Avadh%ta
cinema songs.702 भगविावधतमानसपजा
697

Cf. Avadh%t# @nand No. 8 ff. The following four lines are worth quoting :
ु बन,ं ु मृद बनी कश
े काळा पखाळु ं ,
ं तज
का थई पावडी पावनी

दहे बाळी बन ं ु भ भीितहरा, अग
ं पर जो धरे त ं ु कृ पाळु .

े
मृग थई ाधथी दहे वधाव ं ु आ, अिजन थई बसवा
काम लाग,ं ु

ं े िन चोकी कं , दरस िवण आन काई न माग ं ु
ान थई मिदर
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Cf. Avadh%t# @nand, Nos. 50, 59, 68, 69, 92, 175; 180.
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ू etc.
Cf. ऊभो अवधत
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Avadh%t# @nand, P. 177; cf. p. 185.
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ु
The third such collection under the name ौीरगणगिरमा
is published recently.

702

The total number of books written on him comes to fifteen or so.
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in Paur![ic pattern touching at times the chief characteristics of the Avadh%ta with a
powerful appeal to both the head and the heart. As yet, no living saint has ever been
praised in such glowing terms nor such high tribute showered on him.
At present the Avadh%ta confines his activities to enabling people to make spiritual
progress. His @deza, a message on his 59th birthday anniversary has many references
that would guide mankind about Atomic age and towards real happiness and peace.703
Through him the Datta-worship has gone beyond the limits of Maharashtra and has its
grass-roots firmly fixed on the soil of Gujarat. We may fervently hope that the powerful
lamp may get necessary feeding from his self-lighted light and he might carry on the
work of giving light to the needy.
In this way we find that this school has been strengthened by many saints. We can
add many more names to the list given above. Each saint has his own peculiar way and
thus he has contributed to the development of the worship of Datt!treya. Thus, Vi;[u
Kav# alias Puru;ottam!nandasarasvat#, Zr# N&sinhasarasvat# alias D#k;ita Mah!r!ja, Zr#
N&sinhasarasvat# of Aland# are the worthy names of this school. Moreover, Ken!r!ma
Aghori,704 a saint of higher order who had settled in Banaras, and Ananta Yogideva of
Tihari Gadhaval in the Himalayas have contributed a lot in those parts of India. Over
and above these saints Zr# Digambard!sa, Zr# Saccid!nanda Mah!r!ja, R!m!nanda
B#fakar, Brahm!nandasarasvat# alias L#l!datta, Sw!m# Ha<sa, Purohitsw!m#,
V!sudeva Vin!yak Sawe, P%r[ad!sa alias B!b! Upaskar, Cidambar Mah!r!j, Brahmendrasarasvat#, Zr# Gulva[# Mah!r!ja and many such other saints are considered worthy
of honour and respect.

703

े भव’ (Invoke the Divine unto
Cf. The S%tra on the top, gives as if the theme of the message viz., ‘पररदवो
one another). After this he gave messages occasionally, usually one each on his birth-day every year.

704

He was born at Ramagadh (Candauli Taluka of Banaras district) in about 1628 A.D. He has written a
book – 'Vivekas!ra'. He died at the age of 142 at Banaras in 1770 A.D. For details cf. Uttar# Bh!ratak#
Santa-Parampar!: Pp. 628-635.
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CHAPTER XVII

Several Sub‐sects, Symbols and Idols –
P!duk!s
In course of time many sub-sects came into existence and some of them are seen
even today in one way or another. The most developed and refined sect is that of the
Avadh%ta. The nature of Avadh%ta and the concept behind the term is quite wellknown and we have already referred to it. The Avadh%ta sect of this Samprad!ya has
again three facets: (i) Guru (ii) Avadh%ta (iii) @nanda. Datt!treya is considered as Guru
Avat!ra and his mission was to give real knowledge to the needy. So naturally, the importance of a Guru is clearly stressed. The Gurucaritra of Sarasvat# Ga'g!dhara shows
the importance of a Guru (spiritual preceptor) and we have seen how this, later on, resulted in Guru-Worship. Hence, the term 'Guru-Deva-Datta', has become widely famous. The other two, viz Avadh%ta and @nanda have no special distinction of their
own except some outward mode of behaviour and thus we find that the Avadh%ta Sect
expresses its joy, uttering Avadh%tacintana-Sr# Guru-Deva-Datta while that of @nanda
repeats @nande< Datt!treya Deva-Deva. Their common goal is Guru Datt!treya,
though their way of worship is slightly different.
But it is not so when we look to a Sect based on V!ma-M!rga. Sensual pleasures of
any type are to be avoided in the way of God. The Avadh%ta G#t! clearly and emphatically condemns attachment towards wine and woman. Datt!treya, in V!ma-M!rga having red-eyes, preaching sensual tricks about sexual irritation and such other matters
that are anti-social and immoral, is a late development that displays abuse of the sacred
name. No doubt, some features are seen even from the earlier stage that might establish
some connection with the Aghor# Sect or even with Bhairava; but it is now clearly distinguished by the people of the modern age. We have already referred also to the philosophical meanings given to it and have clearly shown how Datt!treya is connected
with these things. This V!m!c!ra Sect has lost its influence over society and has only
remained disappeared behind some anecdotes and outward features.
The association of Datt!treya with ascetics is rather peculiar and great. His special
interest in the S!dhus, his dress and behaviour etc., show him as a S!dhu. It is noteworthy that according to Wilson, the different orders of Sany!sins hold Datt!treya in
high veneration next to Za'kara,705 the organiser of the Sects. Though Dr. Chapekar's
investigation did not reveal this fact as such, the common view of ascetics that 'renunciation began with Datta' (Datta see Sa<ny!sa Cal!) corroborates the general import.
This view about Datt!treya's connection with asceticism is also endorsed in a sanskritic
text called Ziva Zatarudra Sa<hit!.706 But at the same time, he is not a mendicant, who
strictly follows the rules laid down by the scriptures. He is above caste and creed, which
are quite narrow in their outlook. Yadu is rather astonished when he sees Avadh%ta
and when he gets a reply that he follows the fifth @zrama. This tendency is clearly seen
705

े
ं द एव च।
कृ त े ज्ञानूदो ॄा ऽताया
– Ziva Pur![a – as quoted in Bhagaw!n Datt!treya.
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cf. note 1 on p. 183.
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among all the saints of this school. They highly respect the scriptures and follow their
rules in general but are not so keen about the details. They always march on with the
society, often moulding the society with their peculiar ways of behaviour. Thus, adoption of necessary changes required by time is seen in this type of Aty!zram# (transcending the @zrama rules) behaviour. Thus this sort of behaviour on their part is rather peculiar and is not strong enough to constitute a separate group or a Sect. It is this feature
that established some connection between the N!th Pantha and the Datt!treya School.
Attempts have been made to show that Datt!treya worship in the present form
with three heads and six hands is non-Vedic. Many connect this worship with the worship of Toth by Egyptians707 while others, mostly the followers of Mah!nubh!va Panth,
basing their arguments on Dhy!na given in Z![filya Upani;ad, consider the three
headed Datt!treya as non-Vedic. The arguments in connection with the Egyptian deity
are not convincing and the question still further requires investigation; while the claims
of Mah!nubh!va Panth, it seems, are based on Sectarian grounds. In the foregoing
chapters we have already noted many types of icons under different names proving the
unity of the three gods and the underlying principle of synthetic outlook on the part of
the devotees concerned. We cannot cling to one form or the other as there is gradual
development in the mode of worship right from the Vedic times to the modern age.
Moreover, the very idea of stereotype is opposed to the very nature of the worship. It is
worth noting in this connection that a book Sahy!dri-Var[ana by Rava_o Vyas, which is
considered as one of the early books on Mah!nubh!va Pantha, describes the icon of
Datt!treya as having two hands instead of four given in Z![filya Upani;ad. In the same
way some of the followers of the Dualistic idea which considers the three-headed
Datt!treya showing unity among diversity, claims that the worship of only one-headed
Datt!treya is the bestower of boons as it has no unitary worship.708 All such attempts are
one-sided and are based on sectarian principles.
But later on stress was laid on the idea lying behind the worship and not on the external form. The worship though it had many facets, was made more liberal than before
and its synthetic outlook was greatly emphasised by the followers in general and the
saints in particular. This is exactly true in case of different symbols in the hands of
Datt!treya. We see sometimes the icons having only two hands,709 or four hands or six
hands or even eight hands.710 Many icons are found either with one or three heads.711
We shall give a free translation of one of the Gujarati Bhajans, composed by Shri
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वैिदक सि, P. 500 ff.
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र् ु
Cf. ‘धमर्’ weekly. 7-12-1905, p. 220 ff. cf. also साथगपररामृ
तम ,् p. 96.
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The temple at Bh!qag!m in Nepal, 8 miles from that of Pazupatin!th temple, has a two-handed icon
and is said to have been the object of concentration and worship by Dal!dana Muni, who has written
the famous Datta-Lahar# of 102 stanzas in the Zikhari[# metre. Pilgrimage to all the sacred places in
Nepal is not considered complete unless a pilgrim pays homage to this idol. The present temple in the
Techap! tol of Bh!qag!m was built in 1453 A.D. (I. A. Vol. 13, p. 414).
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The temple at P!qa[ near Siddhapur in Gujarat.
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The temple of Datt!treya near Gokar[a contains an image with three heads and six hands and a visit
to this shrine, it is believed is to secure an answer to one's prayer (cf. Bombay Gazateer: District Konkan: Kanara Ch, XIV, p. 296).
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Ra'g!vadh%ta, who gives a rational explanation for all such symbols. Before quoting it,
it is necessary to add that the symbols to which he refers are only those that are commonly accepted. But we do come across symbols even different from them, like lotus,
mace, khaqv!'ga and such others and that too with a change in the hand holding them.
General significance of all these symbols is that some signs and emblems of each of the
three principal gods i.e. of Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva should be demonstrated so that the
unity of all the three may be understood. Here is the above mentioned Bhajan by Shri
Ra'g!vadh%ta: –
"My hearty solicitations to thee ! Oh merciful Lord ! Gurudeva Datta ! May all
our distractions be removed and our mind be firmly fixed on Thee !
(1)
Unborn art thou yet thou hast manifested thyself for the sake of thy devotees
and hast incarnated thyself as the true essence of Brahm!, Vi;[u and Maheza,
rolled in one.
(2)
Thou art one-faced in one place and three-faced in another; (thus) thou art
endowed with forms though really, attributeless! Verily, the sacred penance of the
sage Atri is seen incarnate in thee !
(3)
Thou art seen having two, four or even six hands and thy form, Oh
Avadh%ta! pours out essence of intelligence with various emblems in those hands.
(4)
Who can grasp thy sport when even the Vedas are dumb-founded staggering
in bewilderment at thee, standing perpetually by thy side in the form of dogs?
(5)
To outer appearance thou standeth on wooden sandles (P!duk!s), signifying
spiritual indifference for in reality they are nothing but activity and renunciation,
bestowing enjoyment and emancipation on the devotees.
(6)
Thou hast seated thyself, all naked in the penance-grove, which is nothing but
the heart of thy devotees – the cremation ground where dead bodies in the form
of passion and anger are ever burning !
(7)
The scriptures in the form of birds sing thy Essence and the Pur![as hum in
the form of bees thy attributeless form.
(8)
Free from even an iota of longing, thou standeth under the Audumber, the
wish fulfilling tree of contentment on the banks of the sacred Ganges – the spiritual discipline (S!dhan!).
(9)
The auspicious matted hair (Jaq!) on thy head shines forth as flames of J]!naAgni and thus the whole face consisting of Existence, Consciousness and Bliss
(Saccid!nanda) – all joy, and joy and joy incarnate !
(10)
Thou hast clad thyself in Garua cloth drenched in self-control and the well
known six supernatural powers grace thy hands, oh formless one ! in the form of
thy six hands !
(11)
Do not the beads of Rudr!k;a rosary in thy neck signify the series of universe? Indeed, though hast remained all aloof though pervading everywhere. No
space is devoid of thee !
(12)
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Thou hast burnt thy ego and besmearing thyself with these sacred ashes, thou
art wandering round the whole world somewhere in a covert form, elsewhere all
open, with unmanifest signs thou playeth everywhere.
(13)
All homeless and self-sportive art thou. Only a few rare J]!n#s know thee,
and once eyeing thee remain firm in their goal meditating and pondering over thy
blessed self.
(14)
The world-nourishing wallet on thy shoulder is verily the goddess Annap%r[!, the goddess Padm! dwells in the Padma (lotus) resting in thy hand, and
the G!yatr# is standing by thy side in the form of a cow.
(15)
Oh D!t!r of Girnar, the annihilator of the ego of Gorakhan!tha, thou thyself
art N&sinhasarasvat# the Saviour in the iron age, the joy in the minds of thy devotees.
(16)
Oh Zr#p!davallabha incarnate, shall I find thee in Kuravapur ? Or shall I go to
W!f#, Audumber or G![ag!pur to find thee in N&sinhasarasvat#-form ? (17)
Shall I visit Akkalakoq ? Will Swam#r!ja be there? Or shall I hasten my feet to
M![ikanagar to see thee in M![ikaprabhu incarnate ? Or should I go to
M!h%rgafh ? Say, Say, where can I behold thee ?
(18)
Or should I speed to Garufezvar to see thy ascetic form as the incarnation of
V!sudev!nandasarasvat# ? Or instruct me, oh silence incarnate ! if though art
moving in some new garb ?
(19)
What non-sense am I speaking? Where not art thou ? Thou art shining in
every nook and corner. What can I do if the faithless blind do not see that formless
form ?
(20)
Oh Datta thine be the eternal victory, thine be the eternal victory, thine be the
eternal victory, for my outward speech is waning in silence! Seeing thee pervading everywhere I remain all exultant !!"
(21)
There is another interpretation712 based on a philosophical aspect, Datt!treya is the
incarnation of Guru. The three heads in one form represent the three Gu[as, viz., Sattva,
Rajas and Tamas and the power which combines the three is God in the form of
Datt!treya. His six hands are Yama-Niyama, Zama-Dama and Day! and Z!nti. The
Goddess Earth that represents nature consisting of five subtle elements (Pa]ca-Bh%ta) is
standing behind the god in the form of a cow. He who is above all the three Gu[as,
does not see the world but realises its existence only. In the same way the four dogs
represent Icch!, V!san!, @z! and T&;[!. Although the dogs are constantly looking at the
god, he does not even look at them.
In the same way an astronomical interpretation of the story of Datt!treya and his
symbols is also attempted.713 Here it is said that the myth of Datt!treya is possibly based
on the peculiar position of the three constellations viz. M&ga, @rdr! and Punarvasu. The
M&ga star represents a cradle with three babes, @rdr!, literally means a gem, Anas%y!,
while Punarvasu, means a house a hermitage while Sirius, the brightest star in front of
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अा दज, P. 3 ff.
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Hindu Holidays and Ceremonials, p. 221 ff.
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orion or M&ga is Atri. Just near Orion we have Cannis the Major consisting of four stars,
which represent the four dogs in the forms of four Vedas; and the cow is possibly
evolved out of Lupus. It is also possible that these dogs represent the four largest planets with the moons because instances have been known of these planets having been
discerned with the naked eye.714 Sri Phadke connects the god with the Moon.715 In this
way various interpretations are offered which ultimately show 'unity among diversity'.
The modern form of Datt!treya is attended by four dogs, that are said to represent
the four Vedas, showing thereby great knowledge of the Vedic lore possessed by the
deity. However, it is difficult to ascertain as to how and when the actual interrelation
between the dogs and the deity started. We have already noted the attempts to connect
the dogs with constellations. We do not get the name of a dog among the list of his
twenty-four Gurus. Nor have we come across any reference which connects him with a
dog except one undated. Ms. of K!lik! Pur![a where he is said to have been attended
by dogs.716 Many connect the idea with the cult of the V!ma M!rga and the Tantras.
Connection of a dog with the Bhairava is very close and is popular in Maharashtra and
it is worth noting that the famous Datta Akh!f! of Ujjain had a close connection with
the god Bhairava717 as it was named after him viz. Bhairava Akh!f! in old days.
The dog in India was a domestic animal even in the time of Mohenjodaro civilization.718 The story of Yudhi;qhira’s refusal to enter heaven of Indra without his favourite
dog who was really Yama in disguise is too well-known. But whether its worship in
those days was in vogue, is not known.
We have a very interesting episode narrated in Za'kara Digvijaya of Vidy!ra[ya
(6.24 ff.) where it is stated that when once Za'kar!c!rya was going for a bath, a
C![f!la, attended by four ferocious dogs (6.25) was seen on his way and he was asked
to be out of his path. C![f!la argued on the lines of Ved!nta teachings and when, finally, Za'kar!c!rya agreeing with C![f!la left the Dvaita-Bh!va that rested in the notion that a particular person is a C![f!la, the form of C![f!la, who was Lord Za'kara
in disguise, was changed and the four dogs assumed the form of the four Vedas
(6.39)719. Thus the dogs' connection with Vedas is not uncommon, though they are considered impure and even untouchable. Here it is worth noting that the same source viz.
Za'kara Digvijaya, later on considers Datt!treya as one who bestows knowledge
714

J. Offered: JRAS of Great Britain and Ireland, 1915, p. 202.
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द. म.,ु Ch. 2. P. 50-52.
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र् ं ( ऽहं ? ) कथ ं साक्षी कमणा
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्
् KLP. Ch. 21.26.
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र् जगासी ( मी ? ) कली भोगवान कथम॥
शनोधता
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For Rudra's connection with dogs cf. AV. 10. 1. 30, VS 16.28 as quoted in Vedic Myth. P. 76.
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The religions of India Vol. I, P. 187. We may also recall here the four animals round the three headed
god found at Mohenjodaro. They are the elephant, the tiger, the rhinoceros and the buffalo.
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े ः॥
जदै
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(J]!nam-Vitarati) in Treta age.720 Thus the dogs who are represented as faithful to their
master and as have vision in darkness, are found connected with the Vedas, which also
sing the praise of the eternal Lord and impart right knowledge to those who are in
darkness.
In recent times, in Bombay, many Hindus worship the dog of the K!labhairava
Kha[fer!o. There is a festival known as Khicha P%j! in Nepal in which people worship
dogs and garlands of flowers are placed round the necks of all dogs in the country.
There is a story of a Brahmin, named Vi;[udatta famous in the school of Datt!treya
who saw Datt!treya in the form of a mad man, distributing flesh of a dead ass, to dogs.
There is a version of the story of Datt!treya giving Darzana to Ekan!tha where it is said
that Datt!treya had a dog with him. The famous Abha'ga by Tuk!r!ma describes him
as attended by dogs.721 Ekan!tha has written a beautiful poem on the dog722 and thus the
connection of a dog with the god is said to be very close. It seems the idea behind this is
to show the Avadh%tite nature of Datt!treya besides the sign of looking upon all creatures, even a dog, as equal.723
The most important question that now remains to be discussed is that of the worship of the foot-prints of Datt!treya in this school. We generally admit that worship of
the Guru is only through his feet and hence the general term for dedication is
ु ’ or something like that. Even a great saint or a great personality is always
‘भगवरणाजे
ू
addressed as ‘पपादाः
’ (lit. the reverened feet). This worship based on Guru-worship
reveals great importance of foot prints (पाकाs). Girnar, the mount in Saurashtra in Bombay State, is one of the few places where are found the foot-prints of Datt!treya on a
lonely splendid peak. They are considered as his original foot-prints. The chief promulर्ु
gator of this worship, N&sinhasarasvat# deposited his ‘िनगणपाका
s’ at G![ag!pur and
that are at present an object of worship. So is the case with ‘नरसोबाची वाडी’ where
Datt!treya is worshipped through his foot prints instead of the idol. Even at Daulatabad, where the ‘समािध’ of Jan!rdanasw!m# is seen, we see the foot-prints at the top. At
present Zr# Ra'g!vadh%ta of N!rezvara, on the Bank of the Narmad! attaches great importance to ‘पाकाs’. Even during the daily worship724 Bhajans praising the पाकाs are
sung with great devotion.
The practice of worshipping the पाकाs, according to some is due to the fear of attacks from the Mohamadans, who often broke the idols of the gods of the Hindu. However, the foot-prints of Buddha725 on Gurpa hill in Gaya district, those of Vi;[u726 and
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even those of Jain T#rtha'kars are worshipped long before these attacks started.727 So the
plausible view seems to be that just as शािलमाम of िव ु is considered rather a higher
mode of worshipping the god than that of his idol, in the same way the पाकाs of
Datt!treya are worshipped by his devotees who consider that worship as higher. Moreover, the term पाका is from the root पद ् to go, to move onwards. Its worship is thus a
symbol of the onward march on the part of a devotee. There is another subtle reason
why only पाकाs are worshipped and not any other part of the body of the Guru, and
that is the subtle vibrations of a man are always stored up in abundance in the feet
rather than in any other limb. So the touch of the feet is always considered sacred from
this point of view. It is perhaps due to this reason alone that saints do not allow the
people (except only a few devotees) to touch their feet.
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CHAPTER XVIII

Datt!treya: Relation with other Sects
In Maharashtra Zr# J]!nezvar#, Zr# Guru Caritra and Zr# D!sabhodha have unique
influence on the people in general and the devotees usually keep them with them for
daily recitation. The teachings of these three holy texts have attracted people to such an
extent that people forget the difference of Sects. J]!nezvara having a spiritual lineage
from the N!th Cult, is highly respected both by the followers of Zr# Samartha and by
those of Zr# Datt!treya. In the same way, Datt!treya is highly honoured by others. Thus
we get references and even anectdots connecting Datt!treya with many cults such as
N!th cult, Mah!nubh!va Cult, V!rakar#, Zr# Samartha, At#tas, Bhairava and such others.
The famous Akh!f! in Ujjain is known as the Juna Akh!f! and its tutelary deity is
Datt!treya. Formerly, that Akh!f! was called the Bhairava Akh!f!. The term Akh!f!
implies either monastery or regiment and this Akh!f! was established in 1146 A. D.,
though looking to its connections with Bhairava, it seems, it represents the old Sect of
Zaivite ascetics.728 In the same way, At#tas degraded Dazan!m#s, and L!l P!dr#s, general
terms for Yogis having 'yellow robes' are worshippers of Datt!treya and are scattered
all over India.
But the connection of Datt!treya with the N!th Cult is rather abiding. In the Dabis729
tan he is described in a contest of yogic power with Gorakhan!th. This is corroborated
by K!vaf# Bov!730 who gives detailed account of the episode. These N!thas and their
cult have so many sub-cults and branches and are so interwoven with one another that
it is very difficult to distinguish between them. In Berar the N!thas comprise 18 divisions, of which the recognised or regular sub-sects are Avadh%ta, K!nphateya and
Gorakhan!th. But in general this Panth follows the line of Avadh%ta.731 Kaul!c!ra,
which is the fourth in Z!kt!c!ra is akin to the Avadh%ta M!rga. Moreover, the worship
about enkindling Ku[falin# is common to both. Datt!treya is said to have nine N!thas
around him listening to his lectures.732 But it is difficult to say who these nine N!thas
were. Arthur Avalon, construes these nine as means of experience. They are ears (2),
mouth, eyes (2) nostrils (2) penis and anus.733 In the Mah!r[ava Tantra there is a description, in which 9 N!thas are invoked in one of their Ny!sa Vidhi. From it we can
make out the nine names as follows: – Gorakhan!th, J!landharan!th, N!g!rjuna, Sahasr!rjuna, Datt!treya, Devadatta, Jafabharata, @din!tha and Matsyendran!th. But this
list includes Datt!treya as one of them so we cannot rely on this list. The Nava-N!thaBhakti-S!ra gives the following nine: Gorak;a, J!landhara, Carpaqa, Afabak;a,
K!nthipa, Matsyendra, @di, Caura'g#, Bhakti; (or Bhart&har#); while the other list gives
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Ekan!tha, @din!th, Matsyendra, Udayan!th, Da[fan!th, Satyan!th, Santo;an!th,
Karp%rn!th and J!landharn!th.734 Navan!tha Katham&ta (P. 5) contains a different list.735
But of all these Gorakhn!th is the most famous. Later on there was a bifurcation of this
cult from J]!nezvar onwards. The V!rakar# cult is working with great enthusiasm and
is attracting many people, while the original N!tha Cult is working in secret. Thus, the
V!rakar# Pantha which inspires people for progress has in no way opposed or criticised
Datt!treya. On the contrary, we find that high tributes are paid by J]!nezvar736,
Ekan!tha and Tuk!r!ma and others.
In the same way other Panthas also respect Datt!treya. As an instance in point we
come across a story in Shri Samartha cult in which Shri Samartha and Datt!treya had a
common meeting. Moreover, the title 'Samartha' was given by Datt!treya.737 In the same
way Zr# Caitanya and @nanda cults have their connections in one way or the other.738
It is also interesting to find that Zr# Vallabh!c!rya in his Subodhin# on Ek!daza
Skandha of Zr#madbh!gavata Pur![a refers739 to Datt!treya as J]!nakal!vat#r[a (P. 62)
and considers him as Pu;qisthah (P. 63),740 the highest stage in the cult.741 Spontaneous
divine grace which is highly important in this cult is well spoken of in the very beginning of Avadh%ta G#t!742. It is a gift that blows where it listeth and elects as its recipient
whomsoever it chooses. As an Upani;ad puts, it is "obtainable by anyone whom it
elects"743.
The Sw!m#n!r!ya[a cult in Gujarat which we might consider as an off- shoot of
Vallabha Cult in Gujarat, speaks about Datt!treya with words of respect in its Vacan!m&tam744 and Satsa'g#j#van (5 parts).745 It is natural that the pious name might be
remembered often when a particular Cult stresses the piety in society. The
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Sw!m#n!r!ya[a Cult did the same thing in society while referring the name of
Datt!treya though basing most of its @c!ra as that of Vallabha Cult. Thus the current
cults in Gujarat have a good connection with Datt!treya school.
The next Pantha, closely related to this, after the N!tha Cult is that of
Mah!nubh!va. The Mah!nubh!va Sect claims its origin from Datt!treya.746 In this Sect
Datt!treya is the propagator according to Cakradhara. The same source informs us further that Datt!treya exists in all the four ages.747 Thus the whole sect though mainly
Vaishnavite, and having mainly K&;[a worship, has sound connection with Datt!treya.
Because of this connection the Sect is sometimes named after Datt!treya and is called,
Datt!treya or Zr# Datta Samprad!ya or the Muni M!rga (A reference is here to
Datt!treya).748 Besides these titles the sect has different names. It is sometimes called
M!nabh!v (short name of Mah!nubh!va) and sometimes Mah!tm!.749 Moreover, Marathi S!rasvata gives Jayak&;[#ya and Acyuta and its later edition adds two more to the
list viz. Bhaqa-M!rga and Param!rga and holds that Param!rga must be its original
ु
े बलं वा य सः
name. The word Mah!nubh!va is explained thus: – महान ् अनभावः
तजो

ु
माहनभावः।
त पाः। Thus it is a Sect of persons who have great lustre, or strength.750
Sometimes it is understood as a Sect of men who have great experience.751
But while they speak of Datt!treya as their original founder they hold that they
have had a fresh founder in each of the four Yugas. They thus, recognise the five propagators, called 5 K&;[as and have a Mantra about each. The actual establishment of the
sect dates from the 13th century when Cakradhara, one of the five K&;[as organised it.
The sect is found in the Marathi speaking area i.e. in the Deccan and in Berar and it is
said that it has Maqhas or realigious places in the Punjab and even in Afghanisthan.752
Datt!treya is highly honoured in this Sect. Not only is he considered as one of the 5
K&;[as, full incarnations of the highest god but is also said to be the giver of a boon to
the father ot Cakradhara, by which Cakradhara, the then Harap!_adeva was born.
Moreover, Cakrap![#, alias C!'gadeva R!%_a, one of the five K&;[as of the Sect had a
vision of Datt!treya at M!h%ra. They do not worship Datt!treya with 3 heads and six
hands with 4 dogs in front and a cow behind, but one with one head and 4 hands. They
hold claim that the icon with one head and 4 hands is the only Vedic one while the
modern one is non- Vedic. They prove their theory on the following grounds: – In JDUP
and Za.UP. Datt!treya is an incarnation of Mah!-Vi;[u with four hands. In the same
way Bha.P. (4-14) clearly indicates that Datt!treya was born as an incarnation of Vi;[u
along with Candra and Durv!s! the latter being incarnations of Brahm! and Ziva re-
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spectively. This was in the one-headed form. GC (Ch. 4.70) refers to the modern form.753
But that is a later development. Even now there are many temples of one-headed
Datt!treya. For example, in Pa[fharpur in the old temple of Datt!treya, there is only
one-headed icon. Besides this, even Ekan!tha seems to endorse this view.754 Thus the
theory of one-headed Datt!treya has support from all sides and that is the reason why
in Devadevezvar in M!h%ra (old Nizam State), which is considered as the sleeping
place of Datt!treya, he is worshipped in the one-headed form.
There is a book called ‘साििवणनर्’, by Rava_o Vyas alias R!ghop!dhy!ya. This book
is considered as one of the 7 @dya-Ganthas of the sect and is dated 1255 Zaka era. Here
stories about Alarka, K!rtav#rya and Parazur!ma are given and Datt!treya is described
as having one head and two hands (not four as previously said). Moreover, the places
of Datt!treya such as M!h%ra, P!]c!lezwar, Merub!_! and others are alluded to but
there is no mention of G![ag!pur or W!f#. Thus this school, it is claimed, represents
Datt!treya-worship in its old form.
'The Datt!treya' in the Zaka era 1192 by Bh!skara, a learned writer on
Mah!nubh!va Sect, is one of the works on Datt!treya by Mah!nubh!va authors. The
Mah!nubh!va literature is seen in L#l!caritra and Govindaprabhu Caritra by Mh!#<
Bhatt, P%j!vasara by B!ideva B!su and Cakradharokta S%kta P!qha and D&;q!ntap!qha
compiled by Kesob!sa, based on Notes taken by Mh!#< Bhatt, a disciple of Cakradhara.
Moreover, in modern times Prof. V. B. Kolte, Prof. Nene, and B!lk&;[a Shastri have contributed many writings about the cult and simplified the doctrins in a popular form.
Tuk!r!ma and Ekan!tha, on the contrary, have severely criticised the sect and before
the composition of above-mentioned work in Marathi and Devnagari character the literature was kept a guarded secret with the device (Sa<keta) of their own. Nicol Macnicol recalls some of the early Christian sects such as Manichacans in comparison with
practices of the Mah!nubh!va Sect. The author of Marathi S!rasvat has tried to trace
out the course of the grievances and bias of the people regarding the Sect and has put
forward different reasons down from its secrecy and opposition to the system of four
Var[as, to some ill-behaviour on the part of some great personalities of the sect. Anyhow the sect was criticised by outstanding personalities like Tuk!r!ma and Ekan!tha
and now-a-days it has arrested the attention of many and it being studied with care.
The teaching of the Pantha may be summarised as follows: –
There are two kinds of devotion (Bhakti) found in the world. One of them leads to
worldly happiness, while the other leads to perfect bliss. This Sect has accepted Bhakti
of the second type and that is why it is called Mok;a-Pradh!na i. e. liberation is the chief
goal of the Sect.
The Sect believes in the incarnation theory. The highest god is not visible to our
physical eyes and so the Absolute manifests himself in one form or the other. Moreover,
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for ordinary men Sagu[a form is absolutely necessary. So in each generation, according
to this sect, god takes birth when there is decline in the Mok;a-Dharma. Thus in the
K&ta age, Ha<sa, in Tret!, Datt!treya in Dw!par, K&;[a and in Kali, Cakradhara were
incarnations of the absolute. As regards K&;[a they say that he is not an incarnation of
Vi;[u staying at Vaiku[qha. For Vaiku[qha-V!sa is only for a short time, while liberation is for all the time. The G#t! of K&;[a is recognised in the sect as the book of highest
knowledge as the teaching of the first two incarnations is not available.
For liberation both knowledge and devotion are quite essential. One of them alone
will not do755. A J]!ni must be a devotee.
In this path of liberation the Sect has recognized the right of all castes and sexes.
Thus Zudras and Ladies get equal rights as regards liberation. Whosoever has full devotion of K&;[a can attain liberation. So constant remembrance of him will lead to the final
goal.
They recognize only the five K&;[as as incarnations of the Absolute. Other deities
are considered different from them. They are never considered as incarnations of the
Absolute. They can give non-permanent rewards only and never the liberation. But inspite of this difference they never insult any deity. On the contrary, they claim that they
respect them in a much better way than that of their worshippers. For instance there are
many legends about the gods like Brahm!, Vi;[u and Ziva and also about their illbehaviour. Such stories are never seen nor believed by this Sect. This is the peculiarity
of the Sect, says B!lk&;[a Shastri.756 To establish this theory of difference between the
incarnations of the Absolute and other gods, Cakradhara, one of their five K&;[as was
specially born in the 12th century of the Zaka era. The people at that time hankered after
material happiness. According to Prof. S. V. Dandekar757 people at that time were mad
after Mantra Tantra and such other things and had almost forgotten the hidden meaning of the Vedic religion. They only knew its outward form. Prof. V. B. Kolte is also of
the opinion that people at the time of Cakradhara ran after the insignificant gods. To
direct them to the Absolute Cakradhara incarnated himself. The main line upon which
Cakradhara based his teachings was the theory that the Absolute is Nitya-Mukta while
the gods are Nitya-Baddha. How can such gods give liberation? The Absolute has two
forms one is manifested and the other unmanifested. The latter cannot do anything. So
the former which is in form and Sagu[a should be worshipped and that too for the sake
of getting liberation. There are many incarnations of the Absolute but five of them are
the principal ones. They are Datt!treya, K&;[a, Cakravarti C!'gadeva R!%_a, Govindaprabhu alias Gu[fama Ra%_a and Cakradhara. These are five K&;[as of the Sect the
conception of which seems to have been based on the Padma Pur![a.758
The Sect recognized the G#t! as an authority while it was fully vested with detailed
rules of initition by Cakradhara.
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Thus we see that generally the worship of Datt!treya faces no opposition in general
from any corner and the name is highly respected all over India. The difference which
lies between the different sects and sub-sects with which the name is connected is only
about some external form here and there and that is natural. Many a time change becomes inevitable while taking into consideration the time-factor. It is natural when we
take into consideration different types of people. At present, it is important to note that
the god, whose worship is based on synthetic out-look is in one way or the other connected with and respected by the promulgators of different sects scattered either in
Mah!r!;qra in particular or in India in general and thus has become as it were a connecting link between the followers of two or more sects lessening their controversies.
This is indeed, a great achievement.
A view is held by some that the School of Datt!treya came under the Muslim influence and contributed to the moulding of its pattern. But there is no evidence which can
be marshalled in support of the above contention.
It is true that the School of Datt!treya developed in Mah!r!;qra and Karnatak
which were at that time under the influence of the Muslims. It is also true that
N&sinhasarasvat# played a prominent part in developing the School. It should however
be noted that the School of Datt!treya is a traditional School759 whose origin go back to
the earliest days of Hindu Culture. The worship of Datt!treya was in vogue in India
long before760 the Muslims started to invade the country and influence its culture. Islam
was introduced into India by the Arab invaders who entered Sind under Muhamd ibn
Q!sim in A.D. 712. The permanent extension of Muslim rule in India dates from the latter part of the 12th century when conquest of Muhammad Ghori resulted in the establishment of a Muhammadan dynasty in Delhi.761 The beginnings of Datt!treya worship
go back to a very distant part while the dates of Prophet Mohammad are 570-632 A.D.
The earlier references discussed elsewhere in the thesis go against the contention of the
Muslim influence over Datt!treya worship. Moreover, GC the sacred book of the followers of Datt!treya and written after a century or so after the disappearance of
N&sinhasarasvat# does not contain even a single Y!van# (foreign) word762 and this itself
is obviously an incontrovertible evidence of the lack of any Muslim influence over it. It
may further be observed that not only the Datt!treya School was not influenced by
Muslims but the later Muslim Rulers came under its influence and looked at it with
reverence. GC contains a story about the Mohamadan Ruler of Belur who surrendered
himself to N&sinhasarasvat# as he was afflicted by boils. Later on Jan!rdansw!m# (15041575 A.D.) also influenced Muslim Rulers so that Thursday, a day sacred to Datt!treya
was declared as a holiday in the fort of Daulatabad. GC lays stress on the Vedic rites
and the great traditions of Hindu Religion in order to wean the people from the Muslim
culture to which they were likely to fall aprey. The other small points of similarity may
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not be discussed here in the light of the above discussion as the similarity between any
two ideas does not necessarily speak of the influence of one over the other.
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CHAPTER XIX

The Sacred Places of Datt!treya
Sacred places of Datt!treya, fall into two categories: There are certain places, which
are connected directly either with the name of Datt!treya or with the names Atri and
Anas%y!; while there are some that came into existence after the rise of powerful personalities, who developed the School. Thus, the mount Girnar in Saurashtra (Gujarat
State), the mount Abu in Rajasthan, B!b! Bufana763 in Mysore State, M!h%rgafh in the
district of Yavatm!l (Madhya Bharat State), Anas%y! on the banks of the Narmad! near
Chandod (Gujarat State), Anas%y! on the way to Badriked!rezvara temple, Atri @zrama
in Sachindram near Trivendrum, Datta-Akh!f! at Ujjain and Atri-Anas%y!zrama on
Citrak%qa are connected with the name of Datt!treya. Some of these are very well
known to the followers of the School while the places like Narasob!c#w!d#, Audumber,
G![ag!pur, Kuravapur on the banks of the K&;[a river are important on account of
their connection with N&sinhasarasvat# and Shrip!dvallabha764 who promulgated this
worship. In the same way the followers of Datt!treya School also visit with great reverence many places attached to the worthy names, who developed the worship in modern
times. Among these the names of M![ikanagar, Akkalkoq, Garufezvar are prominent.
These places have their association with M![ikaprabhu, Sw!m# of Akkalakoq and
V!sudev!nandasarasvat# respectively. We shall discuss here some of these places in
detail.
Before we give an account of these places in detail it is worth noting that Datt!treya
and his travel all over India for the sake of different purposes of daily routine work are
so well known that his sudden arrival has become proverbial in Marathi language.765
Thus his dwelling-place is the Sahy!dri hills, the sleeping-place M!h%rgafh, morning
bath is at the Ganges near Haradwar, sipping sacred water (@camana) at Kuruk;etra,
meditation either at Girnar or G![ag!pur, besmearing ashes at Dh%tap!pezwara, performing Sandhy! (morning prayer) at Kar[!qak, soliciting alms at Kolhapur, sacred
mark on forehead (Tilak) at Pandharpur, dining at Panchaleshwar, drinking water at
the Tu'gabhadr! river, hearing Kath! at Badarin!r!ya[a, resting at mount Girnar and
the evening Sandhy! performance is done on the Western coast. Often due to extraneous circumstances particular rites differ at particular places. Thus, Datt!treya Vajra
Kavaca takes M!h%rgafh as a place for solicating alms instead of using as a sleeping
place, which is the Sahy!dri hills according to it. In the same way Kolhapur is a place
meant for muttering sacred Mantras. K!vafi Bov!, the author of Datta-Prabodha, while
describing these places, even gives reasons why he chose the particular place at the re-
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quest of the presiding deity at that place. This reminds us of the famous expression ‘
चराित चरतो भगः ’ of the Aitareya Br!hma[a.766
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Cf. also Gods And Men, p. 216.
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Girnar:
Mount Girnar is one of the most ancient places where Datt!treya's P!duk!s are
greatly honoured, It is near Junagadh in Saurashtra (Gujarat State). One thing that is
most strikingly observed is that instances of having personal meeting with Datt!treya
on mount Girnar are not few and the most prominent one among them is the
S!k;!tkara (Vision) to Nira]jan Raghun!tha, whose life and works we have already
examined. The anecdotes regarding the saint Gorakhan!tha, whose place is shown on
the top of Girnar, are quoted and every S!dhu pays homage to Girnar as an abode of
Datt!treya. Here it is worth nothing that Girnar is a place where there are many places
sacred to Jains, Vai;[avas, Dev#-Bhaktas, the Muslims, besides having places of historical importance connected with Asoka's inscriptions. Thus it has become a common
meeting place for all the different Sects.
M!h%rgafh:
The sleeping-place of Datt!treya, M!h%ra (Madhya Bharat) has become famous.
From Ar[# village in Yavatm!l District we have to travel about 16 miles in a cart and
then for about two and a half miles on the hill track when the hermitage of Atri is seen.
This place has two-fold importance. It is considered as the birth place of Datt!treya and
at the same time is attached to Re[uk!, one of the three prominent Dev#-P#qhas of Maharashtra. The other two are Kolhapur and Tuljapur which are considered sacred to
Laksm#, and Bhav!n# respectively. Re[uk! is worshipped here as Elamm!. It is said that
Datt!treya imparted knowledge to Parazur!ma here after he finished the obsequious
rites of Re[uk!, his mother, who burnt herself, after the death of her husband. Here also
there are P!duk!s, instead of idol of Datt!treya, though there is one Darzana-M%rti. The
place is very charming.767 The Mahanta (Priest) of this place is now given a fixed yearly
allowance, though formerly his source of income was from 32 villages given to the place
as a donation.
Narasob!c# W!f# (N&sinha-V!qik!):
After N&sinhasarasvat#'s stay here for over 12 years, the place got fame. Formerly it
was considered as Sarva-T#rtha as it is said that all the gods stayed there i. e. on the
banks of the K&;[a river for one year. Even before the arrival of N&sinhasarasvat# a great
saint named R!macandra Yog# practised penance there. The Gurucaritra further informs us that there is a certain god-Amarezvara who is attended by 64 yogin#s. Moreover, there are eight T#rthas on the banks of the river K&;[a.
The temple, which is seen just on the bank under an Audumber tree is said to have
been built at a later stage by a Muslim king of Bijapur and contains the P!duk!s deposited by N&sinhasarasvat#. The story runs like this that a Brahmin named Bahirambhaqqa,
in the neighbouring village of @l!sa, having no issue daily came for Darzana of the
Sw!m#, who stayed there for penance for twelve years and lived on from the village
Amarezvara. While going to G![ag!pur, he called the Brahmin and asked him to worship the P!duk!s, named as 'Manohar' under the Audumbar tree and gave a blessed
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prediction that gradually the place would enjoy great importance. Now-a-days, we find
there Priests who are the descendants of the same Brahmin.
This place is in the district of Kolhapur. We have to get down at Jayasingapur on
the Miraj-Kolhapur line of Central Railway if we wish to go there. W!f# is about nine
miles away from where a motor service is available.
There is a regular routine for worshipping the god in the form of the P!duk!s and
the Priests perform it according to the rules laid down. It starts from five early morning
till twelve noon and again from three till late at night, the chief being the Mah!p%ja and
the Palanquin with many other rites. The Palanquin usually starts in the evening with
the special idol inside and are taken three rounds with prayers. At this time roundabout atmosphere is quite serene and inspiring and the people get experiences of different types.
Besides this temple there are places – about seven – connected with R!macandra
Yog#, N!r!ya[a Sw!m#, Qembe Sw!m# and others. Some special cere- monies are performed there during the year, in connection with either these personalities or with some
days of importance. The place, though apparently, uninspiring creates conductive atmosphere on account of quietly performed daily programmes which are perfectly executed.
V!sudev!nandasarasvat# in his life time visited the place many times and even got
the vision of Datt!treya and later on framed new rules for the better management of the
place.
Audumber:
The place so named because of the many Audumber trees found there is another
place of importance where N&sinhasarasvat# practised penance in secret for some years.
It was only after the incident of a Brahmin who was devoid of learning and who was
asked by the goddess Bhuvanezvar#, just opposite the place, to go and surrender himself
to the Sw!m#, that N&sinhasarasvat# lost the necessary quietness for performing penance in secrecy. The Brahmin obtained knowledge and many boons from the sage. It is
at this place, it is said, that Jan!rdana Sw!m#, got the Darzana of Datt!treya. Moreover,
it is here that we see the Sam!dh# of Bhram!nanda, who came here from Girnar about
1825-30 A.D. and stayed on for the rest of his life. He is known for his Q#k! on
Haqhayogaprad#pik!jyotsn!, which is again a Q#k! on Haqhayogaprad#pik! by More
Shastri.
The place is just on the bank of the K&;[a river in front of a village Bh#lavafi which
is 4 miles away from Bh#lav!f# station on Poona-Miraj line.
Like Narsob!-W!d#, the daily routine for worshipping the P!duk!s starts from
early morning and lasts till late at night. It is worth noting that at both the places the
day sacred to Datt!treya is Saturday and not Thursday.
G![ag!pur : –
"There shall be my permanent presence henceforward in these Nirgu[a P!duk!s",
so said768 N&sinhasarasvat# to his disciples at G![ag!pur, while departing. Hence, the
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importance of G![ag!pur is great. Moreover, it is this place, where N&sinhasarasvat#
stayed for a long time and carried on his mission. People acquainted with Guru Caritra
remember many anecdotes in connection with N&sinhasarasvat# and his disciples. There
are many places connected with Tantuka, Rajaka (washerman), who was promised a
kingdom in the next birth and such other things. In the same way, there are eight
T#rthas, whose M!h!tmya, is described in the Guru Caritra as equal to those of Benares,
Gay! and Pray!ga. Besides, the confluence of the two rivers Bh#m! and Amaraj!, which
is two miles away from the place is equally important as N&sinhasarasvat# used to go
there for bath. There is a great hill of sacred ashes (Bhasma) and the astonishing fact
about it is that the same ashes though taken away by many devotees for the last so
many years are never seen decreasing. Shri S. K. Phadke is of the opinion that it must
have been a Yaj]a-Bh%m# in ancient times.769 Shri G. H. Phadke notes that it is Bhasma
and not ordinary clay of the land for it was analysed scientifically.770 Thus, it proves the
opinion of Shri S. K. Phadke.
The devotees attach great importance to the Pras!da given in the form of Bhasma
from this hill and Candana from Nirgu[a P!duk!s. The importance of Bhasma in this
Samprad!ya may indicate connection of the Datta School with Ziva Zaivism.
N&sinhasarasvat# who encouraged the path of scriptures and Yaj]a-cycle and who himself remained a Sany!s#, may compared favourably with Za'kar!c!rya.
G![ag!pur Road is situated on the rail-road between Poona and Raichur on the
Central Railway. The place is about fourteen miles from the station which can be
reached by a regular bus that runs at the time of every train. As in Narasob! W!f#, here
also the daily worship starts from early morning and goes on till late at night. The palanquin of the P!duk!s can be taken out on any day at the desire of a devotee who has to
pay something for it and on all Thursdays. Here importance is attached to Thursday
while at W!f# Saturday is important. After the worship of the P!duk!s in the morning
starts the worship of Cint!ma[i M%rti. This M%rti which is made of sand, was laid here
by N&sinhasarasvat# himself at the request of the then king of G![ag!pur. It is after the
establishment of this evil-remover (Vighnahara ) M%rti, that N&sinhasarasvat# established the Maqha and began to stay here. This idol of Ga[apati is worshipped in the
same manner as is done in the case of the P!duk!s. In the afternoon the devotees get the
Darzana of Nirgu[a P!duk!s which are covered with three silver busts of Brahm!,
Vi;[u and Maheza.
The devotees generally worship the Guru-P!duk!s by reading the Guru Caritra in
seven days (Sapt!ha P!r!ya[a) and many satisfy themselves with Rudr!bhi;eka,
Pa]copac!ra P%j!, Mah! P%j!, Palanquin through Priests on the payment of a fixed
amount. Here great importance is also attached to Bhik;! (soliciting alms ) as it is considered holy due to the fact that those who stay here for the Guru-Caritra-P!r!ya[a
carry on their worship eating only the Bhik;a they get at noon. Moreover, the Guru
himself solicits daily alms in disguise and thus unknowingly the Bhik;! goes to him
which is considered very auspicious. In the evening along with the usual worship and
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prayers of the P!duk!s the three mercy-invoking songs known as Karu[!-Tripad# composed by V!sudev!nandasarasvat# are sung with devotion.
During the year there are many celebrations among which the Datta-Jayant# day,
the first four days in the M!gha K&;[a connected with the departure of
N&sinhasarasvat#, are very important. Generally the Priests manage the show well giving all facilities to the visitors. They form three groups known as Up!dhy!ya, Joshi and
Hakkad!r S!lkari according to their respective functions of lodging and boarding management, ritual arrangement and Mah!p%j! to P!duk!s.
Kara]janagar alias K!ra]j! the birth place of N&sinhasarasvat# is considered sacred
and its sacredness is revived now-a-days. It is on M%rtij!pur-Yavatm!l narrow guage
lines – on Bhusaval-Nagpur Central Railway.
M![ikanagar:
This place is associated with the holy name of M![ikaprabhu. It is near
Huma[!b!d. M![ikaprabhu stayed here from 1845 A.D. to the end of his life. Before his
stay over there it was a jungle and a place inhabited by outlaws and thives. We have
already noted how he settled here, and we now see that the jungle is turned into a town
with beautiful buildings for S!dhakas (aspirants) and is surcharged with spiritual atmosphere.
Even from the time of M![ikaprabhu certain principles have been accepted according to which the worship has developed. The centre now-a-days is round the Sam!dh#
of M![ikaprabhu though there are temples dedicated to Datt!treya, Ziva and to such
other deities. Like the Maqha of Za'kar!c!rya, here also we see the G!d# of Datt!treya
and M![ikaprabhu looks like a spiritual king. His Birud!vali and many such rites developed a new mode of worship and his name is attached to Sakalamata, which tries to
synthetise all the different Sects and Cults. Discipline usually seen in a royal court was
scrupulously maintained during his life-time. Even fine arts like music etc., were encouraged along with other branches of knowledge.
During the year are seen many celebrations among which Datta-Jayant# on
M!rgaz#r;a P%r[im! is prominent.
Now-a-days the G!d# still continued through the lineage of M![ikaprabhu.
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Garufezvar:
This place developed after the final stay of V!sudev!nandasarasvat#, whose
Sam!dh# is seen here. The place is just on the banks of the Narmad! river and is situated in the Rajpipla Taluka of Broach District (Gujarat State). After the departure of the
Sw!m# to the other world, the Trust named Shri Garudeshvar Datta Sa<sth!n carries
on the work of the place according to the rules laid down by the Sw!m# himself. It has a
Paur![ic background as the place is associated with Garufa and the demon Gaj!sura
who was slain by the former. Even N!rada is said to have practised penance there and
the temple of Ziva N!rdezvar associated with the name of N!rada is seen there even
today.
After the arrival of V!sudev!nanda, it became a place of attraction for the followers
of Datt!treya. Here we see a temple of Datt!treya and the Sam!dh# of V!sudev!nanda
with many facilities for S!dhakas. There are about 7 rest-houses (Dharmaz!l!s) and
houses for Priests who perform worship according to the rules laid down by the Sw!m#.
There is a big bathing Ghat on the banks of the Narmad!, which was built by the
Mah!r![# of Indore.
Many celebrations in course of the year are performed, among which, the
Pu[yatithi, the day on which the Sw!m# took Sam!dhi and the Datta-Jayant# are most
prominent. People visit this place in thousands on these days and come there either
through Rajpipla or via Chandod.
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CHAPTER XX

Conclusion
The school of Datt!treya, no doubt, became very popular after the rise of
Zr#p!davallabha and N&sinhasarasvat#, whose period starts after 1300 A. D. Before that
we have the name of Datt!treya along with Gaufap!d!c!rya and others in the inscriptions from Shimoga dated 1235 A. D. and still earlier, Cakradhara (1153 A. D.) got
Datt!treya's vision. Jun! Akh!f! in Ujjain, which is named after Datt!treya was reorganised in 1146 A. D. Gorakhan!th (about 1050 A. D. – 1150) is closely connected with
Datt!treya a reference to this effect in Dabistan (Vol. II, p. 140) led Briggs to think that
Datt!treya was probably a deified Brahman of the 10th Cent. A.D. M!gha in his Zizup!lavadha (14.79) refers to Datt!treya as an Avat!ra of Vi;[u that takes us to his time
i.e. the end of 7th Cent, or the begining of the 8th Cent. Za'kar!c!rya is said to have
written a Stotra on Datt!treya but we are not sure about its authorship.
Ahirbudhnya Sa<hit!, a standard work on the P!]car!tra system refers (5.54) to
Datt!treya. Farquhar put the P!]car!tra literature between 600-800 A. D.
With regard to Paur![ic reference about Datt!treya it is very difficult to assign a
definite date. It is now well known that the Pur![as have been accepted as containing
historical information and the modern researches have brought to light many interesting things. Regarding the Mar. P. for instance Dr. R. C. Hazra771 concludes: "..... those
chapters of Mar. P., which treat Hindu customs and Yoga, cannot possibly be later than
the latter half of the 5th Cent.,"772 VDh. P. (third kha[fa, 85.64-65 ab.) shows the method
of preparing Datt!treya's idols. Dr. (Miss) Priyab!l! Shah, fixes773 this portion of the
Pur![a to 'somewhere between the first or rather the second half of the 5th Cent., and
the first half of the 7th Cent., i.e. between circa 450 and 650 A.D.'
About the age of the Upani;ads which refer to Datt!treya we are not in a position to
say anything with certainty. But with the Mbh. and the HV, where Datt!treya is referred to it is not so. Hopkins remarks: "For the Mbh. the time from 300 B.C. to 100 B.C.
appears now to be the most probable date, though excellent authorities extend the limits from 400 B.C. to 400 A.D.774 As regards the HV he takes 200 A.D. as a highly probable
date. As the reference to Datt!treya appears in an interpolated portion after III.115.8 in
Mbh. and in the didactic books, Xllth and Xlllth of the Mbh. it may be said that
Datt!treya must have been worshipped in the earlier centuries of the Christian era.775 In
the present state of knowledge we cannot definitely say how long before the mention of
his name the worship of Datt!treya started as the non-mention is not necessarily the
absence of it.
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Equally uncertain is the problem of the exact time when Datt!treya got the form of
Trim%rti. We are not in a position to say anything definitely as we got the three-headed
icons of Datt!treya after the 10th Cent. But before that, as has been observed before,
there were idols of Trim%rtis as well as of the three highest gods that were worshipped
jointly in the temples, as is inferred from inscriptions. Thus, we get an icon which looks
like Datt!treya in appearance from the Peshawar Museum in the 3rd Cent. The Mar. P.
where Datt!treya's birthstory occurs, refers to the three highest gods born to Atri, and
Datt!treya in turn teaching Yoga to Alarka. This portion cannot be put according to Dr.
Hazra after the 5th Cent. Much light is, however, not available as the later period is in
the dark. Dal!dana Muni refers776 to Datt!treya as having three forms in his DattaLahar# but again we do not know the actual time of Dal!dana, though tradition considers him as one of the most ancient devotees of Datt!treya. So in the present state of our
knowledge it can be said that the significance of Trim%rti as well as Datt!treya's images
was not an accomplished fact till 1000. People either believed in Trim%rtis, in various
ways (described in chapter II of I part) or worshipped Traipuru;adeva erecting temples
as is seen in the inscriptions. Later on stories regarding the three highest gods born to
Atri and Anas%y! might have been fixed and mixed the form of Datt!treya with
Trim%rti icons. Thus Brahm! and Ziva, both born as Soma and Durv!s!, being less
prominent, were thrown in the background and only Datt!treya got prominence in the
combined form of Brahm!, Vi;[u and Maheza. Thus in literature Datt!treya, though an
incarnation of all the three gods in general, is considered as an Avat!ra of Vi;[u in particular; while his icon and other pecularities show his close relation with Ziva, for from
the iconographical point of view, Ziva's trinity777 has attracted people more than those of
the other two gods of trinity. This is the reason why Datt!treya is represented even today either with three heads or even with one head. In the case of the latter, his triple
nature is shown by six hands with the characteristic emblems of all the three principal
gods. It is therefore, not correct to say, as some do, that only one headed icon is Vedic.778
Keeping, probably, this in mind, V!sudev!nandasarasvat# has shown 720 possible
forms of Datt!treya from the view point of six characteristic emblems in the six hands.
In modern times people usually worship Datt!treya as an incarnation of trinity; as
the bestower of both Bhukti and Mukti779. His devotees comprise all the types : –
(i) @rta (ii) Arth!rthi (iii) Jij]!su (iv) J]!n#.
Thus to a common man Datt!treya has many outstanding characteristics in comparison with other incarnations of Vi;[u. The most striking difference is that Datt!treya
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is Avin!s# Avat!ra780 as his final disappearance is described nowhere as is the case with
other Avat!ras. Though he is not counted among 7 Ciraj#vins,781 he is considered as one
of the 7 Smart&g!mins.782 Though these stanzas are known from long tradition, and
though we cannot say anything definite about their basis we can infer the reason way
the name of Datt!treya is omitted from the list of 7 immortals. Cira]j#vin means 'longlived'; however long might be the existence of Cira]j#vin, it has some limit, but who can
fetter the very existence incarnate with time-limit ? And so how can the Lord Datt!treya
be included in the list of these Cira]j#vins howsoever great and long-lived they might
be? Thus M!gha has taken him as Avin!z# Avat!ra. Moreover, he is not born for annihilating any demon but for making free the needy from the bondage of ignorance. He is a
Guru-Avat!r, J]!na Vigraha, and hence ever at the back and call of his devotees.783
V!sudev!nandasarasvat# in one of his @khy!nas has shown the difference between
Datt!treya-incarnation and R!ma-K&;[a-incarnations of the Lord in the following manner: R!ma-K&;[a had a married life; while Datt!treya is a Brahmac!r# (celebate). Hence
the former two are householders with the three qualities; while the latter is a Yati without the three qualities (Trigu[arahita). He further says that some have given either the
land of gold or many precious things, but no one except Datt!treya has given his own
self.784 In this way, Shri Phadke tries to clarify Datt!treya as regards his M!y!yukta and
M!y!mukta nature. He is the Guru of K;atriya kings like Sahasr!rjuna on one side,
while in this line N&sinhasarasvat# becomes the Guru even of a Yavan king.785 This, according to Shri Phadke is due to the nature of Yogic life noted for self-control and balance of mind of which His Highness Zr# C!mar!jendra also takes note.786 This view on
activity and renunciation is very appealing. His Avadh%ta G#t! declares that Advaita
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र् हनमाँ
अामा बिलासो
ु
कृ पः परशराम
सतै े िचरजीिवनः॥

782

ु
ौीदो नारदो ासः शक
पवनाजः।
र् र् गोराक्षो सत े तृग
र् ािमनः॥
कातवीय

783

Datta Prabodha:
ु बोिघला य। ऽतायग
े ु सहॐाजनर्ु ूिस।ु
कृ तयग

े करी सवा।
ं
ापर मातस
ावया ूबोध ू जगासी। 27.16
784

ु ं कियोि ददौ।
ु ददौ ीवपद
े पर
कित्हम

र्
र् ्
े ु िनजाि च तथा सवमपयत॥
किसता

ु
ु दोऽथ दो यतो।
ाा ने न कऽिच
मदा

े े
े द इित िह ातोऽभवािऽजः॥
दनयमव
Gurudeva Caritra P. 199.
785

द. म.ु P. 364

786

Datt!treya: P. 245.
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and Dvaita and such other Dvandas are but inter-relative. The reality lies above the
two787. It is interesting to find that when in the beginning there was only one reality, it
could only be trinity at the time manifestation. When one becomes two, one must think
that there should be third element to behold the two and thus one can only manifest
oneself in a triple form. A seed when it sprouts forth and comes above the earth in a
manifested form its two offshoots require a third part in the form of a trunk. Thus,
Datt!treya has become a symbol of synthesising the two opposites – an idea which is
quite essential today in the present state of the world. Here all the Var[as and the
@zramas are attached to without creating any kind of disturbance in the society. All
perform their duties all right, all are guided properly and they eventually get happiness
and final emancipation. Lives of the great saints in this school, as we have already
shown, confirm this view. It unites not only two main schools of Ziavism and
Vai;[avism and Hindus and the Muslims, but also developes insight which keeps mankind in an atmosphere that is pure and peaceful. Datt!treya is quick in giving both reward as well as punishment for action done. Piety has its reward while impiety instantly punished.
Another appealing feature of the Datta Samprad!ya in the modern age is the respect shown for women in general and for a Sat# (chaste woman) in particular. The account of his birth, no doubt, refers to the penance of Atri for getting a son; but it is only
because of Anas%y!, that the three highest gods descended from heaven on earth. Even
the episode of Z![fili speaks about the same thing. Tripur! Rahasya (I part) is in the
dialogue form between a husband and his wife, where the latter imparts knowledge to
the former.
The 8th chapter of the Avadh%ta G#t! looks with contempt upon attachment to
women; but there the writing is against attachment and not against woman in general.
Moreover, the V!ma-M!rga of the Z!kta school was leading astray and the people in
general took the literal meaning of the five Ma-K!ras which included attachment to
wine and woman. So the pen of this spiritual preceptor, who condemns impiety, is certainly very impressive. The last but not the least feature of the school is the very open
mind with which the saints of this school developed the worship. Faith in god, devotion
to the Guru, observance of the rules laid down by scriptures and such other strict principles of life did not deter them from acting in a contrary way, when the need of the
times called upon them to do a particular action. One who is beyond the three qualities
has no rules and regulation to follow yet undue liberty is never tolerated. The Samarasa, equipoise must be maintained. For that the mind must be kept open and we must
observe nature and work around our own taking a moral lesson from whatever source
we come across. This is what the N!sad#ya S%kta of the *gveda has taught us, this is
े
what the sacred syllable 'OM' and triune unity of ‘तातर
उपिनषद ्’ of Upani;adic time
stressed and this is what the Puru;ottama Yoga in the 15th chapter of the G#t! declared
with due emphasis. Reality supreme lies beyond all – the Sat and the Asat, the Bhokt!
and the Bhogya, the K;ara and the Ak;ara and also beyond the three outstanding quali787

े
अैत ं किचिदि
ैतिमि चापर।े

सम ं तं न िवि ैताैतपरं िह यत॥् 1.36.
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ties – the Sattva, the Rajas and the Tamas. Call it by any name and worship it in any
form it is invariably the liberation of the Datt!treya Samprad!ya.
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APPENDIX
Unpublished Datt!treya Literature
List of Mss. Collected from various catalogues arranged alphabetically according to
place, where they are deposited.
Adyar
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Avadh%ta G#t!.
Avadh%ta G#t! Q#k!.
Datt!treya Kavacam.
Datt!treya Campuh.
Datt!treya Jayantim!h!tyam.
Datt!treya Dazakam.
Datt!treya P%j! Vidhi>.
Datt!treya Sahasran!mastotram.
Datt!treya Mantra.
Datt!treya Stotram.
Datt!treyottart!pinyupani;ad.
Datt!treyopani;ad.
Datt!treyopani;adbh!;yam.
Datt!treyopani;advivara[am.
Datt!trey!rcana—Vidhi—Candrik!.
Datt!treya-Prabodha> (Datt!treya Yogaz!stram.)
Baroda

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Datt!treya Stotram.
Datta-G#t! S!rtha.
Datt!treya M!l!mantra.
Datt!treya Kalpa (22 Paqalas.)
Datta Bhuja'ga Stotram.
Datt!treya Campu> (with Datt!treya Sev! Pa]cakam and Datt!treya A;qakam.)
Datt!treya Yogaz!stram.
Avadh%ta G#t!.
Datt!treya Dv!dazan!ma Stotram.
Datt!treya Sahasran!ma
Datt!treya Stotr!di.
Datt!treya Vajra Kavaca (Yogir!ja Vajra Pa]jar Kavaca.)
Datt!treya Tantra.
Tripur! Rahasya (M!h!tmya Kha[fa)
Bombay
Avadh%ta G#t! with Merudatta's Q#k!.
Datt!treya Kavaca.
Datt!treya Sahasr!nama (from Datt!treya Sa<hit!.)
Datt!treya Tantra (3 Paqalas.)
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35.

Tattvopani;ad by Datt!treya.
Calcutta

36.

Datt!treya Tantram.
Madras

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

Datt!treya Kalpa.
Datt!treya Kavaca>. (2 Mss)
Datt!treya G!yatri.
Datt!treya G#t!.
Datt!treya Cakram.
Datt!treya Campu>. (2 Mss.)
Datt!treya Tantram. (4 Mss).
Datt!treya Digbandhanam.
Datt!treya Dv!dazan!ma Stotram.
Datt!treya Dv!daz!k;ara Mantrar!ja Mantra> and its Ny!savidhi>.
Datt!treya Dv!daz!k;ar!dimantroddh!ra>.
Datt!treya Nav!k;aramantra>.
Datt!treya Pa]c!zann!mastotram.
Datt!treya Bodha> ( 3 Mss.).
Datt!treya Bhuja'ga Stotram.
Datt!treya Matam (@ndhra Q#k! Sahitam.)
Datt!treya Mantra> (4 Mss.)
Datt!treya M!l!mantra>. (4 Mss.)
Datt!treya Vajra Kavaca>. (6 Mss.)
Datt!treya Vazya Mantra>.
Datt!treya :af!k;ar# Mantrar!ja Mantra>.
Datt!treya :ofa;!k;ara Mantrar!ja Mantra>.
Datt!treya Sandhy! Vidhi>.
Datt!treya Sahasran!ma Stotram (2 Mss.)
Datt!treya Stambhana Mantra>.
Datt!treya Stotram (4 Mss.)
Datt!treya;qottarazatan!ma Stotram. (2 Mss.)
Datt!treya Ek!k;ara Mantra>.
Datt!treyocc!qana Mantra>.
Datt!treyopani;ad (3 Mss.)
Datt!treya Kavacam.
Datt!treya Mantrar!ja Mah! Mantra>.
Avadh%ta G#t! Savy!khy!.
Avadh%ta G#t! Saq#k!.
Datt!treyazaqakamu (6 Mss.)
Dattayogindravaryazatakamu.
Yogazastram.
Avadh%tagit!s!ra>.
Datt!treya Parvatada.
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Mysore
76.

Datt!treyopani;ad.
Oxford

77.
78.
79.
80.

Datt!treyopani;ad (2 Mss).
Datt!treya Tantra.
Datt!treya Dazaka.
Datt!treya Stotra.
Poona

81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

Datt!treya Kalpa.
Datt!treya Tantra (3 Mss.)
Datt!treya Gorak;a – Sa<v!da.
Datt!rcandkaumud#.
Datt!rcanapaddhati.
Tanjore

86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.

Datt!treya Mantra>.
Datt!treya Kavacam.
Datt!treya Pr!ta>smara[azloka>.
Datt!treya Dazan!ma Stotram.
Datt!treya Dv!dazan!ma Stotram. (4 Mss.)
Datt!treya Pa]c!zatstotram.
Datt!treya Zatan!ma.
Datt!treya Satpa]c!zann!ma. (13 Mss.)
Datt!treya Sahasran!ma.
Datt!treya;qottarasahasran!ma Stotram.
Datt!treya;qottarazatan!ma. (3 Mss.)
Datt!treya;q!vi<zatyuttaran!ma. (2 Mss.)
Datt!treya Stotram (7 Mss.)
Datt!treya Kalpa>.
Avadh%ta G#t! (13 Mss.)
Datt!treya Vrata>.
Datt!treyopani;ad. (2 Mss.)
J#vanmukta Lak;a[am.
Udaipur

104.
105.
106.
107.
108.

Avadh%ta G#t! (2 Mss.)
Datt!treya Tantram.
Datt!treya P%j! Paddhati>.
Datt!treya Sahasran!ma Stotram.
Avadh%ta Stotram.
Ujjain

109.
110.
111.
112.

Datta—Janma Kath!.
Datta—Stava.
Datt!treya Tantram.
Datt!treya Tantram.
Ulwar
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113.
114.
115.
116.

117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

Datt!treya—Gor;a—Sa<v!da.
Datt!treya Tantra.
Datt!treya. Sahasran!man.
Datt!treya Stotram.
Over and above the above-mentioned Mss. the following are noted by Theodor
Aufrecht in the Catalogus Catalogoram :—
( i ) Dattag#t! or Datt!treyag#t!.
( ii ) Dattaprakara[a.
( iii ) Dattabhuja'gastotra.
( iv ) Dattamahim!khyastotra.
( v ) Dattahom!nukrama[ik!.
( vi ) Datt!treyacandrik!
( vii ) Datt!treyapaddhati.
( viii ) Datt!rcanakaumudi.
( ix ) Datt!treyap%jana.
( x ) Datt!treyamah!p%j!var[ana.
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INDEX
Acuta 193
Advaita 208
Aghora 27, 28, 31
—Sect 183
Agni 18, 37
—As Brahm! 18
—Having three Functions 18
—As Indra, Brahm!, Vi;[u 6
—As Ziva 18, 19
—Trinity 5, 6
(Dr.) Agrawala V. S. 16, 22, 38, 39
Ahirbudhnya Sa<hit! 55, 205
Aiyyappan A. 37
‘Akh!f!’ at Ujjain 191
Akkalkoq 138, 140 ff, 186, 198
—Sw!m# of 60, 94, 130, 133, 136 ff, 147, 158, 159, 198
—Theory of his origin 136, 137
'Ak;ara-G#t!' 179
Alakha 98
@lamprabhu 130, 160
Alarka 57, 63 ff, 85, 194, 206
Alkot (colonel) 132
Allauddin II 87
Amarezvara 200
Ambik! 86
@mbe-Jog!i 113, 114
Anantan!th 128
Anant Yog#deva 182
Anarka 56
Anas%y! 52, 57-60, 64, 131, 145, 187, 198, 209
An!vil 154
A]jan#b!# 167
Ankai-Tankai 27
A'kalkhope 102
Anandra 32
@nand-M!rg 114
@nand Sect 183
'Apar!jitp&ccha' 47
Appaya Sw!m# 165
Aprabuddha 87, 99, 100, 207
@pp!s!heb 85
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Arjuna K!rtav#rya 62, 63, 65, 68, 85, 194, 208
—Four boons to 62
Ar[i 199
Arrogant Brahmins 88, 90
Arthur Avalon 191
@rvisa 165, 166
Atirudra 167
Atitas 191
Atri 52, 57-60, 64, 80, 131, 187, 198, 199, 206, 209
Atri @zrama 198
Aty!zram# 184
Audumber 186, 198, 200, 201
Aur[an!bha 19
Autobiography by Saints 116
Avadh%ta 53, 93, 171, 174-178, 181, 191
—Behaviour of 176
—Definition of 72, 74 ff, 207
—M!rga 114, 191
—Sect and three facets 183
—Glory of 181
'Avadh%ta G#t!' 163, 183, 193, 208, 209
—Contents of 73 ff
—Uniformity of 75
—Various Names 72
Avadh%ta Yuga 156
Avadh%ta Yadu Dialogue 64, 117
'Avadh%t# @nand' 173, 180
'Avadh%t# Mast#' 179
Avantipur 36, 39, 40
Avat!ra 55, 205, 207
—Number of 56
—Purpose of 56
—Avin!z# 207, 208
Avatara[ik! 100
@yu 64, 66, 85
B!b! Bufan 80, 198
B!b! Upaskar 182
Badr#ked!rezwar 198
Bahiram Bhaqqa 200
Bajaura 36
Bajramath 41
Bakaprabhu 130, 160
B!labodhin# 170
B!lamukunda 155
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B!_app! 142
B!l!vadh%ta 155
B!_ekundr# 157
B!_ekundr#kar 155 ff
—Lineage of 155
—Works of 156
Banerjee J. N. 27, 31
Bangalor 168
Bangaon 42, 43
Baro 32
Barolli 32
Barth A. 17
Basavezai 132
Bedar 87
Behaviour peculiar 68
Belur 79
Bendre V. S. 103
Bergaigne 19
Beqa, meaning of 167
Bhagavadgoma[fala 61
Bhagwandas 66
'Bhagw!n Datt!treya' 183
Bhagvat N. H. 94, 141
Bhairava 183, 188, 191
Bhairava Avadh%ta 115 ff
Bhandarkar R. G. 42
Bhart&hari 170
Bh!skar 195
Bhasma 90, 201, 202
Bhaqa M!rga 193
Bhattacarya B. C. 17-20
Bh!qg!m 185
Bhavabh%t# 180
Bhav!n# 199
Bhave 103.
Bhik;! 202
Bhik;u G#t! 105
Bhilvaf# 201
Bhim!za'kar 165
Bh&gu 119
Bhukti 207
Bhuvanezvar 201
Bifkar R!m!nanda 182
Birud!val# 203
Bombay Gazateer 185
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Brahmac!r# 91
Brahma Z!st! 25
Brahm! 3, 23, 27, 29, 30, 34
—Equal to Earth 19
—In Middle 79
—As preserver 10
Brahm!nanda 201
Brahm!nandasarasvat# 147, 182
Brahmendrasarasvat# 182
Briggs 205
Broach 49
Buddha 23
Burgess 26, 27, 34
Caitanya 85; -cult 192
Cakradhara 193-196, 205
Cakradharokta S%kta P!qha 195
Cakrap![# 194
Ca'gadeva R!u_a 194, 196
C!mar!jendra 208
C!<da Bodhale 103
Chakravarti N. P. 22
Chamba 40
Chandradronagiri 198
Chhannav#radeva 81
Chapekar 183
Charsaddha 35
Chaturvedi Parashuram 181
Chitorgarh 32, 33
Chitrav Shastri 87, 109, 124
Cidambara 129
Cidambaram 44
Cidambar Mah!r!ja 182
Cint!ma[i M%rti 202
C#raj#vin 207, 208
Citrak%qa 64, 198
Coomarsw!m# 18, 35
Coussens H. 34, 41
Dabistan 205
Dak;i[!m%rti 115
Dakulagi 114
Dal!dana 185, 206
D!mar 71
Dandan Uiliq 35
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Dantidurga 79
Dandekar S. V. 196
Darg!h 161
D!sabodha 99, 149, 191
D!saga[u 158
Dazan!mis 191
D!sanavam# 146
D!sopanta 93, III ff, 136, 149
—His Mission III ff
—Unpopularity III
D!sopant!chi-P!sof# 111 ff
Dasgupta (Miss) M&[!l 56, 65
Datta Akh!f! 188
‘Datta B!van#' 181
Datta Jayant# 118, 156, 176, 202-204
‘Datta Lahar#' 185, 206
Datta Mah!r!ja of A;qe 162 ff
—His spiritual Lineage 162
—Comparison with Qembe Sw!m# 162
Dattan!th 128 ff
—His Spiritual Lineage 128
'Datta M!h!tmya' 60, 163
'Datt!treya M!h!tmya (SK)' 67, 114, 149
‘Datta-Prabodha' 59, 60, 104, 107, 119, 208
'Datta Pur![a' 65, 95 ff, 151, 172,177
—Its Q#k! 95, 150
'Datta Up!san!' 60, 175, 181
Datta Yantra 163
'Datt!treya' 195
Datt!treya 23, 101, 158, 178
—Date of 205, 206
—Explanation of the term 51, 52
—Idols and icons 61, 113, 145, 149, 164, 167, 172, 185, 205
—In Sculpture 45 ff
—Meaning of 61
—Modern Form 207; as Non-Vedic 184
—Origin of name 58
—720 Forms of 207
—Sub-Sects 183
—Story of Birth 56
—Symbols & their Philosophical aspect 187; explanation 185 ff
—Three heads, 8 hands 50
—Travel of 198
—Trim%rti of 206
—Vedic Dhy!na of 194
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—Wider connotation 174, 175
—Works of 72
Datt!treya as Avadh%ta 189
—As D!t!r 198
—As Fak#r 125
—As Guru 187
—As Guru Avat!ra 93
—As J]!na Vigraha 188
—As Lord of Universe 61
—As Madman 189
—As Mah!r 112
—As Mah!-Vi;[u 53
—As Mala'ga 107
—As Mind-Born 58, 80
—As Moon 187
Datt!treya his association with ascetics 183
—With Ziva worship 207
—His Dhy!na Mantras 49, 53, 54
—His Peculiarity 207, 208
—His Sacrifice 63
—His 16 incarnations 114
Datt!treya and Dogs 187 ff
—And wine 66, 68, 70, 209
—And women 66, 68, 70, 72 ff, 209
—High regard for women 72
—And yogins 58, 67
—Development of his worship 53, 91, 182 ff;; extention of it 50, 172, 182
—Temples of 162, 203
'Datt!treya-Kalpa' 47
'Datt!treya-:ofaz!vat!ra Jayant# Kalpam’ 114
Datt!treya Stotra 49
Datt!treya Upani;ad 51, 53
‘Datt!treya-Vajra-Kavaca’ 199
D!t!r 186
Daultabad 101, 104, 106, 108, 189, 197
Day!za'kar Kavi 68
Dehu 117
Deva-Bhakta-Caritra-M!l! 101, 139, 149, 153
Devapantha 104
Dev!s 115
'Devat!-M%rti-Prakara[a' 47, 48
Dev# 178
Dev#-Bhaktas 199
Dev#-P#qhas 199
Devotee, three types 70
– 187 –

—And God 146
Devotion to God and Guru 115
Dhaumya *;# 92
Dhaumy!ra[ya 126
Fhere 87, 103, 192
Dhy!na Mantras 22
Digambar 113
Digambard!s 182
Digambar!nucara 113
Dik;ita Mah!r!ja 147, 164, 182
Dilmal 44
D#pak 67, 92
Diskalkar D. B. 16, 39
Disordered letters 69
Divine Direction 177
Divine Grace 193
Dogs 50
—and Vedas 188
'D&;q!ntap!qha' 195
Dubois J. A. 12, 19, 59
Duberani 25
Dur!c!ra 64
D%rg! 31
Dvaita 208
Dvivedi H. 68
Dw!rak!m!# 159
Edward Moor 17
Eight T#rthas 200, 201
Ekan!th 47, 93-95, 101 ff, 120, 129, 149, 152, 155, 173, 189, 192, 194, 195
—His Abha'ga 103
—His Birth Date 105
—His Concentration 106
—As Datta Bhakta 107
—His meeting with Datt!treya 107
Ekan!tha Pa]c!yatana 101
Ekan!th# Bh!gavat 95, 102, 105
Ekanetra 29, 33
Ekap!da 29, 30, 33
Ekarudra 33
Elamm! 199
Elora 30, 34, 35
Elephanta 27, 30, 34
Farquhar J. N. 12, 205
Fatepur 41
– 188 –

Fergusson 26, 27, 34
Feristan 87
Fitz Edward Hall 78
Five K&;[as 194, 196
Gadre 87, 90
Gaj!sur 203
Ga[apati (Ga[eza) 158, 177, 178, 202
Ga[f! Mah!r!ja 147, 153 ff, 177
Gandhiji 170
Garbe M. B. 27, 40
Garufa 35
Garufezvar 147, 153, 162, 186, 198, 203
Gaufap!da 80
G![ag!pur 98, 104, 144, 147, 165, 166, 186, 194, 198, 200-202
Gh!_ipujeparvata 80, 81
Girnar 98, 119, 120, 124, 125, 163, 174, 186, 189, 198, 201
'G#rv![abh!;!preveza' 170
'G#t!' 94, 148, 149, 153, 181, 195, 196, 209
'G#t!r[ava' 111, 114
Goddess 79
Gokak falls 33
Gokar[a 185
Gopi's Churn 24
Gopin!th Kavir!j 71, 77
Gorakhn!th 186, 191, 199, 205
Gorakhpur 79
Gosna 39
Goverdhanb!b! 124
Govind!c!ryasw!min 20
Govindaprabhu 196
Govindasw!m# 144
Gulva[# Mah!r!ja 182
Gu]jagr!m 154
Gu[fama R!%_a 196
Guru 158
—definition of 94
—faith in 93
—function of 94
—worship of 91
—importance of 91, 92
—Mahim! 92, 94, 119, 141, 173
Guru-Avat!ra 208
'Guru-caritra' 59, 86-88, 91-93, 98, 99, 103, 131, 144, 147, 150 ff, 171, 180, 183, 191, 194,
197, 201, 202
– 189 –

—Its importance 98
—Number of Chs 99 ff
—Oldest edition 99
—Sapt!ha P!r!ya[a 96
—Teaching of 99
—relation with Veda 98, 99
'Gurudeva-caritra' 143 ff, 208
'Guru G#t!' 92, 98, 100, 150, 163
'Gurul#l!m&ta' (Gujarati) 65, 92, 98, 99, 114, 143 ff, 154, 171, 177, 179 ff
—Marathi 60, 137, 141, 142
Guru M!rga 114
Gurum%rticaritra 154, 177
Guru P!duk!s 202
Guru Sa<hit! 99, 150
Guru stotra 96
Gradual liberation 71
Hakkad!r S!lkar# 202
Ha_ebifu 46
Ha<sar!jasw!m# 133
Harappa 38
Harihar Mah!r!ja 162
Hari-Hara-Pit!mah 17, 23, 45, 47, 48, 78
Har;a 55
Haqhayogaprad#pik!-jyotsn! 201
Haqhayog# 124
Havell 19, 32
(Dr.) Hazra R. C. 65, 205
Heras 37
Hiralal Shastri (R.B.) 18, 42
Hira[yagarbh!c!rya 124
Hopkins 18, 56, 65, 206
Hoysalezvar 46
Hypocrasy 174
Idolatary 16
Idols 206
Impurity 67, 68
Inaction through action 108
Incarnation 65
—Names and Numbers 65
—Mission 66
—Evolution view 66
Indian Theism 193, 194
Inscriptions 78 ff, 206
– 190 –

Instrument of God 171, 172
Isalampur 164
Islam 197
Izvara 78
Jains 199
Jala-sam!dhi 123
J!lava[akar 93, 124 ff, 170
—Works of 125
—Teaching of 126
Jambha 62
Jambukezvaram 33, 34
James Hastings 3
Jan!rdanasw!m# 47, 101 ff, 106, 109, 120, 129, 173, 189, 197, 201
—His Guru 102
—Spiritual lineage 103
—Works of 104
Jayak&;n#ya 193
Jivanmukta-G#t! 76
—Versified translation 76
J]!nezvar 85, 93, 125, 156, 191, 192
J]!nezvar# 99, 109, 149, 179, 191
J]!na-Vigraha 208
J]!na-Yuga 156
Joj!i @mbe 34
Joshi 202
Joshi C. N. 134
Joshi S. B. 92
Jumn! 78, 79
Jun! Akh!f! 205
Kab#r 145
Ka_amba 116
K!labhairava 189
K!lapp! 156
K!l# 27
K!lik!pur![a 188
Kamat 97, 100, 147, 150
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